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Preface
NeuroIS is a field in Information Systems (IS) that makes use of neuroscience and
neurophysiological tools and knowledge to better understand the development, adoption, and impact of information and communication technologies. The NeuroIS Retreat is a leading academic conference for presenting research and development projects at the nexus of IS and neurobiology (see http://www.neurois.org/). This annual
conference has the objective to promote the successful development of the NeuroIS
field. The conference activities are primarily delivered by and for academics, though
works often have a professional orientation.
Since 2018, the conference is taking place in Vienna, Austria, one of the world's most
beautiful cities. In 2009, the inaugural conference was organized in Gmunden, Austria. Established on an annual basis, further conferences took place in Gmunden from
2010-2017. The genesis of NeuroIS took place in 2007. Since then, the NeuroIS
community has grown steadily. Scholars are looking for academic platforms to exchange their ideas and discuss their studies. The NeuroIS Retreat seeks to stimulate
these discussions. The conference is best characterized by its workshop atmosphere.
Specifically, the organizing committee welcomes not only completed research, but
also work in progress. A major goal is to provide feedback for scholars to advance
research papers, which then, ultimately, have the potential to result in high-quality
journal publications.
This year is the fifth time that we publish the proceedings in the form of an edited
volume. A total of 40 research papers are published in this volume, and we observe
diversity in topics, theories, methods, and tools of the contributions in this book. The
2019 keynote presentation entitled " How to Tell your NeuroIS Story to an MIS Audience" was given by David Gefen, Professor of MIS and Provost Distinguished Research Professor at the LeBow College of Business, Drexel University, USA. Moreover, Karin VanMeter, biologist and guest lecturer at the Austrian Biotech University
of Applied Sciences gave a hot topic talk entitled " The Importance of the Autonomic
Nervous System for In-formation Systems Research".
Altogether, we are happy to see the ongoing progress in the NeuroIS field. More and
more IS researchers and practitioners have been recognizing the enormous potential
of neuroscience tools and knowledge.
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David Gefen – Keynote
How to Tell your NeuroIS Story to an MIS Audience
The philosophy of science and methodology of neuroscience, NeuroIS included, is
different from that of the more “traditional” philosophies of science and
methodologies in MIS such as surveys, design science, archival data analysis, and
various types of ethnographic research. Telling a neuroscience research story and
making the claim for its contribution to such an audience can be challenging. This talk
will present the case, make suggestions, and open the floor to an honest conversation
of those issues.

Karin VanMeter – Hot Topic Talk
The Importance of the Autonomic Nervous System for
Information Systems Research
The autonomic nervous system (ANS), also referred to as the ‘involuntary nervous
system’, is the part of the peripheral nervous system supplying internal organ systems
and glands. It consists of three portions, the sympathetic, parasympathetic, and enteric
divisions, all of which largely regulate bodily functions unconsciously. The ANS
plays a major role in homeostasis and adaptive functions and thus response to internal
and external stimuli. Examples of external stimuli are changes in light, temperature,
and general environment. The sympathetic branch regulates metabolic resources and
coordinates the emergency response – “fight or flight”. The parasympathetic division
is responsible for “rest and digest”, while the enteric branch is considered separately
because of its location.
While sympathetic activity is increased during the day, parasympathetic activity
becomes more active during the night when regeneration occurs at the cellular and
organ level, as well as the mental level. From an Information Systems (IS)
perspective, the ANS is critical, for example, due to its role in stress processes. This
talk describes fundamentals of the functioning of the ANS. Because reviews of the
literature revealed that measures of ANS activity (e.g., pupil dilation, heart rate, blood
pressure, skin conductance) play a significant role in NeuroIS re-search, this talk
deals with a fundamental NeuroIS research domain.

Circadian rhythms and social media information-sharing
Rob Gleasure
Department of Digitalization, Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen, Denmark
rg.digi@cbs.dk

Abstract. Large amounts of information are shared through social media. Such
communication assumes users are sufficiently aligned, not only in terms of their
interests but also in terms of their emotional and cognitive states. It is not clear
how this emotional and cognitive alignment is achieved for social media, given
one-to-one interactions are infrequent and discussion often spans loosely connected individuals. This study argues that circadian rhythms play an important
physiological role in aligning users for information-sharing, as information
shared at different times of the day is likely to encounter users with common
physiological states. Data are gathered from Twitter to examine patterns of sentiment and text complexity in social media, as well as how these patterns affect
information-sharing. Results suggest the timing of a social media post, relative
to collective patterns of sentiment and text complexity, is a better predictor of
information-sharing than the sentiment and text complexity of the post itself.
Put differently, information is more likely to be shared when it is posted at
times of the day when other users are primed for emotion and concentration, independent of whether that posted information is itself emotional or demanding
in concentration.
Keywords: Circadian. Social Media. Sentiment. Text Complexity. Twitter.
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Introduction

Social media provides an important means of gathering and distributing information. Yet the sheer volume of information limits what individuals can consume and
share, i.e. the amount of information users may ‘convey’ significantly exceeds the
amount of information upon which they may ‘converge’ [c.f. 9]. Key determinants of
convergence and information-sharing have been identified as sentiment [14, 35] and
text complexity [27, 34]. These qualities influence a recipient’s motivation and capability to engage with particular pieces of information. The influence of sentiment and
text complexity on information-sharing is not absolute; rather, their impact depends on
their alignment with the needs of recipients at some particular time. Failure to match
the sentiment of recipients may result in posts appearing out of sync or ‘tone deaf’ [4,
36]. Similarly, more complex information is often less welcome when discussion is
adversarial [27, 34] and more welcome when discussion is collaborative [8, 16, 19].
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This need for alignment between communicators and recipients is typically developed over the course of one-to-one symbolic interactions [3] and physiological mirroring [29]. Yet social media-based information-sharing is rarely one-to-one and often
occurs between individuals who do not frequently interact [13]. Hence it is not obvious how users achieve the alignment to interact effectively.
This study proposes the alignment of social media users relies partly on common
circadian rhythms, i.e. daily light-entrained physiological oscillations that help to
ensure individuals are most active during the day and most restful at night [1, 6].
Studies have shown circadian rhythms produce predictable patterns in the sentiment
of social media posts. Notably, an extensive study by Macy and Golder [15] found
consistent circadian patterns in social media sentiment across countries, seasons, and
days of the week. Previous research has also shown that information-sharing on social
media is disproportionally between individuals in geographical proximity [38], hence
in similar time zones. Thus, there is an intuitive role for circadian rhythms as a mechanism for creating alignment between social media users.
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Social Media and Circadian Rhythms

Circadian rhythms encourage us to be active at the times best suited for our environment, e.g. to crave food and increase in activity when food sources are typically
plentiful [33]. Circadian rhythms regulate a range of biological processes, from hormonal changes, to body temperature, to mood [1, 25, 26, 32, 33]. These roughly 24hour cycles are coded into the cells of most living things, creating a natural clock that
oscillates between wakefulness and restfulness – even when environments are artificially manipulated to make days seem longer or shorter [1, 2, 7].
For mammals such as humans, daily circadian cycles are entrained by light through
the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which fires to dorsomedial areas of the hypothalamus and links to neural pathways involved in the release of mood and effort-related
hormones such dopamine [21], serotonin [33], and cortisol [10]. The SCN simultaneously inhibits the pineal gland from secreting melatonin, the hormone that accumulates to promote sleep states [2]. This results in dual-process cycle (see [33]) where (i)
the ascending arousal system triggers hormones to promote activity/inhibit the release
of sleep-inducing melatonin via the pineal gland, while (ii) the competing homeostatic
sleep system gradually builds up pressure until it can overwhelm sleep-inhibitors and
produce enough melatonin to inhibit the SCN, resulting in a ‘flip flop’ switch between
wake-sleep transitions. A summary of documented daily circadian hormonal patterns
is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Typical circadian levels of dopamine, serotonin, cortisol, and melatonin
suppression.
The role of these hormones in regulating engagement and energy means these patterns are relevant for social media information-sharing in two ways.
First, increased engagement and energy are linked to higher levels of emotional affect [37]. Hence circadian rhythms tend to influence the mood of individuals at different times of the day in a way that harmonizes that mood with other social actors [25],
even in where no interaction has occurred.
Second, increased engagement and energy are associated with an individual’s willingness to engage in challenging behaviors [18]. Communication via social media
changes the nature of communication, wherein individuals must decide which communications to ignore, which to prioritize, and which to share with others [22, 30].
More complex communications increase mental load for the recipient [31], increasing
the pressure on specific intrinsic and extrinsic rewards [23].
Circadian hormone patterns have been used to predict collective shifts in mood and
information-processing in social media use. This includes daily contribution patterns
to Wikipedia [39], seasonal changes in depression-related information search [11],
and changes in word volume variation [12]. Most comprehensively, Golder and Macy
[15] found strikingly consistent daily sentiment patterns on Twitter across countries,
seasons, and days of the week.
Thus, circadian rhythms may conceivably have a direct impact on the sentiment
and text complexity of social media posts, as well as subsequent information-sharing
behaviors of users (as users will be in different, common physiological states at different times of the day). It may further moderate the relationship between sentiment/text complexity and information-sharing by extending alignment between the
communicator and the recipients.
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Method

Data were gathered from Twitter Data on 8th August and 6th December 2018. For
both dates, 1,000 English-language tweets were gathered from US social media users
in each of the 50 states at 1-hour intervals (total N=2,400,000). Duplicates and retweets were removed, as were tweets from private accounts or accounts with no followers, and tweets with no text. Sentiment for each tweet was analyzed at a word level
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using the AFINN sentiment lexicon for microblogs [28], accessed through the tidytext
library1 for R (an open source data processing platform). Sentiment was scored according to positive affect (PA), negative affect (NA), valence (PA-NA) and arousal
(PA+NA). Tweets with no scores for sentiment were removed to allow analysis to
focus on discussion with some emotional content. This resulted in a final set of
404,946 tweets. Text complexity was then scored using the Gunning FOG index [17],
the Dale-Chall measure [5] (later dropped for convergence issues), the Flesch-Kincaid
Reading Ease Index (FRE) [20], and the Simple Measure Of Gobbledygook (SMOG)
[24] (accessed via the quanteda library2).
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Findings

Data show reliable circadian patterns of sentiment and text complexity, consistent
with existing research (see Figures 2 and 3) [c.f. 15]. The predicted sentiment and text
complexity at different times were estimated using separate locally weighted regression (LOESS) curves for each measure of sentiment and text complexity. These curves
were tested against the patterns and effect size of comparative polynomials to ensure
reliability. A series of negative binomial regressions (see Tables 1 and 2) also compared the impact of a tweet’s sentiment and text complexity with the predicted sentiment and text complexity based on the time of day it was posted, i.e. the qualities of
the tweet vs. the daily aggregate qualities of Twitter discussion at the time of posting.
Hierarchical models were introduced that predicted information-sharing by adding the
sentiment/text complexity of a tweet (model 1), then the circadian predicted sentiment/text complexity at the time that tweet was posted (model 2), then finally the
interaction term (model 3).

Fig. 2. LOESS curves for positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) based on
avg. sentiment for time

1
2

Tidytext version 0.1.8, available at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/index.html
quanteda ver. 1.3.4, available at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/quanteda/index.html
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Table
1. Results
Results of
ofnegative
negativebinomial
binomialregression
regressionfor
forcircadian
circadianpredicted
predictedsentiment
sentimenton
onretweets
retweets
Table 6.
Model 1
Arousal

Model 2

Model 3

B

SE

exp

b

SE

exp

B

SE

Exp

.026**

.006

1.026

.024***

.006

1.024

-.531**

.189

.588

.817***

.134

2.257

Ns

-

.848

PredictedArousal

-.165**

.056

Hashtags

.131***

.014

.135***

.014

.135***

.141

Mentions

-.291***

.018

-.289***

.018

-.289***

.178

Urls

.319***

.025

.336***

.025

.335***

.025

Log(followers)

.557***

.009

.559***

.009

.559***

.009

Log(activity)

-.179***

.009

-.181***

.009

-.181***

Ar*PredictedAr

77604

AIC
Valence

-.011**

.004

77563
.989

PredictedValence

.009
77563

-.010

.004

.990

Ns

-

-

-1.122***

.101

.320

-1.118***

.101

.321
-

Ns

-

Hashtags

.131***

.014

.133***

.014

.133***

.014

Mentions

-.291***

.018

-.285***

.018

-.285***

.018

Urls

.312***

.025

.339***

.025

.339***

.025

Log(followers)

.557***

.009

.562***

.009

.563***

.009

Log(activity)

-.181***

.009

-.187***

.009

-.188***

.009

Val*PredictedVal

77615

AIC
PA

ns

-

77492
-

PredictedPA

ns

-

-2.785***

.296

77492

.053

Ns

-

-

-2.469***

.399

.075

Ns

-

-

Hashtags

.128***

.014

.123***

.014

.123***

`.014

-

Mentions

-.294***

.018

-.288***

.018

-.288***

.018

Urls

.308***

.025

.309***

.025

.309***

.025

Log(followers)

.556***

.009

.559***

.009

.559***

.009

Log(activity)

-.179***

.009

-.185***

.009

-.185***

PA*PredictedPA

77623

AIC
NA

.029***

.069

PredictedNA

77535
1.029

.009
77535

.027***

.006

1.027

Ns

-

-

1.182***

.122

3.277

1.159***

.153

3.218

Ns

-

-

NA*PredictedNA
Hashtags

.134***

.014

.138***

.014

.138***

.014

Mentions

-.287***

.018

-.285***

.018

-.285***

.018

Urls

.319***

.025

.346***

.025

.346***

.025

Log(followers)

.558***

.009

.563***

.009

.563***

.009

Log(activity)

-.182***

.009

-.186***

.009

-.186***

.009

AIC

77602

77512

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, † p < .1, ns = not significant

77514
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Table
2. Results
of negative
forcircadian
circadianpredicted
predicted
on retweets
Table
10. Results
of negativebinomial
binomialregression
regression for
textsentiment
comp. on retweets
Model 1
FOG

Model 2

Model 3

B

SE

exp

b

SE

Exp

B

SE

.017***

.003

1.017

.012***

.003

1.012

ns

-

-.259***

.046

1.308

-.238**

.084

ns

-

LOESS FOG.
FOG*LOESS
Hashtags

.129***

.014

.133***

.014

.133***

.141

Mentions

-.288***

.018

-.287***

.018

-.287***

.178

Urls

.286***

.025

.303***

.025

.303***

.025

Log(followers)

.553***

.009

.555***

.009

.555***

.009

Log(activity)

-.178***

.009

-.179***

.009

-.179***

77603

AIC
FRE

.018***

.003

77574
1.018

LOESS FRE

.009

.019***

.003

1.019

ns

-

.049

1.299

-.229**

.079

ns

-

FRE*LOESS
Hashtags

.132***

.014

.136***

.014

.136***

.014

Mentions

-.285***

.018

-.284***

.018

-.285***

.018

Urls

.279***

.025

.294***

.025

.294***

.025

Log(followers)

.552***

.009

.554***

.009

.554***

.009

Log(activity)

-.177***

.009

-.178***

.009

-.178***

AIC
SMOG

.015***

.004

LOESS SMOG

77570
1.015

.009

.016***

.004

1.016

ns

-

.055

1.464

-.338**

.125

ns

-

Hashtags

.131***

.014

.135***

.014

.135***

.014

Mentions

-.289***

.018

-.288***

.018

-.288***

.018

Urls

.286***

.025

.305***

.025

.305***

.025

Log(followers)

.552***

.009

.555***

.009

.555***

.009

Log(activity)

-.177***

.009

-.179***

.009

-.179***

AIC

77609

77567

1.267

77572

-.372 ***

SMOG *LOESS

1.287

77576

-.251***

77594

Exp

1.416

.009
77569

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, † p < .1, ns = not significant

Fig. 3. LOESS curves for FOG, FRE, and SMOG, based on avg. text complexity
for time
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Discussion

Findings from this study support previous observations of circadian patterns in the
sentiment of social media discussion. They also extend these patterns to text complexity, the first study to do so, to the author’s knowledge.
More importantly, findings from this study suggest collective circadian patterns of
sentiment and text complexity provide stronger predictions of information-sharing
than the sentiment and text complexity of individual posts. Put differently, information
is more likely to be shared when it is posted at times of the day when other users are
primed for emotion and concentration, independent of whether that posted information is itself emotional or demanding in concentration.
More broadly, this study provides an explanatory physiological mechanism for
how loosely connected individuals can achieve the emotional and cognitive alignment
required for information-sharing. This has obvious practical implications for social
media, e.g. perhaps posted information should be delayed for users in other time
zones. However, this finding also has implications beyond social media discussion.
For example, the circadian model proposed in this study may help to explain communication and relationship-building difficulties in distributed organizational teams.
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Does a social media abstinence really reduce stress? A
research-in-progress study using salivary biomarkers
Eoin Whelan
Business Information Systems, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland
eoin.whelan@nuigalway.ie

Abstract. There is much scientific evidence in recent years indicating that our
‘always on’ culture powered by platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter, and WhatsApp, is leading to negative health outcomes, particularly stress. To mitigate social media induced stress, people are being advised
to abstain from using social media for a period of time. However, the effectiveness of such breaks is open to question. As many people are heavily dependent on social media, the inability to access these platforms for a period of
time could actually create stress and anxiety. To determine if and how social
media abstinence relates to stress, this project will investigate the role of passion as a mediating variable. Stress will be measured using a combination of
the salivary biomarkers cortisol and alpha amylase, with psychological scales.
Ultimately, this study aims to determine the boundary conditions under which
an abstinence from social media use will either increase or decrease stress levels in working professionals.
Keywords: Social media; stress; abstinence; cortisol; alpha amylase
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Introduction

Combining biomarkers of stress (cortisol and alpha amylase) with psychological
measures, the objective of this study is to determine how an abstinence from social
media use affects the wellbeing of working professionals. This proposed study will
focus on working professionals as they are a population who are heavily dependent on
social media for work, family, and leisure activities, yet are understudied in terms of
the resulting health implications (1).
Social media use is increasing across society, and its association with mental wellbeing remains unclear. Some recent social media studies report on its harmful association with stress (2), anxiety (3), and depression (4). Other studies conclude the
health implications of social media use to be minimally detrimental (5,6), and even
beneficial in some cases (7,8). Notwithstanding the lack of scientific clarity, many
national and organisational health policies have emerged, as well as a sizable digital
detox industry, advising social media users to abstain from use for a period of time.
For example, the Royal Society for Public Health now advocate a “Scroll Free September”. While such policies may be well intentioned, they are in essence untested
medical interventions.
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Given the contemporary nature of the phenomena, there is a limited body of
knowledge pertaining to the health implications of social media abstinence. Many
people are heavily dependent on social media (9,10). Thus, removing access to a
person’s social media accounts for a period of time may actually increase stress and
anxiety. Indeed, recent studies have validated the link between the inability to access
digital technology and stress (11), anxiety (3,12), and sleep difficulties (13). In the
context of working professionals, one study found some employees worked for longer
stretches when online distractions were blocked, a consequence of which was increased stress (14). Likewise, the withdrawal symptoms of craving and boredom
have been reported by participants while abstaining from social media (15). Involuntary abstinence has also been studied, with research showing that participants who lost
their smartphones reported negative feelings, such as boredom, anxiety, and loneliness (16). On the bright side, an experiment with 1,095 participants in Denmark,
demonstrated that taking a one week break from Facebook had positive effects on life
satisfaction and emotions, and such benefits were significantly greater for heavy Facebook users (17).
To determine why people respond differently to a social media abstinence, this
study will examine the passion a worker has for social media, and if that explains
increases of decreases in stress levels. Vallerand and colleagues (18–20) have conceptualised the passion a person feels for an activity, such as social media, as a duality. The dual model of passion (DMP) posits that an individual can have a strong
inclination toward a self-defining activity that is loved, but that activity is comprised
of both harmonious and obsessive dimensions (21,22). Both forms of passion describe a ‘‘strong inclination toward an activity that people like, that they find important, and in which they invest time and energy’’ (Vallerand et al., 2003, p. 756).
However, the opposing dimensions of passion differ in how they become internalised
in the identity of an individual. A harmonious passion is adaptive and reflects a level
of control to engage in the activity. The internalisation of the activity into the person’s identity is autonomous (20). A person demonstrating harmonious passion is not
compelled to do the activity and can stop at any time. Harmonious individuals observe the activity as a supplement to a well-balanced lifestyle and are not consumed
by a sense of “I must, I need to” engage with the activity. They are able to bound the
activity (e.g., set limits), set personal goals which are consistent with their own
strengths and weaknesses, and can align and/or prioritise the activity, thus, reducing
conflict with other life domains (e.g., work, family). In other words, the respective
activity is in “harmony” with other aspects of person’s life (23).
In cases of obsessive passion, the internalisation is driven by intrapersonal or interpersonal pressures, such as heightened self-esteem or social acceptance within a specific group (24). People demonstrating obsessive passion experience an internal
compulsion to engage in the activity even when not appropriate to do so, as it goes
beyond the person’s self-control (23). Obsessive passion is maladaptive and is related
to negative emotions such as shame (21). The activity dominates the person’s identity
to the extent it conflicts with other aspects of the person’s life (20). IS scholars have
drawn from the DMP to shed light on the effects of online gaming (24,25), social
media use (26), and internet activities (27).
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To extend state-of-the-art knowledge of the health effects of social media abstinence, this proposed study will combine physiological data with phycological data to
measure stress. Both approaches are susceptible to validity issue, such as subjectivity,
social desirability, and common method bias for psychological measures (28,29), and
construct reliability (30). Physiological approaches are particularly well equipped for
measuring constructs people are unable to accurately self-report, such as stress (28).
Previous technostress studies have used cortisol measures to determine the stress
effects of systems breakdown (31), extensive media use (1), and interruptions (32).
That is not to say that such physiological approaches are better than traditional selfreported methods. As physiological data cannot be manipulated by the subject, or
susceptible to social desirability bias, triangulation with additional data sources can
result in a more holistic representation of research constructs (28,30). As advocated
by Tams et al. (30), to improve validity and reliability, this study will combine physiological data with self-reported psychological measures of wellbeing.

2

Proposed Methods

Sixty volunteers who are fulltime working professionals will be recruited for this
study. It is envisioned participants will be recent graduates of NUI Galway’s MBA
program. If required, snowball sampling techniques will also be employed to recruit
more participants (e.g., postings on Facebook and newspapers). Working professionals are the focus of this study as some organisations have or are considering implementing social media blocking apps to reduce distractions and stress (14). Applicants
will be screened for suitability against the following criteria;
 Regularly using social media at least 1 hour per day.
 Not required by employer to use social media for work purposes.
 No recent infections, or suffering from a chronic illness, or a heavy smoker,
or receiving hormonal replacement treatment (all affect hormonal stress
measures).
Selected volunteers will be randomly split into a control group of 30, who do not
abstain from using social media, and an experimental group of 30, who will abstain
from social media use. The ecological momentary intervention (EMI) method will be
adopted to achieve the project objectives i.e. experimental intervention in the natural
setting during participants’ everyday lives. This involves gathering data over; (a) a 2
day baseline phase where all participants use their social media as normal, (b) for the
experimental group, a 2 day intervention phase where access to social media is
blocked, while experimental group continue use as normal (c) a 2 day post intervention where social media can be used as normal again by all participants. To ensure
consistency, data gathering for each phase will take place on the same workdays,
Tuesday and Wednesday over 3 weeks.
Prior to commencing the EMI, participants will complete psychometric tests to
measure variables which previous studies suggest may influence reaction to social
media abstinence e.g. personality, emotional characteristics, fear of missing out, pre-
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occupation with social media, work-family segmentation preferences, boredom
proneness. Harmonious and obsessive passion for social media will be measured
using the 14 item DMP scale (21). For the physiological measures of stress, each day
participants will passively droll into a small vial they will be provided with. Following best practice in saliva collection and analysis (1,31), samples will be collected
immediately upon waking in the morning before feet touch the floor, 30 minutes after
waking, at noon (before lunch), and right before bedtime. Participants will be instructed how to freeze their saliva samples. This will result in 1,440 samples. Samples will be sent securely to the Biomarker Lab in Anglia Ruskin University for analysis. Stress is measured by calculating the change in levels of salivary cortisol and
alpha amylase from morning to evening (i.e. the diurnal slope). The project is focusing specifically on cortisol and alpha amylase as previous studies found links between
these stress biomarkers and digital technology use (1,11).
Across all three phases of the EMI, the smartphone app ‘Moment’ will be used to
objectively track social media usage. For the experimental group in the abstinence
phase, the ‘Freedom’ app will used to block access to social media, which participants
can override if necessary. From these apps, the research team will have documented
evidence if the experimental group successfully completed the social media abstinence. Participants will also complete a daily questionnaire, to be completed at a
specific time during each work day, designed to measure psychological perceptions of
wellness including stress, anxiety, mood, and life satisfaction using well established
scales (33–35) The questionnaire will also require participants to reflect on their
behaviours during the abstinence. This will allow the researchers to determine if any
compensatory behaviours emerged. In keeping with the objective of the project, the
questionnaires will be paper based as opposed to computer mediated.

3

Expected Outcomes

This project will determine;
 The efficacy of a social media abstinence as a workplace health intervention.
 If rebound effects are prevalent when users end a social media abstinence.
 If possessing a harmonious or obsessive passion for social media explains
why different groups of people respond differently to a social media abstinence.
 If a more nuanced intervention is needed to reduce the harmful effects of social media use on well-being, whilst also developing the framework for such
interventions.
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Abstract. This research-in-progress examines the phenomenon of multicommunicating during team meetings (Meeting MC). Drawing upon social interdependence theory, multilevel theorizing, and research on multitasking, we examine the positive and negative effects of Meeting MC on individual team members’
reactions, as well as on team processes and team outcomes. We propose a twophase experimental approach to investigate the individual-level affective, cognitive, and behavioral responses in other team members, as well as the how these
individual-level effects of Meeting MC spill over and affect team-level functioning and performance. This research advances our understanding of Meeting MC
and how it affects individuals and groups. It also provides guidelines to managers
and decision makers to leverage the beneficial aspects of Meeting MC while limiting and mitigating its detrimental effects.
Keywords: Multicommunicating • Team meetings • Meeting MC • Team processes • Team performance • NeuroIS • Physiological measures.

1

Introduction

Workplace teams are increasingly popular and have become one of the main structures used to perform organizational work [1, 2]. Team research has shown that effective team performance is largely determined by the processes team members use to
interact with one another in order to achieve their goals [3, 4]. Our research-in-progress
focuses on team processes performed within the context of meetings, defined as “communicative event[s] involving three or more people who agree to assemble for a purpose ostensibly related to the functioning of an organization or group” [5]. Meetings
are a ubiquitous team tool that can benefit team members [6, 7], but they can also be
detrimental to individual wellbeing and team effectiveness [8, 9].
Meeting Multicommunicating (Meeting MC) is one key behavior that can influence
meeting effectiveness. It is defined as “being simultaneously engaged both in an organizational meeting and in one or more technology-mediated secondary conversation(s)”
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[10]. Meeting MC can involve various forms of secondary conversations such as texting, checking email, or mobile phone use during face-to-face or technology-mediated
meetings [6, 11–16]. While evidence from neuro- and cognitive psychology research
shows the task performance detriments associated with multitasking [17–19], the consequences of Meeting MC are expected to be more complex because individuals engage
not only in secondary tasks, but must also balance “different media, conversations, and
communication partners” [20].
Our research examines secondary conversations that occur with others who are outside of the meeting. This type of Meeting MC is quite common and is often used for
conversation leveraging (gathering information in the secondary conversations to serve
the meeting) [21]. Extant research has shed light on the effects of MC on individual
outcomes [20, 22]. Our study complements this research by focusing on how the actions
of a person engaged in multiple conversations during a meeting (herein termed the
MCer) affect other team members and team processes and performance. We address
the following research questions: (i) how do Meeting MC trigger individual-level affective, cognitive, and behavioral responses in the other team members in the meeting
who are not engaging in Meeting MC?, and (ii) how do these individual-level effects
spill over and affect team-level functioning and performance? Given the complexity of
Meeting MC outlined above, we leverage multiple theoretical frameworks to address
this phenomenon, namely social interdependence theory, multilevel theorizing, and research on multitasking.

2

Theoretical Development

The basic premise of social interdependence theory is that the goal structure of a
team determines how team members will interact, which in turn influences the outcomes of the situation [23–25]. Teams with congruent goals tend to exhibit “effective”
actions that promote perceptions of joint goal achievement. Alternatively, teams with
incongruent goals tend to display “bungling” actions and self-interested behaviors that
decrease perceptions of joint goal accomplishment [24, 25].
A team’s goal structure and its effective and bungling actions influence team functioning through three processes, namely cathexis, inducibility, and substitutability. Cathexis refers to the willingness to invest psychological energy in others. Inducibility
refers to one’s willingness to be influenced by others [24]. Substitutability is the degree
to which one’s actions can be performed by other members [24].
In our research, social interdependence theory is applied to the Meeting MC context,
in which an MCer is simultaneously working toward multiple goals (e.g., being involved in a team meeting while also engaging in a secondary conversation). Congruent
Meeting MC refers to situations where the MCer is engaging in a secondary conversation that is pertinent to the meeting goals [10, 26]. Incongruent Meeting MC refers to
situations where the secondary conversation is unrelated to the meeting goals (e.g., pertaining to another work project, a personal issue, etc.). A third option also exists, with
the goal congruence of the Meeting MC being unknown to the other team members.
Unknown goal congruence—while not covered by social interdependence theory—is
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practically important to examine, as other team members do not always know the content of the MCer’s secondary conversations [22].
2.1

Individual-Level Effects of Using Meeting MC

We propose that Meeting MC can induce affective, cognitive, and behavioral responses in the other team members and that many of these responses will differ based
on the goal congruence of the Meeting MC. Additionally, we propose that Meeting MC
can have negative effects on the other team members through distraction, and this effect
will exist regardless of goal congruence.
Specifically, we predict that congruent Meeting MC will lead to positive affective
responses in the other team members, as the MCer is bringing new relevant information
to the meeting. Congruent Meeting MC also induces cognitive responses in the other
team members, such as increasing the other team members’ perceptions of the MCer’s
capabilities and motivation. Thus, we expect that they will invest more psychological
energy in their relationships with the MCer (cathexis), particularly in terms of willingness to work with the MCer on subsequent tasks and to help the MCer as needed (e.g.,
directing prosocial behaviors at the MCer). Further, through inducibility, other team
members are expected to develop higher levels of trust towards the MCer. Finally,
through substitutability, goal congruent Meeting MC will be perceived by other team
members as evidence that the MCer is working toward the common good. Consequently, other team members will be more likely to feel ownership of the MCer’s teamwork tasks, and thus more willing to adapt and shift roles with the MCer as needed.
Whereas incongruent Meeting MC may be considered an effective action by the
MCer, it would be perceived as a bungling action by the other team members. This is
because the MCer is focusing on their own productivity rather than contributing to the
joint goals of the team. Thus, incongruent Meeting MC will lead to other team members
experiencing negative affective responses (e.g., feelings of frustration or anger). Cognitively, the other team members may perceive the MCer as rude [21] and unprofessional. Hence, related to cathexis, we would predict lower willingness to work together
and to help the MCer, as well as less prosocial behaviors and more counterproductive
behaviors targeted at the MCer (e.g., incivility or aggressiveness). Through inducibility,
other team members are expected to develop lower level of trust towards the MCer.
They are less likely to be influenced by the MCer, which reduces the MCer’s influence
on team discussions and meeting outcomes. Finally, goal incongruent Meeting MC
would reduce substitutability, with other team members being less willing to adapt their
work roles to emerging needs of the MCer.
With unknown goal congruence, social interdependence theory does not help us to
understand the effects of Meeting MC on other team members’ responses. However,
the fundamental attribution error [43] would suggest that when the content of the
MCer’s secondary conversations are unknown, other team members might make internal attributions and therefore judge the MCer more harshly than when the goals are
known to be congruent. Preliminary results of one of the authors’ pretest video vignette
studies support this proposition. Thus, Meeting MC with unknown goal congruence
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may engender generally negative responses in the other team members (decreased interest, increased perceptions of rudeness, decreased trust, and decreased prosocial behaviors to help the ‘important’ MCer), similar to those associated with goal-incongruent Meeting MC.
Drawing upon the multitasking literature, we argue that Meeting MC will also have
a negative distraction effect that will materialize irrespective of goal congruence. Meeting MC, much like any form of multitasking, reduces task processing efficiency and
effectiveness [2; 11; 33; 39]. Whereas these negative outcomes occur due to attention
switching and directly affect the MCer, we argue that the other team members will also
be influenced negatively via a distraction effect. Regardless of goal congruence, meeting participants can become distracted by the activities of the MCer (e.g., wondering
what the MCer is doing and whether it is meeting-related). This effect is consistent with
evidence from the literature on multitasking in the classroom, which shows that laptop
usage by a student distracts others around them [44]. We predict that these distractions
negatively influence the quantity and quality of information contributed to the meeting
by the other team members.
2.2

Team-Level Effects of Using Meeting MC

Our research will examine how the individual-level effects of Meeting MC spill over
to influence team-level outcomes. We posit that Meeting MC will influence team outcomes via two types of emergence processes: dynamic interactions between team members during the meeting [27, 28] that affect intra-team trust (an inducibility-related construct) and team adaptation (a substitutability-related construct) and emotional contagion processes [29] that affect team cohesion (a cathexis-related construct).
Meeting MC may trigger dynamic interactions that shape a team-level response to
the behavior [cf. 27, 28]. For example, a team member who notices incongruent Meeting MC may aggressively challenge the MCer by questioning why they are engaging
in secondary conversations or asking them to stop the behavior. Such conflicts can affect both the degree and emergence of intra-team trust [30]. Intra-team trust represents
the shared generalized perceptions of trust among team members [31]. The nature of
emergence of this construct follows a direct consensus compositional model [32]. Also,
the referent in our case is a specific team member, namely the MCer, rather than the
team as a whole [30].
Furthermore, Meeting MC may influence team adaptation, a substitutability-related
construct defined as adjustments to relevant role configurations in the team in response
to unforeseen changes [33]. We posit that team adaptation will increase by both congruent and incongruent Meeting MC. For congruent Meeting MC, the increased individual willingness to adapt will emerge to the group level through a compositional process [34]. Team members will develop a shared responsibility to help with the MCer’s
teamwork tasks and create adaptive mechanisms to recalibrate who performs what task.
For incongruent Meeting MC, we expect a cross-level effect on team adaptation. Team
members are likely to react to the MCer’s actions by redesigning their roles and withholding responsibility from the MCer as a punitive act [35]. Hence, the team will reconfigure their roles and structures to take over responsibility from the MCer.
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Meeting MC may also influence team outcomes via less overt social processes. More
specifically, emotional contagion research indicates that individuals can transmit their
affective experiences [e.g., 29] and stress perceptions to others, along with their accompanying subjective feelings [36]. Thus, we predict that individual affective reactions of
specific team members to Meeting MC will spill over to influence the affective experiences of other team members [37]. For example, one team member might notice and
become annoyed by the MCer’s incongruent Meeting MC. This feeling of annoyance
(although not necessarily its cause) may be expressed and transferred implicitly (e.g.,
through facial or vocal gestures that get mimicked). Positive feelings (e.g., excitement)
elicited by goal congruent Meeting MC can similarly be transmitted via contagion.
These emotional contagion processes are likely to influence team cohesion, which is
defined as “the extent to which group members are socially integrated, possess shared
feelings of unity, and are attracted to the group and each other” [6]. We propose that
Meeting MC will influence all three facets of team cohesion, namely task cohesiveness,
interpersonal cohesiveness, and team pride [7]. We expect that the emergence of these
affective and cognitive responses has an isomorphic nature, meaning that individuals
contribute a similar type and amount of elemental content to the group [38].
The final team-level outcome we examine is meeting effectiveness. Existing multitasking literature would suggest that engaging in multiple tasks during a meeting would
negatively influence meeting effectiveness by increasing the quantity of information
processed, causing dual task interference, and reducing the quality of the team’s decision [e.g., 39]. Multicommunicating research further suggests that goal congruence
plays a role. Through the relevant new information that the MCer brings to the meeting,
goal congruent Meeting MC should increase meeting effectiveness [10]. We argue that
the effects are more complex due to both the dynamic interactions and team outcomes
(team cohesion, intra-team trust, and adaptation) outlined above. For example, whereas
Meeting MC may negatively impact meeting effectiveness due to the distraction effect,
goal-congruent Meeting MC may increase team cohesion and ultimately reshape the
dynamic interactions and team performance.
In sum, our research suggests that dynamic interactions and emotional contagion are
important processes that will translate the individual-level effects of Meeting MC into
team level outcomes such as team cohesion, intra-team trust, and team adaptation. Further, these will have implications for overall team meeting effectiveness.

3

Proposed Methodology

A two-phase experimental approach will be used to investigate the effects of Meeting MC on team functioning and performance. Phase I will focus on the individuallevel affective, cognitive, and behavioral responses in other team members. Phase II
will explore how these individual-level effects of Meeting MC spill over and affect
team-level functioning and performance.
In Phase I, three-person experiments using a hidden profile paradigm [40] will be
employed in which each team member receives unique information, all of which will
be needed to produce an optimal team decision during the meeting. In the first experimental condition, all team members in the control condition will be asked to focus on
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the meeting exclusively (condition 1: control group). In other groups, one participant
in each team will be given a series of secondary tasks to complete during the meeting.
These secondary conversations will occur via text message with a research assistant
who is outside of the meeting. Some of these secondary conversations will be goal incongruent (condition 2: unrelated content), while others will be goal congruent (condition 3: information that is needed to make the optimal team decision). In conditions 2
and 3, other team members will be explicitly made aware of the goal congruence of the
secondary conversations. To increase ecological validity, participants will bring their
own text-enabled smartphone to the experiment. Meeting effectiveness will be measured by comparing the team’s decision to the optimal decision. Post-meeting questionnaires using existing scales will be used to examine individual-level outcomes such as
each individual’s willingness to work with the MCer in the future.
Phase II will use the same three-person hidden profile experiments to examine how
the individual-effects of Meeting MC influence the team’s dynamic interactions and
team-level outcomes. Phase II will have the same three conditions as Phase I; however,
the experimental sessions will be longer, allowing time for the dynamic interactions to
unfold during the team meeting. In addition, other team members will not be explicitly
made aware of the goal congruence of the secondary conversations. Using one camera
per participant, the meetings will be recorded and manually coded after the experiment
to capture the dynamic interactions that occur during the meeting. Coding of the verbal
statements during the meeting will occur using the INTERACT software and Advanced
Interaction Analysis [act4team®, e.g., 41], which includes four main categories of interaction (problem-focused, procedural, socioemotional, and action-oriented statements). These interaction categories are then further subdivided in multiple sub-categories. Phase II will enable us to identify the dynamic processes that follow Meeting
MC and their subsequent impact on team functioning and performance.
Table 1 below summarizes the individual- and team-level outcomes of the study. As
illustrated in the Table, we plan to use neuro-physiological measures to complement
the traditional psychometric measurement for several of the key variables [42]. The
reasons for this are to provide converging evidence, alleviate subjective biases, and
provide complementary insights into the findings. To capture nuanced affective responses and stress of other team members in reaction to Meeting MC, each participant
will have one mobile wrist unit to measure electrodermal activity. Physiological tools
will be used (e.g., face reader to capture emotion, skin conductance to capture stress,
and wearable eye trackers to capture participant gaze) during the meeting. In terms of
prosocial attitudes and behaviors (a measure of cathexis), Volk and Becker [43] suggested that how people react to and behave toward others (especially prosocial behavior) is determined by their perceptions of the fairness of others’ behaviors. These fairness perceptions produce prepotent response tendencies (automatized response patterns
that support pro-social attitudes) that can be measured through skin conductance [44]
or by tracking activity in the brain’s limbic system [e.g., 45, 46]. Similarly, for the
inducibility mechanism, neuro-physiological measures of trust will be developed. IS
studies used fMRI to map the different individual trust dimensions to different areas of
activation in the brain [47, 48]. Others have called for applying EEG to study trust
mechanisms [49].

7

At the team-level of analysis, we seek to assess the neural correlates of team cohesion. Research in social neuroscience—while still in the early stages—has suggested
that team processes such as team cohesion can be measured by mapping brain activity
configurations: “it may be possible to compare configurations of brain activity patterns
across teams to see which configuration might be associated with more cohesion, including the excessive cohesion that accompanies groupthink, as well as conflict in
teams.” [50, p. 287]. Others have echoed the need to use neuro-physiological measures
of team cohesion—including skin responses and EEG [51]—and aggregating the individual belief measures to form a statistical score that represents a shared belief [52].
For intra-team trust, there is preliminary evidence indicating that measuring the synchrony of the heart rate profiles of team members could be used to assess the building
of team trust [53].
Finally, our research operationalizes meeting effectiveness as the quantity of information processing (number of pieces of new information assimilated by the team) and
the team’s decision quality [39]. Neuro-physiological tools will shed more light on
these objective outcomes. Specifically, it will be used to determine whether shortcomings in the quantity of information used is due to lack of attention by the team or deliberate discounting of the information provided by the MCer.
Table 1. Measurement of the key outcomes.
Level of
Analysis
Individual
Level

Team
Level

4

Outcomes

Measures
Psychometric Neuro-Physiological
X
X

Stress and affective reactions of other
team members
Willingness to work with MCer (Cathexis) X

X

Trust (Inducibility)

X

X

Willingness to adapt (Substitutability)

X

Team cohesion (Cathexis)

X

X

Intra-team trust (Inducibility)

X

X

Team adaptation (Substitutability)

X

Meeting effectiveness

X

X

Contributions and Conclusion

The present research-in-progress is expected to provide important theoretical and
practical contributions. It advances our understanding of the positive and negative effects of Meeting MC on individual team members’ outcomes and on team processes
and performance. Our research will also provide practical contributions that enable
managers and decision makers to leverage the beneficial aspects of Meeting MC while
limiting and mitigating its detrimental effects.
Our hope is to benefit from the Neuro IS workshop by engaging with the Neuro IS
community and getting feedback on how to execute our research in a way that provides
accurate physiological measures of team members’ reactions to Meeting MC.
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Abstract. In modern society, ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies)
provide individuals with social connectivity and facilitate their task execution either
in daily life or work. While ICTs bring about numerous benefits, the technologies can
expose individuals to frequent interruptions which disrupt thinking processes and
potentially cause mental stress. Even though Information Systems research has
investigated the effect of interruptions on stress, the neural mechanism underlying
how ICT-enabled interruptions induce individuals’ mental stress remains to be further
revealed. Accordingly, this neuroimaging study aims to examine the neural activation
associated with mental stress in response to ICT-enabled interruptions by means of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG).
Furthermore, this research distinguishes the neural activation patterns with regard to
quantity and task relevancy of ICT-enabled interruptions.
Keywords: Interruptions · Mental stress · ICT · fMRI · EEG · NeuroIS

1 Introduction
ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies) have been developed for
individuals to share information, to enhance collaboration and to advance task
performance, such as instant messaging and e-mail. By leveraging the ICT
applications individuals tend to reach multiple interacting partners more easily [1].
Meanwhile, interruptions enabled by ICTs can cause individuals’ distraction or low
level of attention when engaging in tasks. For instance, approximate 4 minutes are
necessary for workers to re-engage to their original tasks after an e-mail interruption
[2]. In average, workers in offices are interrupted by e-mails every 5 minutes [3].
Even worse, other research estimates that 40 percent of workers fail to reorient to
original tasks [4]. Undergraduates are interrupted by e-mails, instant messages and
other disruptions every 2 minutes when using computers [5]. In such cases, ICTs
increasingly expose individuals to continuous interruptions that disrupt their cognitive
processes and task procedures [6, 7]. More importantly, distraction caused by ICTenabled interruptions during task execution may further induce individuals’ mental
stress.
Information Systems research has focused on stress induced by ICT-enabled
interruptions by survey and experiment methods [8, 9]. Nowadays, neuroscience has
promoted the research on individuals’ response in the brain to interruptions including

dual-task interference [10], mental load [11] and interruptibility [12, 13]. Despite the
existing research evidence, it remains unclear that how individuals’ mental stress in
the brain is induced by ICT-enabled interruptions. To this end, we plan to employ
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) to
explore the neural mechanism underlying mental stress induced by ICT-enabled
interruptions. In particular, the research captures the neural activation of mental stress
and compares the neural activation patterns when individuals are exposed to distinct
ICT-enabled interruptions concerning quantity and task relevancy.

2 Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development
2.1 ICT-enabled Interruptions
Interruption is an event which is unrelated to focal task, and it disrupts individuals’
cognitive focus on the task [14]. Both individuals’ internal mental processes and
external environments can result in interruptions [15, 16]. In modern society,
individuals face increasing external interruptions which occur in certain forms of
notifications from external environments [3]. External interruptions have been studied
as intrusions, discrepancies and distractions in individuals’ attention [9, 17-19]. In this
sense, ICTs may drive external interruptions to a higher level with additional
unintended cues from various external sources. Especially, the advent of ICTs has
increased the chance for individuals to be interrupted when concentrating on tasks.
In comparison to traditional interruptions, ICT-enabled interruptions have
relatively less social presence which is the communicator’s awareness of interacting
partners [1, 20]. Correspondingly, ICTs-enabled interruptions can manifest into
negative outcomes in terms of increased conflict with individuals’ current tasks [21].
This research conceptualizes ICT-enabled interruptions as intrusive interruptions
caused by receipt of instant messages or e-mails which distract individuals’
concentration on current tasks and degrade their task performance. The ICT-enabled
interruptions with limited social presence fragment individuals’ cognitive processes,
which leads to more severe distraction issues in terms of mental stress.
This research emphasizes quantity and task relevancy of ICT-enabled interruptions
which manifest instantaneous responses in mental stress by creating ambiguity,
overload or conflict. The quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions highlights the amount
of interruptions occurred during task execution. Massive interruptions limit
individuals’ ability to maintain a continuous relationship with their tasks, which
hinders priori expectations towards goals and produces feelings of stress subsequently
[22-24]. The task relevancy of ICT-enabled interruptions represents the relationship
between the interruptions and individuals’ primary tasks. On-task ICT-enabled
interruptions do not conflict with primary tasks, but support the completion of the
primary task by complementing information [25, 26]. Thus, individuals’ cognitive
load to complete the primary tasks is alleviated [27]. On the contrary, off-task ICTenabled interruptions conflict with primary tasks and impose higher demands on
individuals’ cognitive load for task execution.

2.2 Mental Stress
The transactional stress perspective suggests that mental stress is an embedded ongoing process that involves individuals’ transaction with environment, judgments
making and coping with issues [28]. The perspective considers frequency, severity
and duration of the stressful conditions [29]. Especially, mental stress results from
mismatch between individuals’ abilities and the demands placed on them, or from
mismatch between individuals’ values and insufficient supplies to meet their needs
[30-32]. This research highlights mental stress as overall transactional process which
is in response to the amount and type of stressors [23, 28]. In particular, stress occurs
when individuals perceive negative consequences from receiving interruptions [9]. To
be specific, ICT-enabled interruptions can be recognized as the objective stressors
caused by ICTs. Accordingly, this research justifies the relationships between the
ICT-enabled interruptions and mental stress.
Neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural activities in response to mental
stress. Prior fMRI studies identify the specific brain regions underlying stressful
situations [33-37]. Particularly, negative affect like mental stress typically evokes
neural activation in hippocampus, amygdala and right prefrontal cortex in humans
[38-40]. With regard to the prior neuroscience studies, this research attempts to
explain how ICT-enabled interruptions influence the brain regions involved in mental
stress. Due to more attention distracted and more cognitive load required during task
execution, ICT-enabled interruptions induce higher mental stress than without the
interruptions. Accordingly, the neural activation in the relevant brain regions is higher
with presence of ICT-enabled interruptions than without the interruptions.
Meanwhile, EEG studies show alpha-band power suppression and theta-band power
enhancement under the conditions of mental stress [41, 42]. The right hemispheric
activation in the frontopolar region is shown to be associated with mental stressrelated emotions in anxious subjects [43]. In terms of EEG alpha wave and theta
wave, we suggest that alpha-band power suppresses and theta-band power enhances in
response to ICT-enabled interruptions. The hypotheses are as followings:
H1

Hippocampus, amygdala and right prefrontal cortex are more activated in
response to ICT-enabled interruptions than without the interruptions.

H2

Alpha-band power is lower in response to ICT-enabled interruptions than
without the interruptions, while theta-band power is higher in response ICTenabled interruptions than without the interruptions.

To be more specific, this research distinguishes neural activities of mental stress
induced by ICT-enabled interruptions with different quantity and task relevancy.
When the quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions during task execution increases
individuals distract more attention from ongoing tasks, which obstructs their goals
achievement and induces more feelings of mental stress [22-24]. As far as task
relevancy is concerned, on-task ICT-enabled interruptions facilitate individuals’ task
achievement by complementing information [25, 26]. In this case, individuals are less
stressed when they work through less cognitive load. In comparison, off-task ICT-

enabled interruptions distract individuals more from their tasks and impose higher
demands on cognitive load for task execution, which results in higher mental stress.
Taken together with prior neuroimaging research findings, we propose the following
hypotheses:

H3

Quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions is positively associated with neural
activation in hippocampus, amygdala and right prefrontal cortex.

H4

Quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions is negatively associated with alphaband power and positively associated with theta-band power.

H5

Hippocampus, amygdala and right prefrontal cortex are less activated in
response to on-task ICT-enabled interruptions than in response to off-task
ICT-enabled interruptions.

H6

Alpha-band power is higher in response to on-task ICT-enabled
interruptions than in response to off-task ICT-enabled interruptions, while
theta-band power is lower in response to on-task ICT-enabled interruptions
than in response to off-task ICT-enabled interruptions.

3 Research Methodology
3.1 Experimental Design
The main experiment is composed of fMRI session and EEG session. Each session
consists of 4 task conditions: quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions (high vs. low) ×
task relevancy of ICT-enabled interruptions (on-task vs. off-task). The task for
subjects is manipulated to read and comprehend an English text about 5000 words
displayed on computer screen, and their understanding will be tested by 5 questions
after scanning. Under the task conditions of ICT-enabled interruptions, the textreading process is interrupted by messaging conversation dialogs which randomly
appear on the screen (see Fig. 1). Each messaging conversation dialog displays for 10
seconds on the screen. Especially, quantity of ICT-enabled interruptions is
represented by the number of messaging conversation dialogs displayed on the screen,
and task relevancy of ICT-enabled interruptions is represented by whether the
contents of messaging conversation dialogs facilitate subjects’ text understanding or
not. A pilot study finalizes the number and content of messaging conversation dialogs
applied in the main experiment. In comparison, the baseline condition is designed as
stimuli-free condition under which subjects carry out tasks without messaging
conversation dialogs shown as ICT-enabled interruptions. Besides, psychometric data
is collected as supplementary evidence to complement neuroimaging data. Following
each task subjects complete a self-report questionnaire with 7-point Likert-type scale
regarding the level of perceived stress during the task (1=Least Stressful; 7=Most
Stressful).

Fig. 1. Manipulation of ICT-enabled interruptions

Within-subject experiment is conducted with blocked trials design. The stimuli are
presented sequentially within each condition, and the conditions are alternated as
distinct blocks. 18 subjects will be recruited to ensure 80% statistical power of
analysis with a threshold of p < 0.05 at voxel level [44]. The subjects will be healthy
right-handed volunteers (9 males, 9 females) aged between 20 and 30 from National
University of Singapore in return for SGD 30 compensation per person. The exclusion
criteria include mental illness or psychological symptoms. The subjects will be prescreened for fMRI and EEG safety. In the experiment to capture on-going neural
activities in response to ICT-enabled interruptions, the subjects will go through all the
task conditions and baseline conditions during fMRI session and EEG session. The
protocol will be designed and performed in accordance with the guidelines for ethical
human research as set forth by National University of Singapore.

3.2 Data Acquisition and Analysis
In the fMRI session, 3-Tesla BOLD (Blood Oxygen Level Dependent)-sensitive
functional images will be acquired by GE Discovery MR750 3.0T scanner with
Single-shot 2D EPI (GRE-EPI) functional imaging sequence. In the EEG session,
EEG signals will be recorded by 64-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo Base system at a
sampling frequency of 256Hz. 14 passive electrodes will be used for collecting EEG
signals from scalp at Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, C3, C4, Cz, T3, T4, O1 and O2
positions based on the International 10-20 system, and FCz and AFz will be used as
reference and ground electrodes respectively.
The scanned fMRI brain images will be pre-processed by using Matlab2010 and
SPM8 toolbox. Then, whole brain analysis and ROI (regions of interest) analysis will

be conducted. The pre-processed brain images will be analyzed by General Linear
Model (GLM). In terms of EEG data analysis, Matlab2010 and EEGLAB toolbox will
be used to process electrophysiological brain signals including artifacts removal,
feature extraction and classification. In particular, signal power in alpha band (8-13
Hz) and theta band (4-8Hz) for the channels will be analyzed to recognize EEG-based
mental stress induced by ICT-enabled interruptions.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the psychometric data about subjects’ perceived
stress during each task is measured by means of a self-report questionnaire with 7point Likert-type scale. Thus, the neuroimaging data is complemented by
psychometric data as supplementary evidence. On this basis, the research checks the
consistency between psychometric evidence and neuroimaging results.

4 Discussion and Contribution
Traditionally, Information Systems research focuses on perceived stress to investigate
the mechanism underlying mental stress. However, mental stress itself is an on-going
process, such that the retrospective perception of stress can not represent mental stress
per se. That is to say, the measurement of perceived stress by means of traditional
methods cannot equivalently reflect mental stress occurring in real time. Instead, this
research utilizes neuroscience techniques like fMRI and EEG to capture subjects’
neural activities in real time, which puts forward a paradigm for measuring on-going
mental stress in response to external interruptions like ICT-enabled interruptions.
This research investigates individuals’ neural response related to mental stress
during task execution in the presence of ICT-enabled interruptions. The results of this
research will enrich literature on Human-Computer Interaction as well as NeuroIS.
Moreover, this research examines the effect of different types of ICT-enabled
interruptions on individuals’ mental stress. The expected research findings will
benefit both individuals and organizations to advance the understanding of ICTs
adoption in either daily life or work. Ultimately, this research will provide guidance to
alleviate individuals’ metal stress during task execution with adaptive ICTs.
Acknowledgements. This research is supported by Singapore Ministry of Education
Academic Research Fund Tier 1, R-253-000-120-112.
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Abstract. Information systems (IS) research has studied the consequences of IT
interruption on user performance. However, our knowledge thus far of the cognitive
mechanisms involved in processing different interruption types is limited. In response
to this research gap, the present research-in-progress paper proposes that IT intrusions
(unnecessary interruptions) and IT interventions (relevant interruptions) impose
different types of load on users’ cognitive resources. The study employs a selfregulation framework and borrows from the literature on executive functions (EFs),
which are a set of general-purpose cognitive processes that control thought and
actions. The moderating role of individuals’ differences in terms of three EF
capabilities as well as the effect of EF loads on task performance are hypothesized. A
three-factor (Interruption Frequency X Interruption Type X Executive Function
Capability) mixed-design experiment using electroencephalography is proposed to
test the generated hypotheses.
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1

Introduction

While information technology enables users to be online and accessible in both the work
environment and daily life, it can negatively affect their performance [1]. An online quiz
with 6000 respondents showed that 71% of users are frequently interrupted [2] and that
various IT devices push four to six notifications every working hour [3]. While there are
potential advantages to IT interruptions (e.g., providing timely information [4]), negative
consequences of such interruptions include stress [5, 6] and reduced productivity [7].
Information Systems research has mostly studied how the characteristics of interruptions
affect performance [8]; however, the cognitive mechanisms by which IT interruptions are
processed are not yet explained. IS research has examined how interruption characteristics
such as task complexity [9], congruence [10] and interrupting task modality [11] influence
task performance [12], job performance [10] behavior [13], and affect [14]. A number of
studies have used cognitive load construct as a mediator between interruption
characteristics and performance, but the underlying cognitive mechanisms remain unclear
[10]. The available published literature on interruptions informs us how performance is
affected by interruptions; however, it is not yet clear which brain functions are involved in
handling interruptions and how these functions affect behavior and performance.

Understanding how our brain works in response to IT interruptions is crucial because it
helps researchers predict users’ performance and behavior based on their cognitive
capabilities. Executive functions (EFs)—a set of general purpose control mechanisms the
brain uses to coordinate thought and action [15]—play a crucial role in various stages of
processing an interruption. Depending on the type of interruption, different executive
functions are involved in handling the main and interrupting tasks. Moreover, research
findings suggest that people differ in their EF capabilities [16]. This individual difference
factor may help to explain why people respond differently to interruptions.
Employing a NeuroIS approach, the present research-in-progress paper investigates the
cognitive mechanisms used by the brain to handle interruptions. More specifically, our
study pursues three goals: (1) Explaining how two categories of IT interruptions (i.e.,
intrusions and interventions) impose different types of cognitive load (i.e., three EF loads);
(2) investigating how individuals’ executive function capacity (EFC) moderates this link;
and (3) examining the effect of three EF loads on users’ performance of primary and
interrupting tasks.

2

Literature Review

Executive functions (EFs) are a set of general purpose cognitive processes that coordinate
human thought and action by modulating the operation of several cognitive sub-processes
[15]. They are the means by which humans self-regulate their behavior [17]. Although there
are several categorizations of EFs [18], it is widely accepted that the three main EFs are:
monitoring and updating of working memory representations (updating), inhibition of
prepotent responses (inhibition), and shifting of mental sets (shifting) [15, 17, 19]. These
three EFs are basic functions set at a lower level of cognition compared to the other higher
level EFs such as “planning” [15]. Executive functions play a vital role in self-regulation,
which is defined as an individual’s goal-directed behavior [20].
The updating function refers to the active monitoring, coding, and manipulating of relevant
information to the task at hand [15]. This function, which is closely linked to the concept
of working memory [21], is responsible for effective shielding and controlled retrieval of
information [19]. The inhibition function deals with an individual’s ability to deliberately
override a dominant, automatic or prepotent action, if necessary [15]. Because active
inhibition is a mechanism by which the brain conserves its resources from other habitual
behavior, it presents in the form of “do not do X & Y” [17]. Shifting is the EF that handles
switching between tasks, i.e., disentangling cognitive engagement from one task and
switching the attentional resources of the brain to a second task [15]. In contrast to updating
and inhibition EFs that are necessary for keeping the focus and attention on the current task,
shifting indicates how flexible and efficient an individual’s brain is in switching from one
task or sub-goal to another [17].
Research findings suggest that people differ in their EF capabilities [16]. For instance, one
user may be high in inhibition (i.e., overriding an automatic response), while having low

shifting (i.e., task-switching) capability. Another user may exhibit low inhibition (i.e., they
are easily distracted by interruptions) but have high shifting capacity between tasks.
IT interruptions are defined as “perceived, IT-based external events with a range of content
that captures cognitive attention and breaks the continuity of an individual’s primary task
activities” [8]. There are several taxonomies that classify IT interruptions based on different
factors such as initiating entity (system or user-generated), relevance, and structure (e.g.,
actionable or informational) [8]. In the present work, we adopt IT intrusion-versusintervention classification [8], which distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant IT
interruptions. Interventions are IT interruptions that users perceive as being relevant or
important to their job and thus prefer to address. On the contrary, intrusions are IT
interruptions that are either not relevant to the users’ ongoing task or are not perceived as
necessary.
Thus far, IS research on IT interruptions has mostly dealt with examining how different IT
interruption characteristics (e.g., the timing or relevance of the interruption) can influence
users’ cognition, affect, behavior, and performance. Attentional inhibition was studied as a
mechanism by which aging affects technostress [22]. Another study investigated the effect
of working memory capacity on the number of errors following interruptions [23].

3

Research Model

To address the research objectives above, we propose the research model of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed Research Model

3.1 Effect of IT interruptions on EF load
As the frequency of IT intrusions increases, users need to ignore distractions and keep their
focus on the ongoing task. The inhibition EF is responsible for overriding automatic,
dominant, or prepotent responses to such intrusions [15]. Therefore, an increase in the
number of IT intrusions imposes cognitive load on inhibition EF. Thus:
H1: The frequency of IT intrusions is positively associated with the inhibition load
Updating EF is responsible for manipulating, storing, and retrieving task-related
information. Addressing IT interventions requires users to load interrupting task
information in the memory, which imposes a load on updating EF. Hence:

H2: The frequency of IT interventions is positively associated with the updating load
Attending and responding to IT interventions means that users disentangle their attention
from the main task and focus on the interrupting task, which imposes a load on shifting
EF. Therefore:
H3: The frequency of IT interventions is positively associated with the shifting load.
3.2 Moderation Effect of EFC
Users with high executive functioning capability (EFC) experience less EF load compared
to those with low EFC because the former group has more effective EF and is able to
maintain a relative balance between available and required resources for performing the
task [22]. Neuroimaging experiments using fMRI and EEG report low neural activation for
users with high cognitive capacity [24, 25]. For instance, an EEG experiment compared the
brain’s alpha power between individuals with high and low cognitive capabilities while
solving two well-defined and ill-defined tasks [26]. The results showed a significant
difference of alpha power between the two groups, especially over the parieto-occipital
areas. Since alpha power is inversely related to cognitive load [27], the results suggest that
high-IQ individuals use less mental effort to perform the same task compared to low-IQ
subjects. The efficiency theory justifies this phenomenon by attributing the extra cognitive
load observed in individuals with low cognitive ability to the inefficient use of mental
resources [28]. Therefore, we expect that individuals with higher inhibition, updating, and
shifting EFCs experience less inhibition, updating, and shifting EF loads, respectively.
Thus:
H4: Inhibition EFC negatively moderates the positive relationship between the frequency
of IT intrusions and inhibition load.
H5: Updating EFC negatively moderates the positive relation between frequency of IT
intrusions and updating load.
H6: Shifting EFC negatively moderates the positive relationship between frequency of IT
intrusions and shifting load.
3.3 Effect of EF load on performance
The framework proposed by Hofmann, Schmeichel [17] links a number of self-regulatory
mechanisms to each EF. We will use this framework to explain how EFs affect users’
performance (accuracy and efficiency) in the face of receiving interruptions. Effective
inhibition EF is associated with the successful self-regulatory mechanism of actively
overriding behavioral responses to habits or stimuli that are not relevant to users’ goals [17].
As inhibition EF increases, the available resources for ignoring irrelevant stimuli
diminishes, resulting in less effective identification of irrelevant interruptions. Attending to
IT intrusions consumes extra time and effort, which reduces users’ performance on the main
task. Hence:
H7: Inhibition load negatively influence performance on the main task.

Updating is linked to the active representation of goals and standards of the current task
[29]; updating is also linked to passive inhibitory control (by protecting the goals and
standards from interference [17, 30]) and to top-down direction of attentional resources
[17]. Therefore, satisfactory performance on both the main and interrupting tasks depends
on the availability of updating EF resources. Thus:
H8: The updating load negatively influences performance on the main task.
H9: The updating load negatively influences performance on the interrupting task.
The shifting EF is crucial in switching back and forth from the primary task to the
interrupting task. Through the self-regulating mechanisms of (1) disentangling attention
from the primary task and (2) switching attentional resources to the interrupting task, the
shifting EF determines how effectively and efficiently one can redirect his/her attention
from the main task to the interrupting task. Therefore, as the shifting EF increases, more
time and attentional resources are needed to focus on the main and interrupting tasks.
Therefore:
H10: Shifting load negatively influences performance on the main task.
H11: Shifting load negatively influences performance on the interrupting task.

4

Methodology

4.1 Experimental Design
A three-factor (Frequency of Interruption X Interruption Type X Executive Function
Capability) mixed-design experiment is formulated to test the hypotheses in our research
model (see Table 1). The Frequency and Type factors are within-subject and have three
(Low, Medium, High) and two (Intrusions, Interventions) levels, respectively. The EFC is
a between-subject factor with 8 levels (three dimensions each with low/high levels). A
power analysis conducted using G*Power [31] yielded a sample size of 65 participants. The
following criteria were used: eight groups, a moderate effect size (eta squared=0.06), six
number of measurements (three frequency levels and two interruption types), and a
moderate correlation among repeated measures (0.25).
Table 1. Experimental Factors
Factor
Frequency of
Interruptions

Relevance
EFC

Type
Within

Within

Inhibition Between

Selection/Manipulation

Level

Low frequency of interruptions (5)

1

Medium frequency of interruptions (10)

2

High frequency of interruptions (15)

3

Intrusions (participant instructed to ignore)

1

Interventions (participant instructed to respond)

2

Score on Antisaccade, Stop-Signal, and Stroop tasks

1, 2

Updating

Score on Keep Track, Tone Monitoring, and Letter
Memory tasks

1, 2

Shifting

Score on Plus-Minus, Number-Letter, and Local Global
tasks

1, 2

4.2 Experimental Task
The experimental task must (1) impose an extensive load on users’ working memory and
(2) require users to focus their attention on the screen so that interruptions distract them,
thus representing a real-world user-IT interaction. We chose a variation of the information
search task Memory [22, 32], since it maximizes the load on different elements of working
memory and meets our criteria.
In the Memory task, subjects need to identify matching pairs of objects or symbols by
flipping cards. In the more challenging version of this game, users must perform simple
mathematical operations and remember the items behind each card [22] while being
interrupted by secondary tasks. Instead of pairing symbols, subjects must pair a
mathematical operation with its answer (e.g., 12 x 4 pairs with 48). This task imposes
extensive load not only on the short-term memory system (memorizing numbers) [33] but
on the central executive unit of the working memory (performing mathematical operations)
[34]. The interruptions appear at random locations (four places) during the game and
include simple multiple-choice math questions. As in the real world, some interruptions are
irrelevant and must be ignored, while others need to be addressed immediately. Two tones
at 1 KHz and 5 KHz are used to distinguish between intrusions and interventions.
Participants are asked to ignore interruptions with 1 KHz tone and respond to the ones with
5 Khz. The task is developed in MATLAB 2019a using the App designer tool. A screenshot
of the task interface is presented in Fig 2.

Fig 2. Task Interface

4.3 Measurement
Executive functions capability is measured as the participants’ combined score on nine
computerized tests (three tests for each EFC dimension) [15]. Subjects perform all nine
tasks before the main tasks. The number of clicks on the memory cards and time on the
main task are used as the main task performance. The number of errors and time on multiple
choice questions capture interrupting task performance. Three EEG measures are used to
capture EF load. The inhibition load is measured by the alpha band (8-13 Hz) event-relatedsynchronization (ERS) proposed by [36]. The updating load is captured by the strength of
the theta band oscillations (4-8 Hz) [36]. The shifting load is measured as the amplitude of
the posterior switch positivity—namely, a sustained positivity over parietal electrodes [37,
38]. Table 2 provides a summary of the EF measures used in the experiment.
Table 2. Executive Function Measures
EF Load
Inhibition Load
Updating Load
Shifting Load

EEG Measure
Alpha event-related synchronization (alpha power) increases as
individuals inhibit a cognitive or motor response.
Theta event-related synchronization (Theta power) increases
with encoding new information into working memory.
The amplitude difference between switch cues (shifting from
the main task to the interrupting task) and repeat cues (staying
on the main task) reflects the cognitive set-shifting process.

Reference
[35, 39,
40]
[27, 41]
[37]

4.4 Apparatus and Procedure
The instruments’ characteristics will be reported according to the guidelines proposed by
Müller-Putz, Riedl [42]. The subjects’ electroencephalography (EEG) will be recorded
using the Cognionics (Cognionics Inc., CA) quick-20 dry EEG headset with 20 electrodes
located according to the 10-20 system at a 500 Hz sampling rate. The Cognionics device
has a wireless amplifier with 24-bit AD resolution. Eye-tracking data will be recorded using
the Tobii (Tobii Technology AB) at 60 Hz to measure users’ eye movements. Eye-tracking
data is used to both identify blinks and control for the number of times that visual attention
is switched between the two tasks. At the outset of the experiment, participants will be
welcomed to the test site and their informed consent form will be obtained. The EEG
headsets will then be placed on the participants’ heads. We will ensure that the impedance
of all electrodes is kept below the threshold of 50 k. The eye-tracking device will then be
calibrated for each participant using nine points on the screen. Participants will start the
experiment by watching an introductory video explaining the experimental task. They will
then be invited to answer a short demographic questionnaire followed by nine executive
function tasks. Their score on these nine tasks will determine their EFC value on three
dimensions. Finally, they will perform six memory tasks (six repeated measure conditions)
in random order and their score will be presented to them afterwards.

5

Expected Contributions

This study is expected to make several contributions. First, it explains how distinct
executive functions loads (i.e., inhibition, updating, and shifting) are imposed by IT
interruptions. Although cognitive load has been used previously to study the consequences
of IT interruptions [10], this is the first study, to the best of our knowledge, that attempts to
open the cognitive load box and identify the cognitive mechanisms of handling
interruptions. Second, the research introduces an individual difference factor (EFC) that
affects users’ performance and behavior in the face of IT interruptions. The literature on
interruption management systems (IMSs), which are IT artifacts designed to improve users’
performance by filtering irrelevant interruptions, will benefit from this research. These
systems prioritize interruptions based on their characteristics to identify opportune
moments (i.e., the period when users’ attention can be interrupted with a minimal adverse
effect on their performance) [43, 44]. Nonetheless, existing IMS systems have not yet
considered cognitive differences among users. A third anticipated contribution of this study
is suggesting new ways to improve users’ performance in the face of IT interruptions.
Specifically, current IMSs mainly help users by blocking distractions and delivering
interruptions at opportune moments [45]. Such IMS features work as supporting pillars to
users’ inhibition executive function (i.e., overriding an automatic response) that plays the
main role in blocking distractions. However, other main EFs (e.g., updating and shifting)
are not supported by current IMSs.
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Abstract. Mind wandering is a mental activity that allows us to easefully escape
from current situations and tasks. Being the opposite of goal-directed thinking,
existing research suggests that mind wandering is an important antecedent of creativity and innovation behavior. Moreover, there is initial evidence that technology characteristics may influence mind wandering. Despite a growing academic
interest in mind wandering, there is only limited research that provides insights
into the relationship between technology characteristics and mind wandering. We
seek to address this research gap by proposing a research model that investigates
whether technology supported collaborative work has an impact on the degree of
mind wandering. In this research-in-progress paper, we describe the use of selfreport measures and neurophysiological measures (specifically, Electroencephalography, EEG) to study mind wandering in an Information Systems research
context. Ultimately, our research seeks to inform design science research in order
to enhance creativity and innovation behavior.
Keywords: Mind Wandering · Technology Use · Distraction · Experimental Research · Creativity · Collaborative Systems · EEG
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Introduction

Research has found great potential in conceptualizing and investigating the role of
daydreaming [1] and mind wandering [2]. Several studies demonstrate that mind wandering is related to positive outcomes such as creativity [2–4]. At the same time, research also found negative consequences, particularly reduced performance [5–7]. A
major reason for the increasing interest in mind wandering relates to the fact that it
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allows us to derive thoughts and significant meaning without external influence (e.g.,
[8]). More specifically, the mental retreat from stressful and unpleasant situations allows for future planning and sense making of past events. Hence, the relevance of mind
wandering has increased in our fast-paced times, where the perceived level of stress
increases, among other reasons, due to the blurring of boundaries between the private
and the business domain (e.g., [9, 10]).
Since many employees rely on the intensive use of information technology (IT),
mind wandering is also relevant for Information Systems (IS) research [11–13]. Studies
show that mind wandering has an impact on pivotal IS constructs, such as task performance and knowledge retention [12, 13]. Furthermore, research demonstrates that the
degree of mind wandering varies among the use of hedonic and utilitarian systems [11].
Despite the increasing interest in technology-related mind wandering, or technologyinduced mind wandering, current literature leaves important questions unanswered.
Specifically, there is only limited research that investigates how technology can be designed in order to stimulate or inhibit mind wandering (c.f. strategy 1 [14]). Consequently, design and development of neuroadaptive systems is hampered [15].
Against this background, we propose a research model whose long-term goal is to
shed light on how to design technology to influence users’ mind wandering states. In
the present research-in-progress paper, we investigate whether IT supported collaborative work has an impact on mind wandering and consequently on creativity. In addition
to self-report measures, we suggest to use EEG to measure users’ mind wandering state.
The remainder is structured as follows: First, we briefly describe the extant literature
on mind wandering and highlight current shortcomings. Second, we propose a research
model that seeks to address the identified gap. Third, we describe our experimental
procedure and conclude with final remarks on potential contributions of this research.
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Theoretical Background

Literature from psychology shows that unconstrained mental processes are rather the
norm than the exception. Specifically, evidence indicates that between one third and
one half of our daily mental activity is unrelated to the external environment and offtask [16]. This finding instigated research on the exploration of the mind’s capacity to
wander, yielding in a new stream of research on mind wandering [2, 4, 16]. Mind wandering is commonly understood as “a shift of executive control away from a primary
task to the processing of personal goals (p. 946)” [17].
Evidence from psychology and neuroscience illustrates that mind wandering occurs
aimlessly during the resting state, in non-demanding circumstances and predominantly
during task-free activities [18–23]. The state of decoupled attention is characterized by
thinking exclusively about internal notions and feelings and by the temporal inability
to process external information [24]. Due to this inability, it is often perceived as cumbersome [4, 24]. Mind wandering implies a lack of awareness and is a cause of poor
performance, errors, disruption, disengagement, and carelessness [5–7]. Also, mind
wandering is enhanced by stress, unhappiness and substance abuse, and consequently
by states which are negatively connoted themselves [25–27]. However, research also
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studied mind wandering’s positive outcomes. In essence, it was found that mind wandering positively affects creativity and innovative thinking [12, 28, 29], and it may lead
to an increased ability to solve problems [13, 30]. In summary, evidence shows that
mind wandering has negative and positive effects.
First attempts have been made to investigate the relationship between technology
use and mind wandering. For that purpose, technology-related mind wandering has
been defined as “task-unrelated thought which occurs spontaneously and the content is
related to the aspects of computer systems” ([13], p. 4). A few IS studies provide empirical insights into mind wandering. Wati et al., who introduced the concept of mind
wandering into IS research, demonstrate that user performance is influenced by an individual’s focus ability and mind wandering [12]. At a later stage, the same research
team studied the content of thought during mind wandering in technology-related and
non-technology-related settings [13]. Their study indicates that mind wandering moderates the relationship between on-task thought and creativity; it was also found that
mind wandering has a significant impact on task performance and knowledge retention.
While these studies primarily focused on the moderating role of mind wandering, others
provided initial evidence that depending on what kind of technology is used (e.g., hedonic or utilitarian systems) there are different levels of mind wandering [11]. Despite
the valuable first research efforts in the IS discipline on mind wandering, IS research
would benefit from a better understanding of why and how an IT artifact influences the
degree of mind wandering, because these insights can inform design decisions of systems and applications, including the development of neuroadaptive systems.
Methodologically, previous literature proposed and used various measurement instruments to study mind wandering. Table 1 provides and overview.
Table 1. Overview Measurement Instruments.
Type of Measure
Self-report
Psychophysiological

Brain Imaging Tools

References
Experience sampling

[31–34]

Online

[11, 35]

Eye Tracking (ET)

[36–38]

Skin Conductance Response (SCR)

[39]

Electrocardiogram (ECG)

[40–42]

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

[32, 43]

Electroencephalography (EEG)

[5, 42, 44–46]

Magnetoencephalography (MEG)

[47, 48]

In summary, mind wandering is an important psychological construct with relevance
in the IS domain, and this construct, according to prior studies, has neurobiological
correlates, both on the autonomous nervous system level (ET, SCR, ECG) and the central nervous system level (fMRI, EEG, MEG). Yet, there is a major research gap when
it comes to the relationship between technology characteristics and their impact on the
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degree of mind wandering as well as potential outcome variables. Against this background, we propose a research model that seeks to shed further light on these relationships.

3

Research Model
Our research model is shown in Fig. 1 and explained in the following.

mind wandering
individual
task

creativity

collaborative
(with at least 3 collaborators)

direct relationships

indirect relationships

Fig. 1. Proposed research model

We build on previous literature that repeatedly suggested that there is a strong relationship between mind wandering and creativity [2–4]. Consequently, we assume that
this relationship is also given in the context of an IT supported task. Moreover, previous
literature argued that un-demanding tasks and cognitive ease increase the degree of
mind wandering (e.g., [29]). Stan and Christoff tellingly describe the state of mind wandering, they write: “we would find ourselves transitioning gently between thoughts,
rather than being pressured toward them” ([49], p. 45). The logic of our model with
respect to the task is built on the fact that in a collaborative task with at least three
persons, there is a higher probability to fall in a state of mind wandering if compared
to a state in which two persons work jointly on a task or in which one person works
alone. This reasoning is based on the fact that a collaborative task can be spread on the
shoulders of a number of persons, which increases the probability for cognitive ease,
an antecedent of mind wandering [49]. Note that cognitive ease is less likely in twoperson interactions because the two individuals are in a direct communication process,
which is not the case in groups of three or more people (because it is possible that two
persons interact, while the other person(s) may drift into a mind wandering state). Consequently, we argue that collaborative tasks (except those including two persons only)
result in a higher degree of mind wandering compared to individual tasks in which a
person has to complete a task alone.
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4

Methodology

4.1

Experimental Design

Based on our research model, we use a between-subjects design in which we manipulate
task execution (either individual or group of three people). We acquire data from
healthy students and employees from a middle-size university in a German-speaking
country to conduct the experiments. Each participant receives financial compensation.
4.2

Measurement instruments

Self-reported measures. As part of the experimental procedure, we use a probecaught methodology to sample mind wandering [50, 51]. After the experimental procedure, we furthermore use established scales to measure creativity by means of the Creative Achievement Questionnaire [52]and mind wandering as suggested in previous
literature [11, 12, 53].
Objective measures. Besides self-reported measures, we also use EEG to study mind
wandering. While there are several instruments to collect neurophysiological data on
mind wandering (c.f. Table 1), we use EEG because it has been successfully used most
often in this domain [40–42]. For an introduction into EEG from an IS perspective,
please see Müller-Putz et al. [54]. Time-frequency analyses, spectral features as well as
more sophisticated methods like connectivity measures will be derived from the EEG.
Comparison of different rounds, e.g. round 1 with round 4 and others can be used to
derive evidence of neural correlates. The theta/beta ratio is used to measure mind wandering episodes [45, 46].
4.3

Experimental task

The investigator welcomes the participants, presents them the informed consent procedure and fits them with the EEG cap and scalp electrodes. Next, s/he will ask them
to accomplish a 20-minute creative task. In line with previous literature, we use the title
task [3, 55] to measure divergent thinking capabilities. We schedule 4 minutes and 1minute break per round, resulting in a total of 20 minutes. The test is specifically designed to foster creative ideas. It requires coming up with alternative titles for widely
known books or movies. We chose two books and two movies well known to German
speaking people. The participants are asked to either independently come up with as
many titles as possible (the ‘individual’ group) or to perform the same task two further
participant (the ‘collaborative’ group). They are assured that their answers will neither
be graded nor publicized. To ensure that the collaboration does not cause confounding
effects, only one subject is part of the ‘collaborative’ group while the other two group
members are actually researchers. Importantly, in the ‘collaborative’ group only the
EEG of the actual subject is measured. Moreover, the experiment is designed so that
the two researchers start intensive interaction in the collaboration task so that the actual
subject is likely to fall in a state of mind wandering. To operationalize the individual
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and collaborative tasks, we use Google Docs (as instance for computer-supported collaborative work) which allows both individual and synchronous work in collaboration.
An example of the collaborative task with three collaborators is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Experimental task (collaboration)

After completing the task, the participants are asked to fill out a short questionnaire
assessing their general creativity and their self-reported degree of mind wandering,
along with demographic questions. Finally, they are thanked, debriefed and given the
compensation for participation.
4.4

Data analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to investigate the rate of mind wandering
across both groups for the self-reported measures. Repeated measures ANOVA is used
to investigate differences based on the thought probes. We use linear modeling with
interaction terms to investigate the mediating effect of mind wandering on creativity.

5

Outlook

Based on our proposed research model, we expect important contributions for IS
research and NeuroIS alike. For IS research, this is one of the first studies that investigates how a class of systems, i.e. group collaboration systems, can influence mind wandering. In addition, it highlights that computer-supported collaborative work has the
potential to enhance creativity, a process which is eventually mediated by mind wandering (see Fig. 1). If follows that the insight derived by our study is predominantly
relevant for jobs that require a high degree of creativity (i.e., knowledge work), our
results can inform workplace design for creative jobs. With regards to NeuroIS, this
study provides new insights into the neural (EEG) correlates of a cognition-related construct, namely mind wandering [15]. Ultimately, our research could have significant
potential to inform future studies on EEG-based correlates in mind wandering and consequently to conduct studies that seek to develop neuroadaptive systems [14, 15, 56].
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We envision a system which can, based on the users’s current state, influence his or her
mind wandering state in order to affect important outcome variables, particularly creativity.
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Abstract. Effects of digital communication have been reported, but with only
little physiological data backing. The purpose of this pilot study was to use a
multi-methods approach to investigate in digital natives the effects of reading
from a mobile device, listening to an audio recording and listening to an actual
person present, who reads out loud. Self-reported pleasantness and arousal as
conscious data, startle reflex modulation, skin conductance and heart rate as
non-conscious data were recorded for each condition. The findings indicate that
physiological arousal measures tend to match respective self-report measures
both indicating higher arousal levels for social conditions. However, physiological valence measures do not match their corresponding self-report measures.
Listening to an audio recording and listening to a real person reading were rated
as more pleasant than reading alone. However, listening to a present person reading out loud resulted in the most negative subcortical raw affective responses
in digital native’s brains.
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Introduction

Technology has seeped deep into the core of human society and is becoming increasingly more integrated into our everyday lives. We spend a great deal of time using our
devices – the recent Nielsen Audience Report [1] found that Americans spend between 4 and 13 hours of each day looking at screens, with 65% of the population
surpassing the 10 hour mark. Over a decade later, a Pew Research Center survey
found the same results [2]. Although technology can aid socialization, there is already
evidence that it has a negative impact on the quantity and quality of face-to-face
communication [3]. Uhls et al. (2014) [4] found that preteens who did not engage
with screens for five days better recognized nonverbal emotional cues in facial expressions shown in photos and videos, as compared to those who had access to
screens for that time. As Montag and Walla (2016) [5] point out, genuine emotion
recognition depends on facial and other nonverbal cues, and it is possible that not
using our ability to read them could lead to us gradually losing our ability to do so,
whereby we would also lose the ability to comprehend and even detect emotions, both
our own and other people’s.

2

The purpose of this experimental study was to investigate how people (with a focus
on digital natives) respond to different ways of taking in information under varying
levels of social interaction from reading alone (reading condition) over listening to a
recorded voice (audio condition) to listening to a real person reading out loud (social
condition). Crucially, no person was present in both the reading condition and the
audio condition, while in the social condition a person was present both visually and
acoustically by sitting face-to-face with the participant. The audio condition was included to investigate whether a person being “semi-present” makes a difference in
valence and arousal responses during socialization. It was hypothesised that digital
natives respond more negatively to the social condition as a result of digital overuse.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants
Seventeen participants were recruited. All were students between the ages of 20 and
30 (mean age = 22.47; SD = 2.58). This age group was chosen, as it includes the generation that Prensky (2001) [6] calls “digital natives”. Only 5 of the participants who
volunteered were male. All had normal or corrected to normal vision. The participants
received no compensation. This study was approved by the ethics committee of Webster University in Saint Louis (Missouri).
2.2. Measures
Five different measures were taken. Self-reported measures included valence (on a
scale from 1 to 9 (1 = negative; 9 = positive)) and arousal (on a scale of 1 to 9 (1 =
low; 9 = high)). Both of those are understood as representing responses to affective
impact on conscious levels. Physiological measures included startle reflex modulation
(see Walla and Koller (2015) [7] sensitive to valence, skin Conductance (see
Braithwaite et al., 2013) [8] sensitive to arousal and heart rate (sensitive to valence
and arousal). Those measures are understood as representing responses to affective
impact on non-conscious levels. Consequently, this multi-methods approach could be
used to compare both valence and arousal aspects of affective responses to the three
selected independent variables with respect to conscious and non-conscious processing.
2.3. Stimuli
Three counterbalanced experimental conditions were introduced in the study. Each
consisted of a different story depicting made-up discoveries about the universe. The
participants were initially told that the stories were legitimate news articles about real
scientific discoveries. 1) Audio Condition: The participant listens to a pre-recorded
audio track of a research team member reading a story without a research team member being present; 2) Reading Condition: The participant reads a written story on
his/her own phone in his/her own head without a research team member being pre-
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sent; 3) Social Condition: The participant watches and listens as a research team
member reads him/her a story face-to-face.
2.4. Procedure
2.4.1. Lab Experiment
After giving informed consent participants were seated in a comfortable chair where
he/she had all sensors for collecting physiological data attached to them. Each of the
conditions lasted between 7 and 10 minutes. During each condition, six startle probes
were presented at an interval of 40-70 seconds to minimize habituation to the stimulus. The startle stimulus was a 50ms burst of acoustic white noise at a sound pressure
level of 105 dB delivered through headphones. During each condition, physiological
data were recorded with a NeXus 10 wireless recording device (from Mind Media
BV) and Bio-trace + software was used for data processing. Finally, after each condition, the participants were asked to fill out a self-report questionnaire on their perceived valence and arousal. Self-reported valence and arousal were measured using
two nine-point likert scales (1 = negative valence/low arousal; 9 = positive valence/high arousal).
2.4.2. Analysis
All data was subject to analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each of the dependent
variables with SPSS. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the repeated
measures tests. Contrasts were calculated to look at each possible pair of condition
combinations (Bonferroni-corrections were made in case of multiple comparisons).
Effect sizes and observed power were also calculated for a better interpretation of
statistical findings.
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Results

3.1

Self-reported valence

Mean self-reported valence for the audio condition was 7.12 (SD = 1.45). In the reading condition it was 6.06 (SD = 1.60) and in the social condition it was equal to that
of the audio condition at 7.12 (SD = 1.50). ANOVA revealed a significant condition
main effect on self-reported valence (F=5.355, p=.012, η2=.251). Pairwise comparisons found that there was a significant difference between the audio condition and the
reading condition (p=.045) and an almost significant difference between the social
condition and the reading condition (p=.057). There was no significant difference
between the audio condition and the social condition (p=1.000).
3.2. Self-Reported Arousal
Mean self-reported arousal for the audio condition was 5.47 (SD = 1.42), for the reading condition it was 4.59 (SD = 1.73) and for the social condition it was 5.71 (SD =
1.61). ANOVA did not find a significant condition main effect (very strong trend
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though) on self-reported arousal (F=3.004, p=.076, η2=.158). Pairwise comparisons
found that there was no significant difference between the audio condition and the
reading condition (p=.195), no significant difference between the social condition and
the reading condition (p=.271), and, as expected, no difference between the audio
condition and the social condition (p=1.000).
3.3. Startle Reflex Modulation
Mean eye blink response for the audio condition was 57.96 µV (SD = 31.05). For the
reading condition it was 49.54 µV (SD = 28.34) and for the social condition it was
highest at 63.58 µV (SD = 37.07). ANOVA found a significant main effect (F=4.273,
p=.029, η2=.211). Pairwise comparisons found that there was no significant difference between the audio condition and the reading condition (p=.157), a very strong
trend, but not a significant difference between the social condition and the reading
condition (p=.077), and no difference between the audio condition and the social
condition (p=.726).
3.4. Skin Conductance
Mean skin conductance for the audio condition was 6.49µS (SD = 2.87). In the reading condition it was 6.37µS (SD= 3.03). The highest skin conductance was observed
in the social condition with a mean of 7.05µS (SD = 2.81). ANOVA found no significant main effect on skin conductance (F=2.152, p=.135, η2=.119). Accordingly, pairwise comparisons found that there was no difference between the audio condition and
the reading condition (p=1.000), no significant difference between the social condition and the reading condition (p=.246), and no significant difference between the
audio condition and the social condition (p=.436).
3.5. Heart Rate
Mean heart rate for the audio condition was 77.90 bpm (SD = 6.31), for the reading
condition it was 81.78 bpm (SD = 9.76) and it was 82.68 bpm (SD = 10. 02) for the
social condition. ANOVA found a significant main effect on heart rate (F=3.848,
p=.043, η2=.194). Pairwise comparisons found that there was a statistically significant
difference between the audio condition and the reading condition (p=.031), no difference between the social condition and the reading condition (p=1.000), and only a
strong trend, but no significant difference between the audio condition and the social
condition (p=.070). See table 1 that summarizes all numbers and figure 1 displaying
respective bar diagrams.
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Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations of self-reported valence, self-reported arousal,
eye blink response, skin conductance and heart rate presented by the three conditions being
tested: audio, reading and social.
Measure
Self-reported valence
Self-reported arousal
Eye blink response
Skin Conductance
Heart Rate

Audio
Mean
SD

Reading
Mean
SD

Social
Mean
SD

7.12
5.47
57.96
6.49
77.90

6.06
4.59
49.54
6.37
81.78

7.12
5.71
63.58
7.05
82.68

1.45
1.45
31.05
2.87
6.31

1.6
1.73
28.34
3.03
9.76

1.50
1.61
37.07
2.81
10.02

Figure 1. Bar diagrams showing Mean values and standard deviations of self-reported valence,
self-reported arousal, eye blink response, skin conductance and heart rate presented by the three
conditions being tested: audio, reading and social.
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4

Discussion

Technology has provided us with a whole new dimension of socialization, which
allows us to communicate quickly and efficiently no matter where we, or the parties
we’re communicating with, are located. Paradoxically, however, the price of this new
and convenient means of socialization might come at the cost of precisely our ability
to socialize. Montag and Walla (2016) [5] caution that by choosing to spend our time
staring at screens instead of looking into each other’s eyes when we communicate, we
may, as predicted by the use it or lose it principle, end up losing our complex socializing abilities because we do not utilize them.
By using various dependent variables sensitive to both conscious and non-conscious
processes we aimed to examine whether people respond more negatively when taking
in information via a mobile device than when taking in information face-to-face from
another person. The study provides evidence indicating that self-reported valence and
startle reflex modulation differ between conditions where there was a human presence
(the audio and social conditions) and where there was no human presence (the reading
condition). A strong trend in support of the hypothesis was detected in self-reported
arousal, although statistical significance was missing. There was only a small difference between mean skin conductance values in each of the conditions. Heart rate was
the only measure where a significant difference was found between the reading and
audio condition with the reading condition surpassing that of the audio condition.
Additionally, a strong trend was observed in this measure where the social condition
elicited a higher level of arousal than the audio condition.
Most interestingly, the two measures that are sensitive to valence revealed a discrepancy between what participants say when asked versus how participants’ brains responded. Startle reflex modulation results indicated that the reading condition was
experienced as most pleasant, followed by the audio condition, and then by the social
condition. These results contradicted those of the self-reported valence measure, in
which the reading condition was rated as less pleasant than the audio and social conditions, with the latter two being rated as equally pleasant. Various previous research
has demonstrated similar discrepancies between self-reported pleasantness and valence measured via startle reflex modulation (see [9-24]. The present study could be
viewed as supporting the idea that young people are intimidated by in-person communication and are shifting more and more towards communicating via devices. This,
however, can in this study only be seen in the non-conscious data set that is reflective
of deep inside affective processing. Conscious self-report in this study on the other
hand reflects most positive experience during the actual person present. One could
argue that the conscious mind is more influenced by cognitive knowledge about the
benefits of face-to-face contact, but that the non-conscious mind tells the truth (only
speculation). It is, however, also possible that the participants found being face-toface with a stranger, where they could more easily feel self-conscious, to be more
unpleasant than being on their own, focusing on the task of reading. Further research
that controls for such factors is necessary to determine whether taking in information
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via a mobile device is, as this study suggests, experienced as more pleasant than taking in information face-to-face.
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Abstract. Recently introduced virtual and augmented reality devices such as the
HTC Vive Pro Eye or Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 come with integrated eye tracking
technology. Eye tracking technology is thus closer to the consumer market than
ever before. Should these systems make the leap into the end consumer market,
possibilities also evolve to use the data to feed intelligent user assistance systems
in real time. One application could be to detect phases in consumers’ decision
making processes based on eye tracking data, which, in turn, can be used to offer
context-aware assistance to consumers. By analyzing eye tracking data from an
experiment in a virtual reality shopping environment, we test existing approaches
to detect decision phases and evaluate their applicability for an intelligent invocation of real-time user assistance. Furthermore, we propose a new approach,
called on-the-fly-detection, since we conclude that existing approaches are not
suitable for real-time phase detection.
Keywords: User Assistance Systems · Decision Phases · NeuroIS · ContextAware Systems · Eye Tracking · Virtual Reality.
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Introduction

Eye tracking (ET) technology has recently enjoyed an upswing in attention. Not only
the acquisitions of technology giants in the field of ET technology (e.g., Apple bought
SMI or Oculus acquired The Eye Tribe) have contributed to this, but also the introduction of new products that are already equipped with ET technology (HTC Vive Pro Eye,
Microsoft’s HoloLens 2). The symbiosis of ET and virtual reality (VR) technology is
obvious: Real-time gaze detection allows to only render the currently looked at regions
in highest quality (foveated rendering) [1], which in turn saves computational resources. Furthermore, advanced interactions can be offered by system designers (gaze
selection), and avatars can be modeled more naturally by transferring the real eye movements to the virtual representation. We thus more and more experience a shift from ET,
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that solely serves as a post hoc diagnosis tool, to real-time ET data processing and usage
due to the possibility to unobtrusively observe gaze behavior in VR [2].
In literature more than 20 years ago, researchers have tried to detect different phases
in customers’ decision making based on ET data [3] measured in real-life contexts and
in recent years this idea was further pursued [4–6]. The knowledge in which decision
phase a user is currently in could be of great interest for system designers who could
use this information for the intelligent invocation of assistance systems [7]. In particular, a high potential is stated to so-called advanced user assistance systems (UAS) which
promise to be context-aware and adaptive [8]. Depending on the decision phase (context-awareness), an assistance system might proactively offer suitable decision aids to
the user (adaptive), e.g., a comparison matrix as soon as someone starts comparing
products with each other (evaluation phase), or a filter function, that helps to eliminate
products, which reduces the overall complexity right from the start (orientation phase).
Such a system would, therefore, take over the selection of the aid, i.e., how, and the
time of use, i.e., when they shall be supported, adaptively for a user.
Within this article, we, therefore, aim to detect phases in consumers’ decision-making, which can potentially be used by advanced UAS to support consumers during their
shopping in regular stores. In this context, we assume that image processing and object
recognition can be performed in real time for practical applications. This article is
closely related to the field of NeuroIS, since the information systems (IS) research problem, i.e., the identification of the right moment in time to assist consumers in their decision-making process (intelligent invocation), is solved using the neurophysiological
tool of ET [9].
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Context-Aware Assistance Systems Meet Eye Tracking Phase
Detection

In order to build a UAS with intelligent invocation based on ET, it must first be ensured
that a phase detection can be performed in real time. Therefore, we start to examine
existing approaches for their suitability for real-time phase detection.
Today, UAS are almost ubiquitous in e-commerce settings trying to increase a user’s
task performance by addressing the known problems of an enormous product range and
information overload [10, 11]. A UAS can have many facets: e.g., recommendation
agents [10], interactive decision aids [12], or chatbots. According to Mädche et al. [8],
UAS can be further specified along the dimensions intelligence and interactivity, defining a system that at least employs features of one dimension as an advanced UAS
rather than a basic one. Advanced UAS primarily differentiate themselves by the fact
that they are context-aware and adaptive. Especially context-awareness can be related
to the intelligent time of automatic invocation. Whereas in the area of notifications
much research has already been done focusing on the best time of invocation (e.g.,
Bailey and Konstan [13]), empirical studies on intelligent invocation in the context of
UAS are relatively scarce [7]. However, user assistance is by no means limited to an ecommerce context and assistance systems for regular stores are also in the focus of
studies (e.g., mobile auto-ID technology [14]).
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Most commonly, studies that support a phase theory build upon at least two distinct
phases, namely an orientation and an evaluation phase [5]. The orientation phase is
thereby characterized by acquiring an initial overview of available products, whereas
the evaluation phase primarily consists of paired comparisons between products. Besides, several studies argue that a subsequent verification phase can take place, in which
the product choice is verified again [3, 4]. In related literature, different approaches are
proposed on how a phase detection based on ET data might be operationalized [3,
4],[15]. Within this work-in-progress article, we will examine the approaches by Russo
and Leclerc [3] (R&L) and Gidlöf et al. [4] (G) more closely, who both build upon three
phases (orientation, evaluation, verification).
According to Russo and Leclerc [3], an initial orientation phase consists of consecutive dwells on products up to the first re-dwell (the latter already counts to the second
phase). As an indicator for the beginning of the third phase, a verbal announcement
made by the participant is used from which the last re-dwell (going backward in time)
is determined, which, in turn, defines the end of the second phase [3]. In contrast, Gidlöf
et al. [4] solely rely on dwells on the chosen product to determine the different phases:
The orientation phase includes all dwells up to the first dwell on the chosen product,
which, however, already counts to the second phase [4]. The second phase, in turn, ends
with the last dwell on the selected product (counting to the second phase), meaning that
the last phase only consists of dwells not directed to the chosen product.
Even though the strict phase distinction is partly criticized, we consider it a good
starting point to investigate points in time for an intelligent invocation. However, since
both prior described approaches either require knowledge about the outcome of the decision process (product choice) or can only be determined through post-hoc analysis
(last re-dwell before an announcement), we conclude that they are not applicable for
real-time phase detection. We, therefore, propose an approach to detect the previously
mentioned phases in real time and in the following reference to it as On-the-fly-detection (OFD). Similar to the approach by Russo and Leclerc [3], we argue that a re-dwell
can be used as an indicator for the start of the evaluation phase since the evaluation
phase is characterized by paired product comparisons between alternatives [3],[16].
However, to address the criticism expressed by Gidlöf et al. [4] that a re-dwell on any
product can also occur by chance, we define the delineation rule more strictly and demand an X-Y-X sequence of transitions, i.e., a direct pair-wise comparison, as begin of
the evaluation phase (re-dwell belongs to the second phase). For the distinction between
the evaluation and verification phase, we preliminarily suggest using the time at which
any product is first placed in the shopping cart. This point in time is meaningful because
then a person has made an initial decision (evaluation phase is certainly finished) but
still has the chance (if they want) to verify their choice. Of course, it may be possible
that verification starts slightly in advance, but we have also decided to use this event
because of the possible real-time detection (assuming that image processing and object
recognition can be performed in real time in the future).
In order to test the three approaches with our existing data set, we needed to adapt
the approaches slightly. In our experiment, participants did not announce their choice
verbally, which is why the (R&L) approach cannot be tested one-to-one. Following
Gidlöf et al. [4] – who encountered the same problem within their study – we will also
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use the last dwell on the chosen product as a decision rule for the (R&L) approach.
Unlike Gidlöf et al. [4], we consider the last dwell on the chosen product as part of the
verification phase, as a result of the experimental setup, because when placing a product
in the shopping cart, a glance at the product happens nearly automatically. Furthermore,
a dwell including the way to and the process of putting the product into the shopping
cart is conceptually no longer an evaluation. Within the new OFD approach, a special
case can occur that the event product enters the shopping cart takes place precisely
during a dwell. In order to do justice to this we distinguish in OFD(A), the dwell will
be counted to phase two or OFD(B), the dwell belongs to phase three. This subdivision
is only essential for the following analysis, but not for an intelligent invocation, as the
invocation would exclusively depend on the event. Fig. 1 illustrates the operationalization of the approaches:

Fig. 1. Comparison of phase definitions
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Experimental Design & Procedure

The dataset (n=129) originates from an experiment in which students performed several
consecutive choice tasks in front of a virtual supermarket shelf [17]. The experimental
design followed a choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC) [18], and the specific task was
to always pick the product (muesli package) out of a set of 24 products which they
would most likely buy in reality. The interaction possibilities were close to reality: participants could take products from the shelf, view them from all sides and in the end
they had to put the chosen product in a virtual shopping cart. Similar to many e-commerce websites, a screen then appeared on which they had to confirm the purchase
finally. In each task, the displayed products, as well as the prices, changed according to
the CBC design (in total we had six price levels and 40 different products). For a description in more detail, we refer to Peukert et al. [17].
To record participants’ eye movements, we used an HTC Vive head-mounted display with an integrated SMI eye tracker (250 Hz). We applied a velocity-based algorithm (consecutive eye movements with a velocity below (above) 50°/s were determined to be a fixation (saccade)) for fixation determination. We only considered data
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of the participant’s dominant eye and only included fixations with a minimum fixation
duration of 100 ms [19]. Fixations were automatically annotated to predefined areas of
interest (AOIs). For this article, the product package as a whole, as well as the related
price tag, were regarded as one interrelated AOI. As a next step, we aggregated consecutive fixations on the same AOI to dwells.
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Preliminary Results

For the preliminary data analysis, we only consider the average values across all tasks
irrespective of the order and only refer to the most interesting results. In order to be
able to evaluate the applicability of the approaches for real-time detection of the decision phases, it is initially important to determine whether it is generally possible to
reliably detect the different phases based on the approaches. Table 1 provides an overview of the presence of the phases for the four tested approaches:
Table 1. Overview presence of phases (based on a total of 903 choices)
R&L: Russo & Leclerc [3]
G: Gidlöf et al. [4]
OFD(A): On-the-fly-detection (A)
OFD(B): On-the-fly-detection (B)

Orientation
900
869
878
878

Evaluation
898
890
878
874

Verification
899
902
149
753

Overall, the table shows that in almost all cases the approaches detect an orientation
and evaluation phase. In the approach by Gidlöf et al. [4] ((G) approach) it could have
happened that by chance the first dwell was already directed to the chosen product (1/24
chance) which means that the first phase is skipped. The OFD approach detected the
XYX transition in 97 percent of total choices, which underlines the general applicability. For further analysis, we decided to exclude all decisions for which the XYX transition could not be detected, i.e., 25 decisions (similarly, we excluded three decisions
for the (R&L) approach in which no re-dwell has taken place). Concerning the detection
of the verification phase, the result of OFD(A) is especially noticeable, since only in
16.5 percent of the cases a verification phase is detected. Accordingly, following the
same argumentation as for shifting the last dwell to the verification phase in the (R&L)
and (G) approach, OFD(B) shall better be applied in the future.
Further, we were interested in key indicators for the phases (Table 2) to investigate
to what extent they differ between the phases as well as between the approaches. With
regard to phase durations, in all approaches, the evaluation stage dominates the decision-making process (similar to Russo and Leclerc [3]). The orientation phase of (R&L)
is the shortest followed by OFD and (G), whereby OFD’s mean orientation phase duration (7.5s) could be sufficiently long for designing a meaningful intelligent invocation
at the begin of the evaluation phase. Consistent with the literature [3, 4],[20], we find
shorter dwells within the orientation phase compared to the evaluation phase, which
supports the theory of an initial scanning of products. For the verification phase, we
find extremely long dwell durations, which can be most probably traced back to the
experimental design (participants had to grab the product, turn away from the shelf and
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finally place it in the cart). Regarding the number of different fixated products per
phase, it can be seen that the number is the highest in the evaluation phase, followed by
the orientation phase, whereby the proportion of different products fixated in relation
to the phase duration is much higher during orientation. Many participants only fixated
one product (the chosen product) during the verification phase (note that the OFD(A)
value is only based on 149 decisions, in which primarily participants are included who
have fixated several other products).
Table 2. Measures differentiated by phase; values represent the mean (standard deviation)
Orientation Phase
R&L
G
4.11
10.00
(2.83) (13.61)

Avg. phase
duration [s]
0.42
0.51
Avg. dwell
(0.13) (0.16)
duration [s]
Number of
6.44
9.48
different prod- (3.34) (6.15)
ucts fixated
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OFD(A)/(B)

Evaluation Phase

Verification Phase

7.50 (7.16)

R&L
G
OFD(A) OFD(B) R&L
G OFD(A) OFD(B)
46.82 40.91
5.66 5.68
3.35 (4.33)
(34.27) (31.53) 46.79 (33.82) (4.03) (4.02)

0.47 (0.13)

0.69
(0.20)

0.70
(0.20)

0.75
(0.20)

0.71
(0.20)

2.10 2.11
0.57
(1.33) (1.33) (0.42)

2.14
(1.44)

8.77 (5.40)

19.71
(4.73)

17.74
(5.91)

18.76
(5.56)

18.82
(5.47)

1.36 1.36
2.87
(1.62) (1.62) (4.26)

1.41
(2.10)

Limitations and Future Research

Within this work-in-progress paper, we preliminarily analyzed data retrieved from a
preference measurement study in order to evaluate whether phases in decision making
can be detected in VR shopping environments in real time. Since the primary objective
of the underlying study was different, the experimental setting was not precisely tailored to the purpose of detecting phases. As mentioned in the prior section, the fact that
consumers had to turn away from the shelf to confirm the purchase, could have influenced consumer behavior and thus the results. In future research, hence, a study shall
be designed that focuses exclusively on phase detection. In addition to observing gaze
behavior throughout a decision task, a further post-hoc analysis shall be conducted to
test if the proposed phases are a reliable proxy for the consumers’ actual executed decision process. Therefore, for instance, participants could retrospectively state in which
decision phase they were currently in (e.g., retrospective think aloud based on a video
recording [21]), or the decision making process could be coded by independent judges
with respect to the decision phases (e.g., thematic coding).
Further, the analysis reported within this paper is preliminary and additional analyses
need to be conducted to fully understand the phenomenon. This includes, for example,
that at both – task- and respondent-level – it needs to be examined whether patterns can
be identified, e.g., whether it is possible to determine clusters of participants that are
similar to each other. Besides, so far, we have not assigned any relevance to the task
sequence and have simply averaged across all tasks. Especially related to the verification phase it can be interesting for future research to consider people who have fixated
more than one product during this phase, which might indicate that they did verify their
selection to a greater extent. Furthermore, it should not be ignored that the standard
deviation of most of the measures is quite high (e.g., the standard deviation of the average phase duration of the OFD approach is 7.16s) and therefore the meaningfulness
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of these indicators for the real-time phase detection needs to be investigated. Although
the large variance between the time of invocation would underline the adaptivity of the
UAS, it remains to be tested whether the point in time is considered useful by all users.
Given the assumption that such context-aware UAS are available in the near future,
the key question then arises as to whether consumers accept these systems. From a
technological perspective, an implementation in a VR shopping environment is already
possible today, but users nonetheless have to be willing to share their gaze and interaction data to feed the UAS. Therefore, questions regarding privacy concerns need to be
addressed in future research. In the same vein, it could be interesting to investigate to
what extent explanations influence the acceptance of context-aware UAS [22].
Finally, within this article, we followed the idea to use decision phases [3, 4] to trigger an intelligent invocation. However, further approaches shall be pursued in the future. For instance, other ET measures such as the saccade length or fixation duration
could serve as additional indicators.
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Conclusion

Within this article, we introduced the idea to design context-aware UAS based on the
real-time analysis of ET data especially focusing on intelligent invocation. Based on
the theory of decision phases in consumer decision-making, we propose an approach
for on-the-fly-detection of decision phases which can potentially be used for intelligent
invocations. In the future, such advanced UAS could help to reduce consumers’ experienced cognitive load when doing their shopping by ensuring that the UAS steps in at
the right time and also provides adequate support for the respective context. Such context-aware UAS could represent an entirely new shopping experience and thus be of
great interest to practitioners. It remains to be seen whether such systems will gain acceptance in the future; nevertheless, it is important to start doing research in this area
at an early stage.
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Abstract. With the increasing availability of immersive virtual reality (IVR)
technologies, new opportunities to change individuals’ behavior become possible. Notably, recent research showed that by creating a full-body ownership illusion of a virtual avatar looking similar to Einstein, users’ cognitive performance
can be enhanced. However, although research is quite consistent in reporting that
visuomotor synchrony in IVR achieved with body tracking suffices to elicit body
ownership illusions that change behavior, it is still unclear whether strengthening
these visuomotor illusions with additional technological design elements, such as
visuotactile feedback, can contribute to increase desired outcomes even more. In
this research in progress paper, we aim to conduct a 2 (physical feedback: low
vs. high) x 2 (avatar design: normal vs. high intelligence) between-subjects experiment in IVR to test this assumption. In addition to subjective measures, we
use heart rate and electrodermal activity to assess the strength of self-presence
induced through the illusions.
Keywords: body ownership illusions · heart rate · electrodermal activity · cognitive performance · physical feedback
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Introduction

With the ability to present user’s visual, auditory, and tactile senses with completely
virtual content, Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR) provides new opportunities to represent the bodily self of users. IVR describes a set of technologies that, by enclosing the
user with head-mounted displays (HMD) or cage systems heightens sensory immersion.
Sensory immersion is a characteristic of the technology, which is high when users are
separated into a technology from the real world and their real movements are matched
to the virtual environment [1]. In contrast to this technological viewpoint, the sense of
telepresence describes the psychological perception of the “illusion of being in a distant
place” or “being there” of the individual, [2, p. 438], which should arise in individuals
when technology provides a high degree of sensory immersion.
In IVR, full-body ownership illusions can be created by combining HMDs with fullbody tracking, creating a high degree of self-presence [2]. Self-presence relates to the
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“Illusion [of] inhabiting the virtual body” [2, p. 438], when interacting with a virtual
body in an environment. Self-presence elicited through body ownership illusions arises
when the users’ real movements are tracked in real-time and then transferred to a virtual
body in the IVR. As a result, the movements of the users’ virtual body are displayed in
synchrony to the users’ real body movements (visuomotor synchrony). This synchrony
is sufficient for individuals to experience self-presence [3]. However, when design elements such as visuotactile or visuomotor synchrony are disrupted, self-presence can
be diminished [4].
Research already showed, that self-presence created by full-body ownership illusions offer many opportunities to enhance desired behavioral and cognitive outcomes
when working alone or interacting with other people. As an example, individuals embodied in a virtual body with dark skin drum differently [5] and show decreased racial
bias and prejudice [6, 7] compared to individuals in a virtual body with white skin.
Additionally, individuals embodied in the body of Sigmund Freud show different cognitive processing of problems [8]. Furthermore, full-body ownership illusions can even
change male users’ cognitive performance if they are embodied in an avatar that is
associated with high intelligence [9].
Whereas a main factor to elicit full-body ownership illusions with sufficient strength
seems to be first person perspective, the strength of body ownership illusions is dependent upon multiple factors. Research has indicated that the strength of body ownership
illusions is related to questionnaire items, but can also be measured by biophysiological
variables, for example through skin conductance response or heart rate in reaction to a
threat [4, 10, 11]. However, whether increasing the effectivity of the body ownership
illusions through specific design elements to enhance the cognitive or behavioral outcomes induced through a specific avatar design, is still unclear. Therefore, we want to
investigate the following research question to contribute to close this research gap:
RQ: How can the interaction between users and virtual avatars be designed to increase users’ self-presence and cognitive performance in immersive virtual realities?
To answer our research question, we plan to conduct a 2 (physical feedback: low vs.
high) x 2 (avatar design: normal vs. high intelligence) between-subjects experiment.

2

Background and Research Model

In this section, we develop our hypotheses based on literature on the antecedents and
outcomes of self-presence through full-body ownership illusions. Our research model
is displayed in Figure 1, which we explain in the following paragraphs.

2.1

Full-body Ownership Illusions and Effects on the Self

Rooted in the classical rubber hand illusion experiment [12], in which a rubber hand
is touched in synchrony with the individuals’ real hand, subsequently arising a sense of
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ownership over the rubber hand, full-body ownership illusions elicit a sense of ownership over a complete body [3, 13]. When IVR is used with body tracking, these illusions
can create a quite realistic experience of having another body.

Fig. 1. Research model

From a theoretical point of view, self-presence initiated through body ownership
illusions constitutes a passive form of perspective taking [14, 15], in which, rather than
imagining to be in the shoes of another person, users can directly experience owning
another body [9, 16]. As a consequence, if full-body ownership illusions arise for avatars with specific design elements (e.g. skin color or similarity to a person with competencies in a specific area), individuals cognitive processing and behavior can be influenced [6, 17]. It is assumed that this process occurs by activating existing resources of
the individual previously not accessible through this form of perspective-taking [8, 9].
For example, when individuals were embodied in a virtual avatar of Sigmund Freud
when they counselled themselves, they showed more positive mood changes than when
they were embodied in a body-scanned version of themselves [8]. Additionally, individuals who are embodied in an avatar of Einstein show higher performance outcomes
in a cognitive task than when they are embodied in a regular unknown body with which
they most likely connect lower intelligence levels [9]. We therefore hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 1. Being embodied in a virtual body that is associated with high intelligence leads to higher cognitive performance than being embodied in a virtual body that
is associated with normal intelligence.
2.2

Strength of Self-Presence

Previous research on virtual arms has indicated that self-presence can be induced by
synchronous visuomotor stimulation, even when tactile stimulation is absent [10].
Comparing the effects of visuomotor and visuotactile interaction has shown that the
disruption of visuotactile synchrony leads to a lower body ownership illusion [4]. Thus,
we suspect that sustaining congruence for visual stimuli coming in contact to the body
and touch that is subsequently felt is highly important for keeping the level of selfpresence high. This should be especially important in situations in which users have to
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interact with their hand's multiple times in fine granularity, as this is the case with many
virtual reality applications. However, when users’ bodies are fully tracked, including
their fingers, physical feedback can be incomplete after interaction with virtual objects
if no feedback mechanism is implemented in addition to the tracking device. Therefore,
we assume that self-presence is higher when physical feedback is presented, and, that,
this strengthened self-presence leads to an increased effect of avatar design on cognitive
performance.
Hypothesis 2. High physical feedback leads to higher self-presence than low physical
feedback.
Hypothesis 3. Self-presence strengthens the effect avatar design has on cognitive
performance.
2.3

Relation of Self-presence to Biophysiological Measures

The level of users’ self-reported self-presence seems to be related to biophysiological measures after a threat to the integrity of the virtual body occurs, with the strength
of self-presence influencing the strength of the biophysiological reactions to the threat
[3]. Sliding a knife over the artificial body increases electrodermal activity compared
to a spoon or asynchronous physical feedback [18] and a knife sliding over the body in
a condition of first person perspective with synchronous physical feedback results in
higher electrodermal activity than a third person perspective or asynchronous physical
feedback [19]. In both related studies, these differences were also reflected by the questionnaire items for self-presence. However, other research indicated that synchronous
and asynchronous physical feedback is not necessarily reflected by a change in skin
conductance response [4]. To gain more insights into these effects, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 4. Higher levels of self-presence are reflected by an increase in electrodermal activity after the presentation of a threat to the virtual body.
Another biophysiological measure that has been shown to be related to self-presence
is heart rate deceleration. After seeing a woman slapping the face of a virtual body from
a first person perspective, heart rate deceleration increased compared to a third person
perspective, which was also related to the questionnaire items for self-presence [20].
Additionally, heart rate deceleration is positively related to self-reported self-presence
in a questionnaire after the legs of the virtual body were visually separated [3]. Thus,
we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 5. Higher levels of self-presence are reflected by an increase in heart rate
deceleration after the presentation of a threat to the virtual body.
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3
3.1

Method
Participants and Design

We will recruit at least 128 male participants to take part in our experiment and use a 2
(physical feedback: low vs. high) x 2 (avatar design: normal vs. high intelligence) between-subjects design to test our hypotheses.
3.2

Materials and Measures

IVR: A HTC Vive HMD will be used to display the virtual environment, which will
be designed with Unity 3D. Full-body tracking will be implemented with five HTC
Vive trackers (2 for hands, 2 for feet, 1 for hip) and hand-tracking will be implemented
by using Hi5 VR Gloves. Avatars are created using Adobe Fuse.
Electrodermal Activity. We will use electrodermal activity (EDA) as a biophysiological measure for self-presence. In line with previous research in the area of body
ownership illusions, EDA will be measured in the 6 seconds baseline period and in 2-8
seconds period after the threat [4]. The latency window during which a response will
be assumed to be elicited by the stimulus will be based on frequency distributions of
response latencies to simple stimuli (1-4 sec) [21].
Heart Rate. We will use the Polar H7 belt to measure participants’ heart rate deceleration. In line with previous research, we will measure the mean heart rate for a baseline period of six seconds before and six seconds after the presentation of a threat [4,
22]. As dependent variable for our data analysis, the base measure will be subtracted
from the threat measure.
Tower of London Task. This task assesses the level of cognitive performance and is
implemented similar to Banakou et al. [9] in which three differently colored beads on
three chopsticks are displayed at descending height. Within three moves, the beads have
to manipulate from a predetermined starting position to another set of pins to match the
position of the beads in the model. As in Banakou, a point-based algorithm will be used
to evaluate the performance (similar to Krikorian et al. [23]).
Questionnaire. We will use the five questions adapted from Banakou et al. [9] to
assess self-presence (body ownership) and agency.
3.3

Design Elements

Physical feedback. Physical feedback will be designed by providing feedback in
form of vibrations through the IVR gloves. Thus, when individuals in the high physical
feedback condition touch objects, the gloves will vibrate. For individuals in the low
physical feedback condition, this vibration will be missing.
Avatar design. Avatar design will be operationalized by either using a normal-looking male avatar (normal intelligence condition) or an avatar looking similar to Einstein
(high intelligence condition).
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3.4

Procedure

Apart from the physical feedback conditions, the threat to the virtual body, and the
psychophysiological measurement, the overall procedure is adapted from Banakou et
al. [9]. Participants will be told that they will take part in a study investigating the effects of virtual reality on user experience. They will be invited to the laboratory at two
time points: during their first visit participants will sign informed consent, complete
measures for self-esteem as well as cognitive ability, and complete the premeasure of
the tower of London task. One week later, the IVR session takes place. First, participants are lead into a changing room to put on the HRV belt. Next, the experimenter
attaches the electrodes for EDA measurement to the inside of the middle and index
finger. Afterwards, participants will get instructions on how to put on HTC Vive Trackers and Hi5 VR Gloves. Subsequently, they will put on the HTC Vive HMD and will
see a virtual environment which consists of a room with a mirror, a chair, and a virtual
body (which either looks like a human or like Einstein, according to the condition) from
a first person perspective. When looking in the mirror, participants can see the virtual
body mirrored, thus, in a third person perspective. Participants are then asked to get
accustomed to the virtual body by moving their body parts and to look around in the
virtual room.
To engage participants into being in the virtual environment, and to make the physical feedback conditions salient, participants will be asked to complete a task in which
they have to locate numbers in the room and sort them in ascending order using their
hands. In the high physical feedback condition, participants will receive physical feedback when touching the numbers, whereas this feedback will be missing for participants
in the low physical feedback condition.
In the next part of the experiment, participants will be seated on a chair and asked to
answer the virtually presented questionnaire regarding self-presence (body ownership)
and telepresence. After they have finished answering the questionnaire, participants
will be told that they have the chance to play a game with a box-shaped robot. In this
game, participants will be asked to put their right hand on a virtual pad which is tantalized to them by the box-shaped robot. Then, the robot will pull out a knife and starts
to stab the knife quickly in the space between the fingers of the participants. This serves
as a threat for the virtual body. We chose a game in which the virtual body is not actually hurt because we wanted to refrain from permanently damaging the virtual body, as
we expected that this might interfere with the intelligence salience of the Einstein body
(participants could remember their experience as threatening rather than as being embodied in the body of an intelligent person). Afterwards, participants will take off the
HMD and do the post measure of the tower of London task. Finally, participants will
be thanked and debriefed.

4

Discussion

With our results, we aim to gain insights into the working mechanisms through
which body ownership illusions affect cognitive performance. First, our research contributes to the literature indicating that self-presence in the form of body ownership
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illusions can be measured by biophysiological variables [3, 4] by delivering a more
practice-oriented view on physical feedback. Second, we aim to contribute to literature
indicating that visuotactile feedback can indeed strengthen self-presence [4]. Third, by
testing whether strengthening self-presence can increase cognitive performance, we
contribute to practice increasing the knowledge on how immersive virtual reality can
be designed to shape behavioral and cognitive outcomes in a beneficial way [8, 9, 24].
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Abstract. This paper examines how habituation to frequent software notifications may carry over to infrequent security warnings. This general process—
known as stimulus generalization or simply generalization—is a well-established
phenomenon in neurobiology that has clear implications for information security.
Because software user interface guidelines call for visual consistency, software
notifications and security warnings have a similar look and feel. Consequently,
through frequent exposure to notifications, people may become habituated to security warnings they have never seen before. The objective of this paper to propose an fMRI experimental design to measure the extent to which this occurs.
We also propose testing security warning designs that are resistant to generalization of habituation effects.
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Introduction

In neurobiology’s habituation theory, stimulus generalization—or simply generalization—occurs when the effects of habituation to one stimulus generalize, or carry over,
to other novel stimuli that are similar in appearance [1, 2]. Applied to the domain of
human–computer interaction, generalization suggests that users not only habituate to
individual security warnings, but also to whole classes of user interface dialogs (e.g.,
notifications, alerts, confirmations, etc.—hereafter referred to collectively as “notifications” for brevity) that share a similar look and feel (see Figure 1). If true, then the
threat and potential impact of habituation is much broader than previous work has suggested [3-5], as users may already be deeply habituated to a security warning that they
have never seen before.
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System-generated notification
Security warning
Fig. 1. A notification and security warning. Note the similarities in UI and mode of interaction.

Building on prior research [6], we outline an experiment using fMRI and, mouse
cursor tracking to (1) measure the extent to which a non-clicking mode of interaction
for security warning designs can reduce the occurrence of generalization and (2) which
mode of interaction is the most effective in reducing the occurrence of generalization.
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Literature Review

2.1

Habituation and Generalization to Security Warnings

Although habituation to security warnings is well known and has been examined in
a number of studies [4, 7-9], the phenomenon of generalization is less well recognized.
West noted that “Security messages often resemble other messages dialogs. As a result,
security messages may not stand out in importance and users often learn to disregard
them” [10, p. 39]. Böhme and Köpsell observed that users’ automatic response to notifications “seems to spill over from moderately relevant topics (e. g., EULAs) to more
critical ones (online safety and privacy)” [11, p. 2406]. However, neither of these studies empirically examined this effect.
Similarly, researchers have observed that habituation to a single warning in one context can carry over to a different context. For example, Sunshine et al. [12] observed
that users who correctly identified the risks of an SSL warning in a library context inappropriately identified these same risks in a banking context. Likewise, Amer et al.
[13] found that users who habituated to exception notifications in one context were
habituated to a different through visually identical exception notification in a different
context. However, in each of these cases, users habituated to the same type of security
warning or notification. As a result, it is unclear to what extent software notifications
generalize to security warnings.
2.2

Hypotheses

Extending a pilot study that examined the generalization of habituation using Amazon Mechanical Turk, we hypothesize that users’ habituation to security messages will
generalize to security warning messages. When users repeatedly see software notifications, the brain creates a mental model of these notifications. Rather than giving attention to future exposures to the notifications or similar looking warnings, the brain increasingly relies on this mental model. As a result, users’ responses to future warnings
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decrease (i.e., habituate) in response to repeated exposures of notifications [14]. In summary, we predict:
H1: Security warnings which are designed with a distinctive look will be more resistant
to generalization (as measured by both fMRI activation and mouse cursor movements),
and the greater the difference in the look, the lower the amount of generalization.
In addition to habituating to the visual features of notifications, participants may also
form high-level memory representations (or schemas) for how to interact with notifications and warnings. According to schema theory [15], schemas can represent general
knowledge about objects, situations, or sequences of actions. Similar to habituation,
which conserves attentional resources to increase efficiency, the development of schemas for sequences of actions improves behavioral efficiency. Unfortunately, behavioral
schemas developed in one situation may generalize to another situation, leading to inappropriate responses. In order to test variations of interaction models, we will develop
alternatives to what we call the “click to dismiss” model for interacting with warnings,
such as a swipe or slider bar (Figure 2).

Fig 2. Warning with slider to evaluate an alternative mode of interaction.

By changing the mode of interaction, we predict that users will be able to break out
of their schemas and make more considered responses to warnings. Again, we will examine both mouse cursor movements and fMRI activation in response to notifications,
compared to warnings that have a distinctive interaction paradigm. In summary, we
predict:
H2: Security warning messages which are designed with a change the mode of interaction will be more resistant to generalization (as measured by fMRI activation and
mouse cursor movements).

3
3.1

Experimental Design
Methodology

We plan to use fMRI and mouse cursor tracking tools simultaneously while participants receive repeated exposures to notifications and occasional exposures to warnings.
Following our pilot work, we will use mouse cursor tracking to behaviorally demonstrate generalization of notification habituation to warnings. We will use fMRI to con-
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firm habituation and generalization in neural activity. FMRI gives us a sensitive measure of neurocognitive processes that are otherwise difficult to directly observe. MRI
data will be collected with a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio scanner and mouse cursor-tracking
data will be collected with a custom-built MRI-compatible touchpad.
3.2

Task

We will expose participants to (1) repeated notifications while they perform a simple
classification task in the MRI scanner. Additionally, participants will encounter (2)
standard security warnings, (3) security warning designs that vary visually from the
look and feel of the notifications as in our pilot study, and (4) security warning designs
that vary in the mode of interaction from notifications (see Figure 2). Finally, (5) novel
software images will be displayed to rule out fatigue.
All stimuli will be presented on an MRI-compatible LCD monitor while fMRI data
are collected. Participants will perform an image classification task in a naturalistic
manner and interact by means of an MRI-compatible trackpad. Participants will interact
with frequent notifications as part of the image classification task. Participants will also
interact with occasional security warnings in each treatment condition after repeated
exposures to the notifications. The exact timing of stimulus presentation will be based
on pilot testing and will vary as a function of participant performance. Timing information for the analysis of fMRI time course data will be determined by both stimulus
presentation time and mouse cursor movement onset times and latencies. Standard
structural and functional MRI scanning parameters will be used.
In addition to exploratory whole-brain analyses, a priori anatomical regions of interest will be examined, including the visual cortex and ventral visual pathway, medial
temporal lobe, and motor control regions such as the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia. The analysis of each of these regions allows for an examination of generalization
at different levels of processing. First, the visual cortex and ventral visual pathway are
involved in object perception [see 17 for review]. Second, the medial temporal lobe is
involved memory specificity, or the detection of differences between similar stimuli
[18]. Lastly, motor control regions will allow us to examine the change in motoric
scripts and schemas.
3.3

Analysis

We will examine established behavioral and neural indices of habituation, including
faster response times and decreased neural activation to repeated stimuli. If generalization occurs, we would expect these same responses to security warnings as well. To
isolate these effects from effects due to fatigue, we will compare behavioral and neural
responses to warnings and notifications against a novel stimulus that should result in
full recovery of responses if the participant is not fatigued.
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4

Anticipated Contributions

We anticipate that our findings of this study will complement and extend previous
work that examined habituation to individual warnings. With the proposed experimental design, we intend to examine how to mitigate the effects of the generalization
of habituation to frequent software notifications. Specifically, our anticipated contributions are:
1. Determine how the effects of habituation to frequent notifications and
warnings generalize to novel warnings.
2. Measure the if changing the mode of interaction can reduce generalization.
3. Test warning designs with distinctive modes of interaction to determine
the highest resistance to generalization.
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Future Research

In this paper, we theoretically explain how changing the mode of interaction will
contradict existing metal schemas and thereby make a warning more resistant to generalization. We propose running the above experiment to empirically test our hypotheses
related to decreasing generalization.
In addition, the mode of interaction can improve security behaviors through several
other mechanisms that can be examined in future research. First, the mode of interaction
can be used to improve comprehension. For example, Bravo-Lillo et al. [4] had people
highlight key text-components in the warning before they were allowed to reject it,
improving comprehension of the security risk. The mode of interaction can also help
users understand the consequence of the action. For instance, one could have a person
perform an action that imitates the potential danger of ignoring the warning before allowing them to reject it (e.g., dragging a password to a hacker icon, disabling a lock
that makes a computer public, etc.).
Second, the mode of interaction can influence the amount of work required to behave
non-securely, and thereby make alternative, more secure behaviors, more appealing. It
is often easier to engage in risky behavior than secure behavior, resulting in poor security decisions. For example, ignoring an SSL warning often requires less effort than try
to find an alternative website to address the user’s need that is secure [19]. While much
research has focused on making security more usable [20], less research has focused on
making non-secure behaviors less usable. However, the mode of interaction can be used
to accomplish this objective and thereby improve secure behaviors. For example, for
SSL warnings on Chrome, you must click on ‘Advanced” before finding an option to
dismiss the warning. This extra work can help deter non-secure behavior and promote
easier secure behaviors.

Acknowledgements. This research was funded by NSF Grant #CNS-XXXXXX.
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Abstract. Part-time and temporary employees and contractors become a major
cybersecurity threat for organizations due to the ephemeral nature of their
engagement. Compared with full-time employees, they may be less commited to
the welfare of the organization and, therefore, less willing to engage in security
recommendations to protect it. Perceived psychological ownership is an
important factor that shapes employees’ security behaviors. The endowment
effect also explains employees’ tendencies to overvalue information that belongs
to them, and conversely, extend fewer protections to information that they view
as belonging to others. Thus, employees may be more motivated to safeguard
their own information than organizational information. From a principle-agent
perspective, this study investigates how three types of employees perceive
organizational and personal information, and how different employees make
decisions about protecting their own versus organizational information.
Keywords: full-time and temporary employees, contractors, agency theory,
psychological ownership, endowment effect, IS security, fMRI
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Introduction

As Internet connectivity steadily grows, cybersecurity remains a key concern for
organizations. A recent industry report [1] indicates that 77% of companies, globally,
rank cybersecurity as a top priority, with vulnerabilities related to organizational
insiders serving as one of the most pressing concerns. Organizational insiders with
authorized access and practical knowledge of business processes pose a major threat to
organizations [2], and while previous research has investigated insider threats through
various approaches, one under-examined aspect of that research is the impact
employment status has on insiders’ security-related behaviors. In fact, among insiders,
temporary employees and contractors are responsible for a large portion of data
breaches [3].
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D’Arcy and Herath [4] suggested that employees’ positions and the characteristics
of their positions in the organization are associated with their intention to comply with
security policies. Employment status – including full-time, part-time, temporary, and
contractual – significantly affects employees’ attitudes and behaviors [5]. In particular,
temporary employees or contractors may lack the necessary commitment to their
organizations to engage in protective security behaviors, while contractors are selfinterested as part of an opportunistic workforce [6; 7]. Indeed, Sharma and Warkentin
[8] found that permanent employees have a higher level of organizational commitment
and maintain a greater intention to undertake recommended security actions than
temporary employees.
Tied closely to the temporary or permanent nature of one’s employment with a
company, psychological ownership and endowment bias are other influencing factors
that shape security compliance behaviors [9; 10]. Psychological ownership refers to a
mental state in which individuals perceive objects as their own [11], while endowment
bias explains how individuals estimate prices for their own and others’ items.
Employees are more likely to engage in security behaviors when experiencing a sense
of ownership of the assets in jeopardy, but, how they engage in those security behaviors
may be dependent upon the extent to which they believe they have been endowed with
the assets. In this study, by using agency theory as a theoretical foundation and drawing
upon psychological ownership and the endowment effect, we argue that employees with
three types of employment status perceive their ownership of organizational
information differently and may overvalue their own information relative to
organizational information. Hence, this study attempts to answer the following
questions:
RQ1: How does employment status influence how one thinks about the
safeguarding of organizational information?
RQ2: How does psychological ownership affect how one thinks about the
safeguarding of organizational information?
RQ3: How does endowment bias affect how one thinks about safeguarding
organizational information relative to personal information?

2

Theoretical Background

2.1

Agency Theory

Agency theory advocates a contractual relationship in which a principal entrusts work
to an agent who is authorized to perform that work [12]. Agents undertake actions on
behalf of the principal. The concept of agency relationships stemmed from the
economics discipline, where research expanded the literature of risk sharing to explain
an agency problem in which different attitudes exist between cooperating parties [13].
This theory has been widely studied in organizational context.
According to agency theory, two primary problems may take place in an agency
relationship. First, an agent and principal are self-interested parties with conflicting
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goals. Naturally, agents prefer to devote efforts toward maximizing their own outcomes
rather than achieving the principal’s goals. It also becomes challenging and costly for
the principal to observe and monitor the agent’s behavior. In other words, a principal
might not be able to verify how an agent acts in certain circumstance. Secondly,
principals and agents possess different attitudes toward the same risk. As a result, both
parties may engage in dissimilar behaviors with respect to the perception of risk. This
perspective on the principal and agent relationship has been applied to a variety of
transactional exchanges which have occurred in socio-economic systems in which
information asymmetry, bounded rationality, and opportunism exist [14].
Agency theory has informed a range of relationships in the business management
context. The owners of a firm (e.g. shareholders of a publicly-traded firm) hire agents
(e.g. CEO) to manage the firm on their behalf. One particularly interesting business
organizational form in this context is the family-owned firm in which some managers
are also members of the family (and may be owners, thus principals), whereas other
managers are agents without the same ownership perspective [15; 16].
IS researchers have leveraged agency theory in security settings to help explain
employment relationships with organizations and the challenges those relationships
pose with regard to security outcomes. For instance, Herath and Rao [17] argued that
the phenomenon in which employees do not comply with information security policies
could be explored through an agency lens. Employees have divergent views of security
policies and engage in actions based on personal preferences. For example, it is often
recommended by organizations that their employees change their passwords, yet the
employees continue to use their old passwords for the sake of convenience. Thus, to
encourage employees to take the recommended security actions, organizations often
turn to incentive or disincentive mechanisms. In a similar vein, Chen et al. [18]
suggested organizations should develop reward structures tailored to their employees’
compliance behaviors, since employees rationally behave in their preferred way
regardless of organizational security policies. Both studies extended agency theory
within an information security context.
In our study, we follow the basic assumptions of agency theory. Employees with
distinct employment status, including full-time and temporary employees, as well as
contractors, have an agency relationship with their organizations. With regard to
information security, organizations attempt to motivate employees to act in accordance
with their security policies, but despite their efforts to promote compliance behaviors,
employees might not have the same interest in following their organizations’
recommendations. If the organizations’ objectives are either not relevant to or
consistent with an employee’s personal goals, an interest-conflict dynamic will arise.
Employees may also think differently about their own information than organizational
information and may form different safeguarding intentions, accordingly. Given the
disparity of goals that may exist between and organization and its employees, it is not
surprising that employees are likely to act in a manner which accomplishes their own
goals rather than those of their organizations. Furthermore, employees’ behaviors may
be unobservable for organizations. This inability to monitor their employees’
compliance reactions concerning security policies is commonly described by
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organizations. Hence, there is indeed a principal-agent problem relating to information
security in organizations.
2.2

Psychological Ownership

As defined earlier, psychological ownership refers to a mental state in which individuals
perceive an object as if it were their own [11]. Such ownership is applicable not only
for physical objects (e.g., houses or cars) but also for non-physical objects, such as ideas
[19]. Psychological ownership was originally developed in the psychology discipline
and has since been expanded to study organizational behaviors in management [20; 21;
22].
The establishment of psychological ownership is driven by efficacy, self-identity,
and a sense of place [21]. The sense of ownership allows individuals to experience
efficacy when they feel capable of achieving desired outcomes and altering an
environment. Also, individuals may define or express themselves to others through the
ownership of an object, such as customized personal computers. Finally, feelings of
ownership fulfill individuals’ needs for having a sense of place. The place is not limited
to a physical location, but may also be instantiated as an extension of the self through
perceptions of affiliation. These basic human needs explain why psychological
ownership exists.
Psychological ownership involves both cognitive and affective processes [21]. The
cognitive aspect represents perceptions related to cognizance, beliefs, and opinions
regarding the ownership of an object. This cognition is also formed by an emotional
connection with that object. On the other hand, the affective component may be induced
by a third party in such a way that the party threatens an individual’s sense of ownership
[11]. These two processes conceptually separate psychological ownership from legal
ownership [23]. Since we study the perceived ownership of organizational and personal
data, we consider psychological ownership consists of both cognitive and affective
elements.
Researchers have stated that psychological ownership causes ethical and responsible
behaviors in organizations [11; 24]. Employees may be more willing to engage in
recommended behaviors when experiencing a sense of ownership. The influence of
psychological ownership has been considered by IS researchers in security settings.
Anderson and Agarwal [9] found that this psychological state positively affected
security-related behavioral intentions for home users. Similarly, Thompson et al. [25]
concluded that psychological ownership of home computers and mobile devices
significantly influenced security intentions. Menard et al. [10] suggested ownership as
an antecedent of protective behaviors and that a sense of belonging is impacted by
cultural dimensions. Finally, Yoo et al. [26] demonstrated that psychological ownership
played a role in security training effectiveness as well as security compliance intentions.
The literature of psychological ownership within a security context is promising, but
limited. In our context, we argue that three types of employees have different attitudes
toward organizational and personal data. Depending on their employment status,
employees may be more motivated to protect their own information than that of the
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organization. The stronger the sense of ownership, the more likely an employee engages
in protective behaviors. Furthermore, employment status may influence employees’
perceptions by virtue of different attachments to the organization [5; 27]. In such a
manner, employees with high organizational commitment might be more likely to
perceive the organization’s information as their own, to a certain degree.
2.3

Endowment Effect

Economists suggest that individuals tend to overvalue the goods they own, attributing
this to an endowment effect. The endowment effect demonstrates the discrepancy
between willingness to pay and willingness to accept [28]. In general, individuals value
items that they are endowed with at a higher level than identical items, which they do
not own. Furthermore, individuals are more reluctant to lose or give up an object than
they are to acquire it. The effect could occur for tangible (e.g. mug) and intangible (e.g.
intellectual property) artifacts [29]. Empirical evidence presented by previous research
attests to the endowment effect [30], with the majority of this research occurring in the
areas of marketing, psychology, and organizational behavior.
Goes [31] asserted that the endowment effect, as a cognitive bias, describes how
individuals make decisions “through a process of ‘building’ their preferences (p, iv).”
IS research has been informed by the research findings from behavioral economics. For
example, Renaud et al. [32] argued that individuals are unwilling to change the method
they use to select or create new passwords, owing to the endowment effect, even when
a better alternative is offered. The ownership of a password created by an individual
activates the endowment effect. The individual feels endowed with that password
creation process and is resistant to give up the old password creation process in
exchange for a new one.
In this study, we apply the endowment effect to explore how employees make
decisions about protective behaviors with respect to information security. According to
the endowment effect, employees may overvalue their personal information relative to
organizational information. When combined with psychological ownership theory,
agency theory suggests that these employees may make biased decisions about
protecting organizational information versus personal information.
2.4

Neuroscience Literature into Psychological Ownership

Previous neuroscience literature has suggested that cognitive processes related to the
allocation of selective attention occur when individuals encounter familiar and selfrelevant items, such as a name, face, and personal possession [33; 34; 35; 36]. Turk and
colleagues [37] further explored the attentional biases triggered by object ownership
and observed different ERP responses in the brain when participants faced “my” or
“their” objects like apples and socks. They found that perceived ownership had a
relationship with increased attentional processing when the objects belonged to the self.
In general, prior studies have focused on brain activity when participants were
exposed to self-relevant or self-owned objects. Within our context, we target the
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valuable information owned by organizations and employees. However, we not only
seek to determine how employees process the two kinds of information, but also their
reactions with respect to the information even when they’re making the exact same
decisions with the same value of information.

3

Research Design

To investigate these research questions, we will design a neurophysiological research
protocol, to assess the processes that reflect the latent constructs inherent in these
psychological states. Similar to Warkentin et al. [38], we will evaluate brain activation
of subjects with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while undergoing
various treatments. We plan to recruit employees who are either full-time employees,
temporary employees, or contractors. 20 participants who are 18 years or older will be
grouped according to their employment status. Stimuli will be designed to be
ecologically relevant in the sense that participants will easily perceive if the information
belongs to the organization or to them. For example, a business report or customer
information will be regarded as organizational information, whereas a participant’s
name or phone number will be regarded as personal information. The same order of
stimuli will be represented to the participants and they will be required to decide
whether they intend to protect the information or not. Brain activation will be recorded
to represent the findings. Additional questions will be placed after each stimulus to
collect data about participants’ perceptions of psychological ownership (and perhaps
also about the threats to that information).
Each subject will be placed in the position of data advisors. They will be told that
they have been asked to examine different sorts of data that the company stores and
prioritize the security spending on the data. We have identified sixty different types of
data and validated in a pre-test with a different group that thirty types are personal and
hence tend to be high in psychological ownership (e.g. your birthday, your address) and
thirty types are business related and tend to be low in psychological ownership (e. g.
the company’s address, the company’s revenue). Subjects are asked to rate how high
of a budget priority each piece of information should be given. The ratings are based
on percentiles and subjects are asked to assign roughly 15 to the bottom 25 th percentile,
15 to the 25-50th percentile, and so forth. This process will help to ensure that subjects
really have to contemplate how important each piece of data is.
Following Kim and Johnson [39], we propose that ownership will activate the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, ventral anterior cingulate cortex, and medial
orbitofrontal cortex. Furthermore, we predict that activation in these areas will be a
significant predictor of willingness to prioritize spending.
After rating each piece of information, subjects are then asked to rate each item on
psychological ownership (e. g. to what degree is this data yours vs. the company’s).
We then compare the brain activation when prioritizing data they own to brain
activation when prioritizing data the company owns. Details will be discussed and
feedback from workshop participants will be requested.
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4

Conclusion

This study explores how employees’ reactions are different when safeguarding
organizational information versus personal information. Employees’ perceptions of
ownership toward information may lead to different responses to security
recommendations. Also, employment status may influence employees’ decisions at the
same time, including full-time and temporary employees, and contractors. A neuroIS
technique enables direct observation of participants’ brains. This might be the first
attempt to investigate how full-time and temporary employees and contractors react to
organizational and personal information security threats. The findings may benefit both
researchers and practitioners in promoting security compliance behaviors.
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Abstract. Phishing is an attempt to acquire sensitive information from a user by
malicious means. The losses due to phishing have exceeded a trillion dollars
globally. In investigating phishing susceptibility, literature has largely examined
structural and individual characteristics. Very little attention has been paid to
neural measures within phishing contexts. In this paper, we explore the role of
cognitive responses and correlated brain responses in phishing context. Such
research is useful because a deeper understanding of persuasion techniques can
inform the design of effective countermeasures for detecting and blocking
phishing messages.
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1

Introduction

Phishing is an act of deception that involves an attacker who generally masquerades as
a legitimate institution to trick users into disclosing sensitive information that is later
used in fraudulent activities [1,2]. More than 100,000 Internet users around the world
are subjected to phishing attacks daily [3]. In 2018, the FBI has reported that recent
phishing attacks targeting business e-mails, have resulted in more than $12.5 billion in
losses [4]. In most organizations, the remedy against phishing is training and education
[5]. Most training programs treat an individual’s susceptibility to phishing as a black
box by viewing phishing knowledge and efficacy as the input, and phishing response
as the output [6]. Furthermore, most training programs have mostly focused on email
structure and individual characteristics in phishing detection [7,8]. Relying on such
practices to consciously look for indicators of phishing may not always be sufficient to
help to “win” against the scammers. There is little research on neural measures in the
context of phishing emails.
Along this backdrop, in this paper, we argue that accounting for neural measures may
enhance effectiveness in phishing detection and add value to interventions for
organizations and their employees. This paper utilizes neurophysiological measures
and signal detection theory [9] (both using EEG) to identify brain activity associated
with susceptibility to phishing emails. It aims to investigate the neural measures to
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defend against phishing by analyzing a corpus of phishing and benign email messages
to understand the use EEG-based biomarkers that index processing of emails for
detection of phishing email messages. Using EEG and behavioral measures, we propose
to examine how subjects process information in phishing situations. This study
addresses two research questions: (1) What is the role of cognitive responses and
correlated brain responses in phishing context? (2) How does this response differ
between victims and non-victims in phishing context?
The significance for cybersecurity is that neural signals generated by the brain could
be an untapped resource for additional countermeasures to phishing and other security
issues in human-computer interactions. Such investigation means that people would not
be asked to modify their behavior, such as focusing less on their current task and more
on cybersecurity. The EEG measures, instead, are capable of indexing unconscious
indicators of threat. Such threat signals may be present in the brain even when subjects
do not consciously notice a phishing threat. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: First we discuss the literature on phishing susceptibility. Then we discuss the
methodology consisting of data collection, experimental design and quantitative
analysis. In the subsequent section, we conclude with practical implications.
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Phishing Susceptibility

In phishing literature, suspicion has been used as a measure of susceptibility [10].
Suspicion is the degree of uncertainty one experiences when interacting with phishing
emails that points to its detection. It is both necessary for detecting phishing, as well as
a predictor of detection accuracy. Several studies have utilized detection accuracy for
explaining individual susceptibility to email-based phishing [11]. Wang et al. (2016)
identify that frequency estimates are generally more accurate than probability estimates
[12]. Accordingly, this proposal utilizes frequency of (in) accurate detection (of
phishing messages) as a measure of individual phishing susceptibility.
Prior literature on phishing susceptibility has focused on two main streams of
research: visual cues and individual traits [8]. The first stream deals with structural
characteristics of messages that can be used by individuals to signal deceptive content.
Some of these include web page text, code, images, URLs, and link information
[13,14]. In the second stream, the literature has attributed phishing susceptibility to
individual characteristics. There have been numerous individual characteristics such as
age, gender, affiliation and department that have been examined in the literature
[15,16,17]. Yet other contextual factors affecting phishing susceptibility are time [18],
culture [19], work environment [20] and personality traits [21].
While most of the existing research has focused on textual elements of the messages
(such as analysis of URLs, typos) or contextual elements (for example persuasive
forces), this research investigates cognitive responses and correlated brain responses in
the context of phishing detection. The literature investigating cognitive responses and
correlated brain responses in phishing context is still in its infancy. A review of the
literature shows only a couple of studies that investigates neural correlates involved in
phishing tasks. Neupane and colleagues [22,23] have investigated user’s security
performance and underlying neural activity by focusing on two security tasks: phish
detection and response to malware warnings. In this endeavor, they have focused on
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several regions of the brain such as prefrontal, frontal and occipital cortex, frontal,
orbitofrontal and temporal gyrus, and parietal lobule. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is one of the early attempts at investigating the role of neural measures to defend
against phishing for investigating perceptions and behaviors of phishing susceptibility.

3

Methodology

3.1

Emails

Prior research has identified an approach in phishing detection research, which relies
on participants’ responses to phishing emails. Participants are asked how they would
respond to a mix of phishing and benign emails [24,25], [11], or alternately they are
asked if the emails are genuine [26,27,28]. Following the prior literature, we provided
a sample of 75 phishing emails along with 75 spam emails (randomly chosen based on
the various combinations of structural and persuasion characteristics, see Figure 1 for
stimulus example’s) separated into 3 blocks of 50 emails to 24 participants. Each email
was displayed for 6 sec, with 10 ± 2 seconds between presentation of successive emails.
A viewing duration of 6 sec was chosen to allow the subject enough time to quickly
read the email, which introduced some time pressure, and to also maximize the number
of trials for EEG analysis. It is important to note that we chose spam emails to compare
with phishing emails because spam emails utilize structural characteristics similar to
phishing email, albeit for manipulating the recipient into buying various products. The
major difference between a phish and a spam email is that a spam is unsolicited email
with product ads while a phish is a malicious email intended to trick the recipient into
disclosing personal information [29].
3.2

Subject Description and Data Acquisition

Subjects consisted of 24 adults, between the ages of 18 to 23 (13 males, 11 females),
who were students at a southern university in the US, and received course credit for
participation. Each participant signed a consent form, and experiment protocols were
followed in accordance with the Institutional Review Board. Subjects also filled out a
survey that captured demographics information, such as age, gender, race, and situation
context, such as security awareness, amount and type of security training, frequency of
e-mail usage, prior experience.
3.3

Procedure

EEG data was recorded at 500 Hz using a 64 channel electrode cap (Ag /AgCl
electrodes impedances ≤ 10 kΩ) acquired with Curry 7 Neuroimaging Suite
(Compumedics Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC). Four electrodes were used to monitor eye
movements, one above and one below the left eye and one lateral to each eye. Subjects
were seated in an audiometric room in front of a computer monitor that presented all
emails. A 4-button keypad was given to each participant with verbal instructions on
what button to press for either spam or phish (counter balanced across participants).
Each email was displayed for 6 seconds with a 6 second intertrial interval.
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3.4

Data Processing

All post processing of EEG data was done offline using the EEGLAB toolbox for
MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natwick, MA). Post processing steps included 1)
interpolation of bad channels, 2) high pass filter of 1 Hz, 3) average reference 4)
epoching EEG data (-1 second to 11.5 second around email onset) and 5) removal of
epochs with movement artifacts using visual inspection. Next, the EEGLAB function
of runica with the extended option was used to preform independent component
analysis (ICA). The ICA components generated were reviewed with those components
showing eye movement, single channel localization or a residual variance (RV) above
15% were deselected. For each independent component, event related spectral
perturbations (ERSPs) were computed using a Morlet wavelet and baselined from -1 to
0 seconds across a 3-50 Hz frequency range. The independent components from each
participant were then clustered based off of similar dipole location and ERSP responses.
Note that, because independent components reflect individual differences in brain
neurophysiology not all subjects will have the same components. Thus, analyses of
components typically have fewer subjects than the entire group of 24. Besides the
benefit of measuring detailed neuropysiological activity, such sensitivity to processing
in individual brains may prove to be important in understanding individual differences
in susceptibility to phishing and tailoring countermeasures to the individual. Finally,
the data was separated into four different categories based on email type and participant
response. These categories were Phish Correct (Hit), Phish Incorrect (Miss), Spam
Correct (Correct rejection) and Spam Incorrect (False Alarm). The terms used to
categorize choices (hit, miss, correct rejection, false alarm) are by convention from
signal detection theory [9].
3.5

Statistics

Response accuracy was categorized as hits and misses for phish emails, and correct
rejections and false alarms for spam. Reaction Time and ICA components were
analyzed using a repeated measure analysis of variance with factors of email type
(spam, phish) and classification (correct, incorrect). Only neuronal signals that can
identify when a participant incorrectly categorizes a phish email as spam will be
presented.

4

Results

Both a right inferior frontal and central parietal cluster showed specificity by
identifying when a participant incorrectly categorized a phish email as spam (phish
incorrect). Red dotted lines represent email onset and offset.
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4.1

Behavioral Data

Participants correctly classified 69 ± 4% of phish emails, with the 31% balance being
misses. Participants correctly classified 63 ± 4% of spam emails, with 37% being false
alarms. Reaction times were examined using a 2 (email type) x 2 (classification)
repeated measure MANOVA. There were main effects of email Type (F(1,23) =27.5, p <
0.0001) and classification (F(1,23) =13.77, p = 0.001) . Participants were slower when
responding to phish vs. spam emails (phish = 4.4 ± 0.2 sec, spam = 3.8 ± 0.2 sec) and
when incorrectly classifying email type (correct = 3.9 ± 0.2 sec, incorrect = 4.3 ± 0.2
sec). The email type x classification interaction was not significant (p = 0.07).

Fig. 1. Example email stimuli and experimental results. Top row shows examples of emails categorized as
phish and spam. MRI images showing the estimated location of neural sources for the central parietal and
right inferior frontal ICA clusters. Time frequency analyses of the ICA components as a function of trial
type (phish, spam) and subject decision (correct, incorrect).

4.2

ICA components – Right Inferior Frontal Cluster

A right inferior frontal cluster from 10 subjects showed an email type x classification
interaction, F(1,9) =13.5, p = 0.005. Partial Eta Squared showed an email type x
classification value of 0.471 for this cluster. From 1.2 to 2.2 seconds after email onset
upper theta/lower alpha power (6-9 Hz), power bandwidth description is based off
NeuroIS guideline paper [30],was greater only when participants incorrectly
categorized a phish email as spam (phish incorrect, Figure 1). This is a candidate
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unconscious threat signal, which is present to phish emails even though the subject
misclassified the email as spam.
4.3

ICA components – Central Parietal Cluster

A central parietal cluster from 12 subjects had a long lasting email type x classification
interaction, F(1,11) =9.78, p = 0.010. Partial Eta Squared showed an email type x
classification value of 0.601 for this cluster. From 0 – 6 seconds after email onset, the
central parietal cluster showed decreased alpha power (8-13 Hz) only when participants
incorrectly classified a phish email as spam (phish incorrect). There was a similar, but
smaller, decrease in alpha for correct identification of spam. Thus the alpha
desynchronization correlates to spam judgments, and may show threat-related activity
when a spam judgment will be made to a phish email.

5

Conclusion

Phishing attacks cause global losses to individuals, organizations and economies that
exceed a trillion dollars. Phishing training seldom takes into account the individual’s
susceptibility to phishing emails, i.e. the reasons why people fall for phishing bait, what
makes them susceptible to phishing emails, or how they process deceptive messages.
While many studies have examined phishing susceptibility focusing on textual and user
characteristics, fewer studies have examined it in conjunction with neural measures,
which can give insight into how email information is processed by the individual.
This paper shows that neuronal responses within right frontal and posterior parietal
areas can identify when a participant incorrectly categorizes a phish email as benign
spam. This misidentification of threat potentially causes the victim to act in favor of the
attacker. Differences in lower and upper alpha synchrony appeared shortly after email
onset and a full 2 seconds before the average reaction time. Our results agree with
previous research that shows frontal-parietal networks are critical nodes for adaptive
decision-making and performance monitoring, which includes error detection.
Information accumulates within these frontal-posterior networks until neuronal activity
reaches a threshold and triggers a behavioral response [31,32]. The neuronal responses
observed within this study may be related to threat detection signals, which do not reach
a threshold sufficient to influence behavior but can still be observed in the EEG signal.
These results contribute to the literature on phishing susceptibility by developing
models for investigating cognitive responses and correlated brain responses along with
textual and contextual pieces in the phishing context. The study also expands our
understanding of why people fall prey to phishing as well as how the neural measures
are able to help defend against phishing, and expand understanding of the role of neural
measures in new directions.
From a practical standpoint, our study suggests that organizations could design antiphishing strategies by understanding individual neural processing that points to his/her
phishing susceptibility [33]. It also suggests that future email countermeasures should
not only be developed from a technical perspective, but also be able to consider neural
processes. Novel wearable biosensor technologies can enable unobtrusive direct, as
well as indirect, measures of neural activity that could be used to tap-in to threat signals
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that do not reach a threshold needed to influence behavior. Users can be trained to set
aside any suspicious or questionable emails that have triggered unconscious response
for further investigation by an IT team. Such a warning system would capitalize on the
massively parallel processing capabilities of the human brain, of which only a tiny
fraction is manifest in conscious behavior.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their
comments that have significantly improved the paper. We would also like to thank
Sumanpreet Sarai for her help in conducting experiments. This research has been
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Abstract. False information such as “fake news” threatens the credibility of social media and is widely believed to affect public opinion. So far, IS literature
lacks a theoretical foundation on what leads humans to classify a news item as
fake. In order to shed light on this question, we performed an experiment that
involved 42 subjects with both eye tracking and heart rate measurements. We
find that a lower heart rate variability and a higher relative number of eye fixations per second are associated with a higher probability of fake classification.
Our study contributes to IS theory by providing evidence that the decision, if a
news item is real or fake, is not purely cognitive, but also involves affective information processing. Thereby, it points towards novel strategies for identifying
and preventing the spread of fake news in social media.
Keywords: Affective information processing · Fake news · NeuroIS.

1

Introduction

Social media has recently witnessed a surge in misinformation, a phenomenon often
referred to as “fake news” [1]. Fake news, if deliberate, threatens the reputation of individuals and can jeopardize the functioning of our political and economic system [2].
There are numerous examples of fake news, such as the Pizzagate conspiracy theory1
prior to the 2016 U.S. election. In fact, it was estimated for the same election that the
average U.S. citizen consumed and remembered 1.14 fake news that might have impeded an informed decision-making [1]. Today, almost 62% of adults read news on
1

This story claimed that leading politicians of the Democratic Party, including Hillary Clinton,
are running a child sex ring whose headquarters are located in the basement of a pizza restaurant in Washington, DC.
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social media (primarily on Facebook), and the proportion is increasing [3]. A particular
caveat of social media is that it is often challenging for users to discriminate trustworthy
content from unreliable stories [4], since anyone can create and share news, and the
posts spread quickly as others read and share them [5].
Earlier research has studied fake news in terms of the spreading pattern in social
networks [6], presentation format [5], and repeated exposure [7]. However, it remains
unclear how users arrive at a decision about whether or not to believe a news item.
Specifically, research lacks a theoretical understanding regarding the involvement of
affect in the decision making process. While cognitive processing yields information
about the stimulus itself and its relationship to other stimuli, affective processing yields
information about the relation of the stimulus to the individual [8]. In other words, cognitive processing codes what something is, while affective processing codes how something is [9]. Walla [9] refers to affective information processing as “neural activity coding for valence” (p. 147) which, once it crosses certain thresholds, leads to bodily responses. Feelings, on the other hand, are “conscious phenomena, but they are not cognitive, they are perceived bodily response” (p. 146).
In this work, we employ neurophysiological measurements to shed light on the role
of affect in the human information processing of fake news [10–12]. In particular, we
conducted a NeuroIS experiment involving 42 subjects that were presented 40 different
news items. For each news item, subjects are first asked to state their initial belief regarding the veracity of a news item solely based on its headline. Subsequently, the news
body is shown and the subjects must classify the news item as real or fake. During the
experiment, we measured subjects’ eye fixations and heart rate to provide insight into
their affective information processing.
Our empirical evidence suggests that the initial belief towards the headline significantly explains the subsequent credibility assessment of the news body. In addition, we
find that both a lower heart rate variability (HRV), as an indicator of cognitive dissonance, and a higher relative number of eye fixations per second while processing the
news body, as an indicator for scrutinizing the text, are associated with a higher probability of classifying a news item as fake.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first NeuroIS study that investigates
human information processing of real and fake news. In this vein, we provide insight
into the interplay of cognition and affect when users process real and fake news on
social media. Complementary to existing research that highlights the importance of
cognitive processes, our study contributes to IS theory by providing evidence that the
decision – if a news item is real or fake – is not purely cognitive, but also involves
affective information processing. Thereby, it points towards novel strategies for identifying and preventing the spread of fake news in social media.
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2

Hypotheses Development

News items commonly follow a structure where a brief news headline is followed by a
more comprehensive news body [13,14]. By providing a succinct synopsis of the news
item, the headline allows users to acquire a quick overview in terms of what the news
item is about. However, in terms of human information processing, it is also vital to
consider to what extent news headline may instigate initial beliefs about the veracity of
the news item. Emphasizing the importance of this potential process, Pennycook and
Rand [13] recently called for more research into “the consequences of reading news
headlines for subsequent beliefs and behaviors” (p. 10). This implies that the news headline may not only serve as a brief indicator for what the news item is about but instead
instigate an initial belief about its veracity. If this was to be true, the way humans process information may assign the headline a pivotal role in news classification and we
should expect a positive association between the initial belief and the probability of
classifying a news item as fake. Following this line of reasoning, H1 states:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). A stronger initial belief that a news item is fake is associated
with a higher probability of classifying a news item as fake.
After processing the headline, users need to assess whether the content of the news
body is in line with their own beliefs about the real world based on their prior experience. This is vital to come to a decision about whether or not to believe the content of
a news item. After all, in order to make sense of an incoming news item, users need to
draw connections to any relevant beliefs they hold about the categories pertinent to the
news content and the relationships between them [13]. Importantly, as we elaborate in
the following, there is reason to believe that this process does not only involve processes
of cognitive reasoning but also affective information processing [15].
Humans experience psychological discomfort when processing materials that contradict their own beliefs, an aversive user state that is commonly referred to as cognitive
dissonance [16]. Cognitive dissonance theory builds on the psychological principle that
the human body continuously processes external stimuli in order to match the entire
system to environmental demands. Thereby, the human body prepares a regulated response to these external stimuli through an antagonistic interaction of two autonomic
systems, the excitatory sympathetic nervous system (fight or flight) and the inhibitory
parasympathetic nervous system (recreation and relaxation, vagal activity) [17]. When
experiencing cognitive dissonance, the balance between these two antagonistic systems,
also known as sympathovagal balance, is temporarily shifted to a state of a more dominant role of the sympathetic branch.
A shift in the balance between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems is associated with changes in HRV, that is, changes in the standard deviation of
the time intervals between subsequent heart beats (or inter-beat intervals). In particular,
states that are associated with discomfort yield lower HRV [17–19]. Congruently, the
psychological discomfort experienced during cognitive dissonance is accompanied by
lower HRV [19]. Contextualized to user classification of a news item, cognitive dissonance may arise when the content of a news item is in conflict with the beliefs of the
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user [20,21]. Once this state emerges, there appear only two ways for the user to resolve
the dissonance.
The user can either change their beliefs or, more likely, classify the news item as fake.
Based on this reasoning, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). A lower heart rate variability while processing the news body is
associated with a higher probability of classifying a news item as fake.
As with any written text, the processing of the news body requires visual processing
of the word sequences that contain its content. It is commonly agreed that the visual
and cognitive processing of this content mainly occurs during eye fixations on the respective visual elements [22]. Thereby, an eye fixation is defined as pauses over informative regions of interest [23]. In this sense, a higher number of eye fixations on the
visual stimuli that carry the content is associated with a higher involvement of the user
with that content [24,25]. Conversely, a lower number of eye fixations is associated
with withdrawal and avoidance of information processing.
There has been extensive research on accurately measuring eye fixations with highdefinition eye tracking technology, and using these measurements to further our understanding of how humans process information [26]. Research on text comprehension
suggests that a higher number of fixations and a higher number of fixations per second
is linked to unexpected text segments [27–29]. In other words, a higher number of fixations are an indication that the text contains information that is in contrast to what the
reader would have expected to read based on the prior beliefs that they hold. Contextualized to the classification of fake news, we can expect users to search for facts or features that are characteristic for fake news, particularly if the user forms a belief that the
news item is fake. In other words, in the process of reading content that is not in line
with their own worldview, we should expect a stronger scrutiny of the news body because the user has identified information elements that appear inaccurate. This scrutiny
may be expressed in two different ways: a higher total number of eye fixations while
processing the news body and/or a higher relative number of eye fixations per second.
Hypothesis 3a (H3a). A higher total number of eye fixations while processing the
news body is associated with a higher probability of classifying a news item as fake.
Hypothesis 3b (H3b). A higher relative number of eye fixations per second while
processing the news body is associated with a higher probability of classifying a news
item as fake.

3

Method

In our experiment, each subject was shown the same set of 40 news items in random
order (within-subject design). All news items were shown in a generic format using
Brownie [30,31]. The label of each news item was retrieved from the fact-checking
website politifact.com, which assigns veracity labels to general political statements and
media articles, ranging from “true” for real news items to “pants on fire” for outrageous
fakes [32]. Our dataset is balanced, such that the subset of real news contains 20 news
items that were labeled as true, and the subset of fake news contains three news items
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labeled as false and 17 news items labeled as pants on fire. Each news item is presented
in two steps. In the first step, the subject only sees the headline and, based on this, rates
the veracity of the new item (from (1) strongly real to (7) strongly fake). In the second
step, the subject reads the news body and classifies the news item as real or fake.
Throughout the experiment, we measured electrocardiography (ECG) data using BioSignalsPlux and eye tracking gaze using Tobi Pro X3-120. Before the start of the experiment, the electrodes for the ECG measurements were attached and the eye tracking
device was calibrated. Then, a trial news item was shown in order to make the subject
familiar with our experimental software. Afterwards, the experiment was paused for
five minutes to measure a baseline heart rate level. As such, our experiment included
two neurophysiological measures.
Firstly, to determine HRV, we first performed an automatic identification of heart
beats in the raw ECG signal which we later corrected with manual inspection. We then
computed a sequence of inter-beat intervals based on the timestamps of heartbeats and
calculated HRV (standard deviation of interbeat-intervals) using cmetx [33]. Secondly,
to determine eye fixations, we create an index that maps relative coordinates on the
screen to a word identifier. Subsequently, we use this mapping and the raw eye gaze
data in order to calculate the sequence of fixated words. We define an eye fixation as
focusing the same rectangle for at least 100ms [23].
During the whole experiment, the subject is not bound to any time constraints and
does not receive feedback whether a news item is actually fake or real. In addition, our
subjects are not aware of the distribution between real and fake news. Our experiment
is fully incentivized, i.e., subjects earn €0.50 (approx. USD 0.60) for each correct classification. A total of 42 persons participated in our study; however, we discarded two
subjects and two observations, where the sensor measurements failed. The final dataset
thus consists of 1598 observations from 40 subjects (all college students, 26 male, 14
female, mean age of 26.0 years).

4

Results and Discussion

We employed a mixed effects logistic regression model with subjects’ news classification as the dependent variable (real=0, fake=1), controlling for the treatment (0=real,
1=fake), the news sequence number (0–39), news readability, and a subject-specific
random intercept. The key variables in our model are the initial belief, HRV, and the
number of total and relative eye fixations (per second).
Supporting H1, our analysis shows a significant effect of initial belief on news classification (β = 0.562,p < 0.001). A one unit increase in the initial belief (that a news
item is fake) increases the odds of a fake classification by 75.4% (e0.562 ≈ 1.754). Further, and in support for H2, we find a significant negative effect of HRV on fake classification (β = −0.006,p < 0.05). This suggests that a one unit decrease in HRV (i.e.,
1ms) while processing the news body increases the odds of a fake classification by
0.6%. Finally, we examine eye fixations. While the coefficient of the total number of
eye fixations is not significant (H3a rejected), the coefficient of the relative number of
eye fixations is positive and significant (β = 0.393,p < 0.05). This suggests that a one
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unit increase in the relative number of eye fixations per second increases the odds of a
fake classification by 48.1% (H3b supported).
Despite the fact that we chose a rather general selection of news stories that have
appeared on social media, our task provided considerable challenges for our subjects in
determining the veracity of each item. Overall, the mean accuracy in correctly classifying veracity amounts to a mere 73.46 percent. This reveals the difficulty – even for
college students in our study – in distinguishing real news from fake news and thus
confirms the relevance of our research.
Importantly, our study provides first neurophysiological evidence for a pronounced
role of affective information processing in determining whether a news item is real or
fake. In particular, we find that the process of classifying news items as real or fake is
not purely cognitive, but also involves affective information processing. The findings
remain robust against various checks and when performing sensitivity analysis. As direct implications, our work suggests novel directions for recognizing and preventing
the spread of fake news that recognize the role of affective processing. Recent advances
in affective computing (e.g., deep learning for human affect recognition [34]) may contribute to furthering our understanding of the role of affective information processing
in human news classification, and the development of systems that recognize and prevent the spread of fake news.
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Abstract. The Reproducibility Crisis is a phenomenon that has gained
considerable attention in the psychological sciences. Scholars in these fields have found that many high profile findings are either difficult to reproduce or
could not be replicated. These findings have ultimately encouraged researchers
to adopt pre-registered results, replication in study design and open data. As an
emerging field, NeuroIS has an opportunity to learn from this crisis and adopt
new practices based on the lessons learned in the psychological sciences. We
explored the current state of NeuroIS research from the perspective of reproducibility by conducting a survey of the extant NeuroIS literature. We conclude by
suggesting two practices that the NeuroIS community can undertake to help
address the replication problem.
Keywords: NeuroIS · replication · research methods · construct validity
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Introduction

Reproducibility is often regarded to be one of the defining characteristics of hypothesis-driven science. When empirical observations are reproduced through experimentation, observers gain evidence for the relationships between observed phenomena.
Additional empirical observations decrease the likelihood of a false positive or false
negative result, allowing scientists to be more confident about the relationship being
observed. It is through this process that scientists often induce causal relationships
[1]. The managerial sciences are no exception; the logical validity of our work as
Information Systems scholars is improved by its reproducibility. Unfortunately, the
benefits of replication are often overshadowed by motivations to publish novel, highimpact work. Many scholars will therefore forego replication of a previously observed
phenomenon in favor of new, more exciting research. We posit that this may become
a non-trivial concern for research in NeuroIS. As an emergent field, NeuroIS holds
the potential for large or surprising gains in understanding of information systems and
information technology phenomena. Scholars in this field, therefore, would be wellserved to ensure that any such gains in understanding are replicable from the outset.
To tangibly demonstrate the importance of this issue, and why it should not be left
unchecked, we point to the ongoing Replication Crisis in psychological science. In
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August 2015, The Open Science Collaboration published a research article demonstrating that out of a selection of 100 experiments published in prominent psychological journals, 97 of which originally yielded significant effects, only 35 of the original
observations (i.e. less than half) were replicable [2]. This paper, among others,
sparked a wider conversation about reproducibility and openness in science broadly
[3]. Fortunately, scholarly responses to these concerns have been largely positive. For
example, one of the largest barriers to replication-oriented research is publication
biases favoring novel and significant results. In simple terms, a replication experiment
is considerably less likely to be published if it fails to reproduce a previously observed finding (i.e. obtains a null result) [4,5]. Many psychological journals have
taken steps to combat this issue by endorsing so called “pre-registered reports” –
dedicated article types for which the decision to accept or reject is made prior to data
collection and is based entirely on the merits of the proposed methods [6]. In this
vein, some journals even endorse pre-registered replication articles, which carry the
benefits of ‘regular’ pre-registered reports, but which specifically foster replicationoriented research. Moreover, recent years have seen movements towards greater
transparency in science. Most notably, the recently established Open Science Framework provides an online platform for researchers to pre-register experimental designs
and hypotheses, and to store and share their data [7].
The field of neuroimaging faces its own unique concerns surrounding replicability
[8,9]. Neuroimaging experiments require large financial investment (owing to the
costs of equipment maintenance and technical staff), meaning that the feasibility of
replication is constrained by available funds. Moreover, neuroimaging studies often
make large numbers of comparisons. Despite these issues, replication in neuroimaging is by no means a lost cause. The recent emergence of publicly accessible neuroimaging datasets such as the Human Connectome Project [10] the Cambridge Centre for Ageing and Neuroscience database [11], and the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative [12] has allowed researchers to explore new lines of research and
explore the replicability of old ones without incurring prohibitive financial costs.
We posit that the steps taken in psychological science to counter the replicability
crisis may also be applied to the emergent field of NeuroIS. NeuroIS researchers have
recognized the need to adopt best practices and use multiple methods to understand
the relationship between neurophysiological observations and IS constructs [13,14].
However, to the best of our knowledge there has been limited discussion about reproducibility in NeuroIS specifically. Though there has been some recognition of the
importance of replication in the broader Information Systems community [15], we
believe that a conversation about the value of replication in NeuroIS research is warranted. In this paper, we briefly explore the extent that replication has been incorporated in past NeuroIS research by observing the methods employed by published
NeuroIS papers originally described by Riedl et al. (2017) [16]. After assessing the
findings of the review, we conclude by outlining two potential practices that can be
adopted in future NeuroIS research.
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2

Replication and NeuroIS

In order to assess how NeuroIS researchers have incorporated replication in the past,
we manually reviewed the 164 papers specified by Riedl et al. (2017) [16]. We opted
to observe the previously reported works because, to the best of our knowledge, this
work represents the only comprehensive literature review on the NeuroIS discipline
and extending a comprehensive literature review is outside of the scope of this short
paper. Given that new NeuroIS research involves either novel measures or novel applications, we opted to investigate studies that incorporated elements of replication in
their research design. We identified papers based on whether they conducted empirical studies, which methods were used, whether they incorporated multiple experiments in their research, and whether the authors reported replicating their neurophysiological findings. Our analysis similarly found 103 empirical NeuroIS papers, summarized in Table 1.1
Table 1. NeuroIS studies identified which reported multiple experiments or replication.
Primary tool

Number
46

No. reporting multiple experiments
7

No. reporting measure replication
5

Eye tracking
EEG

22

5

5

fMRI

9

2

1

Other than above

26

5

2

Total

103

20

13

Though we identified 20 studies which incorporated multiple experiments, 9 of the
studies described multiple experiments using different methods (e.g. neurophysiological, self-report) in an effort to triangulate findings with prior IS constructs [17-25].
We identified 10 studies which employed multiple experiments and reported successfully replicating observed results through a later experiment [26-36]. We also observed 3 papers which employed a single study but directly replicated an experiment
previously reported in another paper [37-39]. Furthermore, we observed a trend that
research published in the AIS Senior Scholars Basket [40] or highly recognized conferences were more likely to report multiple experiments or replicate NeuroIS phenomena. Table 2 summarizes findings from the AIS Senior Scholar’s Basket, a widely
recognized basket of quality journals in the IS discipline. We observe that studies
published in the basket are more likely to report multiple experiments (though not
necessarily multiple neurophysiological experiments).

1

Discrepancies between the findings of this paper and Riedl et al. [15] can be attributed to
differences in how authors interpreted studies as complete or empirical, and the subjective
judgement employed by us when identifying a primary research method for each study.
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Does NeuroIS have a reproducibility problem?
The results of our investigation suggest that some NeuroIS researchers have taken
steps to include multiple experiments or replication in their designs when appropriate,
especially when publishing in highly recognized venues. Notably, we did not observe
any fMRI studies which replicate their neurophysiological findings, as the one study
identified replicated behavioural results [38]. This observation is likely attributable to
high cost of running fMRI experiments – often around $500 USD per hour – alluded
to earlier. Given that our investigation concerned publications published prior to 2017
however, we are led to conclude that NeuroIS has largely conformed to the standards
in Neuroimaging, which similarly did not concern itself with replication until recently. NeuroIS would nonetheless benefit from similarly addressing the problem.
Table 2. Summary of empirical studies published in the AIS Senior Scholar’s Basket reporting
multiple experiments or replication

3

Primary tool

Number
4

No. reporting multiple experiments
1

No. reporting measure replication
1

Eye tracking
EEG

7

2

1

fMRI

6

2

0

Other than above

5

3

2

Total

22

8

4

Recommendations for Future NeuroIS Research

Consider incorporating replication in study designs
We encourage NeuroIS researchers to test the replicability of their observed findings
wherever possible. Such efforts might not necessarily take the form of a so-called
“straight replication” – that is, repeating a study using precisely the same methods, on
a new sample of participants. Replication may instead be achieved by further exploring an observed finding. For example, a research team might observe that a particular
stimulus elicits a particular neural response, as measured with non-invasive neuroimaging. The team could then explore whether this neural response is modulated by
certain experimental parameters, by the demographic/cognitive characteristics of
participants, or is corroborated by psychometric measures (when possible). Such a
follow-up experiment would not only serve to replicate the first, but would provide a
novel advancement in understanding, with respect to the neural response in question.
Such efforts might also be incentivized by prominent IS journals and conferences,
which could consider special treatment for research articles aiming to test the replicability of previously observed findings. For example, having a dedicated article type
for replication or for the acceptance of pre-registered reports, as is becoming more
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common practice in psychological science. Furthermore, NeuroIS researchers could
consider disseminating replication experiments in the AIS Transactions on Replication Research [15] or similar venues dedicated to supporting replication.
Towards an open NeuroIS data repository
We also encourage NeuroIS researchers to explore collaborative data-sharing initiatives. In the field of Neuroimaging, publicly available repositories such as the Human
Connectome Project [10], amongst others [11,12] enable researchers to test the replicability of previously reported effects, often with considerably larger samples. NeuroIS may similarly benefit from the creation of a repository of publicly accessible
experiment data or a publicly available dataset. Such a resource might be achieved by
means of a dedicated project (as is the case for the databases cited previously), from
multiple collaborators pooling their anonymized data collected for the purposes of
ongoing research studies, or even simply by making past data accessible to the NeuroIS community through the web. Calls for open software and data have been made in
the broader IS community [41]; in the NeuroIS context, such an undertaking has the
further potential to foster sharing of best practices and provide a resource for training
research students. The final result of such an undertaking would not merely be increased transparency of NeuroIS research, but also the wider dissemination of NeuroIS research to other academic communities.
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Abstract. We report on a pilot study, with the aim of investigating technounreliability in the field. Over the course of three days, we collected physiological data (heart rate) from four participants, which experienced manipulations
that rendered a variety of work-related systems unusable. Although we found
that it is feasible to also investigate technostress in this way in the field, more
data is needed to interpret the captured physiological reactions. In particular, we
need data that allows us to investigate stress appraisal, ideally at a sampling rate
that is comparable to those that we get from capturing physiological data.
Keywords: Unreliability · Technostress · Heart rate · Field Experiment
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Introduction and Study Background

Technostress has become an important research topic in the Information Systems (IS)
discipline (for a recent review, see [1]), and many NeuroIS papers have been published with a focus on the physiological mechanisms underlying technostress [2–10].
Yet, in previous technostress research, self-report instruments have been the main
means of data collection [1, 11] and particularly the technostress creators scale was
used [1, 12, 13], which includes five main stressor categories (i.e., techno-overload,
techno-invasion, techno-complexity, techno-uncertainty, techno-insecurity), but is
missing one important stressor, namely techno-unreliability (e.g., [14, 15]).
Unreliability of information and communication technologies (ICT) is a highly
prevalent stressor in our modern society (e.g., [16, 17]) and it can take many forms.
For example, as the stress-inducing effects of long and variable ICT response times
[18, 19], or breakdowns of systems [7, 8], have been investigated. It can be argued
that, to some extent, we have learned to live with and accept that some systems or
even ICT in general may never be fully reliable [20]. Yet, individuals differ in this
regard and particularly the appraisal of one and the same stressor can change (e.g.,
due to experiences with the stressor and how to handle it in the context of smartphone
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failure [21]). Against this background, we are therefore interested in exploring whether this is also true for the physiological effects of ICT unreliability.
We report on a pilot study that had the goal to derive avenues for future studies on
the physiological effects of ICT unreliability. What distinguishes our approach from
previous studies (e.g., [7, 8, 18, 19]) though, is that our pilot study was designed as a
field experiment. Due to the significant lack of field studies in the extant NeuroIS
literature[22], we also seek to make an initial methodological contribution, by reporting on experiences with our field study design.

2

Methodology

Setting. As we wanted to gain practical insights into the physiological effects of ICT
unreliability, we conducted a study in the field over a period of three days. The context for our study was a company in Linz, Austria (smec – Smarter Ecommerce
GmbH1), which offers services for the optimization of online advertisements (i.e.,
pay-per-click automation) on various platforms (e.g., Google or Facebook). Around
100 individuals are employed at the headquarters in Linz, with almost every staff
member being a knowledge worker. For our experiment, we recruited eight individuals, four of which actually received techno-unreliability manipulations and the remaining four served as controls.
Stressor Selection. Initially, the first author, who is also an employee of the company, conducted interviews with eight staff members (3f, 5m; from 11/02/2017 to
12/20/2017) to evaluate whether ICT unreliability constitutes a prevalent stressor in
the organization. Using eight stressor categories as basis for the interviews (i.e., overload, invasion, complexity, uncertainty, insecurity, unreliability, monitoring, cyberbullying [16]), we found that unreliability and overload were previously experienced
as stressor at work by all interviewed staff members.
We then moved on to select specific stressors as stimuli for our study, as unreliability can include a wide area of hassles that are relevant candidates for experimental
manipulation (e.g., slow program speed, slow computer speed, or keyboard typing
errors [23]). Through the previously conducted interviews, we learned that complete
system breakdowns are not common in this organization, but the temporary unavailability of certain online services is rather common. In addition, as most used systems
are not installed locally, but mostly used as cloud-based services, their availability
could be manipulated relatively easily by the company's IT administrator.
In total, six types of systems were manipulated during the experiment. If one of the
participants tried to access Facebook or YouTube (both used to post social media
ads), Gmail (the mail program used by all employees), Google AdWords (used to
manage Google ads), Sage (used for internal time management, e.g., requesting vacation) or Salesforce (used to keep track of time worked on a project that is then
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charged to a client) a common error message was displayed by the browser. To compare the effect of these manipulations to an arguably more extreme case of unreliability, we also locked access to the laptop for two of our participants at one point. An
example for the error message that participants received when they tried to reach one
of the manipulated services through their online browser is displayed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Example for an error message

Measures. We decided to collect heart rate, as other physiological measures previously used in technostress research [24] such as cortisol from saliva [8], blood pressure
[25] or skin conductance [7] would have been too obtrusive to measure in this setting.
Participants had to wear a chest belt (Polar H7) that was linked to a smartphone app2
that collected the captured data. In previous studies it was shown that this setting can
deliver data that is comparable in quality to an ECG [26]. At the end of the manipulation period, participants also filled out a questionnaire, which included questions
related to the individual's personality ([27]; five-point Likert scale ranging from
"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree") (note that personality has previously been
linked to technostress, e.g., [28, 29]), and a self-assessment of technology selfefficacy ([30]; 10-point scale ranging from "1 – no confidence" to "10 – totally confident"; 12 out of 15 items have been used to improve content validity), which has been
applied in technostress research before, albeit using a previous version of the instrument (e.g., [31, 32]).
Participants. Although physiological and self-report measures were applied on eight
individuals, only the systems of four employees were manipulated during the experiment. Of the four participants three were male (ID 1, 3, 4) and one was female (ID 2).
One of the participants was a senior employee (ID 1, 36 years old; had been in the
company for five years) who was mainly responsible for larger customers, while the
other three participants (ID 2, 24 years; ID 3, 30 years; ID 4, 26 years) were mainly
responsible for smaller customers and worked for the company for about one year.
2

https://itunes.apple.com/at/app/heart-rate-variability-logger/id683984776?mt=8 [03/03/2019].
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Procedure. Data was collected from 03/20/2018-03/22/2018 with five-minute baselines of heart rate being taken in the morning of March 20 (average: ID 1: 55.89 bpm;
ID 2: 68.81 bpm; ID 3: 61.50 bpm; ID 4: 66.62 bpm; bpm refers to beats-per-minute,
which is the number of heart beats in 60 seconds). We informed our participants beforehand that the study would focus on stress caused by ICT, but did not indicate that
there would be any controlled manipulations. The four participants then received the
manipulations (controlled by the IT administrator and approved by the company’s top
management). During times when participants had to interact with uninvolved outsiders (e.g., customers) and/or during meetings, the manipulations were inactive. In some
cases, participants reached out to the system administrator or even the company’s
CTO to receive support regarding the ICT unreliability, though even in these cases the
manipulations were still continued.
At the end of the last day, participants filled out the questionnaires and were debriefed about the manipulations. In the questionnaire we also included a manipulation
check and asked participants (including the four individuals who had not experienced
any manipulations) whether they had perceived more technical difficulties than usual.
Only the four manipulated individuals answered with "Yes, significantly more" as
opposed to "Not more than usual" or "None".
Data Analysis. The mobile app provided us with an estimate of the beats-per-minute
(bpm) once every second. Metrics related to heart-rate variability (HRV) have not
been analyzed thus far, though increases in bpm can also indicate individual stress
(e.g., [33, 34]). Using the baseline bpm values, we calculated relative values from our
data (i.e., relative percentage as compared to the baseline bpm). Through the web
server (browser data) we were the able to track interactions with manipulated systems
down to the second level. We then calculated the area-under-the-curve (AUC) for 5minute periods after each manipulation based on relative bpm values (for a comparable approach in the context of cortisol levels, see [35]) to capture the employees’
stress reaction and subsequent relaxation in one metric.

3

Initial Results and Potential for Future Research

In Table 1, we summarize the number of stressors per technology that each participant
experienced and the average AUC as well as standard deviation of AUCs. It has to be
noted that we did not control the number of stressors per participant for the sake of
external validity. Instead, it was coincidental if and when a participant would encounter a technological stressor and therefore not all participants encountered all stressors.
Initially, we expected that technologies that are highly critical for the work processes of participants would lead to more pronounced stress reactions (i.e., greater
AUC). In particular, the availability of Salesforce was expected to be highly relevant,
as it has direct monetary implications if working hours are not tracked correctly. This
expectation was fulfilled for the most senior employee (ID 1) and based on this observation we formulate the hypotheses that:
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H1: Importance of the unreliable technology for work tasks will positively moderate
the relationship between unreliability and physiological stress reactions.
This hypothesis is also in line with cybernetic stress theories, in which the importance of a discrepancy moderates the stressor-strain relationship (e.g., [36]). As
can be seen for other participants though, there seem to be additional influencing
mechanisms. This is particularly captured in one instance, where the person’s laptop
was completely locked (i.e., user credentials did not work any longer until the system
administrator was contacted) for two participants (ID 1, 4). While this issue led to the
highest stress levels in participant 1, participant 4 was not substantially stressed by it.
Hence, further situational and/or individual characteristics seem to be at work.
Table 1. Overview of AUCs per participant and technology type

Type of Stressor

ID 1

ID 2

ID 3

ID 4

AdWords

1 (399.02; N/A)

2 (368.05; 13.74)

-

-

Facebook

4 (366.97; 26.04)

-

9 (364.99; 32.37)

-

Gmail

2 (359.82; 0.89)

2 (358.05; 11.16) 3 (346.95; 11.16)

-

Sage

1 (349.45; N/A)

1 (382.95; N/A)

-

Salesforce

2 (420.02; 11.70) 5 (319.95; 18.01) 3 (348.53; 39.77) 6 (350.31; 33.97)

YouTube

6 (376.66; 42.71)

Locked Laptop

1 (484.33; N/A)

Overall

383.55 (42.47)

3 (366.01; 2.49)

-

-

2 (366.59; 15.83)

-

-

1 (355.31; N/A)

343.28 (28.82)

359.41 (29.63)

354.38 (31.27)

Regarding individual characteristics, we observed that in some cases (e.g., for
Salesforce related unreliabilities), participant ID 1 showed higher stress levels if compared to the other participants. As Salesforce is not directly crucial for work tasks, but
has monetary implications for the organization (working hours are tracked in the
system), we suspect that the commitment to the organization is particularly high in
case of the senior employee. Hence, we hypothesize that:
H2: (a) Organizational commitment and/or (b) organizational tenure will positively
moderate the relationship between unreliability and physiological stress reactions.
Table 2. Individual Characteristics of Participants

ID / Construct

EX

AG

NE

OP

CO

TSE

1

3.5

3.0

2.5

4.0

3.0

7.9

2

4.0

3.0

3.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

3

3.0

3.0

2.0

1.5

2.5

5.3

4
4.0
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
9.1
Big Five: EX = Extraversion; AG = Agreeableness; NE = Neuroticism; OP = Openness; CO
= Conscientiousness; TSE = Technology Self-Efficacy; Big Five: 1 to 5; TSE: 1 to 10

For personality characteristics (i.e., Big Five) and technology self-efficacy there
are some differences between the participants (see Table 2), though they do not allow
for conclusive statements. For example, while participants ID 2 and ID 3 show lower
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technology self-efficacy as the other participants, their stress levels were not substantially higher in any instance as we would expect based on previous research (e.g.,
[32]).
Regarding situational characteristics, we looked at the temporal order of stressors
and particularly at the frequency of the same stressor and whether it had an influence
on the physiological reaction. In some instances, we found patterns that could be
indicative of possible relationships. For example, for participant ID 1, physiological
reactions to YouTube not working decreased over time, while they increased steadily
for Salesforce related problems. Returning to the same technology several times initially indicates that it is important for the current task, yet while in one case this might
simply be a type of ancillary fact-checking (e.g., Does YouTube work again, so I can
quickly perform a related task?), in the other case the increase in physiological stress
reactions might be indicative of the preparation for an escalation in coping mechanisms (e.g., to see if the technology works again and whether the system administrator
has to be contacted). Again though, this observation is not consistent between participants, as participants ID 2 and ID 3 showed a steady decline in physiological reactions towards Salesforce not working (with the exception of the first check for participant ID 2 the next morning, which led to a substantially stronger physiological reaction if compared to the problems of the day before). Based on these patterns, we can
formulate an initial hypothesis, at least for technologies that seem to be pivotal for
work at a specific moment. Yet, we cannot indicate a specific direction for the relationship and instead formulate that:
H3: Repeated encounters of a specific unreliability stressor influence the level of
physiological reactions to it.

4

Limitations and Concluding Statement

Several limitations have to be noted. First, our results are based on a small sample
size and hence they are preliminary. Second, heart-rate variability (HRV) metrics
should be used as further stress indicators, in addition to pure heart rate (HR) (e.g.,
RMSEA or LF/HF ratio [37–39]). Third, in previous research it was also highlighted
that the measurement setting could become uncomfortable and tedious (e.g., due to
the chest strap and extra phone, [40]), although the participants of the present study
did not indicate any problems related to the measurement setting. Yet, in some cases
the export of N-N intervals (which are saved in a separate file from HR values and
HRV values) did not work properly and therefore missing data would have been present for HRV calculations (N-N intervals, which are also referred to as normal-tonormal-intervals or interbeat intervals, are the millisecond periods between successive
heart beats). Fourth, due to our study design, the exact controlling of the timing and
types of stressors was not possible.
What we learned though is that it is feasible to study technostress encounters in the
field, here related to ICT unreliability. In addition, we observed a wide variety of
reactions to largely similar stressors. Hence, findings from previous research which
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have shown that particularly contextual differences (e.g., differences in tasks [41],
decision latitude to handle the tasks [6], or time pressure to execute the tasks [42]) are
important for technostress research have to be emphasized based on our findings.
Moreover, future research should capture stress appraisal processes too (i.e., Is an
encounter perceived as a source of distress or not?). Hence, we call for further field
research to better understand how technostress unfolds outside of the laboratory.
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Abstract. Neuro-information system researchers called for the development of
tools and methods of analysis that allows for the assessment of social interactions
that considers the full range of dynamics and complexities. Recent work and
progress in hyperscanning – the simultaneous recording of multiple subjects –
offers the possibility to develop such methods and new research paradigms to
respond to that need. Among these methods, Wavelet Transform Coherence
(WTC) analysis is gaining in popularity and accessibility. However,
hyperscanning methods – including WTC – remain a challenging experimental
paradigm and analysis method, requiring careful preparation of data and
consideration of the constraints of each neuroimaging technique. This manuscript
aims to introduce the Wavelet Transform Coherence method of analysis as an
innovative approach to Neuro-Information Systems research. We present
practical examples and results in order to highlight the potential and complexity
of this approach.
Keywords: EEG • Neuro-Information System • Social Neuroscience •
Hyperscanning • Wavelet Transform Coherence • Wavelet Analysis.
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Introduction

In the past decade, researchers from social and cognitive neuroscience displayed a
growing interest in the exploration and understanding of social interactions and their
associated brain networks [1]. A recent review [2] outlined the breadth and depth of
this type of research showing that a growing number of more recent studies utilised
hyperscanning as a breakthrough experimental paradigm. Hyperscanning is a
neuroimaging technique that consists of the simultaneous recording of multiple subjects
in parallel and ensures the precise synchronisation of data so that recorded signals can
be compared and contrasted between individuals [3]. The development, improvement
and utilisation of hyperscanning has allowed a number of significant contributions in

various fields of research which address the neurophysiological basis and dynamics of
social interactions, such as in a context of neuroeconomy, sociology and team
coordination [1], [3,4,5,6,7].
In parallel with the development of hyperscanning, a growing interest in
neuroimaging tools and methods from the domain of information technology and more
specifically neuro-information system (NeuroIS) was observed [8,9]. Calls for research
and early work were made concerning topic such as collaboration, flow, trust and digital
interaction [8], [10,11,12,13]. Since hyperscanning allows the recording of multiple
subjects with precise synchronization of their signals while performing tasks involving
information systems, it appears timely to combine the progress in hyperscanning with
the growth of NeuroIS. The goal of this paper is to introduce the Wavelet Transform
Coherence method of analysis and to demonstrate the exciting potential that it
represents for NeuroIS research.
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Hyperscanning Methods

The hyperscanning methodology can be applied using any neuroimaging tool.
From the standpoint of an experimental paradigm, hyperscanning “only” consists of the
simultaneous recording of multiple subjects which considers two brains as a "two-inone" system such as in the case of teamwork using information systems to complete a
task. Critically this paradigm creates several factors that require consideration, the first
of which is how to calculate the correlation between neuroimaging data acquired from
two or more individuals. Secondly, is equipment availability, having access to multiple
recording devices at the same time (e.g., 2 MRIs in one place is rare) can prove
problematic. The final factors to be considered are risk and cost, there are costs
associated with imaging equipment and participant recruitment and then there is the
risk associated with data loss, to lose one or more participants data is to lose either
fidelity of signal (in the case of multiple participants) or complete loss during analysis
(in the case of 2 participants). These factors are discussed in detail in the literature
through extensive reviews (see Babiloni et al. (2014) and Mu et al. (2018)). However,
as previously discussed, the primary critical factor associated with hyperscanning and
one that is most frequently underestimated in hyperscanning lies in the analysis process.
Within the last decade, different types of hyperscanning methods of analysis have
been developed, such as the Phase Lag Index [15] which can be applied to EEG or
MEG data. Most approaches are specific to a given neuroimaging tool due to the data
produced and nature of effect under observation (e.g., NIRS – blood flow). This variety
of methods offers various approaches to analysing a unique phenomenon. However, the
interpretation of results will differ significantly depending on the neuroimaging tool
and method of analysis that is used. Therefore, a new analysis method for
hyperscanning data that is not specific to any tool may benefit researchers in the field
of neuroIS.
Recently, wavelet transform coherence (WTC) [4, 16]. has been adapted for use in
the neurosciences. The WTC method was used initially in the field of meteorology in

the early 1990s [17] to study the EL-Nino-Southern Oscillation. It has since been
successfully adapted for neuroscience as a method of study the time-frequency
dynamics of resting-state brain activity using fMRI [18] and has since gained popularity
in hyperscanning research [4], [19]. The following section will present a broad outline
of the WTC analysis method.
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Wavelet Transform Coherence

WTC is a method of analysis that measures the cross-correlation between two signals
as a function of frequency and time [17]. It calculates the localized coherence
coefficient as a value between 0 and 1. Mapping this coherence value uncovers intersignal phenomenon that might not be discoverable through traditional time-series
analysis [4], [16]. Figure 1 shows a practical example which highlights the difference
between individual and WTC data visualization. Shown in blue and red (Figure 1A) is
a NIRS trace of two participants performing an information systems task. From this, no
discernable synchronous pattern between the two signals can be seen. However, when
WTC is applied to the same data, it generates a coherence heat map (Figure 1B)
showing the coherence coefficient. In this plot, yellow areas represent a high degree of
correlation between the two signals (coherence coefficient ≥ 1), and blue areas represent
the absence of synchronicity of the two signals (coherence coefficient = 0). The WTC
output suggests that the highest coherence between the brain signals occurring within
the 60 second period, which indicates that participants are performing very similar
actions at similar points in time and utilizing similar amounts of cognitive effort. The
thick yellow bar visible at 1s period is an artefact associated with heart rate. This
example highlights the difference in analysis and interpretation presented by WTC
when compared to traditional trace plots.

Figure 1(A). Individual NIRS Signal. The horizontal axis represents the time of the experimental
task and the vertical axis represents the oxygenated hemoglobin level for two subjects. (B).
Wavelet Transform Coherence. The horizontal axis represents the time of the experimental task
and the vertical axis represents the period (s) of wavelets – the intervals at which synchronicity
is potentially observed.

The fact that WTC is a neuroimaging-tool agnostic analysis method makes it
highly appealing as a means for replicating or adding value to studies that utilised a
variety of neuroimaging tools, potentially providing additional rigour and insight to
already completed work that involved one or more participants working in parallel.
WTC as an analytical approach is gaining in popularity through increased accessibility
and standardisation, with many research teams developing open access code and
toolboxes for use. For the examples shown in this manuscript, we utilised the Matlab®
Wavelet Toolbox (4.1.9, MathWorks Inc, Natick MA).
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Illustrative Research

To further illustrate the utility of WTC, we present comparative research that
replicates the work of Cui et al. (2012) who utilised NIRS to simultaneously measure
brain activity in two people while they played a computer-based cooperation game side
by side and investigate inter-brain activity coherence. In our study, we investigate the
neurophysiological basis of cooperative task completion using EEG and apply the WTC
method to interpret the hyperscanning dynamics (under review). The following section
presents a summary of our results presented as an example of the holistic representation
that single subject results associated with the insight from WTC offers. The experiment
consisted of two subjects, sited side by side, performing an IT task (fast-button
response) with a period of approximately 7s. In one condition subjects were instructed
to be as fast as possible (competition) and in another condition instructed to synchronise
clicks as much as possible with the second participant (collaboration); a third control
condition was introduced – in which one subject performs the task while the other
passively obverses and inversely. Each condition was composed of two blocks with a
resting period of 30s. EEG data were treated using Matlab® 2018A environment
(Mathworks, Hyderabad, Indiana, United-States) and the EEGLab Toolbox (Delorme
& Makeig, 2004). The EEG signal was filtered to remove noisy channels or data
segments using the EEGLab artefact subspace reconstruction. A band-pass filter (1 100Hz) was applied along with a 60 Hz notch filter. Blinks and muscular artefacts were
removed through an ICA (Jung et al., 2000). EEG signal was re-referenced to the
common average reference. The EEG signal was then divided into frequency bands:
theta (4Hz-7Hz), alpha (8Hz-12Hz) and beta (13Hz-30Hz). The recordings were
segmented into 3 seconds epochs starting one second before the stimulus presentation.
We performed both single subject and WTC analysis.
Through analysis of single-subject data, we observed significant modulation of
brain wave activity for each condition. From this, we concluded that the social
conditions (competition and collaboration) could be associated with specific brain
activity located primarily in the frontal cortex with higher frequency band power when
compared to single conditions. More precisely, competition and collaboration showed
significant differences in frontal and prefrontal regions within all frequency bands. This
result is in line with results reported by Cui et al. in their earlier study.

However, when WTC was applied to those same data the results showed that
coherence between dyad member’s alpha band cortical activity increased in their
prefrontal cortex only during the collaboration condition (As visible in Figure 2A with
the coherence appearing around 7s corresponding to the task period). We also observed
that social conditions appeared to highlight a synchronicity of cortical activity in the
theta frequency band. Results showing increased coherence in the alpha band over the
frontal cortex during collaboration can potentially be attributed to either higher
cognitive load or inhibition, and this coupled with activity in the theta band over the
parietal regions, is compatible with the hypothesis of an increased cognitive resource
demand required for information processing and adjustments to the partner [20]. Brain
activity in the other experimental conditions demonstrated significant synchronicity
over occipital and parietal regions that are possibly task-related. However, this
inference is under investigation.

Figure 2. (A) Wavelet Transform Coherence in Fpz Between Two Subjects. The horizontal axis
represents the time of the experimental task and the vertical axis represents the period (s) of
wavelets. (B) Topographic Representation of Coherence Results. Connections represent
significant level of coherence between the two participants (p < 0.05). Each color is associated
with a frequency band: purple – theta, blue – alpha, green – beta.

The application of WTC as an additional analysis tool in this instance provided far
deeper insight than single subject analysis alone, without WTC our interpretation of the
results would not have allowed us to differentiate brain activity between competition
and collaboration. While the single subject analysis provided essential information
about the cortical areas involved in social interaction, WTC offered a unique snapshot
of the interaction between subjects that proved fundamental to our understanding and
interpretation of social interactions during task completion. Thus, without both types of
analysis, our interpretation of the results would have lacked depth and the extra
dimensionality, that is the bedrock of neurophysiological inference.
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Conclusion

As societies needs for the development of ever more complex information system
accelerates so to must our understanding of how those systems interact with and affect
users. We believe that hyperscanning and wavelet transform coherence analysis will
prove to be valuable tools in the arsenal of neuroIS research moving forward.
Hyperscanning allows researchers to switch from single-brain to multi-brain
experimental paradigms, without impeding single brain analysis. Hyperscanning data,
in an information system context, contains both single and multiple concurrent user
data and offers substantial information gain, in terms of usability and cooperativecompetitive team-based activities during IS use and task completion. The addition of
WTC analysis provides a versatile "tool" agnostic approach to data visualisation and
interpretation. The main advantage of WTC is the coherence coefficient heatmap,
which gives a narrative form of analysis allowing for the easy identification of periods
of synchronous or asynchronous behaviour and the intensity of brain activity during the
completion of a task, this we believe makes WTC a strong tool for applied research.
Hyperscanning and WTC are at the junction of information technologies, neuroscience,
and human factor/management. They have many potential applications such as team
efficiency [21,22], neuro-information system [23], user experience [24] and
management [25,26].
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Abstract. Despite their wide adoption for conducting experiments in numerous
domains, neurophysiological measurements often are time consuming and challenging to interpret because of the inherent complexity of deriving measures from
raw signal data and mapping measures to theoretical constructs. While significant
efforts have been undertaken to support neurophysiological experiments, the existing software solutions are non-trivial to use because often these solutions are
domain specific or their analysis processes are opaque to the researcher. This
paper proposes an architecture for a software platform that supports experiments
with multi-modal neurophysiological tools through extensible, transparent and
repeatable data analysis and enables the comparison between data analysis processes to develop more robust measures. The identified requirements and the proposed architecture are intended to form a basis of a software platform capable of
conducting experiments using neurophysiological tools applicable to various domains.
Keywords: neurophysiological tools, software architecture, neurophysiological
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1

Introduction

Neurophysiological tools are used by researchers in numerous domains such as information systems (IS) and software engineering (SE) to measure human responses when
people engage with information technology (IT) artifacts to perform a task (e.g. code
comprehension, web browsing). The advantages of using these tools to measure human
responses in the context of studies are the following: they provide objective measures,
complementing subjective, perception-based measures and they enable continuous realtime data collection [6].
In addition, the availability of neurophysiological tools at a better quality, lower cost
and reduced intrusiveness motivated researchers to apply such measurements (e.g., to
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assess cognitive load). Cognitive load provides insights into a person's processing capabilities while performing a task which can support personalized IS design and adaptation to the users' cognitive needs (e.g., in a digital learning context the task difficulty
could be decreased when high cognitive load is observed to avoid stress, frustration,
and errors) [6]. Therefore, research has focused on creating reliable and objective
measures of cognitive load [4]. For instance, a research focused on pupillary response
data for identifying an indicator of cognitive load [7], while another study used multimodal measurements (e.g., the combination pupillary responses with EDA signals) to
derive cognitive load and to assess task difficulty [8].
In response to these trends, software solutions have evolved to support researchers
during the execution of experiments including the collection and synchronisation of
neurophysiological measurements as well as the (online) analysis of data. Software solutions like Brownie, iMotions, CubeHX, Noldus Observer, and OpenVibe support the
design of experiments and the collection and synchronisation of neurophysiological
measurements including their visualization [9,10,12,13,14]. Moreover, software solutions like EEGLAB and OpenVibe provide extensible and transparent ways to analyse
data and partially support repeatable data analysis pipelines [5,14].
However, current solutions do not provide any automatic means to compare different
data analysis pipelines to obtain robust measures (e.g., of cognitive load). In order to
close this gap, we aim to identify a set of requirements and develop a software architecture that not only supports comparing different analysis pipelines, but additionally
also supports multi-modal neurophysiological measurements in an extensible, transparent, and repeatable way.

2

Requirements

In recent years, an increasing body of literature applies neurophysiological measurements to investigate cognitive and emotional states of a developer during software engineering tasks [7,8,11]. By using this domain as a basis, we derived a group of selected
requirements for a software architecture that aims to provide support for researchers in
defining, deploying, executing, and analysing experiments using neurophysiological
measurements. In this section, first we explain the requirements and briefly discuss related work.
Multi-modal measurements collection. Various studies aimed at better understanding
the cognitive load of developers while engaging with different software artifacts using
neurophysiological measurements. For example, one study used pupillary response
data, electroencephalography (EEG) and galvanic skin response (GSR) to assess task
difficulty during change tasks [8]. Similarly, another study combined EEG and pupillary response data to predict task difficulty during program comprehension tasks [11].
In all these studies multiple neurophysiological measurements were collected and had
to be associated with the task context. Therefore, we formulate our first requirement as
follows:
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R1: A software architecture for neurophysiological experiments needs the
ability to support the simultaneous multi-modal measurement collection, including their synchronisation and their association with the experiment's task
context.
Considering the need for synchronising different neurophysiological measurements,
several solutions have evolved (e.g.,Brownie, iMotions, Noldus Observer, CubeHX,
and OpenVibe) [9,10,12,13,14]. These solutions ease the complexity and the time required to collect multi-modal data and associate it with the task context.
Extensible data analysis. Neurophysiological tools enable to obtain objective, continuous real-time measurements as a basis to determine the cognitive load of a subject.
However, analysing such data is often challenging because it is notoriously noisy, requires cleaning before analysis and is difficult to interpret (e.g., discriminate the specific cause of the cognitive load changes) [3]. Moreover, there is no agreed upon way
how to best measure cognitive load. To deal with these difficulties, a plethora of research aims to better understand cognitive load changes by analysing individual and
combined modalities while using software artifacts [2,8]. More, recently data-driven
approaches based on machine learning became increasingly popular to link neurophysiological data and measures of interest [1]. Thus, extensible support for the processing
of data is needed. Our second requirement is formulated as:
R2: A software architecture for neurophysiological experiments needs to be
extensible in two ways: first, by supporting the ability to adopt external customized cleaning and analysis processes and second, by supporting the ability
to include new devices and modalities.
Some software solutions (e.g., EEGLAB and OpenVibe) have emerged, that provide
support for data analysis and enable researchers to incorporate their own cleaning and
analysis processes [5,14].
Transparent data analysis. Interlinked with the previous requirement of extensible data
analysis, is the need for transparent data analysis. Transparent data analysis means to
be able to trace how a particular measure was obtained from the raw neurophysiological
measurements collected by the used neurophysiological tools. Thus, our third Requirement is formulated as follows:
R3: A software architecture for neurophysiological experiments needs to be
transparent. The functionality of analysers and the flow of analysis processes
should be visible to enable better understanding and optimization of these processes.
Current software solutions which support data analysis processes are domain and
measurement specific. For example, EEGLAB and OpenVibe provide visibility and
enable modifications of their analysis processes and their combinations [5,14]. However, they primarily focus on EEG. On the contrary, other solutions (e.g., iMotions and
CubeHX [10,12]) offer more generic solution providing support for conducting multi-
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modal neurophysiological experiments. However, they are proprietary software solutions and it often remains opaque to the researcher how measures are derived from the
raw neurophysiological measurements.
Repeatable data analysis. Deriving robust measures from raw neurophysiological
measurements is often challenging because of the mapping of neurophysiological
measures to theoretical constructs [6]. For instance, cognitive load can be measured
using pupillary response data, but also using EEG or GSR data or combinations thereof
[7,8]. However, it is still unclear which (combination) of modalities and measures derived from them is the most robust and suitable for a particular setting. The application
of data-driven methods based on machine learning to develop measures for theoretical
constructs is getting increasingly popular [1,8]. Therefore, we formulate our fourth requirement as follows:
R4: A software architecture for neurophysiological experiments needs to support repeatable data analysis, which allows data from previously collected
neurophysiological experiments to be replayed and analysed with different
analysis processes as well as applying pre-defined analysis processes on different data sets. Moreover, it needs to support the systematic testing and comparison of different analysis processes to develop more robust measures, even
in near-realtime settings.
Software solutions like EEGLAB and OpenVibe support repeatable experiments by
enabling the replay of data sets and the application of different data analysis processes
including documentation of the process followed [5,14]. However, the comparison between measures is non-automatic and, therefore determining a robust and suitable
measure is non-trivial.

3

Proposed Software Architecture

We followed the design science research approach to develop the architecture [15]. To
do that, we decomposed the architecture into subproblems based on the requirement
list. To satisfy the list of requirements, we conducted a few engineering cycles and an
architecture which is highly configurable and extensible, in the sense that a variety of
components can be combined or included, has emerged.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture including its components which support researchers to define, deploy, execute and analyse experiments. The architecture consists
of five main components: the Experiment Planning Component (EPC), the Data Acquisition Component (DAC), the Analysis Component (AC), the Storage Component (SC)
and the Dispatcher Component (DC).
The EPC provides a user interface allowing researchers to define and deploy experiments including neurophysiological measurements. Moreover, the EPC allows researchers to specify reusable analysis pipelines. The DAC facilitates the collection of
multi-modal measurements and the association of those with the task context, in a synchronised manner. The DAC consists of two providers: the sensing and the context
provider. The sensing providers can cover user interactions (i.e. mouse clicks) and
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physiological measures (i.e. eye movements, skin conductance). The context providers,
in turn, register events during the execution of an experimental task, e.g., events marking the start and end of sub-tasks (i.e. reading code).
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Fig. 1. The proposed architecture based on the selected requirements
The AC contains a vast amount of cleaning and analysis processes while new processes which extract new or existing measures can be incorporated. The AC enables
modular analysis pipelines meaning that analysis pipelines can be easily set up, e.g., a
pipeline to extract the eye blink rate from a stream of raw eye tracking data or to characterize pupillary responses to presented stimuli, and to replace cleaning and analysis
processes in the pipeline to compare the behaviour of different processes.
The SC is responsible to store the collected raw data, the task context, the meta-data
of the experiment (i.e, sampling rates and devices), the results of data analysis, and the
applied analysis pipelines.
Finally, the DC is a scheduling component and is responsible to ensure that the experiment is executed according to its definition. To do that, it controls the data flow
between the components (i.e., to retrieve, forward, and store data). Furthermore, the
DC can instantiate multiple data analysis pipelines to run in a parallel manner.
Next, we will present the interplay of the different components using the following
scenarios which are simple examples of how the software architecture can be useful.
-

-

Scenario 1: As a researcher, I would like to conduct (define, deploy, execute,
and analyse) experiments using neurophysiological measurements, e.g., combining pupillary response data obtained from eye tracking and EDA signals
obtained from GSR.
Scenario 2: As a researcher, I would like to replay previously collected data
from an experiment and I would like to use different analysis processes to
determine, for example, which one is able to predict the subject's task performance best.
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Fig. 2 presents the interplay of components for Scenario 1. The experiment uses eye
tracking and GSR measurements to investigate the understandability of IT artifacts
(collected by DAC). The collected raw measurements are received by the DC and
stored. Next, these data are forwarded to the AC components where cleaning and analysis processes take place. After each processing step the DC stores the results and potentially visualizes them.
In Fig. 3, the interplay of components for Scenario 2 is shown. The configured pipeline represents an experiment where previously collected data (from Scenario 1) will
be replayed to investigate the understandability of software artifacts, but in this case
different analysis pipelines are used. For example, different analysis processes could
be used to test which combination is better able to predict the subject's task performance.
DAC
Sensing Provider

AC
Cleaning

Analysis

DC

Content Provider

S
C

DCR graph

Visualize
Interpolate Data

Fixations

Noise Removal
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Fig. 2. Interplay of components: Scenario 1
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Interpolate Data

Smooth Spectrum

Eye blink rate

Smooth Spectrum

Noise Removal

Phasic

Fig. 3. Interplay of components: Scenario 2

The envisioned architecture supports researchers during all stages of the experimental cycle, i.e., experiment planning, experiment execution, and experiment analysis
by fulfilling the requirements set in Section 2 [16]. The suggested architecture supports
Multi-modal measurements collection (R1) by enabling the collection of neurophysiological measurements in a synchronised manner linked with the task context (cf. DAC).
Moreover, it provides a modular architecture supporting Extensible data analysis(R2)
with sub-components each representing a different data analyser (cf. AC). Additional
components can be added without influencing the functionality of other components.
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The analysis components are transparent (Transparent data analysis(R3)) due to their
open-source nature. Moreover, data analysis pipelines can be built that define the data
analysis process in a reusable manner using the EDC and can be later traced since a
history of those is maintained by the SC. Finally, the architecture supports Repeatable
data analysis(R4) since data can be replayed (cf. DC) and experiments can be repeated
using different analysis pipelines. Moreover, existing analysis pipelines can be reused
for different data sets. Additionally, the DC ensures the capability of comparing analysis pipelines, because it is designed for instantiating several analysis processes and run
those in a parallel manner. In conclusion, the proposed architecture supports the collection of neurophysiological measurements in a synchronised manner and supports the
extensible, transparent, and repeatable analysis of data including the comparison of
analysis processes.

4

Conclusions

This paper elaborates on the requirements and describes a preliminary software architecture that aids researchers conducting (defining, deploying, executing and analysing)
neurophysiological experiments in an extensible, transparent and repeatable manner.
While the collection and synchronisation of neurophysiological measurements is already well supported by existing software solutions, most software solutions only provide limited support to the extensible, transparent, and repeatable analysis of neurophysiological data. In particular, current solutions do not provide automatic means to
systematically compare different data analysis pipelines to obtain robust measures. As
a next step, we will start implementing a software framework for conducing neurophysiological experiments based on the proposed architecture (reusing available components where possible). The software framework, while emerging from our own research
in the SE and NeuroIS fields, is not specific to these communities and has the potential
for contributing in other research fields that have the challenge of obtaining robust
measures from neurophysiological measurements.
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Abstract. In this research-in-progress work we sketch a roadmap for the development of a novel machine-learning-based EEG software sensor. In the first
step we present the idea to unfold the EEG standard bandwidths in a more finegraded equidistant 99-point spectrum to improve accuracy when diagnosing
diseases. We use this novel pre-processing step prior to entering a Random Forests classifier. In the second step we evaluate the approach on alcoholism and
epilepsy and demonstrate that the approach outperforms all benchmarks. The
third step sketches a further improvement by replacing the hard-coded equidistant 99-point spectrum with a flexibly-grading spectrum. In the fourth step we
combine the flexibly-grading EEG spectrum, the spatial locations of the EEG
electrodes, and the EEG recording time to train an intelligent EEG software
sensor using self-organizing feature mapping. Our work contributes to NeuroIS
research by analyzing EEG as a bio-signal though a novel machine-learning approach.
Keywords: Electroencephalography, Random Forests, Spectral analysis, Machine Learning

1

Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) is the second most dominant tool in NeuroIS research [1]. While the “EEG reflects many thousands of simultaneously ongoing brain
processes” [2, p.917], EEG scholars widely use fixed bandwidths to analyze this
complex bio-signal (Fig. 1).
But the usage of very rigid and rough bandwidths substantially limits the capabilities when analyzing a complex signal. Müller-Putz et al. emphasized the following:
“Please note that the exact thresholds of these frequency bands vary in the scientific
literature and, hence, are, at least to some degree, subject to debate” [2, p.917].
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In this work we relax the limitation of rigid and rough bandwidths by proposing an
intelligent EEG software sensor that adapts to EEG information entropy. Instead of
using fixed EEG bandwidths, the software sensor uses an adaptable fine-graded spectrum.

Fig. 1. Fixed EEG frequency bands from [2, p.918]

2

Methodology

The whole work is embedded in the Information Systems design science framework [3]. In order to clearly contribute to NeuroIS research and show strong methodological rigor, we followed the NeuroIS guidelines described by vom Brocke et al.
[4].
We used two data sets for this work: An EEG data set with alcoholics collected by
Henry Begleiter and an epilepsy data set from the University of Bonn. The data set on
alcoholism comprised 122 subjects where brain activity was recorded at 256 Hz on 64
electrodes. The subjects completed 120 tests of different stimulation. The full alcoholism dataset is available from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learningdatabases/eeg-mld/eeg.html. For the epilepsy classification problem, four sets (A to
D) of the epilepsy data from the University of Bonn were selected. Each set consists
of 100 single channel EEG segments with duration of 23.6 seconds. These segments
were obtained from multichannel EEG recordings and were visually inspected for
artifacts triggered by eye movement or muscle activity. Sets A and B consist of EEG
images of healthy people, A with eyes open, B with eyes closed. Sets C and D were
measured on epileptics in the seizure-free state, D at the epileptogenic zone and C at
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the hippocampal formation of the opposite hemisphere. The sampling rate was
173.61Hz. The full epilepsy dataset is available from http://epileptologiebonn.de/cms/upload/workgroup/lehnertz/eegdata.html.
2.1

Step 1: Improve Random Forests classification by using the fine-graded
equidistant 99-point EEG spectrum

The Random Forests algorithm was proposed by Breiman [5]. It is a machine
learning classifier which is based on an ensemble (a bag) of unpruned decision trees
[6, p.268]. Ensemble methods are related to the concept that an aggregated decision
from various experts is often superior to a decision from a single system [7, p.35].
The final classification decision is built on the majority vote.
In the first step we unfolded the EEG standard bandwidths in a more fine-graded
equidistant 99-point spectrum, before entering this fine-graded spectrum into the
Random Forests classifier (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Entering the fine-grade 99-point EEG spectrum data into the Random Forests classifier

Before calculating the 99 equidistant fine-graded frequency power slices from 0.5
to 50Hz at a step of 0.5 Hz, all regular preprocessing operations have to be conducted
(including bandpass filtering, and ICA). Subsequently the power spectrum of each 0.5
Hz frequency band was calculated. For example, looking at the data of alcoholics, a
matrix with 122 subjects and 99 features each was created. Based on this data, the
Random Forests classifier was trained and classified according to the two classes
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"healthy" and "sick". In order to obtain a robust model and avoid overfitting, the 10fold cross validation was applied. For evaluation purposes, 25% of the data were
holding out. On these 25% of the data, which were not used for training the algorithm,
the final model was evaluated.
2.2

Step 2: Evaluate the improved Random Forests classifier on various
disease classification problems

In the second step we evaluated the improved Random Forests approach on various
illnesses such as alcoholism and epilepsy.
Alcoholism is a globally relevant addiction problem. Regular and long-term alcohol consumption leads to a reduction of brain cells and shrinkage of brain mass. Alcoholism affects abilities such as coordination, regulation of body temperature, sleep,
mood, cognitive abilities and memory [8], and its effects are reflected in EEG data
[9].
Epilepsy is one of the most common disorders of the central nervous system and
affects people of all ages, gender and ethnic backgrounds [10]. Epileptic seizures are
characterized by an unpredictable occurrence pattern and transient dysfunctions of the
central nervous system and excessive and synchronous abnormal locally neuronal
activity in the cortex [11].
2.3

Step 3: Transform the hard-coded 99-point EEG spectrum to a flexiblygrading spectrum

The third step sketches a further improvement by replacing the hard-coded equidistant 99-point spectrum by using a flexibly-grading spectrum based on information
entropy analysis using decision trees. Since the conceptual idea underlying a decision
tree is to recursively identify a predictor that allows the sample to be split in two subparts that are as homogeneous as possible with regard to the classification task at hand
[12, p. 537], decision tree analysis can be used to identify the importance of predictors
(here: fine-graded bands). More important bands will then be sub-split again to see if
these sub-splits are more effective compared to the original band.
2.4

Step 4: Build an intelligent EEG software sensor

In the fourth step the flexibly-grading EEG spectrum (dimension 1), the spatial locations of the EEG electrodes (dimension 2), and the EEG recording time (dimension
3) are used to train an intelligent EEG software sensor combining these three dimensions. Technically we use self-organizing feature mapping [13] – an unsupervised
learning approach mapping the input space (here: three dimensions partly with varying resolutions) to a low-dimensional (two-dimensional) sensor.
It was found that the natural representation of neural frequency sensors on the auditory cortex is nearly identical to the computational results of self-organizing feature
mapping (e.g. for bats [14]).
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3

Results

Here we report step 2 evaluation results on two diseases, i.e. alcoholism and epilepsy.
Table 1. Dataset-neutral comparison of diagnosis accuracies between our approach and the
existing benchmark to date on diagnosing alcoholism and epilepsy

Disease
Alcoholism

Epilepsy

Benchmark to date

Our accuracy to date

95.83 % by
Bajaj et al. [15]

97.40 %
(already published in [16])

98.45 % by
Mursalin et al. [10]

99.23 %
(in preparation for publishing)

As shown in Table 1 our approach outperforms the current benchmarks (for the
same datasets) and we nearly scrape the 100 % line.
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Discussion

Our first results demonstrate that, due to the massive aggregation of spectral data in
EEG analyses using fixed bands, predictive information is lost. Based on our improved fine-graded equidistant 99-point EEG spectrum we can reliably diagnose
globally relevant diseases and addictions such as epilepsy and alcoholism.
While our first results also challenge the medical – eventually outdated – EEG
standard bandwidths, we expect to gain more insights from step 3 (flexibly-grading
EEG spectrum).
We also expect new insights from step 4 since self-organizing feature maps are
useful for the visualization of high-dimensional bio-data on low-dimensional views.
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Limitation and future work

The main limitation is related to the fact that our ambitious work is a research-inprogress. Despite this we successfully evaluated our approach on two illnesses/addictions (epilepsy, alcoholism) with a very good level of accuracy; a more intensive evaluation of other diseases is needed. That is why in future work we will report
results for dementia, brain tumors, strokes, autism, insomnia, and anesthesia as well
as including step 3 and 4 results.
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In addition we plan




to re-evaluate previous studies on mental concepts such as cognitive
workload [17-24], concentration [25], mindfulness [26, 27], and personality [28-30] with the improved Random Forests algorithm,
to triangulate the intelligent EEG software sensor using other NeuroIS
sensors [31, 32], and,
to transfer our preprocessing step to convolutional neural network processing in completely other application domains [33-35].
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Abstract. In this research-in-progress paper, we propose a pilot study to investigate the
effect of symmetric web-design. Cognitive, affective, and behavioral impacts of symmetry
are investigated using EEG, skin conductance, heart-rate measures, and a questionnaire on
an experiment of 14 participants, each presented with 100 stimuli of symmetric (50) and
asymmetric (50) conditions in a random order. We expect to observe a longer sustained
posterior negativity in the Event-Related Potential (ERP), a higher emotional response, as
well as a higher visual appeal for the symmetric condition. Results are currently being
analyzed and will be presented at the conference.
Keywords: Visual Appeal, User Experience, EEG, Event-Related Potential (ERP),
Symmetry

1 Introduction
In website design, the visual appeal (equally called visual aesthetics or aesthetics [1]) of a
website is determined during the first 50 ms of viewing [1]. Visual aesthetics has been
defined as a multidimensional construct with two main factors: Classic Aesthetics and
Expressive Aesthetics [2]. One of the dimensions of the classic aesthetics is symmetry.
Symmetry has also been correlated with visual appeal in a number of studies about website
design [3, 4, 5, 6].
However, little is known about the role of symmetric web design on users’ first
impressions. To our knowledge, there are no studies examining the affective and cognitive
mechanisms involved in the relationship between symmetry and visual attractiveness. The
literature on first impressions in human-computer interaction have focused so far on higher
level factors such as visual appeal [1], but have not considered specific dimensions of appeal
such as symmetry as having an extensive role in users’ judgement. Understanding the role
of symmetry also has highly practical relevance and the findings could provide clear
recommendations for web designers. If the effect of symmetry on visual attractiveness is

found to be significant, web-designers could easily and virtually cost-free implement it to
improve their visual appeal to their customer base.
In order to examine the impact of symmetry, we developed a one-factor
(symmetric and control) within-subject experiment with 50 stimuli per condition. The pilot
study recorded electroencephalography (EEG) measures of 14 participants. We conducted
an event-related potential (ERP) analysis to extract information related to the first 800ms
after the presentation of the stimuli. Previous ERP studies have found that symmetry
modulates later components of the ERP, more specifically, sustained negativity is observed
after P1 and N1, typically from 220ms after the onset of the stimulus [7]. Additionally, we
recorded electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate (HR) measures to assess the emotional
states (arousal and valence) of the participants.
This study will provide preliminary results on the role of symmetry in visual
appeal, the mechanisms under which symmetry leads to better appreciation of a webpage,
therefore indicating for which scenarios designers should opt for symmetry depending on
their goals and audience.

2. Hypothesis Development
Symmetry has a long tradition of being synonymous with beauty and is typically studied in
the artistic field. It is in that context that Leder et al. [8] developed their psychological model
of aesthetic appreciation. They propose that symmetry, among other characteristics
(complexity, contrast, order, grouping), impacts our aesthetic judgment through a
continuous psychological evaluation that involves both implicit and explicit stages. When
examining a piece of artwork, individuals make an aesthetic judgment: They first integrate
the object of interest with their own experience through implicit memory integration, then
try to understand it through cognitive processing. For Leder et al. [8], aesthetic judgment is
the result of the evaluation of the artwork while aesthetic emotion is the byproduct of this
processing. One is related to the cognitive aspect, the other to the emotional one, but both
are involved when an individual is looking at a piece of artwork. We argue that the first
appraisal of the visual aesthetics of websites follows the same psychological process as the
appraisal of artwork.
Indeed, the design of a website has a dual purpose: being visually appealing and
being functional. Since we are considering the first impressions of a user viewing a website
in this study, the functional aspect will not be evaluated, only the visual aspect will be, and
a parallel can be drawn between experiencing the visual of a webpage and visual art.
Therefore, a potential mechanism under which symmetry impacts the visual appeal of a
website would be through a change in cognitive processing and emotional state. One aspect

of aesthetic judgment is understanding the image. Symmetry adds redundancy, and reduces
ambiguity [8], the website becomes more predictable. The individual will be able to faster
and more efficiently understand the image presented to him or her [8, 9]. This rapid
understanding could lead to higher satisfaction and affect the emotional state of the
individual. We already know that visual perception of symmetry alters brain rhythms [7]
and activates higher-order regions of the human brain [10]. As mentioned, previous studies
on symmetry have found that symmetry alters the ERP after 220ms and results in sustained
posterior negativity (SPN) [7]. Leder et al. [8] suggest an effect on the emotional state but
no automatic emotional response to symmetry have been observed with neurophysiological
tools so far [7]. However, behavioural measures suggest a positive affective response [11].
Overall, this led to the development of the following hypotheses:
H1: Symmetry positively impacts the perceived visual appeal of a webpage (vs.
asymmetry).
H2: Symmetric webpage results in a longer SPN (vs. asymmetric).
H3: Symmetric webpage induces a higher emotional response (vs. asymmetric).

3 Event-Related Pilot Study
3.1 Symmetry and Asymmetry
Bilateral symmetry has been chosen due to its practical relevance in web design.
Considering that most, if not all, websites allow the user to scroll down the page, it is
difficult to consider a horizontally symmetric design for the purpose of this study. We refer
to vertical symmetry in this study, other types of symmetry could be considered, however
as this is the first study to examine this question, vertical symmetry has interesting
properties in practice as mentioned.
In our experimental design, to be considered symmetric, the main component of
the webpage has to be divided in the middle by an imaginary vertical line. Both sides of the
line would have similar elements (i.e., buttons menu, text, images) that perform functions
that have equal weight and importance to the user. For example, if an image has a form to
fill only on one side and other types of content on the other side, the stimulus will not be
considered symmetric (Fig1a and 1b). To test the validity of the stimuli, the full set was
presented to three independent coders who had to sort the 100 stimuli under the symmetric
or asymmetric condition. An average of 82% correct result was achieved and was

considered salient enough to proceed with the pilot study. The stimuli are all screenshots of
real websites. All have won awards in web-design in 2018 or were presented as an example
of good design on specialized websites. This ensured that both conditions were of the same
quality on average and limited bias in stimuli creation. They are all homepages with a
limited amount of text to avoid inducing a high cognitive load through content.

Fig. 1a. Two examples of symmetric design

Fig. 1b. Two examples of asymmetric design
3.2 Experimental Design
An event-related study was conducted with 14 participants (6 male, 8 female; average age
23.4). The experimental task is illustrated in Figure 1. One factor was tested over two
conditions, symmetry and control (i.e., asymmetry). A total of 100 stimuli were presented
to each participant in a within-subject experimental design (a total of 1400 ERP responses
recorded). For each stimulus presented during 5 sec, a perceptual question regarding the
visual appeal of the page on a 5-point Likert scale was asked to the participant, with no time
limit, then a fixation cross was displayed for 1 sec before the presentation of the next
stimulus. The perceptual question followed previous methodology [12] and consisted in
rating the visual appeal of the website using a scale of 1 to 5 from ”very unattractive” to
”very attractive”. The presentation of the stimuli was randomized over the two conditions.
The total duration of the experiment was 15 minutes, then a short questionnaire (age,
gender, experience in design, and interest in art) was presented to the participant. They then

were thanked for their participation and received a small financial compensation. The
project was approved by the ethics committee of our institution.
3.3 Apparatus
We recorded event-related potential using EEG measurements. Electrodermal activity and
heart rate were recorded with a Biopac MP 150 system (Biopac Systems Inc., Santa Barbara,
CA). The participants were filmed during the completion of the task to allow facial analysis
with FaceReader (Noldus Information Technology Inc, Wageningen, The Netherlands).
The EEG data were acquired with BrainVision BrainAmp (Brain Products CmbH,
Germany) with 32 electrodes, at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. The software ePrime (eStudio
3.0, Psychology Software Tools) installed on a Windows 10 computer controlled the timing
and presentation of stimuli. Time markers corresponding to the stimuli presentation were
sent by ePrime to Brain Vision responsible for the recording of the EEG. Responses were
given via a USB keyboard. The EEG data were reduced to segments of -200 ms to 800 ms
around the stimulus onset for ERP analysis.

Fig. 2. Experimental task

4. Ongoing work
The results of the pilot study are currently being analyzed with SPSS 25.0.0.1 to test the
three hypotheses. First, for the perceptual question regarding the relationship between
symmetry and visual appeal, a repeated measure ANCOVA test will be run between the
symmetric and the asymmetric conditions, with the results of the questionnaire as
covariates. To test our second hypothesis, we will examine whether sustained posterior
negativity is observed under the symmetric condition doing an ERP analysis. Last, we will
test whether symmetry induces a higher emotional response by doing a repeated measure
ANCOVA of emotional arousal on symmetry, with the results of the questionnaires as
covariates. Additional post-hoc analysis may include coding each of the stimuli under
additional factors such as color, text quantity, composition rules (golden ratio, three tiers
rules, etc.) which could potentially be impacting the visual attractiveness rating as well. We
are also considering testing if there are different cognitive mechanisms underlying the
visual attractiveness. We will be grouping the ERPs that correspond to a low to medium
rating (1, 2, 3), and high rating (4, 5) to test if the cognitive mechanisms are the same or
different under the two categories. Preliminary results will be presented at the NeuroIS
conference and feedback will help to prepare the main study.
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Abstract. We conducted a lab-based experiment to investigate relationship between multiple criteria used in information relevance judgments and eye fixation
behavior on search engine results. We collected eye-tracking data and conducted
gaze-cued retrospective think-aloud (RTA). Data from RTA was coded with criteria used by participants in judging search results as relevant. The criteria were
analyzed in relation to search engine result page (SERP) sequence and result rank
on SERPs. The results of our study aligned with previous research, showing the
effect of result rank on SERPs. Our results newly showed that specific source and
topicality were the two most often used criteria for relevance judgments. Specific
source was the most often used criteria initially but was then surpassed by topicality on subsequent SERPs and on lower result ranks. On first SERPs, fixation
duration was significantly longer on results judged on topicality than on specific
source. Pupils dilated significantly on the top ranked result on most SERP pages.
Keywords: information relevance, eye-tracking, retrospective think aloud.
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Introduction

The ways in which people access news have changed rapidly. Twenty years ago,
only 12% of the U.S. adults accessed news online, while in recent years nearly 81% of
news readers access them online. With the autonomy people have in selecting online
news, it is vital to understand how they judge the relevance of online news information.
In the present study, we investigate the relevance criteria participants used to select
relevant news results on SERPs. We discuss how the relevance criteria judgment
changes in search task session on subsequent SERPs (these could be re-visits or new
SERPs) and on results at different ranks on SERPs and how fixations and pupil dilation
differ on them. We investigate the following research questions:
RQ-1: What are the criteria people use to make relevance judgments on online news
search results?
RQ-2: What are the patterns of criteria use in making relevance judgments in task
session in relation to the order of SERPs and result rank on SERPs?
RQ-3: What are the differences in eye-tracking measures on search result snippets
(AOIs) between criteria and SERP sequential number and result rank?

2

Related Work

In information retrieval (IR), relevance is a vital but complex concept that aids an IR
system to retrieve relevant information and, on the user side, relates to the process of
human relevance judgment. Given its complexity, previous studies [2, 12, 13] had described two characteristics of relevance: multidimensionality and dynamics. Multidimensionality of relevance refers to the (potentially) many criteria used in relevance
assessment, while dynamics refers to how the perception of relevance can change over
time for the same user [2]. To research relevance multidimensionality, Zhang et al. [14]
applied crowdsourcing and structural equation modeling to verify the five relevance
criteria: reliability, topicality, scope, novelty, understandability. Gerjets et al. [Error!
Reference source not found.] conducted a search-task experiment by using preselected Google-like search result pages and analyzed five concepts of relevance: topicality, up-to-dateness, credibility, scope, and design. Past studies had also identified the
criteria as either being positive or negative, and aggregated relevance criteria used per
judgment on the spectrum from non-relevant, partial relevant, to relevant [6, 11]. Furthermore, users were found to use single criterion to judge non-relevant and partially
relevant information while four or five criteria were used to evaluate relevant documents. Balatsoukas et al. [1] describe an extensive study of relevance and eye-tracking
measures. They showed that users expend more cognitive effort (more frequent and
longer fixations) on non-relevant document surrogates. Limitations of their study was
the use of only a limited set of eye movement based features (fixation duration and
number of fixations), a cut-off of fixations shorter than 200ms, and the use of concurrent talk-aloud method that likely affected the fixation durations. The process of applying multiple relevance criteria has been theorized by da Costa Pereira et al. [3], who
have proposed a mathematical model of how multiple relevance criteria can be hypothetically aggregated and weighted in their application by users. However, this proposal
have not been validated with users.
In summary, there have been studies focusing on the multidimensional aspects of
relevance, but there is scarcity of research with a focus on how readers apply relevance
criteria to search results in relation to eye fixations on these results. To bridge this gap,
we conducted a lab-based experiment and used eye-tracking and retrospective thinkaloud to answer our research questions.

3

Method

40 participants recruited on university campus took part in the study (26 females; mean
age 24 (sd=8)). Native English speakers with no vision correction were recruited. Participants were additionally screened for their below medium familiarity with search
topics. Since news information is time sensitive, we wanted participants to search for
information related to recent news. Tobii TX-300 eye-tracker was used to capture participants’ eye fixations and pupil size. The study was conducted in Information eXperience (IX) Lab at the School of Information, University of Texas at Austin.

Procedure. Participants received short instructions on the study, read and signed the
consent form, and filled in demographic information. The experiment presentation was
controlled and data collected by iMotions software. Each participant performed four
assigned search tasks presented in randomized order on following topics: Zika virus,
Brexit, 2016 Summer Olympics, and Bob Dylan Nobel Prize award. For each task,
first, a search task scenario was displayed. Next, participants searched from Google
home page. While performing search, participants were asked to save and annotate
pages they thought were relevant. After each task an RTA interview was conducted by
replaying session recording from iMotions and recording it using Camtasia. Participants were asked to recall their thoughts while viewing their search task sessions with
overlaid eye-gaze. Thus, the researcher was able to point participants to SERP results
they actually looked at. The experiment took 1.5 to 2 hours to complete.

Fig 1. Example search results page (SERP) with AOIs drawn on individual results. The example shows results for Bob Dylan Nobel Prize award task.
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Data Analysis and Results

The RTA sessions were transcribed and coded (using content analysis) by one researcher using MAXQDA software. 19 codes were established. After the initial coding
system was established, a second researcher verified 60% of the coded transcripts. The
final coding system was reviewed by the first and an additional third researcher until
agreement was reached. The analysis focused on relevance criteria used on SERP results selected as relevant, on the differences in criteria used on subsequent SERPs, on
results by rank, and on eye fixations on individual search result AOIs on 1260 SERPs
visited by participants. Dynamic AOIs were created manually in iMotions software on
each individual search result that was viewed by participants producing 2,988 AOIs.
After considering eye-tracking data quality (bad quality was data marked by Tobii eyetracker with validity>1), this number was further reduced to 2,460. These AOI were
similar size, typically 4 or 5 lines of text (Figure 1).

Fig 2. Criteria [%] used by the order of SERP visits (left) and per result rank (right).

Relevance criteria used on SERPs. The percentage of relevance criteria used was calculated. Low frequency criteria (< 0.05%) were excluded from further analysis, leaving
fourteen criteria codes. The top six criteria used when selecting a result on SERPs were:
specific source (28%), topicality ( 27.8%), rank (9.4%), credibility (6%), familiarity
(4.9%), and recency (4.3%). Specific source was defined as: the origin of the news
information, such as BBC or CNN; topicality: the aboutness of the news content to the
topic of a user’s query [8]; rank: the order of all snippets (ads and news included) on
the search engine results pages; credibility: the trustworthiness and expertise of the
news source and its content [4]; familiarity: the subjective feeling of having the
knowledge or past experience with the news source or news topic; recency: the closeness of the date when the news information was published in relation to the current date
or the timeframe when the news events occurred. Figure 2 shows the criteria used by
the order of SERP visits (left) and per result rank (right). Specific source and topicality

were the two most often used criteria on irrespective of the order of SERP visit and
result rank.
Relevance criteria and eye-tracking measures. During RTA sessions, participants
referred to criteria used on whole SERPs or to individual results on SERPs. Our further
analysis is focused on individual SERP results – 432 manually created AOIs matched
the criteria. The horizontal size of these AOI was the same, while the vertical size was
relatively uniform (mean=115 px (s.e.=2.1); median=104 px). A single criterion was
used to make judgment on selected results in 61.6% of cases. Surprisingly, there was
no difference in fixation durations or counts between the use of single criterion vs.
multiple criteria. To investigate differences in eye-tracking measures between individual relevance criteria we further consider individual search result AOIs with single criteria applied. There were 337 such AOI-single-criterion pairs. Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was used to test the differences. No difference were found on all SERP
pages tested together. When examining individual orders of SERPs, significant difference was found on the first SERP page (Table 1), but not on other subsequent SERP
pages. Post-hoc tests (Wilcoxon rank sum test) revealed that the difference on first
SERPs was due to significantly longer fixations on topically judged results compared
with results judged by recency or familiarity. The difference between topical and specific source (p=.059) and rank was approaching significance. For fixation counts, topicality criterion had significantly more fixations associated with it than the specific
source or recency.
Table 1. Eye-tracking measures by relevance criterion (for first SERP visited)
K-W

Specific
source (S)

Topicality
(T)

Recency
(R)

Familiarity
(F)

Credibility
(C)

Rank
(P)

2(df), p

Total fixation duration Mean(sd)

3055
(2127)

5333
(9523)

2713
(3954)

2238
(1076)

4031
(2706)

2608
(1700)

13.1(5)
p=.02

Fixation count
Mean(sd)

13
(9.7)

24
(44)

10
(13)

11.
(6)

16
(10)

12.
(7)

12.2(5)
p=0.032

Norm. pupil dilation Mean(sd)

.0001
(.058)

-.019
(.05)

-.013
(.03)

-.003
(.05)

-.008(
.045)

.005
(.036)

6.9(5)
p=.22

Wilcoxon pairwise. T&S, T&P fix dur .05<p<.1; T&R, T&F p<.01; fixation count T&R p<.01, T&S p=.02

We next investigated eye-tracking measures in relation to result ranks. Only normalized
relative pupil change in diameter (using procedure described in [Error! Reference
source not found.]) was found to differ significantly on all SERPs (K-W: 2(df):
74.8(10), p=.0001) and on first and second SERPs. There were too few data points on
lower ranked results and on subsequent SERPs to perform analysis. The normalized
pupil dilation on top result across all SERPs was .0264(sd=.046), while on results at
rank 2-10 it ranged from -.06 (at rank 10) to -.0044 (at rank 2). All pairwise comparisons between rank 1 and lower result ranks were significant at p<.0001, except for rank
6 where p=.006. When considering SERP 1 and 2 separately, the same pattern was
observed, pupil dilated significantly on the top ranked result.

5

Discussion

Unlike previous study [5], we found that participants most often used a single criterion
to judge relevant information. The finding may be due to the difference in tasks. In [5]
participants were asked to search for personal needed information, which may require
more criteria to identify what’s relevant. For news related searches in our study, participants were most frequently able to determine the relevance of result surrogates on
SERPs based on specific source and topicality.
The use of topicality decreased as the number of criteria used increased. The use of
specific source remained above 30%, regardless of the number of criteria used. Interestingly, the emphasis on credibility increased as more criteria were used to make relevance judgments. The results also indicate that when participants used more criteria,
the specific source was always an important concern. When multiple criteria were used,
specific source and topicality co-occurred most often.
The use of relevance criteria in relation to the order of SERP visits in search session
and result rank on SERPs showed the highest use of specific source followed by topicality on the first visited SERPs and the top result ranks on SERPs. However, after the
first visited SERPs in search session and on lower result ranks, the use of topicality
increased and surpassed the use of specific source. Our results also coincided with previous studies [7, 14] showing the effect of result rank on information selection on
SERPs: participants are inclined to select the top ranked results.
Longer fixation durations and counts on topically judged search results as compared
with when other relevance criteria were applied indicate that results need to be considered more thoroughly in order to judge their topicality than to judge their source. That
is intuitively understandable. One could speculate that searchers may be applying relevance criteria in parallel (possibly not realizing that they are doing so) and that criterion
which is fastest to satisfy wins, and a decision is made. This speculation is supported
by no significant difference in fixation duration between the use of single relevance
criterion and multiple criteria. We believe that this is the first time such relationships
were demonstrated empirically. Pupil dilation has been associated with mental workload [9] and interest [10]. Significantly more dilated pupils on top search results are a
likely indication of more mental effort invested in processing the top result by searchers
and, also, of more interest. Bias towards considering top search results is well known
in information search and retrieval.

6

Conclusion

When assessing online news results on SERPs, credibility was, surprisingly, not the
first criterion participants used to select news. Our results showed that the news' specific
source and topicality were the two most often used criteria to make relevance judgment.
This result is also shown when participants make judgment on subsequent SERPs and
result rank on SERPs, with specific source most used initially but then replaced by
topicality on subsequent SERPs and on lower results ranks. We found significant difference in fixation durations and counts between relevance criteria and in pupil dilation

at top vs. lower ranked results. We believe that this is the first study to examine relationship between relevance criteria and eye-tracking measures at the level of individual
search results.
One of the limitations of the study is the use of assigned tasks and their relatively
small number. In future work, we will further analyze the eye-movement data and relate
participants’ eye-movement patterns with their relevance judgments. The analysis is
expected to provide a comprehensive understanding of how news readers judge online
news information.
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Abstract. In this paper the effect of a humor therapy is modeled based on a Network-Oriented Modeling approach. Humor therapy is a mindfulness therapy
which has been used since many years ago, when Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi1 as a Persian scientist who used humor theory to distinguish one
contagious disease from another, to make stressed individuals more relaxed. The
presented adaptive temporal-causal network model addresses the computational
modeling of humor therapy for a person who in the first step triggers two incongruent beliefs in order to get the humor from a humor context to overcome an
ongoing stressful event. This happens by showing a comedy movie. As a result,
the stress level in the body reduces. Hebbian learning is incorporated to
strengthen the effect of the humor therapy.
Keywords: Cognitive temporal-causal network model, Hebbian learning, extreme emotion, humor therapy, mindfulness.

1

Introduction

To handle stress and its consequences for mental and physical health, often mindfulness
therapies are considered. A wide variety of such therapies working according to different mechanisms, is available, some of which have been analyzed by computational
modeling; for example, see [27, 33-35]. The current paper addresses humor therapy. In
the Oxford English Dictionary [23], humor is defined as ‘That quality of action, speech,
or writing which excites amusement; oddity, jocularity, facetiousness, comicality, fun’.
Examples of contexts of humor are funny films, audio and videotapes of humorous
songs, or reading materials. Humor is considered when a driver like a comedy movie,
triggers mental action involving cognitive and affective mental states, and often responses like mirth and laughter, which is the most common conducting expression of a
jocular experience [12].
As has been described in [20], humor has psychological, social, emotional, behavioral, and cognitive components. Graceful emotional feeling are usually the result of
humor and laughter [22]. Humor therapy has been considered as one of the distraction
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techniques, one of the remarkable uses of cognitive-bahavioral techniques, in pain management and control [14, 1]. In [26] it has been noted that:
‘In light of the light prevalence of chronic pain and its impact on physical and psychological
perspectives among older people, the use of humor therapy as a means of reducing pain and
loneliness as well as increasing happiness and life satisfaction is very appealing. ’ [26], p.3.

Several minutes of powerful laughter generate results similar to exercising on a rowing
machine or bicycle for about 10-15 minutes [5]. The reason is just because of releasing
endorphins after an intensive laugh. In [10] the meaning of humor is defined.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the neuropsychological principles of
the effects of stress and the parts of the brain which deal with stress are addressed, and
the mechanisms by which humor can affect this. In Section 3 the adaptive temporalcausal network model is introduced. In Section 4 the simulation results of the model
are discussed. Finally, Section 5 is a discussion.

2

Neuropsychological Principles

In [12, 31] it has been illustrated that humor and laughter make lung capacity increase,
abdominal muscles strengthen and also immunoglobulin A increment, the antibody
which is generated by our immune system. Also, as it is declared in [1, 25] natural
killer activity such as immunoglobulin G immunoglobulin M levels increases for 12
hours since laughter or other humorous encounters and as stated in [1] the results of
humor are also reduction in cortisol, increase in hormones and epinephrine and these
changes are beneficial to the person’s health. The continuous use of humor results in
betterment in pain thresholds [13]. As stated in [3] the left amygdala is responsible for
conscious and cognitively controlled emotional actions and the right amygdala is involved in unconscious and automatic emotional actions. Therefore in [18] it has been
found that left amygdala activation will return the tendency of humor.
Pathways between Amygdala and other brain parts has been discovered: Amygdala and
orbitofrontal cortex for discrimination of the valence, amygdala and cingulate cortex
for computing an object’s biological value, amygdala and anterior insula for emotional
feelings, and amygdala and (colliculus and pulvinar) for filtering out a distractor driver
[19]. Release of endorphins in the brain assists to control the pain as has been described
in [7, 32]. In [4] it has been claimed that managing the pain accompanied with humor
is more effective than managing the pain on itself. Also, in treatment of patients qualitive research described in [2, 9] supports the impacts of humor. As has been mentioned
in [18] there are eight psychological benefits of humor based upon available quantitative and qualitive evidence in literatures discussed in [2]:
‘1. Humor reduces anxiety. 2. Humor reduces tension. 3. Humor reduces stress. 4. Humor reduces depression. 5. Humor reduces loneliness. 6. Humor improves self-esteem. 7. Humor restores hope and energy. 8. Humor provides a sense of empowerment and control. ’ [2]

As mentioned in [5, 6] there are seven particular physiological gains that consists of
central nervous, muscular, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, immune, and cardiovascular systems. In much literature it has been claimed that there is a dual way architecture
between sensory information and amygdala [15, 19].
In [24] it has been found that a positive emotional driver like pleasant taste or happy
faces and a negative driver such as tremulous faces, sad faces or angry faces will acti-
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vate the amygdala. There are differences in the experience of humor in relation to individual differences in personality, character strengths, age, gender, language, and culture. Research described in [10] has considered functional aspects of humor, such as its
role in creativity, emotion regulation, and group cohesion. In [21] the incongruity and
control state between them.

3

The Adaptive Temporal-Causal Network Model

First the Network-Oriented Modelling approach used to model this process is briefly
explained. As discussed in detail in [28, Ch 2] this approach is based on temporal-causal
network models which can be represented at two levels: by a conceptual representation
and by a numerical representation. These three notions form the defining part of a conceptual representation of a temporal-causal network model:
 Strength of a connection X,Y Each connection from a state X to a state Y has a
connection weight value X,Y representing the strength of the connection, often between 0 and 1, but sometimes also below 0 (negative effect) or above 1.
 Combining multiple impacts on a state cY(..) For each state (a reference to) a
combination function cY(..) is chosen to combine the causal impacts of other states
on state Y.
 Speed of change of a state Y For each state Y a speed factor Y is used to represent how fast a state is changing upon causal impact.
In Fig. 1 the conceptual representation of the temporal-causal network model is depicted. A brief explanation of the states used is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Explanation of the states in the model
World (body) state of extreme emo-

X1

wsee tion ee

X2

ssee treme emotion ee

Sensor state of body state for exWorld state for stress-inducing context c

X3

wsc

X4

ssc Sensor state for c (perceiving c)
Sensory representation state of body
state for extreme emotion ee
Sensory representation state of context c
Feeling state for extreme emotion ee
Preparation state for response of extreme emotion ee
Execution state (bodily expression)
for response of extreme emotion ee
Sensory representation of body state
b

X5

srsee

X6

srsc

X7

fsee

X8

psee

X9

esee

X10

srsb

X11

psb Preparation state of body state b

X15
X16
X17

sslaugh

Sensor state of laughing

ssincrease_lung_ca- Sensor state of increasing the
pacity

lung capacity

ssstr_abdominal_mus- Sensor state of stretching of
cle

X18 srsimmunoglobulia A

abdominal muscle
Sensory representation of immunoglobulin A

X19 Epinephrine_inc Hormone increasing
X20

Cortisol_reduc Hormone reduction

X21

cs

X22

bsa1

First Belief

X23

bsa2

Second Belief

X24

pslaugh

X25

psstr_abdominal

X12 wsc_m World state of comedy movie

X26

psincrease

X13 ssc_m Sensor state of comedy movie

X27

eslaugh

Control state

Preparation state for laughing
Preparation state for abdominal
Preparation state for increasing lung capacity
Execution state of laughing
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Sensory representation state of com-

X14 srsc_m edy movie

X28

psstr

Preparation state of starting
humor movie

Execution state of starting humor

X29 esstr movie

Next, the elements of the conceptual representation shown in Fig. 1 are explained in
some more detail.
States
srsee

wsc_m

ssc_m
srslaugh

srsincrease lung_capacity

srsstr_abdominal_muscle

bsa1
bsa2

cs

srsimmunoglobuliA
eslaughter
epinephrine_inc
cortisol_reduc

Table 2. States and their relations to domain literature
Principles
Quotation, References
Sensory representation ‘The dACC was activated during the observe condition.
of the body state for the The dACC is associated with attention and the ability to
extreme emotion
accurately detect emotional signals.’ [16], p. 12.
‘Humor can refer to a stimulus such as a comedy film, a
World state of comedy
mental process such as perception, or a response such as
movie
laughter and exhilaration’ [26] p. 2.
‘Humor can refer to a mental process such as perception,
Sensor state of comedy
or a response such as laughter and exhilaration.’ [26], p.
movie
4.
Sensory representation ‘Humor and laughter are typically associated with a pleasant emotional feeling.’ [20], p. 610.
state of laughing
‘Humor has been shown to increase lung capacity,
Sensory representation
strengthen abdominal muscles, and increase immunoof increasing lung caglobulin A, which is one of the major antibodies produced
pacity
by the immune system.’ [12], [31], [26].
‘Humor has been shown to increase lung capacity,
Sensory representation
strengthen abdominal muscles, and increase immunoof strengthening of abglobulin A, which is one of the major antibodies produced
dominal muscle
by the immune system.’ [12], [31], [26], p. 2.
‘Cognitive theories typically analyze the structural properties of humorous stimuli or the way they are processed;
Two belief states for
sometimes these two levels are also mixed up. Perhaps betwo incongruent interginning with Aristotle, incongruity was considered to be a
pretations as a basis for
necessary condition for humor. From this perspective, hugetting humor from the
mor involves the bringing together of two normally disparcomedy movie
ate ideas, concepts, or situations in a surprising or unexpected manner.’ [21], p.24-25.
‘Only possible incongruities can be resolved completely
while for an impossible incongruity only a partial resoluControl state for resolvtion is possible, and a residue of incongruity is left. The
ing the ingruency of the
definitions of incongruity (“… a conflict between what is
two beliefs
expected and what actually occurs in the joke”)’ [21],
p.24-25.
‘Humor has been shown to increase lung capacity,
Sensory representation strengthen abdominal muscles, and increase immunoof immunoglobulin A globulin A, which is one of the major antibodies produced
by the immune system.’ [12], [31], [26], p. 2.
‘Laughter is the most common behavioral expression of a
Execution state of
humorous experience.’ [3], [26], p. 2.
laughing
‘Humor causes reductions in cortisol, growth hormones,
Hormone
epinephrine.’ [1], p. 2.
Hormone

‘Humor causes reductions in cortisol, growth hormones,
epinephrine.’ [1], p. 3.

The described conceptual representation defines a numerical representation of the network model as follows [35, Ch 2]:
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 at each time point t each state Y in the model has a real number value in the interval
[0, 1], denoted by Y(t)
 at each time point t each state X connected to state Y has an impact on Y defined
as impactX,Y(t) = X,Y X(t) where X,Y is the weight of the connection from X to Y
 The aggregated impact of multiple states Xi on Y at t is determined using a
combination function cY(..):
aggimpactY(t) = cY(impactX1,Y(t), …, impactXk,Y(t))
= cY(X1,YX1(t), …, Xk,YXk(t))
where Xi are the states with connections to state Y
 The effect of aggimpactY(t) on Y is exerted over time gradually, depending on
speed factor Y:
Y(t+t) = Y(t) + Y [aggimpactY(t) - Y(t)] t
or
dY(t)/dt = Y [aggimpactY(t) - Y(t)]
 Thus, the following difference and differential equation for Y are obtained:
Y(t+t) = Y(t) + Y [cY(X1,YX1(t), …, Xk,YXk(t)) - Y(t)] t
dY(t)/dt = Y [cY(X1,YX1(t), …, Xk,YXk(t)) - Y(t)]
For states the following combination functions cY(…) were used, the identity function
id(.) for states with impact from only one other state, and for states with multiple impacts the scaled sum function ssum(…) with scaling factor , or the advanced logistic
sum function alogistic,(…) with steepness  and threshold .
id(V) = V
ssum(V1, …, Vk) = (V1, …, Vk)/
alogistic,(V1, …, Vk) = [(1/(1+e–σ(V1+ … + Vk -))) – 1/(1+eσ)] (1+e–σ)
The Hebbian Learning considered here makes that the strength  of an adaptive connection between states X1 and X2 is adjusted using the following Hebbian Learning rule,
taking into account a maximal connection strength 1, a learning rate η > 0 and a persistance factor ≥ 0, and activation levels X1(t) and X2(t) (between 0 and 1) of the two
states involved. The first expression is in differential equation format, the second one
in difference equation format:
d(t)/dt = η [X1(t) X2(t) (1- (t)) - (1-)(t)]
(t + ∆𝑡) = (t) + η [X1(t) X2(t) (1 - (t)) - (1-)(t)] ∆𝑡

4

Example Simulation

An example simulation of this process is shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Table 3 shows the
connection weights used, where the values for the Hebbian learning connection is the
initial value as this weight is adapted over time. The time step was t = 1. The scaling
factors  for the states with more than one incoming connection are also depicted in
Table 3. In the scenario, the comedy movie is used as a basis for the humor therapy to
decrease the level of the extreme emotion of the stressed individual.
Table 3. Connection weights for the example simulation
Connection weight
Value
Connection Weight
Value
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2
1
0
1

3
1
1
1

 4

12


 5
1
13
1

 
1
14
1

 
1
15


8 
1
16
-0.01

6
Connection Weight
Value
Connection Weight
Value
Connection Weight
Value
Connection Weight

17







18
1






19
1






20







Value











Connection Weight
Value
















state

state


X5
2
X25
3

X8
2
X26
2

X11
1.55

X15
3

X16
1

21
1






X17
2

22
1






23
1






 

X22
2

24
-1

1

1



X23
2

Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of the adaptive temporal-causal network model
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of the Humor therapy

The comedy movie gets a role from time around 1300 and finishes around 2200. After
giving some time to the stressed individual to watch and sense the humor in the movie,
the preparation and sensory representation of emotion starts to have a role and after
internally being emotional she starts laughing from time around 1400 as an as-if loop
from preparation state of watching movie and starts laughing (X15 and X16 and X17 as
sensory representation states of laughing, sslaugh, ssincrease_lung_capacity, ssstr_abdominal_muscle ).
The reduction of the stress level continues until the time around 3000 to become in the
equilibrium level from 0.9 to just 0.4 (low-level of stress).
The results for adaptivity of the connection between sensory representation of
stretching the abdominal muscle and the preparation state of a relaxed body state b has
been shown in Figure 3. As can been seen in Figure 3 the adaptivity improves the effect
of the Humor therapy and make it stable after finishing the therapy at time around 3000.

Fig. 3. Simulation results of adaptivity of Humor therapy (X17 – X11)

5

Conclusion

In this paper an adaptive cognitive temporal-causal network model of a mindfulness
therapy based on humor to decrease the level of stress of individual with extreme stress
was presented. Due to Hebbian learning the model is adaptive by which the influence
becomes stronger over time. A variety of simulations were executed one of which was
presented in the paper. Findings from Neuroscience and psychology were taken into
account in the design of the adaptive cognitive model. This literature reports experiments and measurements of humor therapy for emotion-induced conditions as addressed from a computational perspective in the current paper.

8
This model can be used as the basis of a virtual agent model to get insight in such
processes and to consider certain support or treatment of individuals and prevent some
stress-related disorders that otherwise might develop.
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Abstract. It is well-received that human decision mechanism involves two
processes: intuition and deliberation, which is also known as faster system 1 and
slower system 2. A large volume of research has used this mechanism to interpret
human decision behavior and the activation of associated bran regions in different
scenarios. Recently, a trend of brain image research is to focus not on the role of
individual brain areas but on the network of area connectivity. The purpose of
this research is hence to explore how different brain regions are connected when
these different decision processes are activated. In particular, we conduct a metaanalysis to build new knowledge on existing published primary research to
construct neural networks associated with these dual processes. The social
network analysis is used for this meta-analysis and results will be reported.
Keywords: Neural correlation, dual decision process, brain network analysis
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Introduction

Classical economic theory assumes that human decisions are rational. This, however,
has been falsified as more and more evidence indicates that human behaviors are not
totally rational. Instead, decisions are made by the collaboration of two brain
mechanisms: one is faster, affective, and intuitive; while the other is slower, rational
and deliberative. They are called “system 1” versus “system 2” [1]; “automatic” versus
“controlled” [2]; or “reflexive” (automatic system x) and “reflective” (controlled
system c) [3]. System 1 is more automatic and heuristics-based, while system 2 is more
deliberate and logical. This dual-process mechanism has also been adopted extensively
in numerous research and conceptualized into a few major theories, such as the
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) [4, 5], the Heuristic-Systematic Model (HSM)
[2, 6] and Heuristic-Analytic Model [7]. We also have empirical findings that show the
existence of different brain regions are activated when solving different problems (e.g.,
[8, 9]). A number of prior studies have revealed that these two systems coexist and are
employed in different decision tasks. Different brain regions are recruited and
collaborated together to solve problems.

A large volume of papers in business and decision sciences have been published
based on the dual process theories. However, most of them are behavioral in nature that
derives interpretations from questionnaire survey or experimental data.
Recent development in cognitive neural science has allowed us to further examine
how different brain areas are activated through the use of special instruments such as
functional magnetic reasoning Imaging (fMRI) to better understand this dual systems
model. Many research results under different contexts have been reported, but different
experimental settings and the complexity of the human brains often result in
inconsistent observations that are hard to see the full picture.
The purpose of this study is to conduct a meta-analysis on existing studies that
adopted the dual systems theory to develop a better understanding of how these two
subsystem works. We collected experimental results of published literature and
aggregated their findings with the social network analysis, which is a data mining
technique used for finding relationships among objects. The circuits of both subsystems
are derived and evaluated. The result allows us to better understand the collaboration
of brain areas in these two systems.

2

Literature Review

2.1

The Dual-Process Accounts of Cognitive Processing

Given the popularity of the dual-process theory, Evans [10] reviewed literature
extensively to describe features from consciousness, age of evolution, functional
characteristics, and individual differences. Key features associated with System 1 are
automatic, experiential, heuristic, implicit, intuitive, holistic, reflexive, and impulsive;
while key features associated with System 2 are controlled, rational, systematic, explicit,
analytic, rule-based, and reflective. System 1 is the mechanism for fast reacting while
System 2 is the slow system for deliberation and rational thinking.
While a large volume of empirical research has been published based on theories
derived from this dual-process model, most of them are based on behavioral studies.
Recently, the development of neuroscience, particularly the use of functional Magnetic
Resource Imaging, fMRI) instrument that allows for analyzing brain images, has
motived many studies to examine whether different brain mechanisms actually exist in
human decision making. For instance, Kuo et al. [8] found that the middle frontal gyrus,
the inferior parietal lobule, and the precuneus were more activated in dominancesolvable games, while the insula and anterior cingulate cortex were more activated in
coordination games that need more intuition.
In his review article, Lieberman [11] summarized brain regions associated with
System 1 (X-System) were the amygdala, basal ganglia, ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC), lateral temporal cortex (LTC), and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC);
while those associated with System 2 (C-System) were lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC),
medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), lateral parietal cortex (LPAC), medial parietal cortex
(MPAC), medial temporal lobe (MTL), and rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC). In

fact, these two systems are closely coordinated. For example, Farrell et al. [12] reported
that System 1 was not suppressed even under the performance-based contract that
required economic reasoning.
2.2

Analysis of Brain Networks

Human brain is a complicated large network of neurons. Early research in cognitive
neuroscience focuses on identifying brain regions are associated with different
cognitive processes such as risk assessment, rewards, trust, and choice. In reality, the
mapping between brain regions and cognitive activities are many to many. Hence, it is
often difficult to point out the exact role of individual brain regions. Furthermore, it is
hardly found that a single brain region is more activated significantly in solving a
problem. Hence, a separate body of work has emphasized on determining how
information exchange between distinct areas may give rise to cognitive processing. As
described in Wig et al. [13]:
“Initial support for the idea that brain connectivity mediates cognition was largely
based on observations obtained in animal models and careful examination of patient
populations, wherein it was hypothesized that disrupted information exchange between
brain areas could account for the behavioral disturbances that accompanied focal
brain damage and psychiatric problems.…the brain network, like numerous other
systems, both man-made and biological, exhibits an underlying organization that
characterizes and mediates its functions. A critical question is how does one go about
untangling and making sense of this organized complexity?”
Bassett and Sporns [14] argues that “approaching brain structure and function from
an explicitly integrative perspective, network neuroscience pursues new ways to map,
record, analyze and model the elements and interactions of neurobiological systems.”
In recent research, we have also seen an increasing number of brain network analysis
in neuroscientific papers. As an example, Van Den Heuvel and Pol [15] illustrates the
co-activation of the resting-state fMRI functional connectivity.

3

Research Methodology

There are many ways to build a network of functionally linked brain regions that are
connected when a task is processed. Brain network analysis may be at the anatomical
or functional level. The common foundation is the graph theory that represents a
network as a set of interconnected nodes and edges (e.g., [13], [16]). A brain network
may be constructed from primary fMRI data or from published secondary data with
meta-analysis, either from at the voxel level or at the brain-regional level.
In this research, we use the social network analysis (SNS) technique common for
analyzing human community to investigate how brain regions are coordinated when
System 1 and System 2 are activated for processing tasks. The underlying assumption
is that the brain is an organization of numerous actors who are recruited to be involved
in processing a task when necessary. The procedures of our analysis include the

following:
(1) Data collection
Search fMRI studies in decision making from the PubMed, Science Direct and
Google Scholar, Web of Knowledge using combinations of the following
keywords: "heuristic," "emotional," "automatic," "logical," "rational,"
"analytical," plus "decision making" and "fMRI”. This results in a total of
1258 papers.
(2) Data cleansing
We reviewed these papers by two researchers to keep those that have used
fMRI for decision tasks that involves the dual processes. This results in a total
of 113 papers.
(3) Sample construction
Finally, we chose those experiments with more than 10 subjects and the
contexts are highly relevant such as “emotional versus non-emotional” or
heuristic versus analytic.” This results in our sample of 32 papers with 41
experimental reports, as some papers have more than one experiment.
(4) Coding and Network modeling
The selected experiments were coded by the same two researchers who have
background in neuroscience based on the designed thinking process and
reported brain region associations in these papers. The data were then analyzed
with a social network software, GePhi, to determine their associated brain
regions, connectivity, centrality, and subgroups.
SNS is a methodology for analyzing the structure of a community. It characterizes
networked structures in terms of nodes (individual actors) and links (relationships or
interactions between nodes, also called edges, ties or connections). There are a few
properties that are important to SNS. First, nodes included in a networked graph show
the involvement of the actor. In our analysis, each brain region is identified as a node.
Since brain regions may be defined at different levels, we followed the term claimed
by the authors in their papers and do not aggregate them. For example, one paper reports
that dlPFC while another reports PFC was activated in the experiment, we coded them
as two separate nodes. If we would like to examine a higher level connectivity, however,
the instance of dlPFC will be included as an instance of PFC, but not vice versa.
When two brain regions are reported to be activated in the same experiment, we code
them in the same record to assume that these regions had connected to process the task
during the experiment. Hence, when a study reported that Insula, inferior temporal
gyrus (ITG), and ACC were significantly activated in an experiment that involved an
emotional task, we assume that these three regions were connected as a network in the
emotional decision making. That is, this study contributes one instance of three nodes
and three connected edges (insular-ITG, insula-ACC, and ITG-ACC). The resulting
brain network for emotional tasks (i.e., System 1) is the aggregation of all samples that
involves emotional decision making. The more instances that report connectivity of two
brain regions indicate “stronger” connectivity (i.e., the strength of a connection).
Another concept critical to SNS is the centrality of each node in the network. A node
with higher centrality implies its importance or influence in the network. There are a

few different types of centrality to represent the role of nodes from different perspective.
In this paper, we show the weighted degree centrality in our resulting network structures,
which is a weighted connectivity measure of each node.

4

Preliminary Findings

Our analysis shows that System 1 and System 2 have both overlapped and distinct
brain regions. Each is composed of more than one subgroups. Figures 1 and 2 show the
functional network structure of System 1 and System 2, respectively. Larger notes
indicate higher centrality in the decision process and darker edges indicate higher
likelihood of connectivity. In Figure 1, we know that Precuneus and ACC are the two
most important brain regions when System 1 is involved in decision making and the
top five brain regions are ACC, precuneus, Amygdala, PCC, insula, and Medial Frontal
Gyrus. In other words, the network of these five regions are the key feature of System
1.

Fig. 1. Functional Brain Network of System 1

Figure 2 shows the weighted degree centrality of System 2, which indicates that
dlPFC, Middle frontal gyrus, ACC, and inferior frontal gyrus are key regions in the

System 2 network. ACC appears in both networks, which is understandable due to the
nature that most decisions involve both processes and ACC is the bridge between them.

Fig. 2. Functional Brain Network of System 2
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Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this research is to construct functional networks of the dual systems
for cognitive information processing. We collected existing research reports related to
the thinking and intuition decision processes and coded their reported findings for our
social network analysis. A few distinct brain regions and their connectivity are found.
Our findings is interesting in that these identified brain networks can be used as neural
markers for determining which brain subsystem is more involved in a decision making.
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Exploring the Neural Correlates of Visual Aesthetics on
Websites
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Abstract. Perceiving beauty typically provides pleasure through which it becomes a general human need. In the context of online shopping, websites should
be designed, bearing in mind that users prefer websites that are visually pleasing.
In recent research, website aesthetics have mostly been explored with qualitative
self-reports measurements, eye-tracking devices, or even mathematical models.
Moreover, also neuroscientific methods have been utilized to investigate websites aesthetics and beauty. Nevertheless there are only few studies that investigated visual design of websites with neuroimaging tools, even though these neuroimaging studies might enable researchers to investigate unconscious cognitive
processes. Against this background, this work in progress aims to open up fruitful
avenues to measure website aesthetics and states hypotheses which brain regions
are likely to be involved when it comes to the aesthetically pleasing perception
of websites by users.
Keywords: Visual Design · Aesthetics · Websites · Appeal · Neural Correlates ·
Brain Imaging · fNIRS
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Introduction

Visual design typically determines the perceived usefulness and ease of use, as well
as the expected functionality of a website [1, 2]. This further determines whether users
are likely to remain on the website and use it, for instance to make a purchase [3, 4].
As a consequence of this process from first visit to further use, it might be reasonable
to consider two phases of visual aesthetics being (1) the beauty perceived intuitively
which is in about the first 500ms the user visits a website the first time, and (2) the one
that is perceived reflectively after some time of actual use [5]. In other words, the design
of websites needs to convince users to stay on the website in phase (1), but also needs
to support the actual use of the website (2). Designing such visual appeal of graphical
user interfaces (GUI) lies in the human-computer interaction (HCI) domain in which a
variety of approaches has already been developed, that are often tightly connected to
usability and user experience research [6–8]. But, in order to ensure that the design is
as pleasing as intended, it needs to be measured in some way.
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In respective research streams, a variety of metrics has been developed covering
mostly self-reports, eye-tracking, and layout-based metrics [9, 10]. These metrics might
assess the reflective aesthetics of websites and there have been several correlations
found among them [10, 11]. For example, Altaboli and Lin [12] showed that there are
significant correlations between the layout-based suggestions from Ngo et al. [13] and
the self-reports of participants. However, we believe that self-reports come with several
limitations. Firstly, as previously described, the perception of aesthetics might differ
between intuitive and reflective appeal, from which the former might not be assessable
with the given metrics. Reasons for this can be found in self-reports typically requiring
conscious thought [14] which makes it impossible to capture anything intuitive with it.
Furthermore, self-reports are prone to desirability biases and thus, they might not always reflect the truth. Consequently, we wonder whether there might be ways in which
we can measure what people perceive without the need to ask them.
One established method is eye-tracking, which can tell us where people look and
how long they focus on specific areas of interest (AOIs) [15]. This may allow us to
draw conclusions regarding a GUI’s attractiveness [16], however, it cannot tell us what
the underlying cognitive process might be. A shortcoming that could be overcome by
employing brain imaging methods that show neural activity. Consequently, this leads
us to taking a look into neuroscientific literature upon which we found that aesthetics
and perceptions of beauty are quite frequently researched, albeit not in the context of
websites [17, 18]. Instead, it is explored for the beauties of music [19, 20], art [21], or
human faces [22, 23] between which lie great differences in the recorded brain activity.
Even when focusing on visual aesthetics only, concrete results from each study still
vary depending on the stimulus material or the sample. However, some structures seem
to be generally activated during aesthetic experience [24]. For instance, Reimann et al.
[17] identified increased neural activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
and striatum (particularly the right nucleus accumbens) for aesthetic product design. In
contrast, Brown et al. [24] indicated in a meta-analysis of brain imaging experiments
that visual aesthetics were located in the left inferior parietal lobule, fusiform gyri bilaterally, inferior frontal gyri, hypothalamus, caudate nucleus and the amygdala. Drawn
to these results, mainly structures related to the limbic system and reward system show
increased neural activity for aesthetic experience [24–26].
Taking together the shortcommings of the prior operationalized metrics for website
aesthetics and the broad variability in active brain areas for the general perception of
beauty, we question which brain structures show a change in their activity when confronted with appealing versus less appealing website design? Furthermore, it might be
interesting in how far the manipulation of layout-based measures for aesthetic websites
is reflected in specific brain activity.
As a result, this paper presents a future research design about how this research question could be adressed. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Firstly, we
present some layout-based metrics taken from Ngo et al. [13] in the following chapter.
These metrics are most often used in the literature we reviewed so far, and they offer a
reasonable approach to preselect websites which might be perceived as pleasing. After
that, we take a look into neuroaesthetic literature and review some studies in chapter 3.
From this, we derive hypotheses regarding which brain areas are likely to show activity
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for certain characteristics and describe how we plan to design the experiment in chapter
4.

2

Layout-based Measures of Website Aesthetics

Ngo et al. [13, 27] proposed 14 layout-based measures integrating the description of
the size, ratios, and position of content elements on websites. These elements are based
on mathematical calculations for balance, equilibrium, symmetry, sequence, cohesion,
unity, proportion, simplicity, density, regularity, economy, homogeneity, rhythm and
order/complexity. Some of these measures have been investigated in several studies
before, validating their influence. For example, Altaboli & Lin [12] found for economy,
density, balance, symmetry, sequence, simplicity, unity, and rhythm that they significantly correlated with the self-reported measures of the VisAWI (Visual Aesthetics of
Website Inventory) developed by Moshagen & Thielsch [28]. Supporting these findings, another study identified that symmetry, sequence, balance, and unity significantly
correlate with VisAWI items [29]. Except for unity, they were also identified by Zain
et al. [30], who additionally included simplicity and rhythm measures. Moreover, Salimun et al. [31] also investigated the symmetry, unity, and sequence. As a result, recent
research shows that the most important factors seem to be symmetry, sequence, balance, and unity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Example for Balance of Content (taken and adapted from [18])

Balance, it describes how evenly content elements are distributed on the screen [27].
For instance, Figure 1 shows on the left side (a) an evenly distributed website, while
(b) is less balanced as there are more content placeholders on the left than on the right
site. As balance is calculated both horizontally and vertically, the red dotted lines are
added for a better orientation. Finally, although (a) is not symmetric, and might also
not fulfill the sequence criterium, it is still evenly filled with content in all four quarters.
The measure of symmetry describes that both sides of an axis have the same amount
and forms of content elements. Symmetry does not only consider the horizontal and
vertical axis, but also whether the content is diagonally balanced [27]. Analogous we
have one version (Figure 2 (a)) in which all symmetries are considered and one (Figure
2 (b)) in which they are not considered.
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Sequence “facilitates the movement of the eye” [13] which is for most people normally from the upper left to the lower right. As bigger sized objects also receive attention first in comparison to smaller objects, it might be reasonable to start a website with
bigger sized elements and let the smaller ones follow. Finally, unity describes whether

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Example of Symmetry of Content (taken and adapted from [18])

content elements are perceived as one entity or whether each element presents one unit
on its own [13]. This can be realized using colors or putting elements that belong together.
In conclusion, if a website considers all these elements, it should be more likely
perceived as aesthetic than a website that is highly unbalanced and/or asymmetric. Furthermore, websites that are not designed bearing in mind the way we look at things are
more likely to confuse or irritate the user. Finally, and probably also in the sense of
order and reducing complexity, elements that belong together should also be visually
grouped together. Grounded on this work, the following section reviews neuroscientific
literature that deals with visual aesthetics of paintings or computer-generated visuals.
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Neural Representations of Visual Aesthetics

While hypothesizing that certain brain areas which are involved in the perception of
beauty, symmetry, rewards and general pleasure will also show different neural activity
pattern for aesthetic websites, we review neuroscientific studies in which mostly visual
stimuli were presented. Based on the reviewed literature, different Brodmann areas
(BA) which seem to be typically involved and might also show increased or decreased
activity for beautiful vs. ugly website designs are identified. Table 1 shows the resulting
concept matrix of our brief review.
We are well aware that we cannot make any claims of completeness of our study,
however it suffices to identify key brain regions that may show more activity than others. It should be mentioned that we assume that results from the other studies can be
transferred to our own study, albeit having a different focus and including different
stimuli material. In fact, we might also end up rejecting all of the identified results for
our study, as websites afford active interaction of the user which might be different
from passively perceiving a painting. As such, the results of this brief survey solely
serve a starting point to suggest hypotheses.
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In the table, brain areas that were used by about half of the included studies are
marked. From this, we see that apparently BA 9/10, 32, and 47 seem to be most often
activated (or observed to show activity) for aesthetic perception across different contexts and stimuli. BA 9/10/32 comprise the frontomedian and anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) [26, 32]. More precisely, parts of BA 10/32 and 47 make up what is referred to
as medial to inferior orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) [25, 33], with the latter belonging both functionally and anatomically to the
OFC [34]. The included meta studies in our review [being 24, 25, 35] let us suggest,
that these areas are also supported in studies not included in this paper. All of these
structures belong to the reward circuit which processes mostly pleasant stimuli [34].
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Table 1: Findings from Studies Focusing on Perceived Visual Beauty
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Planned Experiment Design and Hypotheses

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Symmetric vs. Non-symmetric Website Design

In the planned experiment, we aim to design a prototypical website that fulfills all
of the four described and presented criteria versus a website that does not. Similarly,
we vary the displayed criteria and investigate the neural reaction to it while keeping the
overall design of the content elements the same. An example of potential stimulus material can be seen in the following figures; in Figure 3 the left side (a) shows a nearly
symmetrical website versus the same website as asymmetric on the right side (b). Figure
4 shows the same website in a version where the sequence criterion is fulfilled (a) versus a version where it is not fulfilled (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Sequence Fulfilled vs. Sequence Not Fulfilled

Several brain areas involved in the processing of visual website appeals are located
in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which makes them measurable with the innovative technology of mobile functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [40, 41]. fNIRS works
by sending light with a wavelength of 830nm and <780nm into the brain [42]. The brain
tissue then absorbs or scatters the light which is received by detectors that allow to
calculate the amount of oxygen running in the blood of the given brain tissue [43, 44].
Consequently, fNIRS measures the oxy-hemoglobin (O2Hb) and deoxy-hemoglobin
(HHb) in the blood; with increases in O2Hb indicating increased activity of the corresponding brain structure [42].
Consequently, based on the capabilities of mobile fNIRS BAs of 9, 10, 47 might be
observed [45]. However, brain areas such as the ACC (BA 32) might lie too deep in the
brain and thus, it is not possible to observe its activity because the fNIRS signal only
reaches approximately 2 – 3 cm deep into the human brain [46]. Nevertheless, as most
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prefrontal cortex regions observed in previous studies could be observed using fNIRS,
the planned experiment seems feasible.
Based on recent research, we derive the following hypotheses for our planned experiment:
H1: Aesthetic websites (AW) indicate an increase in O2Hb in brain areas of
the BA 9 in comparison to less aesthetic websites (NAW).
H2: AW indicate an increase in O2Hb in brain areas of the BA 10 compared
to the NAW.
H3: AW indicate an increase in O2Hb in brain areas of the BA 47 compared
to the NAW.
In addition to neural data, we also assess self-reported measurements of beauty using
the VisAWI [28], as this questionnaire has already showed its correlation to Ngo et al.’s
formulas in several studies (see Chapter 2). This would leave us with 3 data types being
a) the layout-based calculations, b) self-reported data from our participants, and c) neural data from our participants.
Consequently, the planned study will receive information about whether the visual
appearance of website designs is also manifested in brain activity related to aesthetics
and pleasure. In line with this, we would investigate whether some design decisions
have a greater impact on the beauty perception than others, helping to design aesthetic
and effective websites. This helps to inform web engineers and designers about how to
best place content elements in relation to each other; not only from a self-reported or
eye-tracking perspective, but also from a neural activity view. Eventually, we might be
able sometime to automatically design and individualize user interfaces for each user
so that the preferences can be optimized. Taking a look into further research, we can
also investigate whether color yields more power than the ratios and positions of content elements by using the designed website and changing its color scheme.
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Abstract. Information overload influences users' satisfaction and performance
when completing a complex task. In e-commerce interactions, this has the effect
that customers' decision making becomes confused, less accurate and less effective. For websites, numerous countermeasures to mitigate information overload
have been presented, whereas not many attempts have been made to reduce cognitive load when conversational agents are used instead. Conversational agents
are expected to increase the perceived overload due to the voice interface characteristics. In this pilot study, the cognitive load of subjects was measured during
an online shopping task which required different custom shopping skills for Amazon Alexa. It was tested if the countermeasure filtered repetition can reduce subjects' perceived overload when using the voice assistant and which load differences can be found in comparison to a shopping website. To measure the mental
load, the skin conductance level was recorded.
Keywords: Information Overload  Conversational Agents  Skin Conductance
Level.

1

Introduction

The great convenience, large product range, and high amount of product-related information offered by online retailers ensures that an increasing number of customers use
online channels for shopping. According to [1], the share of online shoppers in Germany has increased significantly over the last years. However, the vast amount of information and cognitive constraints of human information processing often cause information overload (IO) which represents the limit of humans to gather and process
information [2]. In e-commerce, IO has the consequence that decision making of consumers becomes confused, less accurate, and less effective [2]. For retailers, this issue
is substantial, because confused customers are less likely to make rational buying decisions, to find satisfactory products, and to have an enjoyable shopping experience
[3,4,5].
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In e-commerce, a multitude of different ways for reducing IO have been proposed.
These options attempt to optimize information quality and quantity as well as the format
of websites [6]. However, one emerging technology which has been barley studied regarding IO issues are conversational agents (CAs). CAs are dialogue systems that make
use of natural language processing to engage users in information-seeking and taskoriented dialogues [7]. The risk of affecting customers' performance due to IO is even
more likely in interactions with voice-enabled CAs, i.e., spoken dialogue systems that
are based on natural language. In an audio-linguistic context, consumers rely only on
their auditory sense, making it a great challenge to process, understand, and memorize
the same amount of information as in visual online shopping scenarios. Therefore, some
fundamental modifications regarding the information provisioning as well as in the design of the user interface are required to mitigate IO.
In this research, a custom shopping skill for Amazon Alexa was developed following
the design science research methodology. It integrates the theoretical-deduced feature
filtered repetition to mitigate IO. The developed artifact was deployed in a pilot study
to identify the differences in cognitive load when a CA was used for shopping items
instead of the visual interactions with a shopping website. The study was conducted to
test if subjects perceive less IO when the feature filtered repetition is enabled.
In the following section, a theoretical model will be developed. The third section
outlines the experimental design and the results of our pilot study including the developed artifact. Finally, we discuss our contribution and summarize our findings.
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Development of a Theoretical Model

According to [8], cognitive load can be classified into intrinsic, extraneous, and germane load. Intrinsic load is caused by the task-related complexity. In online shopping,
the task complexity is determined by the number of products or product information
and the extent of interaction that is required to search, compare, or purchase products
[9]. Extraneous load is related to the design and organization of information, i.e., when
information is presented in an inappropriate way, extraneous cognitive activity increases. Hence, extraneous load is additional load that does not help in solving the task.
Finally, germane cognitive load describes the load required for the learning process. In
contrast to extraneous and germane cognitive load, intrinsic cognitive load can rarely
be reduced. According to [9], information processing can be optimized with minimizing
extraneous load and maximizing germane load.

Fig. 1. The research model.
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In this study, it is argued that extraneous load is higher when using a CA instead of
a website for online shopping. This statement is explained with the transient characteristics of voice user interfaces. Once users receive information by a CA, it vanishes, i.e.,
it becomes volatile, whereas the information cannot be revised like on a website interface. This characteristic is termed transient or when referring to fading information,
transient information [10, 11]. Our research model is summarized in Fig. 1.
In the field of instructional design, transient information has already been studied.
In this domain, spoken information causes loss of learning, especially when complex
information is taught [12]. This occurrence is known as the transient information effect
[13]. To reduce the transient information effect and, hence, to mitigate IO when using
CAs, we propose the countermeasure filtered repetition. This feature refers to repeating
a fraction of the received information whenever a user requests it. Reducing the information amount in the repetition is intended to help users memorize relevant information
better. According to findings related to transient information, it has already been proven
that segmented information causes less load [12], [14]. For the named reason, it is assumed that the feature filtered repetition will decrease the transience effect on IO.
Therefore, we analyze three levels of transience (T1 – website: low, T2 – CA with
filtered repetition: medium, T3 – CA without filtered repetition: high) and investigate
the following hypothesis:
H1: The higher the level of transience, the higher the perceived IO.

3
3.1

Experimental Design and Result
Participants, Materials and Procedure

To test our hypothesis, a pilot study was conducted. Overall, 20 native German
speakers participated where most of the subjects had no previous experience with Amazon Alexa. The age ranged from 18 to 25 years. Due to some measurement problems
with the skin conductance device that potentially distorted the results, only 12 out of
the 20 subject’s data were used for the evaluation.
In the experiment, our subjects were confronted with a set of food products of the
same food category and with a high density level of information. Based on the product
information and some predefined decision criteria, the subjects were asked to select one
out of three presented products. For instance, the cheapest product with the lowest calories. The selected product sets as well as provided characteristics are listed in Table 1.
The product categories were chosen because they belong to the products that are bought
very often and are most probably well known by every subject. The shopping task had
to be completed with the three constructs: website (T1), CA with filtered repetition (T2)
and CA without filtered repetition (T3). For each construct, the density of information
remained the same to create equal conditions. When chatting with Alexa, the subjects
were additionally asked to sort a stack of paper. When using CAs, users typically also
perform other, parallel tasks while conversing with the agent. For instance, driving or
domestic work. In such constellations, the cognitive resources need to be shared between the subtasks which leads to fewer resources available for the primary task and a
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more demanded working memory [15, 16]. Regarding the cognitive load theory, this
occurrence can also be explained with an increase in extraneous load [17]. In the present
experiment, the parallel sorting task is considered to provide practical relevance and to
induce a more demanded working memory when using CAs. With this condition, it is
expected that the symptoms of IO are more visible.
Table 1. The selected product sets and characteristics.
Product Category

Yoghurt

Cereals

Frozen Pizza

Product Attributes
Name
Price
Description
Nutrition facts
Name
Price
Description
Nutrition facts
Name
Price
Description
Nutrition facts

Decision Criteria
Fruit content (high)
Fat (low)

Calories (low)
Sugar (low)

Price (low)
Carbs (low)

It was decided to use a fix order in the experiment: At first, the subjects were asked
to perform the task with website mock-ups, i.e., without filtered repetition and without
a parallel task, afterwards with the developed artifact for Amazon Alexa without filtered repetition and with the sorting task (T3+PT) and finally, with the shopping skill
with filtered repetition and with the parallel task (T2+PT). To avoid that any learning
effect caused the subjects to perform better when using Amazon Alexa multiple times,
an off-topic training session was added before T2+PT and T3+PT. In the training tasks,
the product information was replaced with animal information, but the developed Alexa
skill versions remained the same.
To measure IO, the subject’s skin conductance level (SCL) was recorded. The SCL
was measured on the thenar and hypothenar of the subjects’ non-dominant hand. In
previous research, it has already been identified that electrodermal activity (EDA) is a
suitable method for measuring cognitive load [18]. In particular, the method was selected because psychological arousal like emotions or stress cannot be controlled by
humans and, thus, it allows to measure participants’ reactions objectively. Additionally,
the method is free of pain and does not require any physical burden. In this research,
the mean SCL, the number of non-significant skin conductance response (NS.SCR),
and the mean NS.SCR amplitude were calculated out of the SCL record. The NS.SCR
was deemed to be appropriate because subjects were observed over a time interval and
the occurrence of external stimuli was not explicitly induced. To prevent that stimuli
such as speaking, deep breaths, or movements influence the NS.SCRs, the threshold
level was set to 0.03µS and the rejection threshold was set to 10%. Furthermore, the
room temperature was monitored and kept between 22 to 24°C. In addition to the EDA,
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two further measurements of IO were used for comparison: the NASA task load index
(NASA-TLX) and the task completion time (TCT). The NASA-TLX is the subjective
workload assessment deployed by the NASA [19]. It is a questionnaire which includes
six subscales with a twenty-step bipolar rating scale. Schmutz et al., for instance, already used this method to analyze the effect of product listing page presentation on
consumer’s cognitive load [20]. Due to the similarities to this research, the method was
used to capture the subjective perceived load during the treatments. The dimension
physical demand was not added in the questionnaire because the experiment did not
require physically challenging tasks.

3.2

Result

To validate the research model, a double repeated measure multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) considering all measurements of IO was performed. A within-subject design was chosen due to the individual differences in cognitive load which prevents comparing the subjects with each other. The results of the MANOVA test showed
that there was a statistically significant difference between the three levels of transience, F(10,2)=38.326, p=.026. This means that the perceived overload changed over
the course of the three shopping tasks. Therefore, the null hypothesis which states that
the overload is the same at each level can be rejected. A pairwise comparison of each
treatment using the Bonferroni post-hoc test revealed that for the mean SCL, NASATLX score, and TCT, a significant difference exists between T1 and T2+PT, and T1
and T3+PT (see Table 2). No significant difference could be identified between the two
CA versions for the named measurements. Regarding to the mean number of NS.SCR,
a significant result was only achieved between T1 and T3+PT (p=.010). The non-significant difference between the treatments T1 and T2+PT could imply that the level of
transience regarding both versions is similar which means, T2+PT caused the same
level of load than T1. The Bonferroni correction also revealed that the mean NS.SCR
amplitude is the only variable showing no significant result for each pairwise comparison. Thus, no significant differences in the means cloud be identified between each
level of transience.
Table 2. Pairwise comparison using Bonferroni post-hoc test (p-values).
Comparison

SCL

T1 vs. T2+PT
T1 vs. T3+PT
T2+PT vs. T3+PT

.000*
.000*
1.000

*significant, p<0.05

No.
NS.SCR
.333
.010*
.363

NS.SCR
amplitude
.557
.526
1.000

NASATLX
.000*
.003*
.529

TCT
.001*
.000*
.531
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Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of this study was to analyze if hypothesis H1 can be confirmed. We wanted to
identify whether differences in IO exist between our treatments T1, T2+PT and T3+PT,
and whether IO can be reduced by the countermeasure filtered repetition. Apart from
the results of mean NS.SCR amplitude which indicates that no differences exist between the three levels of transience, all other measurement methods have come to the
same result: They indicate that significant differences in load exist when using a CA for
online shopping instead of a website. This result is consistent with previous research in
this area. Thus, it could be proven that the perceived IO is higher when using CAs
compared to websites for online shopping. However, the second objective of our experiment was to find out whether differences between the two Amazon Alexa skills
with and without filtered repetition exist. According to the gathered data, no significant
difference could be found. Thus, H1 can only be proven partially. The major limitation
of this pilot study is that both, T2 and T3 were tested with PT. Thus, it may be possible
that the differences in IO in comparison to T1 are partly caused by the additional task.
Since voice-enabled CAs are designed to be used in addition to other secondary tasks,
we decided to focus on this practically more relevant setting.
In our study, one of the first attempts has been made to find a countermeasure to
mitigate IO for CAs. The EDA, NASA-TLX, and TCT analysis allowed to gather an
objective as well as a subjective view of subject’s cognitive load during e-commerce
interactions. The results of the pilot study provide evidence that users feel more overloaded when using CAs. In addition, it can be stated that the design of information
provisioning needs to be adapted to reduce cognitive load. To further analyze the suggested countermeasure for IO, it is recommended to analyze user’s feedback to identify
whether other variables can explain the non-significant differences between the two
Alexa skill versions. Furthermore, we recommend to conduct a study with more respondents and to let subjects test Amazon Alexa over a longer period of time to verify
if the feature filtered repetition is able to reduce cognitive load.
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Abstract. We examine whether emotion can encourage inertial decision making,
which is an emergent research topic in online shopping. Based on the information
processing view, inertia is conceptualized as a decision process that involves repeated usage of a similar effortless information search pattern across multiple
problems, and we propose that this conceptualization can be quantified using an
eye-movement index based on the string-editing algorithm. We then examine
whether positive moods, which have been shown to increase impulsive shopping,
may promote inertia. Subjects, who either received positive moods priming or
calculation (mood-suppressing) priming, participated in an eye-tracking experiment with multi-attribute decision tasks presented in a web map format like the
Google Maps. The results showed that positive moods increased process inertia.
We conclude that inertia can be quantified according to the information processing view, and that happy consumers tend to repeatedly use an effortless information search pattern to evaluate multiple products.
Keywords: Decision Making, Inertia, Eye Movement, Moods, Online Shopping.
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Introduction

One possible explanation to online impulsive buying is that consumers shop with
inertia (or habit), which means that shoppers repeatedly adopt a similar decision process
across multiple shopping tasks. In this study we identify, conceptualize, and quantify
inertia according to the information processing view. Specifically, inertia is conceptualized as a decision-making process that repeatedly uses a similar effortless information
search pattern across multiple problems. While concepts related to decision inertia have
been studied, those studies have focused on behavioral outcomes such as habitual
choice or psychological states such as indecisiveness [1]. The examination of underlying cognitive process, which is critical to shape decision making theories [2], has been
largely overlooked.
Theoretically, we integrate the effort-accuracy trade-off framework [3] with the theory of task-switch [4] to propose that inertia can be conceptualized as the decision makers’ adoption of a similar effort-saving process across decision problems. Previously,
the effort-accuracy trade-off framework has provided a good explanation for the choice
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of decision process within a decision problem. However, this framework has seldom
been extended to explain the effort-saving behavior across problems. Based on the theory of task switching, we propose that retention of a previous decision process to the
next problem is less effortful than process switching, and this retention contributes to
inertial decision making.
In addition, we explore whether emotional factors such as positive moods can affect
online shoppers’ process inertia. Studies have shown that moods influence online shopping behavior [5] by promoting impulsive decision process. However, whether moods
can promote process inertia is unknown. Here we empirically test the hypothesis that
elicitation of positive moods leads to process inertia.
Methodologically, we capture process inertia with eye tracking in a multi-attribute
decision making presented with a web map (such as Google Map, a common shopping
environment). To examine the issue of strategy identification previous studies have
been using process-tracing methods such as verbal report and mouse click [6]. More
recently, eye tracking has been commonly used [7]. Nevertheless, although indices have
been developed to associate eye movement patterns to decision strategies or processes
[7, 8], such index for process inertia is still absent. We extend past eye-tracking studies
of visual scanpath reliability [9] and process execution [10] to quantify process inertia
in this study.

2

Background

2.1

Inertial Decision Making

Inertial phenomenon can be observed in individual decision making. During social
interaction, for example, people spontaneously apply past interaction experience to categorize strangers into social groups, a behavior known as stereotyping [11]. Inertia can
also refer to the status quo bias [12], a phenomenon that people prefer the default option
and are reluctant to adopt a novel but possibly beneficial alternative. Inertia can also
refer to state dependence in brand choice. That is, consumers tend to choose a brand
that they have chosen before [13]. State dependence can result from the increase in
product utility from past experience, which subsequently forms a psychological cost
(brand loyalty) to discourage brand switch. However, these studies are based on consumers’ behavioral outcomes or choices (hereafter referred to as choice inertia). Studies
rarely examined inertia according to the information processing view (i.e., examination
of the decision process, hereafter referred to as process inertia).
2.2

Inertia: The information Processing View

The information processing view holds that decision makers adopt decision processes to collect and integrate information to reach a decision. This line of studies argues that choice behaviors are insufficient to fully explain human decision making; for
example, distinct decision making processes may lead to a similar choice [2]. Generally
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speaking, these studies follow the accuracy-effort tradeoff framework. In this framework, cognitive effort is considered as a limited resource, and a strategy is considered
more effortful when it requires conflict resolution and complete search of information
[3]. Various psychophysiological tools have been used to measure effort; for example,
using eye-tracing, a study [14] shows that pupil dilates when tasks become more effortful (difficult). However, studies of this line only consider effort associated with the one
task currently being processed. When facing multiple tasks people may need additional
effort to adapt to upcoming task characteristics. People might fail to adapt and become
inertial by carrying the representation of the previous task characteristics to the current
ones.
We extend the accuracy-effort tradeoff framework to include inertial decision behavior. We assume that an “inertial decision-making” is a strategy that effort-minimizing agents can use to reduce their cognitive effort when dealing with multiple choice
tasks. We expect that when dealing with multiple tasks an effort-saving agent should
not only try to save effort within the current task, but also seek to save effort between
tasks. That is, our conceptualization of process inertia includes two constituents: the
adoption of an effort-saving process within a task, and the consistency of applying the
process between tasks. Once an effortless decision process is adopted, inertial decision
makers are more likely to retain the process in mind and apply it to the subsequent
decision problem other than to retrieve or construct a different one.
The argument that applying a similar process across tasks saves effort is based on
the task-switching theory, which holds that switching between tasks generates extra
effort (called the switching cost) in addition to the processing of the task itself [15].
Specifically, because the capacity of working memory is limited, to switch between
tasks individuals have to ‘save’ the goals and procedures of the current task to longterm memory and ‘load’ the goals and procedures of the other task to the working
memory [15]. A switch produces interference between task sets, and hamper decision
performance in either task. Saving and loading costs additional effort and such effort
cannot be completely eliminated even when the content of the upcoming task is predictable. Since decision makers estimate effort expenditure when predicting or scanning an upcoming decision problem [16], they may take into account the switching cost
and refrain themselves from switching between decision processes if they seek to save
effort for the upcoming decision task. In other words, decision makers may seek to save
effort by simply applying the previous process to the next decision problem rather than
retrieving a different process from a process pool or constructing a new one [17].
2.3

Moods and Process Inertia

Moods have been studied to examine their effects on shopping decisions and product
evaluation [5]. Moods are the unspecific, transient and mild feelings that people integrate into decision processes to make decisions [18]. From the information processing
view, it has been identified that mood protection is an integral part of choice of decision
process [19]. According to the mood-managing theory, when positive moods are
heightened people are more likely to enhance the goal to minimize the experience of
negative emotion (i.e., protect their currently positive moods) [20]. Because effortful
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processing of decision information can induce negative mood [21], people with positive
mood can select an avoidant behavior that prevent themselves from investing effort into
a problem.
As discussed earlier, effort-saving can be achieved with the adoption of a less effortful process and apply such process to multiple problems. We hypothesize people with
positive moods tend to adopt an effortless process and apply the similar process across
problems. Conversely, mood-suppressed (or accuracy-oriented) decision makers tend
to adopt a relatively effortful process. Given their willingness to invest effort into problems, they are less likely to rely on previous processes and demonstrate higher process
dissimilarity between problems. In short, we hypothesize that:
H1: Positive moods leads to process inertia.

3

Methods

Based on the information processing view we measure inertia with the within-problem effort-saving process (search pattern) and across-problem process similarity (pattern similarity). Both are described below.
3.1

Search Pattern (Within-problem measurement of effort-saving)

Information search patterns can measure the degree of effort-saving of a decision
process [8]. The search pattern is quantified by the formula (SB ‒ SA) / (SB + SA),
where SA is the frequency of within-attribute fixation pairs, and SB is the frequency of
within-alternative pairs [8]. The range of search pattern is from 1 (completely alternative-based processing) to ‒1 (completely attribute-based processing). A person who
uses attribute-based processing evaluates one attribute across all alternatives before going to the next attribute, while a person who uses alternative-based processing considers
all attributes in one alternative before going to the next alternative. Because the attribute-based pattern has been usually associated to effort-saving processing [22] [5], a
smaller score suggests that a more effort-saving processing is used.
3.2

Pattern Similarity (Across-problem measurement of effort-saving)

Process inertia is manifested as an application of a previous decision process to the
upcoming problem. This suggests a high eye-movement pattern similarity between decision problems. We quantify across-problem pattern similarity with the string-editing
algorithm, which calculates the difference (called Levenshtein Distance) between two
sequences of patterns. Josephson and Holmes [9] adopted this algorithm to quantify
scanpath reliability in their webpage repetition study. They calculated the differences
between each pair of scan patterns, and averaged the differences of all possible combination of pairs as an index of an individual’s similarity of scan pattern. Day [10] also
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adopted this algorithm to measure the difference between learned and executed processes. He showed that smaller distances indicated more successful executions of the
learned process.
3.3

Data Collection

A total of 48 college students (20 males) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
participated our eye-tracking experiment. Participants finished four tasks, whose order
was randomized, involving forced-preferential choice presented in a web map format.
In each task, participants saw three screens (Fig. 1): first, the priming material, second,
the task question, and third, the multi-attribute decision material. Participants performed the tasks at their own pace and chose one alternative they preferred by clicking
the left mouse button on the chosen option.
In this between-subject design, participants were randomly assigned to the mood or
the calculation priming condition. Hsee and Rottenstreich [23] show that mood priming
can increase participants’ sensitivity in their feeling and calculation priming can promote the awareness of reasoning. In this study, four positive mood primes and four
calculation primes were designed. To induce moods, participants were asked to reflect
on concepts of ‘love,’ ‘baby,’ ‘sunset’ and ‘chocolate’ and reported their feelings. In
contrast, math questions that require some degree of calculation served as the calculation primes (e.g., ‘How much does an item of clothing, originally priced at NT$6000,
cost after a discount of 35%?’). A pre-tested showed that the mood primes strengthened
positive moods while the calculation primes suppressed the awareness of mood states
(p<0.01).
In the task screen, participants were asked to imagine that they were requesting services or buying products from four stores and would receive the services or products
shortly. In the multi-attribute screen, each alternative was provided with price and distance attributes. For example, the dining task required participants to make an online
reservation among four restaurants that varied with price and distance. The other three
types of services were movies, karaoke, and book handling services. Participants completed the tasks with their eye movements recorded using the EyeLink II system at 250
Hz sampling rate (SR Research, Mississauga, Canada) and its screen resolution was set
to 800 × 600. After the tasks participants were debriefed and received their compensation (around 1.7 USD). Fixations were extracted from the raw recording data using the
Data Viewer software (SR Research). Fixations were assigned to an option if they
landed on its price information or around the lines connecting the origin to its locations.
Fixating on the lines indicated that participants were attending on distance information.
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Fig. 1. The priming, task, and the forced-choice decision material utilized in the study

4

Results

Table 1. Mean and Standard Error of the Study Variables.
Priming
Mood-priming (N=24)
Calculation-priming (N=24)

Search Pattern
Pattern Similarity
Search Pattern
Pattern Similarity

Mean (Std. Err.)
-0.3868 (0.0591)
0.6384 (0.0115)
-0.1949 (0.0600)
0.6534 (0.0102)

The descriptive statistics of the two eye movement measures are listed in Table 1.
More importantly, Figure 1 shows that participants who adopted an attribute-based pattern also tended to apply the similar pattern across multiple problems. Specifically, the
score of search pattern is a continuum from -1 to 1, in which -1 indicates a complete
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attribute-based processing while 1 a complete alternative-based processing within a decision problem. The score of pattern similarity indicates the pattern similarity across
decision problems. This similarity score ranges from 0 to 1, with lower score indicates
higher similarity (less string editing distance). The correlation was significant for the
mood-primed group (r = .84, p < .01) and calculation-primed group (r = .50, p = .01).
Moreover, the correlation was stronger in the mood-priming group than in the calculation-priming group (p=0.02), supporting H1.

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of the two priming groups. * p < .05 ** p<.01

5

Discussion

In this study we have conceptualized and quantified inertia from the information
processing view. We have shown that the positive moods increase inertial decision
making, evidenced in the strong relationship between within-problem effort-saving
search pattern and across-problem pattern similarity. Our findings extend previous
framework of choice of decision processes or strategies [3] by suggesting that people
can save effort by repeatedly applying an effortless process across problems. Our quantification of inertia is useful for future studies to examine factors that can result in inertial decision making and to study whether and how people can detect and modify the
previous process to adapt to contextual changes. Finally, given that the irrational online
buying is alarming, we encourage future studies to apply our conceptualization and
quantification to further explore factors affecting online shoppers’ inertial decision behavior.
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Practically, our results suggest that, for online shops, positive moods can boost sales
more than they previously thought. Online consumers often buy multiple products,
which can vary in their characteristics (e.g., utilitarian products vs. hedonic products).
Our results suggest that happy consumers do not fully adapt to upcoming product characteristics and tend to keep using an effortless process to evaluate multiple products. In
other words, happy consumers not only become more impulsive (effortless) in choosing
one product but doing it across multiple products. Therefore, methods to promote
moods, such as website aesthetics [24] and music [25], should play a more important
role for online shops that include multiple products.
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Abstract. Cognitive load has received increased focus as an area that can be
more richly explored using neuroIS tools. This research study presents the application of electroencephalography and eye tracking technologies to examine
cognitive load of student learners in biochemistry. In addition to leveraging the
Pope Engagement Index and eye tracking analysis techniques, we seek better
understanding of the relationship that various individual characteristics have
with the level of cognitive load experienced. While this study focuses on a particular STEM student population as they manipulate various learning models, it
has implications for further studies in human-computer interaction and other
learning environments.
Keywords: Cognitive load · EEG · eye tracking · student learners · individual
characteristics.
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Introduction

In recent years, cognitive load has received increased focus as a construct of distinct
interest that may be more richly explored using neuroIS tools [1, 2]. In particular,
others have used neuroIS tools to examine the importance of engagement and cognitive load in the areas of training and education [3] and shown their usefulness in understanding someone’s full-body experience as they engage with technology [4].
Resulting, is a growing area of “neuro-education” [5, 6] to which we hope to contribute with our efforts.
In our ongoing study that is taking place as part of a federally-funded grant project1 in the United States, we use electroencephalography (EEG) and eye tracking
1

This work was funded by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number 1711425.
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technologies to assess cognitive load of student learners in biochemistry. Overall, the
goals of this project are:



to understand cognitive load as it impacts the development of undergraduate
students’ conceptual understanding of structure-function relationships in
chemistry and biochemistry, and to
refine the process for more effectively collecting and analyzing biometric data for mock classroom activities.

Use of neurophysiological tools such as EEG and eye tracking has been touted as
complementary to traditional psychometric tools of survey and observation by providing increased understanding of human behavior [7], and we have found that to be the
case here, as well. Further, although brain-computer interface (BCI) tools have typically been used to provide communication and environmental control to people with
severe motor disabilities [8], they have also been used to more richly assess cognitive
states such as cognitive load [9]. Here, we seek to use the concept of a passive BCI
[10] to allow for enrichment of classroom-based interactions while students engage in
various modeling exercises in support of learning biochemistry concepts. Passive
BCI models have incorporated an EEG-based engagement index [11, 12] into their
classifiers and we seek to do the same. A passive BCI represents a downline goal for
this current three-year effort to collect and refine measurements of cognitive load.
In addition to measuring cognitive load, we are interested in how it relates to individual human characteristics. Understanding the relationship that various individual
characteristics have with experienced cognitive load could help us better understand
the pipeline for students engaging in science, technology, engineering and math
(STEM) fields – of which information systems is considered a subset – and better
provide support for students. While this study focuses on a particular STEM student
population in biochemistry as they manipulate various learning models, it has implications for further studies with various student populations. Further, we may have
more confidence when applying neuroIS tools to understand human-computer interaction phenomena, such as cognitive load, in seeing this case.

2

Methodology

The objective of the study is to evaluate the learning process and conceptual understanding of students in order to decrease their cognitive load. In the first year of this
three-year study, more than sixty (60) students from a university in a metropolitan
midwestestern city who are in the chemistry field have participated. Participants of
the study were subdivided based on their stage of school year and four stages of curriculum. The classification categories included fall and spring General Chemistry,
Organic Chemistry, and Biochemistry curriculum. Even though the potential study
population consists of freshman to senior students, many of the actual participants in
the first exercise were freshman students.

3

Students were asked to fill out a survey about their individual characteristics ranging from gender to level of athleticism. Individual characteristics of the study population were not limited to gender, race, and ethnicity, but also included differences in
self-perceived levels of athleticism, dexterity, medication intake, smoking status,
biometric tool use, and video game experience. This project is part of a larger study
that will analyze the relationship between individual characteristics and various cognitive measures of spatial ability such as obtained using a Purdue Visual Rotation Test
[13] and Hidden Figures Test [14].
The study is being conducted in a simulated learning environment where an instructor is present to explain the lesson and while the student works through exercises.
Students’ electrical brain activity is being measured using a 16-channel researchgrade BioSemi ActiveTwo bioamplifier system (http://www.cortechsolutions.com/
Products/Physiological-data-acquisition/Systems/ActiveTwo.aspx) running on a laptop. The electrode cap is configured according to the widely used 10-20 system of
electrode placement [15]. Active electrodes are placed on the cap to allow for the
recording of brain activations down-sampled to 256 Hz using a Common Average
Reference (CAR). The sixteen recorded channels are: frontal-polar (Fp1, Fp2),
frontal-central (FC3, FCz, FC4), central (C3, Cz, C4), temporal-parietal (TP7, TP8),
parietal (P3, Pz, P4), and occipital (O1, Oz, O2). Eye tracking data is being recorded
using Tobii eye tracking glasses (www.tobii.com) while students are manipulating
2D, 3D, and virtual objects.
Afterward, data is being analyzed using the EEGLab plugin
(https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php) to Matlab to ascertain band powers and calculate cognitive load according to the Pope Engagement Index best represented by the
calculation of (combined beta power) / (combined alpha power + combined theta
power) [11].
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Preliminary Results

Presently, data has been transcribed for the first year and cleaned with some initial
analysis conducted. Statistical analysis will be used to assess the relationship between
individual characteristics, spatial ability measures, and cognitive load as reflected by
the Pope Engagement Index. The initial data indicates that the students are predominantly freshman, white females, and traditionally-aged ranging from 19 to 21 years.
Figure 1 starts to tell an interesting story of seven different student experiences
based on EEG data that was able to be reliably captured and analyzed out of thirteen
students in the first field visit. The y-axis in the figure represents the calculated values
of the Pope Engagement Index per question per student and serves as a reflection of
cognitive load. It appears that Jill and Joy had a particularly difficult time with the
classroom exercises whereas Sue and Diane did not necessarily have the same experi-
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ence. This difference in cognitive load indicates that gender may not be the determining factor here. Data will be further analyzed to assess the relationship of individual
characteristics, various spatial abilities, and cognitive measures to more fully understand student experiences. Already, later classroom exercises were modified based on
preliminary understanding gained by reviewing general neurophysiological data, and
there is early indication that cognitive load was able to be reduced for harder problems by providing better structure and scaffolding to solve these problems.

Fig. 1. Bar graph of Pope Engagement Indices calculated for Organic Chemistry students2
across six classroom exercise questions
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Conclusion

NeuroIS tools may be used to assess cognitive load of students while engaging in
classroom learning activities and manipulating biochemistry models of varying types.
There is a growing area of “neuro-education” research and use of neuroIS tools to
assess training. Although the population of focus here is a student one in a particular
subject area, this study has greater implications for future work and understanding the
impact of individual characteristics on cognitive abilities. Further, this study presents
an example of how we may inform passive BCI technologies and use them outside of
a clinical setting typically reserved for patients with severe motor disabilities; hence,
2
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we may expand their use to a real-world, classroom-based setting to better understand
cognitive ability.
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Abstract. With the growing use of smartphones in our daily life, mobile

multitasking has become a widespread (and often dangerous) behavior.
Research on mobile multitasking thus far only focuses on a limited
number of IT tasks that can be performed with a smartphone: talking,
listening to music, and texting. Thus, we do not know the extent to which
these results generalize to other types of mobile multitasking behaviors
such as reading while walking and gaming while walking. Also, we do
not know the extent to which motor movement through physical space
(i.e., walking vs. only standing) affects this phenomena. The current
paper reports on an ongoing research that explores these questions. Our
preliminary results suggest that mobile and standing multitasking leads
to the inability to perceive incoming stimuli. Gaming appears to be the
most dangerous mobile multitasking task for pedestrians.
Keywords: Multitasking, pedestrian, EEG, texting while walking, gaming while
walking
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Introduction

With the growing use of smartphones in our daily life, mobile multitasking has become
a widespread (and often dangerous) behavior. We define mobile multitasking as the
concurrent performance of one or more information technology (IT) tasks with a small
computerized device (in most cases, a smartphone) while doing a motor movement such
as walking. The behavior is increasingly common and can be seen almost anywhere.
People are commuting to and from work, navigating the corridors of an office building,
and even walking the halls of shopping malls, all while using their smartphone [1, 2].
While public safety research shows that mobile multitaskers are more cognitively
distracted than non-mobile pedestrians [3] our team’s recent work specifically
measured this distraction using electroencephalography (EEG) and it is, to our
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knowledge, the first of its kind [4, 5]. Our results suggest that the influence of task-set
inhibition on switch cost is more important when subjects are texting while walking. In
other words, the more participants engage cognitively in texting while walking, the less
attentional resources are available to attend to external (and potentially dangerous)
stimuli.
Research on mobile multitasking thus far only focuses on a limited number of IT tasks
that can be performed with a smartphone: talking, listening to music, and texting [3, 4,
6-9]. Thus, we do not know the extent to which these results generalize to other types
of mobile multitasking behaviors such as reading while walking and gaming while
walking. Also, we do not know the extent to which motor movement through physical
space (i.e., walking vs. only standing) affects this phenomena. The current paper reports
on an ongoing research program that explores these questions.

2

Related Work

Humans generally experience performance problems when multitasking [10].
Multitasking is defined as the concurrent performance of two or more distinct tasks
[11]. Research clearly demonstrates that multitasking deteriorates performance as
compared to performing tasks one at a time [11]. This deterioration is explained by
theories underlying divided attention and dual-task performance, which have asserted
that limitations in human multitasking are attributed to competition for processing
resources (i.e., Multiple-resource theory), as well as to competition for processing
mechanisms (i.e., Structural theory) [12].
Mobile multitasking is cognitively and perceptually complex [13]. While most dualtask research has been conducted in laboratory settings (e.g., [3], mobile multitasking
is a daily activity which is arguably more complex than the experimental paradigms
typically used to study the attentional mechanisms involved in dual-task interference.
First, mobile multitasking involves one or more IT tasks on a smartphone, which
require focused attention and fine motor control. Also, it involves gross motor control
(during walking, cycling, and other physical activities involving motor movement
through physical space). The mobile multitasker must divide his attention between the
IT tasks and the dynamic visual scenes which necessitate a sustained vigilance to the
external environment. Mobile multitasking in urban areas is even more demanding as
it involves making spatial decisions in complex dynamic visual scenes (e.g., walking
in a crowd where others are also moving, crossing streets, using public transit, and
climbing stairs). Finally, the opportunity to become immersed in the IT task while
walking is greater than for similar activities such as driving since individuals can
engage in: 1) more numerous and complex range of IT tasks, 2) which may be sustained
for longer periods of time (imagine a pedestrian slowly wandering through a crowd
while staring at a mobile device, whereas the same person driving may quickly produce
an accident or have other cars honking at them).
Recent studies confirm a significant increase in pedestrian injuries due to mobile phone
usage between 2004 and 2010 [14], which coincides with the massive adoption of
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smartphones in urban areas. Numerous accidents involving pedestrians using phones
have been reported with the majority of victims being less than 30 years of age [3].
Several articles on public safety report the unsafe and risky behaviour of mobile
multitaskers [3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14]. An observation study conducted at multiple high risk
intersections in a metropolitan area revealed that more than 7% of pedestrians were
mobile multitasking, and these individuals took significantly longer to cross the
intersections [9]. Experimental studies using a virtual environment also show the
prevalence of unsafe and risky behaviors [15]. In a virtual pedestrian environment,
mobile multitaskers took more time to cross the street, missed several safe opportunities
to cross, took longer to initiate crossing when a safe gap was available, looked left and
right less often, spent more time looking away from the road, and were more likely to
be hit or almost hit by an oncoming vehicle [3, 6]. This is not just an outdoor phenomena
as mobile multitaskers are also at risk of accidents in an office environment [16].
Indeed, accidents are also increasing on work premises (e.g., falling down the stairs)
and some organizations, such as General Motor, are now even prohibiting mobile
multitasking inside company buildings [17].
Current research mostly focuses on texting while walking and we have little knowledge
on the effect of other mobile multitasking behaviors. The device enables tasks with
different levels of interactivity. Reading news on a mobile phone is unidirectional while
texting is bidirectional. Writing an email usually entails slower communication speed
than exchanging a short text message (SMS) which typically involve faster interactions.
Some application like games may impose time constraints on the player (such as limited
time to answer a question), which may have a consequence on the task switching
behavior. Finally, some IT tasks are under the control of the user (such as scrolling
through Facebook posts), while other events or alerts are not controlled by the user
(e.g., pop-ups indicating new emails).

3

Methodology

Experimental design: We conducted a 2-factor within-subject experiment: Position
(Standing vs Walking) and Task type. Due to the complexity of the design, we
conducted the project in two phases. In Phase 1 (standing condition only), we used 4
mobile tasks: A) reading a document, B) writing an email, C) playing Tetris, and D)
group texting (i.e., texting with 2 individuals in the same conversation). In the second
phase (walking condition only), 3 mobile tasks were used: (C) playing Tetris, D) group
texting and E) individual texting (with one person)1. In both phases, we also had a
control group in which participants were only attending to the stimuli (F).
Participants: Thirty people (14 males, 16 females; ages 21-43, M = 25.6 years, SD =
5.9 years) participated in Phase 1 (standing) and 48 participated in Phase 2 (walking)
1

In order to keep the number of conditions at a manageable level, two tasks which exhibited the
smallest levels of dual task interference in Phase 1 (Tasks A and B) were excluded from Phase
2.
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(20 males, 28 females; ages 18-46, M=25.5 years, SD=5.5 years). All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were pre-screened for glasses, epilepsy, as
well as health, neurological, and psychiatric diagnoses. This study was approved by the
ethics committee of our institution. Participants provided written consent before
participating and received a 40$ gift certificate as compensation upon experiment
completion.
Stimuli and Apparatus: A dynamic point-light walker representation of a walking
human form composed of 15 black dots was used as a biological motion stimulus. The
dots, representing the head, shoulders, hips, elbows, wrists, knees, and ankles, were
presented on a white background walking either leftward or rightward with a deviation
angle of 3.0° (or -3.0°) from the participant. The point-light walker figure was displayed
for 1000 ms with a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels using a projector (ViewSonic, Brea,
California, United States). The walker stimulus had a height of 1.80 m and was
displayed 4 m from participants, giving a 25 degree visual angle. Two speakers were
located in front of participants which played a 1000 ms auditory stimulus cue with a
random delay of +/- 500 ms before the presentation of the walker. Performance on
point-like walker direction identification is strongly affected by divided attention in a
dual-task paradigm, and the walker has ecological value in pedestrian safety research
[4]. Thus, point-like walker stimulus is a suitable task for evaluating the switch cost of
mobile multitasking in an authentic context. Mobile phone tasks were performed using
an iPhone 6s (Apple, USA). In phase 2, the threadmill used was the iMov iMovR’s
ThermoTread GT (iMovR, USA).
Instrumentation and Measures: EEG data was recorded from 32 Ag-AgCl
preamplified electrodes mounted on the actiCap and with a brainAmp amplifier
(Brainvision, Morrisville). The EEG signal was recorded using 32 electrodes with an
acquisition sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and analyzed with EEGLAB (San Diego, USA)
and Brainvision (Morrisville, USA).
Procedure: While participants were standing (Phase 1) or walking (Phase 2), the pointlike figure walker was presented shortly after the auditory cue stimulus. Participants
were then asked to verbally identify the walker’s direction by answering “left” or
“right” according to the side on which they perceived the walker would pass them.
Participants were also performing different mobile tasks for approximately 16-18
seconds per task. The experiment was composed of 5 blocks in Phase 1, one for each
mobile tasks conditions and a control condition (5 x 22 trials), and 4 blocks in Phase 2,
one for each tasks and a control condition (4 x 40 trials). The order of the blocks was
counterbalanced and they were separated by a two-minute pause in which participants
could sit on a chair while completing a short questionnaire. Prior to the first block,
participants had a two-minute practice period to get used to the walker stimulus.
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Preliminary Results and Ongoing Work
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We recently completed the data collection for this project and the EEG analysis is
currently underway. However, the behavioral results have already been analyzed.
Linear regression with mixed model was performed to compare the least squares means
(LSM) of performance across tasks. LSM was calculated using the model where we
control for age, sex, and level of social use. Table 1 presents the performance (i.e,, the
proportion of walker directions correctly indicated by participants) by task.
Unsurprisingly, the results show that mobile multitasking is risky.
In the standing position, there are significant differences between playing Tetris and
the control task (t(116)=-5.64, p<.0001, Table 1) and between engaging in group
texting and the control task (t(116)=-4.26, p = 0.0003) after adjustment for multiple
comparisons [18].

A
B
C
D
E
F

Task name
Reading document
Writing an email
Playing tetris
Group texting
Individual texting
Control

Phase 1 Standing
80,6%
76,6%
66,6%†
70,4%†
82,1%

Phase 2 Walking
80,8%† ‡
84,0%†
85,4%
89,1%

Table. 1. Behavioral results (Least Squares Means of Performance by Task)
†: significantly lower than the control task;
‡: significantly lower than the individual texting task.

In the walking condition, there are significant differences between playing Tetris and
the control task (t(141)=-5.11, p<.0001, Table 1) and between engaging in group
texting and the control task (p = 0.0003) with the same adjustment. In the walking
condition, we even find that performance of playing Tetris is lower that individual
texting (t(141)=-2.85, p=0.02) after adjustment for multiple comparisons (Holm, 1979).

5

Discussion and Concluding Comments

Our preliminary results suggest that mobile and standing multitasking leads to the
inability to perceive incoming stimuli. While the impacts on behavioral performance
might seems small percentage wise, in real life only a single instance of not attending
to an external stimuli can lead to physical injuries or have life threatening
consequences. Our results also suggest that walking might not be the main contributor
in reducing the behavioral performance. Even in the standing position, some tasks like
playing a game and engaging in a group text might prevent people from noticing
external events in a public environment. Finally, gaming appears to be the most
dangerous mobile multitasking task for pedestrians.
This research contributes to a better understanding of the impact of mobile multitasking
on user behaviors. It contributes to the literature by exploring and comparing a larger
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number of IT tasks performed on smartphones. Preliminary results suggest that playing
a game and engaging in group texting (tasks that were absent from the mobile
multitasking literature) diminish individuals’ performance compared to individuals not
using a smartphone.
These preliminary findings suggest that smartphone application designers and
smartphone manufacturers should be careful in developing mobile apps, especially
those related to games and group texting, by considering features related to user
security. Given that some smartphone games are especially designed for mobility (e.g.,
Pokemon Go), we believe that these results should raise awareness of this very
dangerous behavior in a pedestrian context.
As with any experimental studies, our research has limitations. We used a relatively
young sample, so potentially very good at multitasking and do have the cognitive
performance declines of older adults (e.g. [19]). Thus, research might not be
representative for the whole population, especially an issue as large-scale adoption of
devices such as smartphones spreads to older age groups. Also, the walker required
attention, but the impact of errors is not near as significant as in real life (imagine an
oncoming car). Thus, it is conceivable that a pedestrian in a real-world situation may
perform differently.
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Abstract. Interpersonal EEG synchrony derived from the hyperscanning technique has the potential to reveal brain mechanisms beyond the border of traditional analysis within an individual subject. However, the inter-brain connectivity has not been fully investigated using wearable consumer-grade EEG devices
which can enable a variety of application in a real-world scenario. In this study,
we investigate interpersonal synchrony by capturing EEG signals using wearable
EEG devices, from multiple participants (N = 6, 7, 15) who simultaneously listened to a novel being read to them. The results show that similar power-spectral
patterns from neural responses evoked by perceiving the same auditory stimuli
exhibit the synchrony, which is likely to have a transient characteristic rather than
being stationary.
Keywords: Inter-brain synchrony · Electroencephalogram · Hyperscanning

1

Introduction

Hyperscanning, a neuroimaging technique that simultaneously measures the brain activity from multiple subjects, has demonstrated its usefulness in neuroscience studies
beyond the analysis within an individual brain [1]. Inter-brain correlation of electroencephalography (EEG) has been recently proposed a marker of attention, engagement,
and emotion [2]. Despite its potential, such brain correlates were mainly discovered in
laboratory settings, where the reproducibility of EEG synchrony in real-world scenarios
has yet to be fully explored. Further, most of the previous studies in neurophysiological
synchrony were conducted using sophisticated high-cost EEG devices, therefore, limiting the number of participants. The recent development of wearable EEG enables a
possibility to explore inter-brain synchrony among a higher number of individuals using portable wireless EEG in naturalistic environments. Here, we investigate the synchrony of EEG signals recorded from multiple participants who simultaneously listened
to a reading-out-loud sound of a novel story in a group setting with minimal control,
primarily aiming to monitor synchrony between the emotional experiences of the listeners.
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2

Methodology

2.1

Data Collection

Data was collected in three different sessions from the informed participants who attended a science exhibition and volunteered to involve in this study (Figure 1). Brainwaves were simultaneously recorded at the sampling frequency of 220 Hz from 4 electrodes (TP9, Fp1, Fp2, and TP10) of Muse-2014 wearable EEG headbands*. After putting on the EEG headband and ensuring the position and impedance appropriateness,
the main experimenter started to read out loud the first two chapters of a novel written
by Arnon Grunberg at a naturalistic speed. Participants were encouraged to minimize
body movements to avoid artifacts. The story lasted for 28.13 minutes on average
across three sessions. Upon data quality inspection and discarding data of participants
who left the experiment before it ended, the numbers of remaining participants for each
session are 14, 6, and 7.

Fig. 1. Experiment set-up

2.2

Data preprocessing

Data were trimmed at the arbitrarily selected starting and ending points. The data compression module of MUSE inevitably led to the jitters in the EEG timestamps, which is
crucial information to temporally align EEG signals from all participants. To alleviate
the issue, a linear regression technique together with a sliding window technique was
exploited in order to reduce the deviation of the timestamps. In particular, timestamps
within one sliding window were fitted to a linear curve and the corrected timestamps
were acquired from this linear model; in addition, overlapping technique was also em-

*

More specification can be found in http://developer.choosemuse.com/
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ployed to mitigate a sharp increment or decrement of timestamps at the end of the window. The corrected timestamps were yielded by taking the average of overlapped windows. Afterwards, EEG data were re-sampled at new equal-bin timestamps of 200 Hz,
which was applied to all participants in the same session, using an interpolation technique. Finally, signals of interesting have a duration of 24.09 minutes (3.04 minutes
from the start and 1.03 minutes before the end of the task).
Subsequently, a Butterworth band-pass filter were applied to acquire signal within
the frequency of interest between 1 and 40 Hz. To tackle adverse effects of artifacts, an
artifact removal technique based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA), implemented in EEGLAB [3] was employed. Specifically, ICs were computed using infomax algorithm and then visually evaluated. The artifactual ICs were then removed from
the source space, and the remained ICs were used to project back to original space to
generate artifact-free EEG data. Normalization by subtracting mean values was then
applied to obtain zero-mean EEG signals.
2.3

Synchrony measurement

The EEG synchrony of each dyad in the same session was assessed by computing the
correlation of sliding power spectra. Specifically, power spectral density (PSD) was
computed from each EEG channel in each particular window whose size was 5 seconds
(20% overlapping). In this study, a multi-taper PSD technique implemented in Chronux
toolbox[4] was used to obtain PSD; the taper bandwidth was set to 2 Hz in each 1second sliding window, and the number of tapers was set to 16. Afterwards, spectral
power levels within particular frequency bands were averaged to yield power band of
theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (12-20 Hz), and gamma (20-30 Hz).
Upon acquiring PSD series, the synchrony of EEG between participants x and y in
the same session was measured by computing the correlation (rxy) of PSD in a specific
band and a particular channel using the following formula:
rxy =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅x )(PSDy -PSD
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅y )
∑ki=1(PSDxi -PSD
i
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅x )2 ∑k (PSDy -PSD
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅y )2
√∑k (PSDxi -PSD
i=1
i=1
i

(1)

where PSDxi represents PSD of a signal from subject x at the i-th window from all of
the k windows, and ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
PSDx represents its average taken from all windows. As it is reasonable to assume that a pair of participants might not have a synchrony of PSD
throughout the entire experiment but rather have intermittent synchronization due to
fluctuating mental states, k is defined as the sliding window size for calculating correlation in the region of interest rather than using all data from the whole experiment. In
this study, k is arbitrarily set as 20 and there is overlapping between consecutive windows; given the defined step size of PSD sliding window as 1 second, this means we
are interested in finding a series of correlation of power spectra within a 20-second
time-frame.
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2.4

Statistical Testing

To test the null hypothesis that the power spectra time series of two different participants in the same session are not correlated, the non-parametric surrogate data method
proposed in [5] was exploited. This approach randomizes PSD windows differently to
build surrogate PSD time series and computes surrogate correlation. This process is
repeated for 1,000 times to produce distributions in which the null hypothesis holds i.e.,
the chance-level of cross-participant PSD correlation. The original, non-permuted data
are then compared to the surrogate distribution to obtain p-values which, in this study,
were later compared with a significance threshold of 0.05.

3
3.1

Results
Transient correlation

The correlation coefficients of power-spectra time series from each pair of participants
were averaged within the experimental session, separately by channel-frequency band.
Then the values were aggregated from all pairs of participants to derive the grand-average, the 25th and 75th percentiles, the minimum and the maximum (Figure 2a,b,c).
In addition, the coefficient at a particular window from a pair of participants, whose
value is over 0.75 and its original PSDs significantly correlate, is also shown. In general, the averaged correlation coefficients are relatively low (between around 0.2 and
0.3) compared to an intermittent coefficient from a window. The results suggest that
the synchronization of EEG power spectra is transient rather than stationary throughout
the whole experiment. It is also noticeable that the correlations in theta and alpha are
relatively higher than in beta and gamma, which could be owing to that the listening
task might homogenously enhance the level of concentration and relaxation of participants [6].
3.2

Decline of correlation by the increased size of sliding window

It is sensible to assume that the size k of the sliding window for calculating correlation
may affect the obtained results as it refers to the minimum duration of synchronous
PSD. Henceforth, another investigation was conducted by varying the size of k from 10
to 100 seconds with an increment of 5 seconds. The results, depicted in Figure 2(d),
suggest that correlation coefficients decrease when increasing the size of the sliding
window. From this it can be deduced that the synchronization might not last long and
the enlarged window might encompass the epochs where EEG signals are not synchronized. However, this phenomenon should be investigated further in a follow-up study.
Moreover, one should investigate the possible increase of false-positive rates for small
window sizes.
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Fig. 2. The resulted correlation coefficient of power spectra averaged across all pairs of participants in the same session (session 1, 2, and 3). A correlation coefficient that is derived from
significantly correlated PSDs at a particular window is shown as a circle. The decline of coefficients by increasing the size of the sliding window is displayed in sub-figure (d).

4

Discussion

This paper presents an investigation of synchrony in EEG data recorded in real-world
environment with consumer electronics. Although EEG synchronization was discovered, the underlying mechanisms are yet to be revealed. The detected PSD couplings
are mainly lying in low-frequency bands which are related to various brain activities
such as attention, concentration, relaxation, and drowsiness [4]. Since the participants
in this study did not provide any feedback, it is hard to relate the source of synchrony
and relation with subjective mental state. Futures studies are encouraged to elaborate
the mechanism of inter-brain synchronization by carefully designing an experiment that
excludes potentially irrelevant cortical activity and social interaction [7] that might hinder the analysis and fully focus on a specific plausible cause of synchrony, for instance,
shared attention, emotion, and stimulus perception.
In addition, we should note that the synchrony was computed by only using a frequency-domain approach, where the information in time domain was omitted. Therefore, the size and overlap of sliding window play an important role and might cause
high variance. Our future work will include applying time-frequency approach, such as
wavelet analysis, of inter-brain synchrony to gain further insights and employing statistical analysis to validate the detected synchrony. Further, the synchrony measurement
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should go beyond dyadic analysis and toward discovering a similar pattern among a
group of multiple brains [8].
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Abstract. In the age of big data, decision-makers are confronted with enormous
amounts of information coming from various resources at high velocity. However, humans have limited cognitive capabilities such as attentional resources.
Inappropriate attentional resource allocation can lead to severe losses in performance. Nowadays, the usage of eye-tracking devices brings the opportunity to
design neuro-adaptive information systems that support users in better managing
their limited attentional resources. In this study, we investigated the design of an
attentive information dashboard which provides visual attention feedback (VAF)
as live biofeedback. Later, we examined how three different VAF types assist
decision makers in their visual attention allocation (VAA) performance and focused attention while conducting a data exploration task. The results show that
providing an individualized VAF as live biofeedback using real-time gaze data
supports users in managing their attention better than general VAFs.
Keywords: Attention, Live Biofeedback, Information Dashboard, Eye-Tracking

1

Introduction

The deployment and usage of Business Intelligence (BI) systems has massively
increased in recent years [1]. A critical capability of BI systems is presenting analytical
results from different sources on information dashboards. Information dashboards are
graphical user interfaces that visualize information from different sources on a single
display [2]. This enables decision makers to get an overview of the business at a glance
and helps them to make timely business decisions [3]. Generally, decision makers use
such dashboards in two common modes, exploring the business status in data explorations mode or finding specific information in focused search mode [4]. To accomplish
data exploration tasks properly, there is a need to allocate attention efficiently among
the overabundance of information [5–7]. However, when there is high information density on dashboards, decision makers fail to allocate their attention to all the information.
Missing important information may be the consequence of high attentional demand or
an inappropriate attention allocation [8]. Therefore, there is a need to receive support
for managing attention while exploring dashboards to avoid such failures.
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Attention is known as a limited resource of humans [9] and the huge amount of
information can create a poverty of attention [7]. In the digital environment, researchers
called for designing attentive user interfaces (AUI) [10, 11], attention-aware systems
[12], attention-management systems in affective computing [13, 14] and attention
management support features that preserve users from attentional breakdowns [15, 16].
Eye-tracking devices are known as the main tools for designing such systems [10, 17,
18] since according to the eye-mind hypothesis, where users are fixating is underlying
their attention allocation [19]. Also, in the information systems (IS) community, researchers called for designing neuro-adaptive IS that recognize the physiological state
of users in real-time and adapt based on that information [20]. Therefore, these devices
can be used to design attentive dashboards as a type of neuro-adaptive IS.
The attentional process in the visual field is known as visual attention [21] and visual
attention allocation (VAA) is the set of processes enabling and guiding the selection of
incoming perceptual information [12, 22]. Tracking the VAA of users can be used for
designing live biofeedback [14, 23–25] that informs users about their attentional state.
Moreover, AUIs that provide visual attention feedback (VAF) are known as being supportive to recover from attentional breakdowns and improve the performance in several
contexts [13, 26–28]. Although the NeuroIS community called for the usage of eyetracking devices to design and evaluate innovative systems [18, 20, 29], there is limited
research on using eye activity for designing live biofeedback [25]. Also, to the best of
our knowledge, designing VAF to support users exploring information dashboards is
not investigated so far. Thus, this study aims to design an attentive information dashboard that supports users in improving their attention management:
RQ: What type of VAF supports users in their VAA performance and focused
attention while exploring information dashboards?
To answer this question, we investigated the effects of three different VAF types as part
of a design science research (DSR) project. In this DSR project, we used eye trackers
in both the design and evaluation process as suggested by researchers in the NeuroIS
field [29]. In the design phase, we used them for developing an attentive information
dashboard as a neuro-adaptive IS and also for designing individualized VAFs as a live
biofeedback [24]. In the evaluation phase, we analyzed users’ eye-movement data to
investigate impacts of such feedback on the VAA performance and the focused attention while revisiting the dashboard.

2

Research Methodology and Instantiation of VAF Types

This DSR project is structured following the approach of Kuechler and Vaishnavi
[30]. As the first step, we conducted an exploratory study in addition to a literature
review to extract difficulties of users in managing their attention while exploring
information dashboards [31]. Moreover, we identified that neuro-adaptive dashboards
and live biofeedback are not studied in this context so far. This study is focused on the
next steps of the first cycle of the DSR project. In the suggestion phase, we proposed
to use eye-trackers to design attentive information dashboards and different VAF types
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that can support users in managing their limited attention. Later, we developed the suggestions by integrating Tobii 4C eye-tracker as apparatus with the appropriate license
for conducting research studies. For the evaluation phase, we designed a controlled lab
experiment to investigate effects of suggested VAF types by analyzing users' eyemovement data. To better understand the impact of each VAF, we designed a distinct
dashboard that increases the internal validity of the experiment. As it can be seen in
Fig. 1 (left), this dashboard is designed to minimize the influence of external factors on
the VAA. The dashboard includes six charts while each is acknowledged as an area of
interest (AOI). We tried to design each chart with the same complexity by having the
same format, amount of information chunks, size, no color, etc. With having the same
complexity, we suppose that a proper VAA is close to an even distribution of attention
on all six AOIs. Therefore, having lower variance among six dwell-times for each user
shows that the user had a proper VAA and having high variance indicates that the attention is not distributed properly among these six charts.
Fig. 1 (right) shows three design features (DF) as VAFs that were implemented for
this study. Feedback is known as a constructive element that sends back information
about what action has been done while allowing the user to continue with the activity
[32]. Therefore, a proper design of VAF for data exploration tasks should serve as a
memory aid and facilitate users to recognize their previous VAA. Also, it should appears during the data exploration task and let the user resume it after processing the
feedback. This can be done either by presenting the actual VAA as a form of live biofeedback, or by giving general feedback as a hint for improving VAA within next steps.
First, we designed the live biofeedback as an individualized VAF by considering the
user’s eye-movement in real-time. DF1 in Fig. 1 represents an example of this VAF
type. This type of VAF displays the actual VAA by presenting the dwell-time on each
chart of the dashboard as a time format. We assume that having such information assists
users to remember their previous VAA. Consequently, it helps in selecting a suitable
data e ploration strategy within the revisit phase. The second VAF type is a general
VAF that presents an example of improper VAA. DF2 in Fig. 1 shows the design of
this VAF type which is equivalent to the individualized VAF and only the duration
values are different in order to provide an example of an improper VAA. The third
VAF, DF3 in Fig. 1, is again a general VAF with the same design. In contrast to DF2,
the values in this VAF type expose an example of a proper VAA. We assume that both
DF2 and DF3 as general VAFs give a hint to the participants for recalling their previous
VAA from their own memory, consequently, let them plan the revisit phase. The dwelltime values of DF2 and DF3 are the same for all participants while they changed for
the users with an individualized VAF. Moreover, users received a short text on top of
each VAF that explain the VAF type. The values of the proper and improper VAFs are
coming from the VAA of users with the individualized VAF. We first conducted the
study with the users that received an individualized VAF and considered the dwell-time
on six AOIs in the first phase of the experiment from these users to find the values for
general VAFs. For that, we calculated the variance among the collected six dwell-time
values for all participants and selected the VAA with the lowest variance as the proper
example of VAA and the highest variance as the improper VAA.
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Fig. 1. Designed attentive information dashboard and three design features as VAF types
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3.1

Experiment and Preliminary Results
Experimental Design

To test impacts of VAF types, we executed an eye-tracking experiment in a controlled lab environment. The experimental design was a 2 (with and without VAF) by
3 (VAF types) mixed design in which with or without VAF was manipulated within
subjects and VAF types were manipulated between subjects. In this experiment, each
subject had to conduct data exploration tasks in two rounds on two different information
dashboards, which both had the same design but different content. For each data exploration task, participants had three minutes to explore the dashboard in total. After two
minutes they were interrupted for 30 seconds and later resumed the task for one more
minute. During the first round, the interruption phase counted as a break and participants were asked to wait for 30 seconds before continuing. During the second round,
each participant got one of the three VAF types presented in the previous section.
The experiment procedure started by calibrating the eye-tracker for each participant
individually with the software provided by Tobii. In the second step, screen-based instructions were given to explain the experimental steps and illustrated the concepts used
in the dashboard. These instructions were followed by control questions to ensure the
common understanding of concepts on the dashboard. After that, the main part of the
experiment started and can be seen in Fig. 2. First, participants conducted the first round
(without VAF) of the experiment in which they explored the dashboard for two minutes
(first phase) and then they had a break for 30 seconds. Next, they had the opportunity
to resume the data exploration task for one more minute and finish the first round. Then,
the calibration status was checked again, and in case of any errors the system enforced
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the execution of a recalibration. Also, a rest phase was included for two minutes to
control for carryover effects from the first round. Next, the second round (with VAF)
of experiment is started. In this round, users had a data exploration task similar to the
first round but this time with a new dashboard. In this round, participants received one
of the designed VAF types after two minutes instead of having a break. As time was
controlled in each step, the participants got a timer in the footer of the screen that displayed the remaining time in all phases of the experiment. At the end, demographic
questions were asked as a survey.
(First Phase)
Data Exploration

2 m in

(Revisit Phase)

(Revisit Phase)

Break
30 Sec.

(First Phase)

Continue Data
Exploration

1 m in

2 m in

Data Exploration

VAF

2 m in

30 Sec.

Start

Continue
Data Exploration

1 m in
End

First Round
(Without VAF)

Break
(Control Carry
Over Effect)

Second Round
(With VAF)

Fig. 2. The main part of the experiment

3.2

Data Analysis Results

In total 29 university students (8 female, 21 male) with an average age of 25.03 years
(SD=2.32) participated in this experiment. After checking the collected data, we removed two participants since the total collected dwell-time was less than 3/4 of the time
assigned to each phase. This can be because these users ignored some part of the task
or an error in the calibration. The remaining 27 participants were distributed across
three groups (G). 11 participants were assigned to G1 with the individualized VAF, 8
participants to G2 with the improper example of VAA (general VAF) and 8 participants
to G3 with the proper example of VAA (general VAF).
The data analysis is focused on comparing the VAA performance and focused
attention of the participants as the dependent variables (DVs) in the revisit phase of
both rounds (with and without VAF). The revisit phase is considered as an opportunity
to improve the VAA by focusing on previously low-attended charts of the first phase.
Thus, for each round, we detected the three low attended charts in the first phase and
measured the dwell-time on these charts in the revisit phase. Also, we captured the
focused attention of users by tracking the number of transitions between the AOIs. Focused attention is defined as the centering of attention on a limited stimulus field in IS
[33]. Here, having a lower number of transitions is considered as having a higher focused attention. Fig. 3 presents the VAA performance and focused attention of all three
groups in the first and second round (with or without VAF conditions).
To test the difference between groups in these two rounds, we conducted a mixed
design ANOVA test with groups as between subject and the DVs as within subject. We
did this test for each DV separately and the results did not show any significant difference among the three groups for both DVs. We assume that these results occurred because of the low sample size in this pilot study. To investigate the effects of VAFs in
more details, we performed a within-subject analysis for each group separately by con-
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ducting a paired-sample t-test. For the group with an individualized VAF (G1), the results confirm that there was a significant difference in the VAA performance of the first
(M=45.69, SD=14.08) and second (M=64.95, SD=16.38) round of the experiment
(t(10)= -3.773, p=0.003). Although Fig. 3 shows that the VAA performance improved
in the second round for all groups, the paired-sample t-test for G2 and G3 does not show
a significant difference. Therefore, we can infer that the individualized VAF helped
participants to find previously low attended charts in a better way than the other two
general VAFs.
Moreover, after checking the normality assumptions for transitions, we used the paired
sample Wilcoxon test to investigate the effect of the individualized VAF on focused
attention. For G1, the results reveal that there was a weak significant difference in focused attention for the first (M=32.82, SD=17. 86) and second (M=19.55, SD=9.05)
round of the experiment (v=56.5, p=0.040). Also, for G2, the results of a paired sample
t-test show a weak significant difference for the first (M=32, SD=16.14) and second
(M=25, SD=16.06) round (t(7)=2.3287, p=0.05). However, for G3 the results do not
show any significant difference. We can infer that, although the focused attention improved for all three VAF types, the effect of an individualized VAF and an improper
VAA example was stronger than the effect of a proper VAA example.

Fig. 3. VAA performance and focused attention during the revisit phase

4

Discussion and Next Steps

Results from the previous section reveal that individualized VAF as a live biofeedback supported users to improve both VAA performance and the focused attention in
comparison with proper or improper examples of VAA as general VAFs. Providing
actual values of the VAA supports users to recall this information from their memory
in a better way than receiving the general hints. These results confirm that users with
general VAFs had difficulty to recall their previous VAA and to plan for the revisit
phase. Regarding the focused attention, we found that giving the individualized and
improper example of VAA as VAFs support users to focus better on the task. However,
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having a proper VAA example influences neither the VAA performance nor focused
attention. The results explain that having the improper VAA example as a hint helps
users to better focus during the revisit phase than the proper VAA example.
Although the existing results provided valuable findings, our study has some limitations that can be covered in future investigations. First, this study is considered as an
exploratory study to get preliminary results of using the three suggested VAFs. Next,
there is a need to differentiate the effects of these VAFs types in a larger scale for robust
theorization and confirmatory studies. Second, the Tobii 4C eye-tracker is used for both
designing and evaluating parts. However, this device is mainly used for designing interactive systems based on gaze position rather than evaluation purposes. Therefore,
there is a need to evaluate this VAFs with a more accurate eye-tracker and analyze other
eye-movement data such as fixations or pupil size to measure the workload [34]. In
addition, there is a need to investigate other design suggestions for the individualized
VAF than providing it in a time format. The attention distribution can be visualized as
heatmap, scan paths, etc. Also, there is a need to study the role of working memory
capacity of the users to check how such VAF types affect different users with different
capabilities. Previous studies showed a close relationship between the working memory
capacity and the control of attention [35]. Furthermore, besides designing live biofeedback for data exploration tasks, other tasks such as search tasks, resumption support,
shared attention in meetings, etc. can be investigated.

5

Conclusion

In the age of big data, decision-makers are confronted with an enormous amount of
information coming from various resources. To ease processing and extracting value,
this information is visualized and presented in a form of information dashboards. However, humans have difficulties to process all information since they have limited attentional resources. In this study, we focused on the design of an attentive information
dashboard as a neuro-adaptive IS and VAF as live biofeedback to support users managing their limited attentional resources. For that, eye-tracking devices are used for both
designing and evaluating this systems [20, 29] and this DSR project contributes to the
field of NeuroIS by enhancing user capabilities [18] in managing their limited attentional resources. Based on the list of possible contributions in the field of NeuroIS provided by Riedl and Léger [24], our design is related to the eighth contribution, using
NeurosIS tools and delivering an IT artifact which tracks and adapts to the user’s attentional state. Moreover, we contribute to the ninth contribution by providing VAF as a
live biofeedback that assists users to better control their limited attentional resources.
Also, based on Gregor and Hevner [36] this DSR study contributes as an
“improvement” since we addressed an existing problem (attention management) by
providing the design of a new solution (individualized VAF). By evaluating three suggested VAF types, we identified that providing individualized VAF as live biofeedback
supports users in both VAA performance and focused attention more than having a
proper or improper example of a VAA as general VAFs.
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Abstract. Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) can be used to improve humanmachine interactions (HMIs) by providing implicit information about the mental state. We introduce a brain activity, perturbation-evoked potentials (PEPs),
that was not yet investigated in the context of BCIs although it has the required
properties. An experimental setup for studying PEPs is proposed and validated
and two possible use cases for this brain activity are introduced.
Keywords: Passive Brain-Computer Interface · Perturbation-Evoked Potential ·
Human-Machine Interaction · Rehabilitation · Assistive Device

1.

Introduction

A brain-computer interface (BCI) is a system that translates brain activity into control
commands for computers or machines. During the last decades, BCIs were successfully used to compensate for lost neural functionality and restore several key abilities in
paralyzed patients, e.g. communication [1], motor control [2], and locomotion [3].
Additionally, BCI systems were used in rehabilitation medicine to improve the recovery rate of patients [4].
Brain signals can be obtained using different recording methods. Typically, noninvasive techniques like electroencephalography (EEG) [5], functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [6], or near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [7] are used. However, several BCI systems using invasive recording techniques for acquiring brain
activity have been proposed. More prominent methods used are electrocorticography
(ECoG) [8] and multi-unit recordings [9]. Invasive methods offer the advantage of
excellent spatial and temporal resolution of obtained signals as well as a better signalto-noise ratio at the cost of inflicting physical trauma to the brain and/or the skull
[10]. Acquisition of brain signals is the first step in realizing a brain-computer interface. In order to generate control commands, brain activity has to be mapped onto
user intentions. For this purpose, BCI systems rely on activity patterns that can be
actively modulated by users and therefore hold information about intention. Patterns
that are often used for active BCI control are event-related potentials (ERPs, e.g.
P300) [11], movement-related cortical potentials (MRCPs) [12], and steady-state
evoked potentials (SSEPs) [13].
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BCI systems using one of the brain signals mentioned above are often referred to
as active brain-computer interfaces (aBCIs). This term reflects the intention of these
systems to provide users with autonomous control over a target computer or machine,
in other words, the user can actively trigger a response. Over the last decade, a second
type of BCI system, whose purpose was not to provide users with active control over
a machine or computer, but instead to enrich human-machine interaction with implicit
information about the state of a user, was suggested by different research groups.
These systems are often referred to as passive brain-computer interfaces (pBCIs) [14].
The main difference between pBCIs and aBCIs is the brain activity that is used. A
pBCI system relies on activity patterns that are not voluntarily modulated by users but
automatically occur due to changes of internal or external parameters. Proposed systems used, among others, mental workload [15], error-related potentials (ErrPs) [16],
and band power [17]. The implicit information about a user’s mental state encoded in
these activity patterns is used to evoke a reaction of the controlled machine or computer, e.g. Zander et al, used a pBCI to implicitly control movement of a cursor based
on workload [15].
This work focuses on possible use cases for perturbation-evoked potentials (PEPs)
to enrich HMI. Such a PEP is released by the brain whenever a person loses balance.
PEPs belong to the group of event-related potentials. Therefore, they have similarities
with other ERPs such as time-locking to an event. Especially error-related potentials
seem to be closely related with PEPs. However, they offer different information about
users. While ErrPs reflect a general mismatch between user’s expectation and reality
or an error committed by them, PEPs provide detailed information about the internal
state of the user [18,19]. This gain of detailed information distinguishes PEPs from
other ERPs. In order to use PEPs for a pBCI, robust detection and classification of
this activity pattern must be possible.

2.

Theoretical Background

Several EEG studies have revealed that full-body perturbations are reflected by specific cortical activity [20,21,22,23]. This activity is called perturbation-evoked potential and usually consists of four different components [24]. PEPs start with a small
positive peak P1 that occurs between 30 and 90 ms after perturbation onset. Reported
amplitudes of P1 are in the range from 0.2 to 7 μV. This first component is followed
by a stronger, negative peak, which is commonly referred to as N1. Most of the research about PEPs focuses on this second component with reported peak latencies
between 85 and 163 ms and amplitudes ranging from -0.8 to -80 μV. The last two
components, P2 and N2, are together called late perturbation-evoked response. P2 and
N2 usually occur 200 - 400 ms after perturbation onset. P1, P2, and N2 are not always
visible in EEG recordings, but the N1 peak can always be found.
The function of the N1 peak is still an object of discussion among balance control
researchers. Quant and colleagues suggested that this peak reflects sensory processing
of somatosensory inputs [25]. In contrast to that, Adkin and colleagues proposed that
N1 is related to error detection. They developed the idea that a mismatch between
actual and expected postural state is reflected by this negative peak [22]. Malin and
colleagues argued against the role of N1 in error detection. They localized an N1
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source generator in the supplementary motor area (SMA). Therefore, their suggestion
was that N1 occurs in correspondence with the planning of a motor response that is
necessary to compensate the perturbation [26].
Several factors influencing the latency and amplitude of the N1 component have
been identified. The amplitude of experienced perturbations has a proportional influence of PEP’s amplitude [27]. Other factors are learning effects and predictability of
perturbation, among others [28,29]. However, Mochizuki and colleagues detected that
occurrence and shape of PEPs are not affected by the sensory, motor, and postural
state of subjects [23]. This robustness to internal parameters of humans makes PEPs a
promising activity pattern for HMI research since they can be used as a reliable
source of implicit information about the state of a user.

3.

Research Model

The use of biosignals in human-machine interaction scenarios is not totally new.
Though several examples exist, as described above, the transfer of these concepts into
real-world settings is still to be done. In this work we want to present a seldomly used
brain signal and give an idea of an experimental setup as it could enrich besides others
also the NeuroIS-field.
There are human-machine scenarios where the information about balance control
loss can be beneficial to improve interactions. Below, we are briefly describing three
fields that could profit from this knowledge.






clinical: The information provided by PEPs can be used in the context of
wearable robotics or exoskeletons, either during the rehabilitation process
(e.g. gait training in a reha-robot after stroke) or in the assistive device context (walking exoskeletons for paraplegic people with SCI). Whenever the
patient loses balance, the detection of the PEP could give the system supplementary knowledge of the user’s state in addition to kinetic/kinematic
measures of sensor data and help the system to better interpret the current
situation.
autonomous driving/flying: Whoever has experienced glider flying knows
that the body, being tightly fixed into the seat of the cockpit and therefore
entirely connected with the plane, feels every single movement in the air. Pilots seeking for thermals need to react, beside the visual information of the
environment, to the movements the plane and therefore the body receives by
rising air. This slight imbalance gives the sign to turn into a curve to catch
updraft. By detecting the PEP, ideally lateral to the movement, the turn could
be initiated faster since it needs reaction time and movement of the pilot in
the first place.
virtual reality (VR): Due to the mismatch in vestibular and visual sensory
information during the usage of a VR-headset, a loss of balance control can
occur. Information about the precise time when a user perceives loss of bal-
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ance control could be used to adapt VR scripts on the fly to compensate this
loss by using alternative ways of visualization.

4.

Experimental Setup

Experiments to investigate the usability of PEPs for pBCI will be conducted with a
car seat that was mounted on a custom-made tilting appliance (see Figure 1). Participants will be secured with a belt and equipped with a 32-channel EEG cap. The used
system is a LiveAmp (BrainProducts, Gilching, Germany) combined with actiCap
slim electrodes (BrainProducts, Gilching, Germany). The amplifier will be attached to
the chair in order to measure movements of the chair with an in-built accelerometer.
Thus, the accelerometer data used to determine the perturbation onset will be perfectly synchronous with EEG recordings.

Fig. 1. Picture of the custom-built chair used to induce perturbations. The chair can be tilted using the
handle seen behind the backrest. The amplifier is attached at the top of the backrest in order to record
movements of the chair with the in-built accelerometer.
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Fig. 2. Response to perturbation of one subject recorded at electrode Cz. Data bandpass filtered between
0.3 and 30 Hz and the curve at the bottom is averaged over 120 trials. The N1 component of PEP can be
seen around 100 ms.

Preliminary recordings with the chair reveal that the tilt angle with a maximum of
5° suffices to elicit a PEP (see Figure 2). In order to test the ability to evoke PEPs of
our experimental setup, four subjects were recorded. All four of them showed negative peaks around 100 ms after the perturbation onset. Data was filtered between 0.3
and 30 Hz using an infinite impulse response (IIR) bandpass filter and epoched
around the perturbation onset. Epochs started 500 milliseconds before the perturbation
onset and ended 1000 milliseconds after the onset. These epochs were averaged over
all trials. For future analysis, independent component analysis (ICA) could be used to
on the one hand to remove artifacts introduced by body and eye movement and on the
other hand to investigate the sources of the PEP.

5.

Conclusion and Outlook

Our first recordings using the tilting chair indicated that it is possible to study PEPs
using our setup. Next steps will include the recording of more subjects to create a data
pool with workable size, investigating time-series analysis methods and machine
learning classifiers for a robust online detection and classification of PEPs, and studying whether sideward perturbations induce a lateralization of PEPs. The first step is
necessary to ensure proper testing conditions for machine learning algorithms. Training and test set have to be of a sufficient size in order to prevent stability issues like
overfitting. Our goal is to improve real-world HMI by using PEPs. Therefore, the
second step is crucial, since the identification or development of methods that can
achieve robust online detection and classification is essential for accomplishing this
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objective. The third step is especially important for our second proposed use case. The
interaction with a glider would be more beneficial if the direction of perturbation (left
vs. right) could be inferred directly from the recorded brain activity. If there is a lateralization of PEPs, this characteristic could be easily used to get that information.
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Abstract. To carry out more reliable UX tests, it is necessary to analyze how
neurophysiological measurements are treated. In particular, the use of baseline,
the neutral task that compares a subject to itself, has so far been the subject of
little study in the literature. The purpose of this paper is to focus on using the
baseline in a UX test context. Our main result is that we can improve the baseline
procedure, which currently consists of doing one baseline task at the beginning.
Indeed, in our research, the validity of this procedure was studied during the calibration of the EDA (Electrodermal Activity). We then discovered that a majority
of our subjects had an increasing or decreasing trend throughout the experiment.
To answer this problem we propose to move the location of this one baseline or
add a second baseline at the end of the experiment.
Keywords: Baseline · EDA · Neurophysiological measures · Noise Extraction ·
Calibration · Individual response ·
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Introduction

In UX studies, the validity, reliability, and robustness of measurements are critical to
achieving quality results [1]. However, in UX experiments, the high variability of neurophysiological signals between participating subjects can disrupt data analysis. In order to compare these neurophysiological signals between subjects participating in the
same research project, but sometimes exposed to different interfaces, it is imperative to
calibrate these signals, as they can vary considerably from one subject to another. It is
therefore essential to integrate one or more identical tasks for all subjects in the experiment in order to establish a point of reference. This eliminates the specific error associated with the subject signal and, for laboratory experiments, also suppresses the insitu effect. These tasks to calibrate neurophysiological measurement tools are known
as a baseline.
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The purpose of this article is thus to propose ways to improve the use of baselines in
UX experiments.

First of all, the definition of a baseline, as it is applied to laboratory experiments, is a
reference state allowing the comparison of a subject with himself, during the experiment and for the different conditions tested during the tasks [2]. For the study of a
subject, this allows us to conclude that the observed difference between the value of his
signal during the task and the value during the baseline comes only from the task. However, the existence of such a reference state does not make consensus [3, 4]. Jennings
speaks, for example, of a state of rest that would be unstable and difficult to control
and, despite baselines up to 20 minutes, Jennings said he was not able to achieve a
stability of values [2]. This could indicate that, regardless of baseline length, there is
potentially a trend within an experiment. This problem can be exacerbated in UX tests
today where time constraints are an important issue. However, the baseline is a critical
step for the validity and reliability of experiment results [2], [5].
Also, in studies conducted today in psychophysiology, two quite different types of baselines coexist: resting baseline [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and low-cognitive demand baseline [2],
[11]. Here we can see the effects of the confusion pointed out by Jennings between state
of rest and state of reference. Resting baseline mainly involves asking the participant
to sit, without moving. Jennings prefers to have participants perform a task to maintain
a constant level of vigilance. He proposes the Vanilla Baseline method (the type of
baseline we used for our study) which has the advantage of avoiding sleepiness or boredom [2]. With this method, subjects are asked to observe a video screen and to count
the number of times a designated color occupies a rectangle on the screen. Six clearly
distinguishable colors are employed and presented randomly with equal probability of
occurrence. At the end of the baseline period, subjects report the number of times the
designated color was observed.
Finally, a good baseline must help reduce the inter-subject variation as much as possible
[2], [12] and to get as close as possible to the real external conditions [13]. The importance of the baseline is often neglected, we can see it because this task is sometimes
not described or even taken into account in the presentation of the results [2]. A good
future practice would be to bring more transparency and to make this description systematic [3], [14]. This would improve our knowledge of the various practices in terms
of baselining and reinforce the methodological rigor of UX professionals.
The various issues raised in the literature have led to questions about the use of baselines. The relative instability of baselines hardly seems compatible with the imperative
of reliability in the UX tests. In particular, using only one baseline at the beginning
could be problematic if there is a trend. This is how we came to hypothesize that it
would be a better practice to use more than one baseline.
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Research Method

The data collected comes from a study conducted at Tech3Lab with the goal of improving our knowledge of the optimal location and number of baselines. The task of the
participants during the experiment was to navigate through a simulated Facebook page.
For about a minute, they had to look at this Facebook page, which contained 3 images
of the IAPS bank (Figure 1) [15] whose physiological response was known in advance.
This task was repeated 12 times with 36 images randomly scattered on these 12 pages.
For each participant we collected the electrocardiogram, the pupil diameter and the
electrodermal activity (EDA), which is the signal that we will use for the continuation
of our analyses. In the end we were able to exploit the data of 40 participants.

Fig 1. Example of the 3 IAPS images

Fig 2. Screen example during vanilla baseline

What will interest us for the future is that before each of the 12 tasks, the participants
had to do a baseline. The baseline method was a vanilla baseline method as described
earlier. Figure 2 illustrates what a participant can see during a baseline. During the
experiment, we alternated a "long baseline" with a duration of 40 seconds and two
"short baseline" each with a duration of 20 seconds, for a total of 12 baselines for each
participant.
We chose to concentrate our first research on the study of the EDA. For each participant
we had measured every 10 ms, the value of his EDA expressed in microsiemens (μS).
Thus, from this dataset, we were able to calculate the average EDA value during each
baseline for each participant. It is the analysis of these results that we will present in
the next section.
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Preliminary Results

We wanted to understand our results with a descriptive analysis, focusing only on average EDA during our 12 baselines and not during the whole experiment. Thus, we
classified the different participants using the k-means clustering method applied to
curve clustering. In a simple way we were able to categorize our participants in the 3
groups suggested by the clustering procedure and presented in Figure 1: those for whom
the EDA increased, those for whom the EDA decreased, and the others (stability or
strong variability).

Fig 3. Result of the k-means clustering

To improve the visualization, all the curves have been standardized in order that the
average of the 12 baselines for each participant is 1. On these graphs, the pale gray
curves represent the change in baseline EDA for each participant. The curve in red
represents the average of all curves for a given cluster. The main result of this clustering
is that there are 27 out of 40 participants for whom there is a trend (17 increasing, all
with statistical significance, and 10 decreasing, out of which 7 are with statistical significance) regardless of the tasks performed. This means that for 2/3 of the subjects, the
assumption of a unique reference state that allows to compare the subject to himself
from a baseline made at the beginning is questionable. Taking the case of a subject with
a rising trend, we will conclude more often that his EDA is above his reference level,
which may lead to a bias in the analysis.
As we can see, the main problem is the prediction of the behavior of the EDA from a
single baseline done at the beginning for participants with a trend. Solutions would be
to modify the location of this baseline or do more than one baseline during the experiment. To improve our knowledge of the natural evolution of a subject's EDA we will
consider several scenarios where we could modify the location or the number of baselines. To measure the performance of these different scenarios in the prediction we will
use the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). This indicator calculates the difference between our predicted value and the observed value; a successful model will be closer to
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zero. The predicted values come from a linear regression using the baseline EDA averages only for selected baselines. The observed values are the values of the EDA for the
participant during throughout the whole experiment (during baselines and tasks).
To develop the different scenarios, we used our literature review and our descriptive
data analysis. Indeed, the supposed instability of the baseline pushed us to explore the
results of a prediction from a baseline in the middle or at the end of the experiment.
Above all these elements suggested we not settle for a single baseline and try to measure
the additional baseline gain. Our descriptive analysis seemed to show a linear trend, but
we also tested a quadratic alternative in case of concave or convex relations using 3
baselines or more. The main results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Performance in prediction depending on number and location of baselines
Type of Result (Baseline Location)

Mean of RMSE for 40 participants

Actual Procedure: 1 Baseline (F)

1,829

Best result with 1 baseline (M)

1,379

Best result with 2 baselines (F-L)

1,144

Best result with 3 baselines - Linear trend (F-M-L)

1,071

Best result with 3 baselines - Quadratic trend (F-M-L)

1,059

Using all available baselines - Linear trend (All 12)

0,996

F means the first baseline of the experiment, M represents the baseline in the middle,
and L means the last baseline. Here, for example, we found an RMSE of 1.059 when
we made a linear regression with a quadratic trend, using the EDA average for first,
middle and last baseline (i.e. 3 points). These results lead us to some initial conclusions.
First, the location of the baseline is important because the more a baseline is placed in
the middle of the experiment, the better its prediction performance is (RMSE goes from
1.829 to 1.379). Also, adding a second baseline has a very strong impact on a participant's EDA prediction during the experiment (RMSE drops from 1.829 to 1.144). However, the marginal gain in performance of adding extra baselines beyond this second
baseline decreases very quickly. Even if we could do a baseline before each task, our
average RMSE would reach the floor of 0.996. This 0,996 is only a reference value that
we want to get closer, but reaching it is not a goal. Finally, a simple linear trend seems
to be able to adequately explain the evolution of EDA. Tests with other types of trends
have little or no improvement in our results (RMSE drops only from 1.071 to 1.059
with a quadratic trend for 3 baselines).
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Discussion and Conclusion

At this stage we have no physiological explanation for these trends of EDA. However,
we observed a significant difference for the EDA average in the first baseline between
rising participants and those having a decrease in their EDA during the study. Thus,
participants with a higher EDA at the beginning are more likely to see their EDA drop
during the experiment. This could mean that other factors (stress, temperature difference) could affect the participants before they find a reference state. It is also possible
that the establishment of a reference state in the laboratory is not compatible with what
an individual usually lives (in-situ effect) [2]. As a limitation, it is possible that the
realization of additional baselines compared to the current procedure have affected our
results.
To conclude, the current baseline procedure with one baseline at the beginning is not
optimal. Thus, we propose the addition of a second baseline at the end, which has the
advantage of not being too time consuming and seems a good compromise in terms of
the measurement performance. Even if this solution is not perfect, at least it improves
our measurement in the case of an increasing or decreasing trend in EDA. This additional baseline can provide additional information, which can lead to more reliable analysis. We thus suggest this practice as an interesting research track for UX professionals.
However, if time constraints are too important, moving the baseline to the middle of
the experiment could also be a viable option. In both cases, it is necessary to carefully
plan the experimental design. Indeed, our study was designed so that the location of the
baseline is valid regardless of the task performed, which is not necessarily applicable
to all UX tests.
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Abstract. As the NeuroIS field expands its scope to address more complex research questions with electroencephalography (EEG), there is greater need for
EEG analysis capabilities that are relatively easy to implement and adapt to different protocols, while at the same time providing an open and standardized approach. We present a series of open source tools, based on the Python programming language, which are designed to facilitate the development of open
and collaborative EEG research. As supplementary material, we demonstrate
the implementation of these tools in a NeuroIS case study and provide files that
can be adapted by others for NeuroIS EEG research.
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Brain-computer interface
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Introduction

There has been considerable interest recently in the information systems community
concerning tools for conducting interdisciplinary experiments. The motivation for this
interest is rooted in the growing acceptance that explicit measures of emotional and
cognitive states can capture dimensions of technology use and human computer interaction that users would not be able to self-report [1,2]. To address this concern, NeuroIS researchers have called for tools that integrate disparate physiological and questionnaire measures [3]. This has led to efforts in the NeuroIS community to develop
tools as either proprietary platforms [4] or open source libraries [5]. While these efforts have considerable potential for streamlining NeuroIS research processes in the
long run, there has so far been relatively little discussion about existing tools developed in other research communities that might provide validated building blocks that
accelerate progress in NeuroIS without reduplication of effort, and at the same time
allowing NeuroIS to more fully integrate with related research enterprises such as
cognitive neuroscience. Beyond simply being able to implement NeuroIS research in
as efficient and validated a manner as possible, there is growing recognition across
scientific disciplines that research processes and results be open, transparent, and fully
reproducible [6-8]. Our goal is to describe a software pipeline that enables this.
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In this paper, we introduce and demonstrate the utility of a set of open source tools
that are relevant to many NeuroIS research projects—particularly those which use
EEG to validate elements of user experience, but extending to other physiological
measures including eye tracking, heart rate, skin conductance, MEG, and nearinfrared brain imaging (fNIRI). All of the tools discussed are written in the Python
programming language, are readily inter-operable, are freely available under the Python Software Foundation’s open source license. The result is a set of tools that are
both powerful and flexible, that can also be adapted to extend beyond traditional EEG
analysis. We illustrate the use these tools, which we will henceforth refer to as the
“Python stack”, through a brief case study provided online as a supplement to this
paper. The case study uses the Python stack to build elements of a P3 speller brain
computer interface (BCI) [9,10] and includes data collected in this paradigm as part of
a neurotechnology hackathon at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada in 2019. This
application was chosen because of its applicability to attention-related IS constructs
that have been described in the IS literature [11-14]. The source files for this case and
the related tutorial are provided publicly and can be retrieved from GitHub at
https://github.com/cdconrad/py-bci.
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Python tools for experiment design and EEG processing

Table 1 lists the Python packages that comprise the stack we use in our experimental
protocols. The base of this is Anaconda [15], a collection of Python packages designed for scientific computing, which come bunded with a “package manager”: a
tool for installing and updating packages that ensures that all are compatible and interoperable with each other. The value of Anaconda is that by downloading and installing this single package, the user is readily equipped with a wide variety of Python
packages that will work together, without the overhead of identifying the necessary
set of packages for a task and resolving compatibility issues.
The second tool highlighted in Table 1 is Jupyter [16]. This is a scientific “notebook” application which allows the user to write and execute code, view and save the
results, and write rich-text documentation using Markdown formatting, all in a single
file that is accessed via a Web browser. This has significant advantages over other
approaches to using Python or other programming languages, such as interacting with
a command line or using an integrated development environment; because all elements of the process are encapsulated in a single file, it is very easy to share and reproduce analysis pipelines across experiments and between labs.
Another advantage of Jupyter notebooks is that, once a pipeline has been implemented in a notebook, e.g., for the processing of EEG data from an individual participant, notebooks can simply be copied and re-run for each additional participant,
and/or easily adapted to new experiments. This means that while proficiency in the
Python language is necessary to build the pipelines in the first place, users little to no
programming expertise can readily adapt and run these notebooks for new participants
or groups of participants. This makes these an excellent entry point for new researchers who wish to engage in NeuroIS research without first learning Python programming—not only because the learning curve is less steep, but because the notebook
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format makes it easy for senior lab members to audit others’ work to ensure quality
control. In this regard it is notable that our lab moved to this pipeline several years
ago from the Matlab-based EEGlab platform, which is also widely used in cognitive
neuroscience research [17]. While EEGlab offers a menu-driven graphical user interface (GUI), users have to choose the appropriate menu items and manually enter the
appropriate parameters each time, and these settings are not all recorded in the output—making the process both more error-prone and more difficult to audit.
Table 1. Description of the recommended stack of Python tools for EEG analysis

Tool Name

Developers

Description

Anaconda

Anaconda Inc. [15]

A distribution of the Python programming
language for scientific computing.

Jupyter

Pérez et al. [16]

A notebook format for sharing code and
computational narratives.

Matplotlib

Hunter et al. [18]

A 2D graphics package for the creation of
publication-quality images.

NumPy

van der Walt et al. [19]

A library for scientific computing and
analysis.

Pandas

McWinney et al. [20]

A data library optimized for manipulating
large and time series data.

PsychoPy

Peirce et al. [21]

An application and library used to run
psychology and neuroscience experiments.

MNE-Python

Gramfort et al. [22]

A library for preparing, analyzing and
visualizing MEG, EEG and other related
data.

scikit-learn

Pedregosa et al. [23]

A machine learning library.

The other packages listed in Table 1 include a set of very widely-used tools for
scientific computing (Matplotlib, NumPy, and Pandas), PsychoPy for experimental
programming and data collection, MNE-Python (hereafter referred to as MNE) for
EEG data preprocessing and analysis, and scikit-learn for machine learning. In what
follows we describe the steps involved in running and analyzing the results of an EEG
experiment using these packages. Note that the Matplotlib, NumPy, and Pandas packages are not explicitly described but are used by the tools that are described.
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1.1

Experimental Protocol and Data Collection

An EEG experiment begins with presentation of stimuli to a participant, time-locked
with collection of behavioral, EEG, and possibly other physiological measures. Software capable of precise time-locking is essential here, because measures such as EEG
have temporal precision on the order of milliseconds. Some mode of inter-device
communication is also required, because physiological data such as EEG is typically
recorded on a separate device from that controlling stimulus presentation. The PsychoPy library [20] provides an environment for the presentation of a wide range of
stimuli such as images, sounds, and movies, as well as collection of behavioral and
vocal responses, and the ability to send precisely time-locked “trigger codes” to other
hardware such as EEG data collection systems. These trigger codes are essential for
later data analysis as they store, in the EEG data file, both the precise timing of events
of experimental interest (e.g., stimulus onset, response times), and the identity of
these events (e.g., stimulus type, correct vs. incorrect response). PsychoPy offers the
ability to build experiments using either a GUI, which translates the user’s design into
Python code, or writing Python code directly. This again allows users with varying
levels of expertise to participate fruitfully in the research enterprise. In addition to
output sent to other devices, PsychoPy will save the precise timing of all events in the
experiment to a text file for later analysis in any package the user desires.
1.2

Preprocessing EEG data in Python

Following data collection, EEG data must be preprocessed and analyzed. Preprocessing involves a number of steps designed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
the data and increase the ability to detect experimental effects, if they are present. In
our pipeline, EEG preprocessing and analysis are performed using MNE. MNE provides a collection of data reading and conversion utilities which can be used to import
and prepare data from a variety of hardware systems, including most common EEG
and MEG systems. MNE converts data into a mne.raw object which includes the
raw timecourse data, time-locked trigger codes, and metadata such as participant ID,
date and time of data collection, the labels for each data channel, etc.
Common preprocessing steps for EEG data [24,25] include: band-pass filtering;
removal of data channels (electrodes) and trials contaminated with excessive noise;
correction of other well-defined artifacts such as eye blinks, eye movements, and
muscle noise; and re-referencing EEG data to an electrode(s) appropriate to the experiment. MNE provides functions dedicated to each of these tasks, which have been
designed to implement best practices in EEG/MEG research (e.g., the choice of filter
type). This relieves the user of the need to extensively research all of their preprocessing parameter choices yet allows—through the use of command-line options—
control over common parameter choices (e.g., filter bandwidth). As data are processed, the data are converted from raw format (continuous EEG data) to MNE’s
epochs format (segments of data time-locked to experimental events of interest) and
finally to MNE’s evoked format (averages across all epochs of a given category).
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While MNE is under active development, at this time it has a wide variety of
tools implementing common functions in EEG preprocessing, such as independent
components analysis (ICA) for artifact removal. The supplementary material for this
paper includes Jupyter notebooks demonstrating our EEG preprocessing pipeline,
including the specific MNE functions and associated parameters used, and documentation elaborating on usage and choice of parameters.
1.3

Analysis and classification

Finally, after preprocessing the data, users can visualize data at the individual or
group level, perform analyses to determine if hypothesized effects are present, and/or
attempt classification of data based on machine learning. MNE provides tools for the
visualization of EEG/MEG data in the time and frequency domains, as both waveform
plots at individual or clusters of channels, and as scalp topographic maps. It also includes algorithms for source localization, allowing visualization of data on the cortical surface. MNE also provides some tools for statistical analysis—including parametric (t-tests, linear regression) and non-parametric (t-test, clustering) approaches
and methods for multiple comparison correction—and machine learning decoders.
However, perhaps one of the most powerful features of the Python stack is the compatibility between the data formats and machine learning libraries; because MNE is
built on the NumPy and Pandas packages, it is easy to convert MNE data to these
packages’ data objects. This allows the use of a wide variety of other packages in
Python, such as scikit-learn, a widely-used package implementing a wide variety of
machine learning tools. As well, MNE data objects can be readily exported for use in
other statistical packages such as R.
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Conclusion

As the NeuroIS discipline develops, there will be a greater need for knowledge transfer and open science. Python tools provide an open source alternative for NeuroIS
researchers, which has the added benefit of being curated by the Psychology and
Neuroscience community. We hope that this technology can be leveraged to benefit
the NeuroIS discipline and advance the community’s capabilities for EEG research.
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Abstract. This study investigates overshadowing effect of a celebrity. A term
brand visual eclipse (BVE) is coined, the BVE occurs when brand fixation spent
is minimal of the celebrity fixation spent. High BVE occurs when brand receive
less than or equal to twenty percent fixation spent of the celebrity; moderate BVE
occurs when the brand receives more than twenty percent and less than or equal
to eighty percent fixation spent of the celebrity fixation spent and low BVE
occurs when brand receive more than eighty percent fixation spent of the celebrity
fixation spent. Two categories were analyzed (Detergent Bar Brand and Mobile
Brand), based on eye tracking data, the results suggest that high eclipse was
observed in both categories. BVE can be used as an advertising effectiveness
indicator based on biometric data. The data was collected (n=30) using TobiiX30 Hz and was analyzed using iMotions biometric platform.
Keywords: celebrity-brand attention; brand visual eclipse; eye tracking;
celebrity endorsement

1. Introduction
Celebrity endorsement is considered as one of the most essential factors within
marketing communication [1,2]. The celebrity endorsement has a positive impact on
advertising attitude and purchase intentions and it is also associated with higher recall
[3,4]. Generally, it is presumed that likeability of a celebrity would transfer towards a
brand [5]. However, that is not always the case, the positive relationship between
celebrity endorsement and brand is questioned and it is suggested that selection of
celebrity should account for other factors such as brand and celebrity attachment [6,7].
It is argued that sometimes the celebrity endorsement can be problematic for a brand
and the celebrity can eclipse the brand [8]. Thus it can adversely influence effectiveness
of advertisement. To justify advertising outflows, it is of a prime importance to specify
advertising effectiveness and substantiate it with data [9]. According to Ilicic and
Webster [8] celebrity can overshadow brand, they termed it as celebrity eclipsing,
higher celebrity focus would result in higher eclipsing and simultaneous focus on both
celebrity and brand would result in lower visual eclipsing. To measure effectiveness of
advertising and to delineate celebrity effect is very challenging specially when it is
measured through conventional self-reported methods. The celebrity endorsement
attracts lots of attention so it is essential to measure respondents’ attention through nonconventional methods like eye-tracking to specify level of attention either celebrity or
brand [6,10].
To assess advertising effectiveness, it is essential to measure relative attention towards
brand and celebrity using eye-tracking. To isolate celebrity effect using eye-tracking
method is scant and it is gaining attention of both academics and practitioners [11]. In
this study eye-tracking technology (Tobii X-30 eye tracker and iMotions biometric

platform) is used to assess respondents’ attention (i.e. time spent fixation) towards
celebrity and brand.
In this study a term is coined: Brand Visual Eclipse (BVE) in context of celebrity
endorsement (in advertisement). The BVE occurs when a brand receives minimal
attention (i.e. fixation time spent) in relation to a celebrity. When a brand receives 20%
or less attention of the celebrity attention, it would be called a high visual eclipse. A
moderate visual eclipse occurs when the brand receives greater than 20% of the
celebrity attention but less than or equal to 80%. No visual eclipse occurs when brand
receives greater than 80% of the celebrity attention.
Focus of this paper is to detect the BVE in advertising in two different categories
(Detergent Bar and Mobile). The BVE can be considered as advertising effectiveness
indicator. Since both brands are well-known brand in the market so to hide their identity
no heat maps will be published in this study and the brands are identified as detergent
bar brand (DBB) and Mobile brand (MB).

2. Research Questions and hypotheses
Millions of dollars are spent by companies on celebrity endorsement to gain quick
attention and the positive association (of celebrity likeability) towards the brand [5].
There is a need to take a guarded decision regarding celebrity endorsement as it can be
problematic specifically when the celebrity overshadows the brand [8]. To detect the
BVE two moving area of interest (AOI) were specified from TV commercials (TVCs)
for both product categories in which both the brand and celebrity is framed.
This study deals with two major questions:
Do Celebrities gain greater attention than brands (i.e. BVE)?
Does the BVE exist across FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) and non-FMCG
products?
So within the defined AOIs we hypothesize that
H1a Celebrity will get higher Fixation Spent than the brand (Detergent Bar -- Brand)
H1b Celebrity will get higher Fixation Spent than the brand (Mobile -- Brand)

3. Method
In the eye tracking study 30 respondents (n = 30) took part 15 males and 15 Females
average age of the participants was 26. The study was implemented on iMotions
platform and Tobii X-30 Hz was used. The respondents were briefed about the study
and their right of data protection was also briefed afterwards they signed consent form
to participate in the study.
In the study participants watched seven video advertisements and the advertisements in
which five advertisements were filler and two were target advertisements. The targeted
advertisements include a DBB and a MB, because of the anonymity the brand names
are not disclosed. The sequence of the advertisements was randomized for each
respondent. Within each targeted advertisement two moving AOIs were created
showing both the celebrity and the brand. The moving AOIs were created using
iMotions biometric platform. Further data was analyzed using SPSS.

Duration of both moving AOIs celebrity and brand in the DBB was same (2302 ms).
Similarly, duration of both AOIs the celebrity and the brand in the MB was same (2381
ms). Since size of the AOIs of the celebrity and the brand can have an implication so
only most visited part of the celebrity (i.e. face) was selected to maintain the
equivalence. In the DBB size of both AOIs were roughly same. Whereas in the MB
category the celebrity AOIs were relatively larger in size as two celebrities were
involved. For better results the duration and size equivalence of the moving AOIs are
warranted for within and between category analysis. To measure the BVE Time Spent
Fixation (TSF) both moving AOIs (Brand and Celebrity) was used. The TSF data is in
milliseconds (duration). In addition to the moving AOIs two static heat maps were
generated to observe the relative fixation of brand to celebrity.
The celebrity endorsement is very essential to seek consumer attention and it is
presumed that likeability and attachment of a celebrity would translate into a brand. If
a celebrity receives attention then it is not necessarily a bad thing, however, it can be
problematic when most of the attention is on the celebrity. Moreover, both top of mind
recall and brand association are essential factors that are reinforced by advertising and
are considered as key advertising effectiveness indicators and both require sufficient
attention to form the association. So, it is proposed that brand attention time spent
should not be less than 20% of the celebrity time spent. For example, if total spent on
celebrity is 2000ms then less than 400ms would be very less, thus it will be called a
high BVE condition and it may not create a positive association between the brand and
the celebrity. The desirable outcome would be when the brand receives at least 80% of
the celebrity time spent (1600ms) and it will be called low BVE. In this case still the
celebrity receives higher time spent but the brand receives sufficient time to generate
the desired association between the two.
Since heat-maps of the advertisements are not provided because of the anonymity. So,
it is important to provide a brief description of the advertisements. It will help to
interpret the results and to figure out extent of the eclipsing effect. In the DBB subpart
of the advertisement was analyzed in which exposure time of the brand and celebrity
were equal, the celebrity was female and she was actively interacting with the brand
(holding it and pointing towards it). Similarly, in the MB subpart of the advertisement
was analyzed in which exposure time of the brand and the celebrities were equal, the
both male and female celebrities were shown. There was active interaction with the
brand as they were tacking a selfie.
3.1 Measures
The measures within the defined AOIs were calculated through iMotions software. The
software provides wide variety of measures like, time spent fixation (TSF), FC
(Fixation count), TTFF (time taken first fixation) and etc.
Since the BVE reflects time spent fixation towards brand in relation to celebrity. So it
is measured in relation to celebrity fixation time rather than duration of the moving
AOI. To calculate the BVE we need to observe how many milliseconds (ms) time spent
the brand has received within the defined moving AOI then we need to calculate what
percent that number is of the celebrity fixation time spent. For example, to calculate the
BVE in terms of time spent fixation, assuming have aggregated fixation for brand is
190ms and celebrity aggregated fixation is 1100ms then by calculating 190/1100*100
we get 17.27% of the celebrity fixation.
It is proposed if a brand receive less than or equal to 20% (<= 20%) fixation spent of
the celebrity fixation then it will be called a high BVE. If brand receive greater than

20% and less than or equal to 80% (> 20% or < = 80%) then it will be called a moderate
BVE. If brand receive greater than 80% (> 80%) fixation of the celebrity fixation, then
it will be low BVE, it may reach to 100% when the fixation towards the celebrity and
the brand is exactly the same. In low BVE condition, say brand receives greater than
80% of the celebrity fixation. In this case the celebrity still receives higher fixation but
the brand receives fair amount of time which reinforce plausible likeable association of
the celebrity towards the brand. The BVE can be calculated other way round when a
brand gains greater fixation than the celebrity which is highly unlikely.

4. Results
In this study two TV commercials (TVCs) were analyzed, so major part of analysis is
based on moving AOIs of both brands in relation to celebrity. Two static frames were
also analyzed to assess aggregated indices.
4.1 Static Heat maps
The results of static heat maps indicate that the celebrity overshadowed the brand across
the category. For instance, in the DBB, the time taken first fixation (TTFF) for the
celebrity was 0.6s whereas for the brand it was 2.0s. Time spent on the celebrity was
1.0s whereas for the brand it was 0.1s. In terms of the respondent ratio, 28 out of 30
respondents paid attention to the celebrity, whereas only 7 out of 30 paid attention to
brand. In total there were 100 fixations on the celebrity whereas there were only 12
fixations on the brand. Similarly, in MB TTFF for female celebrity was 0.8s, for male
it was 0.8s, whereas for brand it was 1.4s and for logo it was 1.5s. Time spent on Female
was 0.3s, on male it was 0.2s, whereas on brand and logo it was 0.0s. The respondent
ratio for female was 18 (out of 30) for male it was 20, whereas for brand it was just 3
and for logo it was 0. The fixations showed the same trend, female fixation was 41, for
male it was 34, whereas for brand it was 6 and for logo it was 0. The trend in both brand
categories suggests that the celebrity overshadowed the brand.
4.2 Moving AOIs
Graph 1 shows mean time spent fixation on celebrity and on brand for both categories.
In DBB the Celebrity time spent fixation is 1177 (ms) whereas on brand is only 173.8
(ms). In MB the celebrity time spent fixation is 735.6 (ms) whereas on brand is only
71.5 (ms).
Graph 2 shows mean time spent fixation on celebrity and on brand for both categories
in terms of gender. In DBB the Celebrity TSF of male respondents is 1395 (ms) and
female fixation is 959.9 (ms), whereas Brand TSF of male is only 43.8 (ms) and female
fixation is 303.9 (ms). In MB the Celebrity TSF of male respondents is 640.9 (ms) and
female fixation is 830.3 (ms), whereas Brand TSF of male is only 37.73 (ms) and female
fixation is 105.3 (ms).

Graph 1 Celebrity-Brand TSF (ms).

Graph 2 Gender-wise Celebrity-Brand
TSF (ms).

Table 1 highlights BVE across category. Based on the guidelines to measure the BVE
suggested in the measure section. In the case of DBB, the fixation spent of the brand of
the celebrity is 14.76% (173.8/1177*100), hence there is a high eclipse as it is less than
20%. Similarly, in the case of MB the relative fixation is 9.71% (71.5/735.6*100),
hence there is a high eclipse. The results of pair t test also affirm that there is statistically
significant difference between celebrity and brand fixation across the categories.
Table 1 Brand Visual Eclipse across Category
ProductMean TSF (ms)
Brand %
Brand
of
(BVE)
celebrity
TSF
DBB
Celebrity Brand
High
1177
173.8
14.76%
BVE
MB

Celebrity
735.6

Brand
71.5

9.71%

High
BVE

Pair t test

Hypothesis
Affirmation

t (29) = 9.28,
p < .001
t (29) = 6.31,
p < .001

H1a
Affirmed
H1b
Affirmed

Table 2 highlights BVE across category in terms of gender. The results suggest that
there is the brand visual eclipse across category. In the DBB male respondents showed
high BVE whereas female respondents showed moderate BVE. Whereas, in the MB
both male and female respondents showed high BVE.
Table 2 Brand Visual Eclipse across category Gender-wise
ProductGender
Mean TSF (ms)
Brand % of
Brand
celebrity TSF
DBB
Male
Celebrity Brand
3.13%
1395
43.8
DBB
Female Celebrity Brand
31.59%
959.9
303.3
MB
Male
Celebrity Brand
5.88%
640.9
37.73
MB
Female Celebrity Brand
12.68%
830.3
105.3

Brand Visual
Eclipse (BVE)
High BVE
Moderate BVE
High BVE
High BVE

5. Conclusion
Main focus of this study was to detect brand visual eclipse (when celebrity eclipses the
brand) as in indicator of advertising effectiveness. Use of celebrity endorsement is
widespread in marketing communication apart from its advantages this study indicates
possible disadvantages of celebrity endorsement. The results sought in this study based
on moving AOIs suggest that there is high brand visual eclipse in both brand categories
(i.e. DBB and MB) that means the celebrity completely overshadows the brand.
However, when the results were further extracted in terms of gender in both brand
categories there was a moderate brand visual eclipse in the female sample, whereas
there was high brand visual eclipse in the male sample. The moderate visual eclipse
also suggests stronger overshadowing of the brand. Low visual eclipse is desirable
when brand fixation spent is at least greater than 80% of the celebrity fixation.
Within the advertising literature there is evidence to suggest consumers’ involvement
may vary due to different types of product. For instance, FMCG is considered as low
involvement product whereas non-FMCG products such as mobile is considered high
involvement product. So, it was essential to isolate if there is difference between the
two in terms of visual attention towards a brand with respect to celebrity? The results
of pair t-test also indicate that was statistically significant difference between the
celebrity fixation and the brand fixation and high BVE was observed across both
categories.
From practitioners’ perspective it has always been challenge to delineate the celebrity
effect on brand. This study provides insights for practitioners to delineate the celebrity
effect by detecting the brand visual eclipse based on eye tracking data. The brand visual
eclipsing can be used as advertising effectiveness indicator using biometric data.
5.1 Limitation and Future directions
The results published in this paper is a small portion of large study, so many factor were
not isolated. For instance, to further isolate the celebrity eclipsing factor it was not
compared with non-celebrity AOIs. The results are analyzed between the two categories
as both moving AOIs were different and it was not possible to control other factors like
background, size, color and overall making of the advertisements. This study only
isolates relative visual attention on brand with respect to the celebrity. However, it does
not necessarily equate with the purchase decision or with level of brand loyalty. The
visual attention can be necessary condition but not a sufficient condition for the
purchase decision. So it is essential to further look into other factors such as brand
attachment and celebrity attachment. Further post study interview can be employed to
substantial the results in terms of top of mind recall and purchase decision. The strength
of the association between the celebrity and the brand in low, moderate and high BVE
cannot be affirmed as post study survey was not employed in this study. In future it will
be interesting to come up with right threshold of the brand attention with respect to the
celebrity to have strong or positive association between the two.
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Abstract. This research-in-progress paper presents our ongoing work on the effects of representational options of decision models on decision performance.
With the help of eye-tracking, we want to investigate the influence of the color
design of textual, graphical and tabular decision models on decision accuracy,
efficiency, and cognitive load. For this purpose, we design a controlled experiment to test whether associative color-highlighting (red for negative decision outcome, green for a positive result) makes decision models easier to understand
than monochromatic or non-associative color-highlighting.
Keywords: Eye-tracking · DMN · Decision Trees · Decision modeling
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Introduction

Every day, managers make thousands of decisions. Some of those are important for
achieving relevant business goals. While making decisions, they also make cognitive
errors due to a number of reasons, including a high mental effort that some decisionmaking tasks require. A strategy to reduce cognitive effort is to use a suitable visual
representation of the decision, which also engages our associative system in a
meaningful way [1]. In this paper, we argue that color can be used to help people reduce
the number of errors while making decisions since the color is one of the most cognitively effective visual variables [2]. The human visual system is highly sensitive to
variations in color and can quickly and accurately distinguish between them [3, 4].
Previous research has compared different types of representational formats with the
ambition to identify those that are better suited for a certain type of task. On the one
hand, Huysmans et al. [5] present evidence emphasizing the benefits of decision tables
over binary decision trees and textual formats in terms of comprehension accuracy and
efficiency. On the other hand, Boritz et al. [6] conducted an experiment in which textual
representations resulted in higher comprehension efficiency. A recent overview of
findings in favor and against certain representations points to the potential of rather
investigating in which way representations can be designed to facilitate accurate and
efficient cognitive processing, e.g. by the help of secondary notation manipulations [7].
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In this paper, we investigate whether decision trees, decision tables or textual
representations are better suited for certain decision-making tasks. Using a theoretical
foundation grounded in the feature integration theory, dual processing, cognitive fit,
cognitive load theory and works by Tversky and Kahneman [8] and Kahneman [9], we
analyze conditions upon which color highlighting of the representational formats can
be beneficial. We utilize eye-tracking to closely monitor the visual perception of the
mentioned representations. The prospective contribution of this experiment will be
empirical evidence for or against the benefits of color highlighting and of different
representational formats for decision-making tasks.
This paper is a work-in-progress paper and is organized as follows. The next section
introduces representational formats and an example of a color-highlighted decision
model. After that, we summarize prior research upon which we derive our hypotheses.
Finally, we present an experimental design of our research.

2

Theoretical Background

2.1

A Decision Model Example

For modeling decision rules there are three typical representational formats – decision
tables, decision trees, and text, which are presented in the below. The Object Management Group [10] recently introduced the standard Decision Model and Notation
(DMN). It has been designed to represent operational decisions that are frequently taken
and repetitive in nature [11]. DMN provides three parts for the specification of business
rules with one of them being decision tables – our focus in the following.
Table 1 is a decision table, adapted from Huysmans et al. [5], extended with associative color highlighting. It shows the rules for granting a scholarship. Input columns
are income, age, and GPA, while the output column is outcome [of the application].
Table 1. Example of the DMN Decision Table with the Associative Color Highlighting

U, C
A
B
C
D

Netto Income
<700
<700
<700
>=700

Age
<25
<25
>=25
-

GPA
<1.5
>=1.5
-

Outcome
Approved
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

Decision trees are another representational format often used to present decision
rules. In our experiment, we will use binary decision trees. An example of such a tree
derived from our decision table example is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Example of the Decision Tree with the Associative Color Highlighting

The most common type of textual representation formats is propositional if-then
rules. Figure 2 gives an example of mutually exclusive rules and is based on previously
discussed examples from Table 1 and Figure 1.
IF (NETTO INCOME < 700 and AGE < 25 and GPA < 1.5) THEN APPROVED
IF (NETTO INCOME < 700 and AGE < 25 and GPA >= 1.5) THEN REJECTED
IF (NETTO INCOME < 700 and AGE >= 25) THEN REJECTED
IF (NETTO INCOME >= 700) THEN REJECTED
Figure 2. Example of the If-Then Rules with the Associative Color Highlighting

2.2

Representational Formats

From the late 20th century on, researchers started to compare different representational
formats for decision rules in terms of comprehension accuracy and efficiency. The experiments conducted during the late 80s and early 90s of the last century show evidence
that decision tables are inferior in terms of accuracy when compared to decision trees
and structured text [12, 13]. When it comes to comprehension efficiency, results were
similar and pointed towards decision tables being less efficient than decision trees [14].
A more recent research stream contradicts the previous one, as e.g. Huysmans et al [5]
provide evidence that decision tables appear to be better than both decision trees and
textual representations in terms of both comprehension accuracy and efficiency. Gorla
et al. [15] reported that decision tables outperformed decision trees in terms of accu-
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racy, while the rare case of an eye-tracking experiment reported in [16] yielded no significant differences in both efficiency and accuracy between cross-tabular representations of health risks and textual descriptions. Overall, the results are not yet conclusive.
2.3

Color Highlighting

The feature integration theory [17] is a prominent theory of human visual attention.
According to this theory, color is perceived in the pre-attentive stage. In this stage, the
brain automatically collects the information about basic features including color. In the
second stage of focused attention, previously spotted individual features are combined
in order to perceive the whole object. There are two different types of visual search
tasks – feature search and conjunction search. Feature search is performed fast, preattentively and defined by the unique single feature that attracts attention and “pops
out” visually, while conjunction search is slow and requires conscious attention and
effort. Color is one of the features that have the ability to pop out and therefore can be
identified during feature search.
Color conventions are also important in this context, i.e. certain colors are associated
with certain meanings, as e.g. colors in traffic-lights with “stop” and “go”. According
to Mackinlay [3], color is a prominent cognitively effective variable and humans are
able to quickly distinguish it. Colors are also remembered easier than symbols and they
are detected three times faster than shapes [18, 19].
Despite the fact that colors can have meanings, and our ability to recognize them
quickly, they are rarely used in software engineering notations and are prohibited in
UML [2]. Therefore, previous research in color highlighting as a secondary notation
manipulation yielded inconclusive results. Research by Reijers et al. [20] and Te’eni
[21] suggests that color highlighting can reduce visual search in a diagram as it leads
to a reduction in cognitive load, which translates into better comprehension accuracy.
However, Kummer et al. [22] and Petrusel et al. [23] do not observe a direct influence
of colors on comprehension accuracy.
2.3

Research Framework and Hypotheses Development

Based on the theoretical assumptions and the previous research described above, we
will now discuss the anticipated effects of the decision model representations and the
use of color highlighting on the decision accuracy, efficiency, and cognitive load. We
summarize our expectations in the research model shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Research Framework
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First, we build our hypothesis upon cognitive fit theory [24]. The cognitive fit theory
postulates that a fit between the task type and the information emphasized in the visual
representation leads to more effective and efficient problem solving. Such a fit leads to
the formulation of a consistent mental representation, without the need to transform or
align the mental representation to that of the problem. Vessey [24] postulates that for
tasks that are symbolic in nature, symbolic (tabular) representation provide a better
cognitive fit. Overall, prior empirical results on which representational format is better
suited for decision-making tasks are contradictory and inconclusive. While first studies
pointed towards decision trees being better in terms of accuracy and decision making
[12, 13, 14], more recent research works argue that decision tables are better [5], [15].
In line with recent research findings and the cognitive fit theory, we hypothesize that:
H1: Decision-making tasks will be solved with higher accuracy, efficiency, and
lower cognitive load when using decision tables, than when using decision trees and
textual representations.
Next, we turn to the effects of associative color highlighting (for decision outcomes).
We opted for coloring output columns since we believe that the coloring of the input
columns would decrease salience and possibly neutralize the ability of the color to
“pop-out”. We concentrate on the color red, which is rather associated with a negative
decision result, and green, which is associated with a positive result. Earlier research in
the field of financial losses and profits underpins this color association [25]. In addition,
the color red can indicate danger and, for example, cause people to increase their vaccination intentions if they are primed with it [26]. Therefore, we hypothesize:
H2: Decision-making tasks will be solved with higher accuracy, efficiency, and
lower cognitive load when using associative color-highlighting (red and green for decision outcomes) in decision representations.
Finally, we focus on the possible combination of color and representational formats
and their impact on the decision-making process. We build our hypothesis upon the
knowledge about different types of attention and implicit processing of the colors that
carry associative meaning. First, we consider visual spatial attention that allows people
to process visual inputs selectively and prioritize specific area within the visual field
[27]. In the context of our research, this would mean that participants will focus their
attention on different types of business decision representations. Next, thanks to the
introduction of color, their feature-based attention will take over, allowing them to focus on the particular feature property in the visual field, independent to the spatial attention [28]. In the end, the introduction of colors that carry associative meaning to
people such as red and green, will trigger System 1 and allow participants to process
the information faster. However, we do not expect all representational formats to benefit equally from the introduction of associative colors. According to MacEachren [29],
space is perceptually dominant and allows better discrimination of values and picking
out patterns. Therefore, we can say that decision trees already have an advantage over
other representational formats due to their large space between decision outputs. For
that reason, we think that decision trees might not benefit as much from color coding
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as text and decision tables could, where different decision outputs are visually close to
each other. Hence, we hypothesize that:
H3: When decision tables are used, the positive effect of color highlighting on the
accuracy, efficiency, and the cognitive load is stronger than in any other combination
of representational format and color highlighting.

3

Method

In order to empirically test our hypotheses, we plan to conduct an experimental study
in which we will utilize eye-tracking. While conducting the experiment, it is important
to maintain control over potentially confounding external factors. To accomplish this,
we will use a within-subjects study design. Our laboratory design features 2 withinsubject factors (representational format and color highlighting) and 3 dependent variables (accuracy, efficiency, and cognitive load measured using eye-tracking).
The factor representational format has three levels (decision table, binary decision
tree, textual if-then rules). It is important to highlight that representational formats will
be more complex than the ones provided here as an example.
The second factor, color highlighting, also has three levels. The first level is the
associative color design where the outputs of the decisions are colored in red and green,
as described above. The next two levels represent control groups: monochromatic design using a black and white and non-associative color design where the outputs are
colored into blue and orange, colors that are far away from red and green on the color
wheel. We believe that the meaning of colors across cultures will not affect our results,
as the colors we choose are perceived uniformly across cultures. [30].
The first dependent variable is decision accuracy. We intend to ask participants to
complete a number of decision tasks. Here we provide an example of a decision task
based on the decision representations in Table 1, Figure 1 or 2: “Andrea is born in 1996.
Her GPA is less than 1.5. She is also employed and earns €800, brutto, with a tax of
20%. Will she get the scholarship?”. We refrain from using too simple tasks of low
complexity because they might lead to a ceiling effect with high decision accuracy and
efficiency and low variance regardless of which representational format was used.
The second dependent measure is the decision efficiency which is measured by the
time taken for deciding from the moment the task is shown to the participant, to the
moment where the participant submitted the answer.
Finally, the third dependent variable is the cognitive load. The cognitive load will be
measured using eye-tracking metrics following the guidelines proposed in the paper by
Zagermann et al. [31]. In our experiment, the values of the cognitive load will be
obtained by measuring pupil dilation. We further intend to examine overall patterns of
eye movement during decision making and the number and duration of fixations to shed
light on how the different visual representations work.
The experiment will be structured as follows. At the beginning of the experiment,
participants will be asked to solve two numerical problems. One task will be easy to
solve and require little mental effort (“Please calculate how much is 2*2”), while
another task will be more complicated, harder to solve, and will require larger mental
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effort (“Please calculate how much is 16*131”). The aim of this is to determine a
baseline of for cognitive load of our participants, to which we can compare pupil
dilation measures from main experimental tasks to draw conclusions on cognitive load.
In the main part of the experiment, we ask participants to provide answers to a number
of decision tasks. Here, participants will be shown all combinations of color
highlighting and business decision representations coupled with scenario-like questions
similar to the one presented above. Finally, the last part of the experiment will include
the survey that will capture demographic and other important information about
participants, such as their previous experience in modeling as control variables.
It is also important to emphasize that before the beginning of the experiment,
participants will be tested for the red-green, blue-yellow, and total color blindness using
the Ishihara test [32]. In case the test determines that a participant has red-green color
blindness, the participant has to be excluded from the experiment.

4.

Conclusion

As far as we know, no empirical evaluation of the impact of associative coloring on
decision-making has so far been undertaken. Aiming to provide a contribution to the
closure of this research gap, we have developed a research model that describes the
effects of business decision representations and color highlighting. The expected results
of our planned experiment constitute implications for both academia and practice. For
academia, we intend to extend the current body of knowledge, providing further insight
into the research of secondary notation manipulation and decision representations. For
practice, our results might contribute to the improvement of decision representation
design which can have a lasting impact on decision accuracy, efficiency, and cognitive
load. In this regard, we expect the results of our experiment to provide important guidance on how to effectively use and design such business decision representations.
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Abstract. This article studies how an individual’s physical wellbeing contributes
to one’s online user experience. The study subjects were elderly people at high
risk for type 2 diabetes. The results suggest that the web usage experience of
these pre-diabetic individuals is related to their physical health status and level
of physical activity. Those with a better physical health status were more likely
to feel ease of orientation in their web usage, and those with more frequent
regular physical activity were more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating the
web. In practice, variation in physical health and activity levels between
individuals could, and should. be addressed in designing systems and services. In
more general, studying user experience on par with biochemical measurements
provides an exciting combination of research methods and paves the way for new
design practices.
Keywords: user experience, flow, physical health, physical exercise
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Introduction

Globally, hundreds of millions of people suffer from diabetes [1-7]. In health promotion
and lifestyle counseling, perceived personal relevance of health information may help
engage individuals and create opportune conditions for influencing a user [8-12]. In
other words, the aim is to produce individualized communication so that a user could
think ‘This applies to me’ [9, p. 55]. Tailoring enhances cognitive conditions for human
information processing and acceptance, and a typical aim of it is simply to increase
attention and comprehension [10]. A previous study among individuals at high risk for
diabetes showed that those whose physical health status was poor desired receiving
tailored information on nutrition and physical activity more frequently than those with a
better physical health status [13, 14]. This article investigates the relationship between
physical health status, physical exercise, and online user engagement.
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2

Background

In order for interventions to be genuinely influential, carefully designed and tailored
behavior change support systems with the ultimate aim of engaging users in their daily
lives and persuading them to adopt and maintain healthier behaviors are called for [1521]. There is growing interest towards using the flow concept for understanding user
experience in information systems’ (IS) [see, e.g., 22-26]. Originally, flow was described
as a holistic sensation that people feel when they act with total involvement [23]. More
recently, flow has been defined as a state, which occurs when navigating in an
information space and which is intrinsically enjoyable, self-reinforcing and
accompanied by a loss of self-consciousness; it can exist in both experimental and goaloriented types of behavior [17, 27]. The flow user experience can be made better through
interactive relationships between a user’s individual characteristics, the characteristics
of the artifact, and the characteristics of the primary task [18]. Support for orientation
and navigation capabilities have been suggested as key for positive user experience [28].
In addition, an immersive use of such services requires the user’s focused attention [29].
Specifically, in the field of healthcare, continuous measuring of physical health status
and physical activity adds to the rapid growth of health-related big data. Large data
archives can provide information about an individual’s health status, which may be
objectively measured physiologically and biochemically. In many cases, these objective
measurements provide more reliable information about health status than self-reported
subjective data [30, 31]. Health behavior change support systems [15] can now be built
on top of objective measurements; for example, objective physical activity
measurements with accelerometers and pedometers can be used to determine patterns of
physical activity behavior [32, 33]. A systematic review by [34, compare with 35] shows
a noticeable increase in the amount of objectively measured physical activity in these
types of interventions.
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Research model and hypotheses

Online users’ feeling of being fully focused and perception of ease of orientation and
pleasure of navigation are key components of the Webflow model [21, 28]. These user
experience constructs have been adopted for the study here in the context of web-based
health applications. An individual’s physical health status and physical exercise are
then incorporated into in the research model, together with these Webflow components.
User experience. Previous Webflow studies have found that perceived ease of
orientation and perceived pleasure of navigation have a direct effect on gaining an
optimal user experience, whereas, somewhat surprisingly, perceived ease of use and
usefulness [cf. 36] were not found to have a direct influence on user experience [28]. If
an individual feels that s/he can easily be oriented in web navigation, it is more likely
for him/her to enjoy the web navigation. Otherwise, if s/he feels it is difficult to do so,
that will negatively affect the perceived pleasure of navigation. Focused attention [17,
27] influences the ease of orientation and pleasure of navigation. In the contemporary
information and socially-laden web, cognitive overload has become a greater challenge
than ever before, resulting in attention focus becoming less and less of a commodity for
users.
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Physical health status. When an individual is in a bad health status, it will be
difficult for him/her to focus his/her attention on a particular task, because his/her bad
health status (such as the pain) may distract him/her from the task. Known risk factors
for type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases are obesity, high level of low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) and low level of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. Lipid
markers are well-established predictors of vascular disease. The most frequently
measured lipid variables are total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and
triglycerides. By following and preventing abnormalities in this lipid homeostasis,
diseases such as heart diseases and type 2 diabetes can be prevented. In this study, the
individuals’ physical health status is indicated by the state of their lipid metabolism,
technically by levels of total cholesterol and total triglycerides, as well total fatty acids
measured from a blood sample.
Physical exercise activity level. It is commonly believed that regular physical
exercise, such as brisk walking, peaceful swimming, performing fitness gymnastics,
brisk cycling, ice skating, or skiing, is good for one’s health. Prior studies have shown
that lifestyle changes such as increased physical exercise and weight loss can reduce the
risk of diabetes by approximately 58% [5, 37]. It has been found that an adequate level
of regular moderate-intensity physical exercise reduces the risk of numerous chronic
diseases, preserves health and functioning (both physical and mental) into old age, and
extends longevity [e.g., 38]. Aerobic exercise of 60 minutes three times a week for 12
months can even improve maximal oxygen uptake and leg muscle strength, and decrease
waist circumference, LDL cholesterol, and total cholesterol in premenopausal women
[39]. Thus, a person who does physical exercise regularly is more likely to improve
his/her physical health status. After doing such exercise people feel refreshed and
revitalized. Thus, this individual is more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating the
web. If a person exercises regularly, he or she is more likely to feel good, and
consequently more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating the web, as noted above. In
this case, the effect of focused attention becomes less critical in resulting in enjoying
web navigation. In other words, the impact of focused attention on the perceived pleasure
in web navigation becomes less salient. Therefore, the physical exercises moderate the
impact of focused attention on a user’s perception of web navigation.
Table 1. Research hypotheses.
H1: An individual who feels ease of orientation in web usage is more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating
the web.
H2: An individual who is able to focus on his/her primary activity when using the web is more likely to feel
ease of orientation in web usage.
H3: An individual who is able to focus on his/her primary activity when using the web is more likely to
perceive pleasure in navigating the web.
H4: An individual with a poor physical health status is more likely to have difficulty focusing on his/her task
when using web services.
H5: An individual with a poor physical health status is less likely to feel ease of orientation in web services.
H6: An individual who does physical exercise regularly is more likely to have a good physical health status.
H7: An individual who does physical exercise regularly is more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating the
web.
H8: The positive relationship between focused attention and the perceived pleasure in web navigation is
contingent upon how much physical exercise an individual regularly does, in such a way that this positive
relationship will be stronger for the individual who does less physical exercise and weaker for the
individual who regularly does more physical exercise.
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Fig. 1. Research model.
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Research setting

The empirical study was conducted among individuals with a high risk for type 2
diabetes, who volunteered to participate in a physical activity intervention trial known
as PreDiabEx carried out in Northern Finland [40]. Study subjects were recruited from
outpatient diabetes clinics in the Oulu Deaconess Hospital and the City of Oulu. The
survey was conducted at the same time when conducting the biochemical measurements.
The user experience data reported here were collected through a questionnaire survey
among individuals with a high risk for type 2 diabetes. The data related to the flow user
experience focus on recognizing and explaining the antecedents of a positive user
experience. The questionnaire also assessed background information (age, gender,
marital status, education, employment) and information about physical activity
(specifically, self-reported frequency of moderate-intensity physical exercise). The
blood tests for lipid markers were conducted at the same time. The responses for the
questionnaires were collected on this occasion by nurse researchers, and when necessary,
they also helped the participants fill in the questionnaires. Based on previous studies [21,
28], the first author designed the survey questions related to navigation, orientation, and
focused attention.
Of the 72 original participants, 69 responded to the survey. However, 16 survey
participants did not answer the questions about Perceived Ease of Orientation, Pleasure
of Navigation and Focused Attention. Thus, the final sample size is 53, for a response
rate of 73.6%. The average age of the respondents was 60 years. The majority (62%) of
the respondents were 60 years or older, and 72% were women. In addition, 79% were
married or living with a partner. Nearly half only had primary level education (45%),
30% had completed secondary education, and about 25% higher education. The desired
level of total cholesterol for pre-diabetic individuals was considered to be less than 4.5
mmol/l and the desired level for total triglycerides was 2.0 mmol/l, whereas for total
fatty acids there is no similar generally agreed threshold. The measured average serum
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cholesterol levels were 5.08 mmol/l, and total triglycerides and total fatty acids were
1.35 mmol/l and 10.79 mmol/l, respectively. Thus, the average for total cholesterol
exceeded the desired level. The self-reported frequency (times/week) of moderateintensity physical exercise per week was used as a measure of this variable.
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Data analysis and results

Because the sample size for this study is small, partial least squares (PLS) was used to
test the research model and hypotheses [42], given that PLS is less affected by small
sample sizes [43]. PLS is a structural equation modeling technique that simultaneously
evaluates the reliability and validity of the measures of theoretical constructs and tests
the relationships among constructs [43]. In the research model, the dependent latent
variable with the largest number of independent latent variables impacting it is
“Perceived Pleasure of Navigation,” which is impacted by three independent variables
(Focused Attention, Ease of Orientation, and Physical Exercise). Therefore, the least
sample size is 30 (equal to 10 times 3). In what follows, the PLS model is analyzed and
interpreted in two stages: the assessment of the measurement model and the assessment
of the structural model.
Measurement Model. PLS was used to calculate the composite scale reliability
(CR) [43, 44, 45] and average variance extracted (AVE) [43, 44]. CR was used to assess
the inter-item reliability by measuring the internal consistency of a given block of
indicators [45]. The AVE was used to examine the convergent validity of the constructs,
which attempted to measure the amount of variance that a latent variable component
captured from its indicators relative to the amount due to measurement error. Cronbach’s
alphas exceeded 0.70. The lowest CR was 0.87, compellingly exceeding the
recommended “0.70” threshold value [44]. The AVE of all measures was much higher
than the cut-off value of 0.50 [44] with the lowest AVE of 0.69. These results
demonstrate the inter-item reliability and convergent validity of the measures. Moreover,
the AVE of each construct exceeds the intercorrelations of the construct with the other
constructs in the model, in support of discriminant validity [44, 46]. Additionally, the
discriminant validity can also be assessed by inspecting the cross-loadings, which are
not substantial in magnitude compared with the loadings [43, 47, 48].
Structural model and hypothesis testing. The explanatory power of the research
model was evaluated by looking at the R² value in the dependent variable – perceived
pleasure of navigation. The R² value indicates that the research model explained 37.2%
of the variance for perceived pleasure of navigation.
Hypothesis 1 is significant, suggesting that an individual who feels ease of
orientation in web services is more likely to perceive navigating web services as
enjoyable. Hypothesis 2 is also significant, indicating that an individual who is able to
focus on his/her primary task at hand when using web services is also more likely to
feel ease of orientation in web services. Hypothesis 5 is significant, suggesting that an
individual with a poor physical health status is less likely to feel ease of orientation in
the web. In addition, Hypothesis 7 is supported, indicating that an individual who does
physical exercises regularly is more likely to perceive navigating web services as
enjoyable. The significance level for Hypothesis 3 is p < 0.1, which is close to the
conventional significance level. Given that the sample size is small, this relationship
has the potential to be significant if the sample size is larger.
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Most hypotheses are supported by the data collected in this study. Although
hypothesis 4 and hypothesis 8 are not supported, the direction of the effects is consistent
as hypothesized. One plausible explanation for the two insignificant results lies in the
small sample size used in this study. With respect to hypothesis 6, a likely explanation
for the insignificant result is as follows. It is widely believed that moderate-intensity
physical exercise is good for health. In other words, if an individual does moderateintensity physical exercise regularly, s/he would be healthier than would otherwise be.
However, it will take a longer period of time for the influence of physical exercises on
an individual’s health status to show up.
Control variables. Further analysis was carried out to assess the impacts of the
control variables, in order to make sure the significant results were not due to
covariation with these variables. The demographic information (gender, age, education,
marital status, and employment) acts as control variables. After adding the control
variables into the research model, the significance level for the relationships in the
research model are similar as before (they only change very slightly). The significant
paths are still significant and the insignificant paths remain insignificant. None of the
control variables have a significant effect on the dependent variable. These results
suggest that the research model is stable and independent of control variables.

6

Discussion

This study has many research implications. It is one of the first to explore in an
interdisciplinary manner the potential to combine objective biochemical health
measurements, self-reported physical activity, and perceptions of user experience. The
findings that a user’s focused attention facilitates feeling of ease of orientation in web
usage and that the perceived ease of orientation influences a user’s perception of
navigating the web as more pleasurable, were expected and in line with previous findings
[cf. 28].
However, the results, which relate to the role of physical health status and physical
activity level for user experience perception, are novel. This study shows that the user
experience of individuals with a high risk for type 2 diabetes differs according to their
physical health status and amount of physical activity. Those with better lipid
homeostasis (better physical health status) are more likely to feel ease of orientation in
their web usage, and those are more frequent in their physical exercise are more likely
to perceive pleasure in navigating the web. This relationship between health and
orientation in the web as well as between physical activity and web navigation is an
interesting finding, and there may be a natural explanation for it. After all, since a human
is a psychosomatic whole, health and psychology are necessarily related, and navigating
the web, at least ideally speaking, is similar to performing a physical activity.
The practical implications of these findings are important. Healthcare professionals
and service providers in public and private sectors, business people, and software
practitioners could, and should, modify their design approaches and business strategies
based on them. As a societal implication, better user experiences should be provided for
individuals whose health status is poor or who are physically less active. Provision of
tailored and/or personalized solutions could improve these experiences.
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Admittedly, there are limitations in this explorative study. The participants were
mostly over 60 years of age, and the greatest relative increase in type 2 diabetes
prevalence is expected to be in the over-65 age group [49]. Cross-validation is needed
with a younger population as well as with other groups of people, other than individuals
with a high risk for type 2 diabetes. Seventy-two percent of the participants were women,
which might reflect the previous findings that women are generally more health-oriented
than men [50], or that women are more likely than men to participate in health promotion
programs [51, 52]. This being said, from a health promotion perspective, it is important
for more men to participate in this type of interventions. In general, gender differences
in using such systems earn more attention. Besides the participants’ physical health, their
knowledge of type 2 diabetes and familiarity with web-based intervention(s) are likely
to affect their perceptions of ease of orientation and navigational pleasure as well. Also,
because all participants were self-selected volunteers, they may be more receptive to
using new technologies and perhaps also more active in their daily lives.
There were also some methodological limitations. The study relied partly on selfreported survey data. Self-reported levels of physical activity are usually over-estimated,
and we had no means to adjust for this. The sample size was relatively small, so larger
studies would be needed to replicate and confirm the findings. Because of the crosssectional nature, longitudinal studies would be needed to enable studying sustainable
change. Also, the approach adopted here was exploratory as all the topics were assessed
with one or only a few questions. For these reasons, repetition of studies is warranted in
future work. Adding some basic neuro-IS sensors to the study setting would be an
interesting opportunity.

7

Conclusion

This article sought to explore the influence of one’s physical health and physical
activity on a web experience. User experience perceptions were investigated in relation
to the self-reported amount of physical exercise and changes in lipid homeostasis. The
results of the study demonstrate that perceived user experience of individuals at high
risk for type 2 diabetes differs according to their physical health status and amount of
physical activity. Those with a better physical health status are more likely to feel ease
of orientation in their web usage, and those who take more frequent regular physical
exercise are more likely to perceive pleasure in navigating the web. These results open
up a new avenue of research. Taking into consideration the status of a user to render
customized web-based services in order to increase the chance of intervention success
is of growing importance, and utilizing objective physical measures and self-reports
instruments provides a new pragmatic approach to monitor and quantify users on par
with sensory technology. A new design paradigm and new business models for
developing software, systems, and services based on end-users’ physical health and
physical activity should now be developed.
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Abstract. Numerous studies have shown that different body postures and positions can differently influence one’s physiology, motivation and emotion processes, and behavioral and cognitive performances. The varying level of autonomic activation in various body positions may explain the differing level of
arousal in supine (Lay), seated (Sit), and standing (Stand) body positions. The
present study compared for the first time the effect of these three body positions
on word-recognition performance (i.e., response accuracy and response time)
using electroencephalography (EEG) to watch the brain at work. No significant
difference was found among the three body positions for response accuracy.
However, the mean response time was significantly faster for the Hit (correct
judgment of the repetition of a word-stimulus) response outcome category in the
Sit position compared to the Stand position. Moreover, the mean response time
was slower for the Miss (incorrect judgment of the repetition of a wordstimulus) category in the Lay position compared to the Sit position. EEG data
analysis further revealed interesting trends for the brain potential amplitudes at
180 ms post-stimulus. The amplitude corresponding to the Miss category was
significantly different from the Correct rejection category in the Stand position
at this timepoint. More importantly though, the differences in brain potential
amplitudes between the Miss and the other three categories (Hit, Correct rejection, and False alarm) in the Lay position around this timepoint (180 ms) could
be interpreted as a potential neurophysiological correlate underlying the prolonged response time for the Miss category in the Lay position. Possibly, this
phenomenon can be linked with the well-known N200 event-related potential
(ERP) component.
Keywords: EEG · ERP · N200 · word-recognition · word-processing · memory
recall · response time · body position · body posture · neuroimaging
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Introduction

The physiological and cognitive effect of body postures (e.g., leaning forward, leaning back) and positions (e.g., supine, seated, standing) is an important area of scientific investigation whose advancement could potentially impact not only specialized
fields such as space flight and neuroimaging, but also more widely applicable fields
such as therapy, patient-care, office working conditions and, of course, NeuroIS. In a
study utilizing startle reflex and EEG by Price et al. (2012) 1, the participants reacted with weaker startle reflex responses to erotic images while leaning forward than
while reclining back on a chair. Such result falls in line with the popular notion that
leaning forward heightens the state of approach motivation, which in turn attenuates
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the reflexive response and increases the processing of emotive stimuli. The EEG data
of the same study also showed greater late positive potentials in the 300 ms to 1,000
ms range at site Pz (i.e., midline parietal electrode) to erotic stimuli in the leaning
forward than in the reclining position (p = .006). In another EEG study by HarmonJones and Peterson (2009) 2, anger-induced brain activity in the left front cortical
area was found to be attenuated while sitting reclined with the back against the chair
compared to sitting erect.
To study how cognitive functions might differ dependent on one’s body position, Muehlhan et al. (2014) 3 investigated the effects of supine and seated positions
on the working memory performance of 25 participants. They found no significant
difference in performance while assuming the two different body positions for neither
the reaction times nor accuracy rates. However, the heart rate variability measurement
indicated a higher level of parasympathetic activity in the seated compared to the
supine position. Jutras et al. (2017) [4] also found that the cognitive performance of
40 computer-interface users was unaffected as a result of direct correlation to the type
of workstation setting (i.e., physically active versus inactive). On a similar note, Labonté-LeMoyne et al. (2015) [5] found a delayed short-term improvement in the
memory recall performance of a group using a standing treadmill desk. However, the
results are likely attributable mainly to having performed a physical exercise than to
the body position. Spironelli and Angrilli (2017) 6 considered age as a potential
moderator for the effect of different body positions on cognitive performance. However, they found that body positions (i.e., seated and supine) do not affect the reaction
times and accuracy rates of a word-recognition performance across groups of young
and elderly women. In the current study, we recorded behavioral and EEG data of
participants as they performed a word-encoding task, followed by a word-recognition
task in three different body positions: lying down (Lay), sitting down (Sit), and standing up (Stand).
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Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants
A total of 25 volunteers (13 females, 12 males) between the ages 18 and 31 (M =
21.64, SD = 3.01) participated in the present study. All of the participants were college students living in Vienna, Austria, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
All but one of the participants reported to having been right-handed since birth. Nine
of the participants reported to be a native English speaker or considered English to be
the most proficient language for them, and the other 16 participants reported to having
been fluent in English for an average of 8.97 years (SD = 4.68). None reported to
having any current physical or psychological health issues.
2.2 Stimuli
The word stimuli were programmed and presented with the Psychology Software
Tools (PST) E-Prime 2.0® software on the Dell E2214hb 21.5" widescreen LED
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LCD monitor. All word stimuli were displayed in a white font against a black background. In each of the three body positions, the participants were shown a different
list of nouns that were between 4 and 7 letter strings long, considered to be concrete
and neutral, and low-frequency according to the SUBLEXus database (Brysbaert &
New, 2009) 7. One of the three lists of 100 words were shown in a random order in
each of the three body positions. In order to establish the 100 words into repeated
versus new categories, the participants were first exposed to 50 of the 100 words
immediately prior to the word-recognition task in a separate word-encoding task. In
these first tasks, the participants had to decide whether the first or the last letter of the
words came first in the alphabetical order (i.e., low level alphabetical encoding; see
Rugg et al., 1998 8). For both tasks, the screen display order was: blank (1 s), fixation cross (1 s), blank (1 s), word stimulus (1 s), and blank (infinite duration until
response). As a control for excessive outliers, we limited the maximum possible response time to 2,000 ms.
2.3 Data collection
The task responses were collected with PST Serial Response BoxTM, and the behavioral responses and response times were recorded by E-Prime 2.0® software. Electrical brain activity of each participant was acquired with the Geodesic EEGTM System
400 with the HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net of 64 electrodes embedded with silver
chloride sensors. The potential changes were continuously sampled at the rate of
1,000 Hz with the EGI (Electrical Geodesics, Inc.) Net Amps 400 amplifier with a
built-in Intel chip under an applied online low-pass filter of 30 Hz. The continuous
EEG data was recorded by EGI Net Station 5.4 software.
In order to allow the EEG electrodes to remain unperturbed while lying
down, a custom-made neck support cushion was placed under the participant’s neck
in the lying down position. The neck support cushion was carved to gently support the
back of the neck and to hold up the head slightly above the ground, thereby allowing
the body to assume a horizontal position without any inclination or reclination of the
head in respect to the torso.
2.4. Procedure
Once the participants arrived at the CanBeLab (Cognitive & Affective Neuroscience
and Behavior Lab) at the Webster Vienna Private University campus, they were given
a brief orientation regarding the experiment and minimizing EEG artefacts. After
filling out the demographics and consent form, the participants were given a visual
acuity test, and a short test composed of 20 words in order to ensure their proficiency
in recalling the correct sequence of the alphabetical order. Subsequently, the EEG net
was applied over the whole scalp, and the electrodes were connected to the ground,
referenced to the Cz point, and kept below 50 kΩ impedance. The participants were
first given a practice task identical to the actual word-encoding task, but composed of
only 15 words. Once the participants got used to pressing the buttons corresponding
to their respective answers using their index fingers (left button pressed with the left
index finger if the first letter of the word comes first in the alphabetical order, and
right button pressed with the right index finger if the last letter of the word comes first
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in the alphabetical order), they were given the actual word-encoding task with 50
words, immediately followed by the word-recognition task with 100 words with half
of the words being new and half of the words being repeated from the first task. For
the second task, the participants were told to press the left button with their left index
finger if the word is a repetition, and to press the right button with their right index
finger if the word is new. Together, the two tasks lasted an average of 15 minutes.
The tasks were then repeated in the other two body positions, all in a counterbalanced
order.
2.5 Data Analysis
Each of the participants’ response to the word-recognition task was classified as one
of the four following response outcome categories: Hit (correct judgment of the
repetition of a word-stimulus), Miss (incorrect judgment of the repetition of a wordstimulus), Correct rejection (correct judgment of the newness of a word-stimulus),
and False alarm (incorrect judgment of the newness of a word-stimulus). The
response times corresponding to each of the four categories were averaged for each
data set, and then re-averaged across all participants.
The EEG signal processing and extraction were carried out with the EEG
DISPLAY 6.4.9 software (Fulham, 2015) 9. For each EEG data set, an offline
bandpass filter from 0.1 to 30 Hz was applied before generating epochs from 100 ms
before the stimulus onset to 1,000 ms post-stimulus onset. The duration of 100 ms
before stimulus onset was used as the baseline. All epochs contaminated by obvious
visible artefacts were manually selected and discarded, and those with the
electrooculogram (EOG) amplitude variations outside of ± 75 mV were automatically
discarded. The ensemble average of each data set was re-referenced to the common
average across all electrode sites.
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Results

3.1

Behavior

Seven out of the 25 participants demonstrated poor behavioral performance when
corrected for guessing (as determined by scoring below the value of 10 when the total
number of False alarm is subtracted from the total number of Hit) in at least one of
the body position conditions. For better reliability, we excluded the data of those 7
participants for the following behavioral analysis. The grand averages of the mean
number of responses and response times per response outcome category for the 18
remaining participants are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. The mean number of responses and response times (n = 18) corresponding to each of
the response outcome categories.

Error! Not a valid link.
Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a highly significant effect for the response outcome categories (F[1.918, 32.598] = 36.106, p < .001, η² = .680), but no
significant interaction effect with the body positions (p = .804, η² = 019). Repeated
measures ANOVA for the response times revealed no significant effect for the response outcome categories (p = .191, η² = .094), nor for the body positions (p = .106,
η² = .128). There was also no significant interaction effect between the two factors (p
= .590, η² = .038). However, paired samples t-test revealed a mildly significant trend
for the response times for the Hit category for the Sit position against the Lay position
(t[17] = 1.901, p = .074) and a significant trend against the Stand position (t[17] = 2.351, p = .031). A mildly significant trend also occurred for the response times for
the Miss category between the Lay and Sit body positions (t[17] = 1.867, p = .079).
3.2 Electroencephalography (EEG)
Figure 1 shows event-related potentials (ERPs) related to all response outcome categories in the Lay and Stand body positions. As can be seen at 180 ms post-stimulus,
the Miss category elicited less negative going brain activity compared to all other
categories. This effect occurred at occipital and left anterior frontal cortical areas. An
ANOVA of mean amplitude values at 180 ms post-stimulus at the left occipitoparietal area did not reveal any main factor effect for the body positions (p = .678, η²
= .160) nor for the response outcome categories (p = .245, η² = .056). There was also
no significant interaction effect between the two factors (p = .722, η² = .022). Paired
samples t-test among the amplitude values of the four categories in the Sit position did
not reveal any significant trend. However, we found strong trends in the Lay position
between the Miss and Correct rejection categories (t[24] = -1.817, p = .082) and between the Miss and False alarm categories (t[24] = -1.760, p = .091). In the Stand
body position, the Miss and Correct rejection categories elicited significantly different brain potentials (t[24] = -2.111, p = .045).
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Fig. 1. Event-related potentials (ERPs) at the left occipito-parietal cortical area for the Lay and Stand body
positions. It is clearly visible that the brain activity for the Miss response outcome category has a lower
amplitude compared to the other three categories. Note also that in both body positions, the peak amplitude
elicited by the Miss category seems delayed compared to all other categories. However, this effect has not
been further analyzed at this stage.
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Discussion

According to Rice et al. (2012) 10, cortical activity may be affected in the supine
position by the gravity induced changes in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer thickness (changes by approximately 1 mm) when compared to being in an upright position. Because CSF is up to ten times more conductive than the white or gray matter, a
30% shift (3 mm to 2 mm) of CSF can significantly affect EEG signal magnitudes. In
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a decrease of 1 mm in CSF may correspond to a
30 to 58.8% increase in scalp power (Rice et al., 2012) 10. Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), Thibault et al. (2015) 11 found increased left-hemisphere highfrequency oscillatory activity over common speech areas while seated in comparison
to lying reclined at 45° or supine. Their findings in the change of baseline brain activity as a result of change in one’s body position warrant caution when comparing
data across different neuroimaging modalities or acquired while in different body
positions (e.g., EEG data reflect implicated gamma band activity while the BOLD
signal of fMRI data correlates tightly with synchronized gamma activity; Thibault et
al., 2015) 11.
In contrast to these studies, the present findings provide empirical evidence
that there could be more to the effects of different body positions than just general
brain activity differences. Despite the lack of significant differences found in corrected for guessing word-recognition memory performance, we found significant re-
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sponse time differences between the three body positions (supine, seated and standing). The results show that for all response outcome categories (Hit, Miss, Correct
rejection, and False alarm), the response times were longer in both supine and standing positions compared to the seated position. Most notably, the participants took
more than 100 ms longer on average to respond to the Miss category in the supine
position compared to the seated position. In other words, it took the participants more
than 100 ms longer to incorrectly report that the word they were seeing was new when
it actually was not.
Analysis of brain imaging data revealed an interesting result that could be
linked to this behavioral effect. The averaged brain potential amplitudes elicited in all
four response outcome categories at 180 ms post-stimulus correspond to the wellknown N200 ERP component (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008) 12. At this timepoint,
Hit, Correct rejection, and False alarm categories elicited more negative going brain
potentials than the Miss category, indicating differences in brain activity levels in both
the supine and standing body positions. The N200 ERP component has been linked to
visual search and controlling of incorrect responses (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008)
12, and the present brain imaging findings could reflect a neurophysiological correlate of the causality for found response time differences. More specifically, the current findings indicate a prolonged processing time for the Miss category which at 180
ms post-stimulus elicited the lowest brain potential amplitudes compared to all the
other categories (see Figure 1). In other words, less brain activity resulted in slower
response time. Nonetheless, it has to be emphasized that at this stage our interpretation is rather speculative than based on sound scientific evidence, but our findings
might lead to a new hypothesis for future studies.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that body position does not impair actual
word-recognition memory performance. Also, response accuracy (as determined by
the number of responses for the Hit and False alarm categories) does not seem to be
directly affected by body position. However, body position seems to influence the
response times in word-recognition, particularly for the Miss category that seems to
be the most affected according to the results of this study. The results also indicate
that we might have found a neurophysiological correlate for this behavioral effect.
Quite possibly, the N200 ERP component might be linked to neural activity reflecting
functions that check below the conscious surface for inconsistency as the conscious
mind declares, “No, I have not seen this word before.” To the best of our knowledge,
the current study is the first to discover a relationship between response time and
underlying brain activity in the context of word-recognition performance in different
body positions. Further research is needed for more conclusive results.
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Abstract. In this Work-in-Progress report, we describe an innovative experiment design for investigating the potential relationships between IS users’ emotional states (positive vs negative) and their information processing strategies
(automatic processing vs controlled processing) during decision makings in an
IS decision support environment. In the extant literature studying this topic, the
users’ emotional states are usually determined by self-report or mental cue induction, and their information processing strategies by self-report or experiment
task performance. In this paper, we describe an experiment design that utilizes
neural and psychophysiological signals from the users to infer their emotional
states and information processing strategies in real time. Our results will provide additional empirical evidence that are objective and accurate to this significant open research question.
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Introduction

Human emotional state has long been recognized as a significant factor in humancomputer interaction in general [1], and in human information processing in particular
[2, 3]. For example, Wyer et al [2] proposed that emotional states can be associated
with information processing in two distinctive ways:
1. “Positive and negative affect can be learned responses to external or internal stimuli. Once acquired, these responses may become preconditions for cognitive operations … and govern [specific] behavior” (p. 2);
2. “The affective reactions that one experiences at a given moment can be used as
information about one’s attitude toward either oneself, other persons, situations
a
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with which one is confronted, the outcomes of behavior in these situations, and the
appropriateness of certain strategies for attaining specified processing objectives.
Consequently, affect can influence both judgments of these entities and behavioral
decisions that concern them” (p.2).
Similarly, Schwarz [3] pointed out that emotional states may “influence which information comes to mind and is considered in forming a judgment, or serve as a
source of information in their own right” (p. 546), and “inform us about the nature of
the current situation” (p. 547).
Walla [16] made a distinction among the terms of “affect”, “feeling” and “emotion”, in an attempt to clarify the definitions of these three terms, which are often used
inter-changeably in existing literature about human emotions. According to Walla,
“affective processing” refers to “neural activity coding for valence”, “feeling” refers
to “felt bodily response arising from supra-threshold affective processing”, and “emotion” is the “behavioral output of affective processing communicating feelings” ([16]
p. 147). We adopt this approach in our research context, and follow [2] in defining
emotion as “the positively or negatively valenced subjective reactions that a person
experiences at a given point in time. These reactions are experienced as either pleasant or unpleasant feelings.” ([2] p. 3).
Information processing strategies are generally categorized into controlled processing and automatic processing (e.g., [4]), where controlled processing is defined as
“taking detailed variables such as situational factors into consideration to add correction to an automatic response, and adjusting responses in the more appropriate direction”, and automatic processing is defined as “‘preparing output which derives from
instant response to stimuli without any correction” ([4] p. 142).
Over the years, there have been numerous experimental studies addressing this significant research question (e.g., [5 - 8]):


What are the relationships between an IS user’s emotional states and his/her information processing strategies when interacting with IS?

In these types of studies, the users’ emotional states are usually inferred by selfreport or mental cue induction (e.g., [3] p. 535, [4] p. 143 - 144), and their information processing strategies are usually inferred by self-report or experiment task
performance (e.g., [4] p. 144, p. 148).
Interestingly, with the research over the years investigating this question, a consensus has not been reached. Some of the research (e.g., [5, 6]) have produced results that
suggest the users’ positive emotions would be associated more with automatic information processing, and their negative emotions would be associated more with controlled information processing, while some others showed that the impact of users’
emotional states on their information processing strategies remain unclear (e.g., [7])
or the information processing strategies of the users do not differ between different
emotional states (e.g., [8]). The research question remain a wide-open one.
Therefore, in this report, we propose an innovative experiment design for investigating this open research question. The unique characteristic of our experiment design
is that we will use neural, behavioral, and psychophysiological signals to infer the
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users’ emotional states and their information processing strategies, instead of relying
on the user self-report, cue inductions, and task performance, as are the case in extant
research. To the best of our knowledge, our experiment design is the first one that
attempts to investigate the relationships between emotional states and information
processing strategies based completely on the users’ neural, behavioral, and psychophysiological data. The results of our research will provide additional objective and
accurate empirical evidence to this significant open research question.
In Section 2, we present our research model. In Section 3, we illustrate our experiment design and data analysis plan, especially the mechanisms through which neural,
behavioral, and psychophysiological data can be analyzed to infer the user’s emotional states and information processing strategies. In Section 4, we summarize and describe our next steps of the research project.

2

Research Framework

The following Figure 1 illustrates the basic research framework for our study.

Emotional States

Information Processing Strategies

Positive Emotions

Automatic Processing

Negative Emotions

Controlled Processing

are inferred by

generate

Behavioral / Psychophysiological Signals

correlate

Neural Signals

Fig. 1. Research Model
In the model, the users’ emotional states are determined by capturing and analyzing
their behavioral / psychophysiological signals during their engagement of cognitive
tasks. Certain patterns of the signals will indicate either positive or negative emotion
of the user at the moment. Similarly, the users’ neural signals are also captured and
analyzed, and are used to determine the user’s information processing strategy at the
moment. Subsequently, by analyzing the correlations between the behavioral / psychophysiological signals and the neural signals, we will be able to provide empirical
evidence for the potential relationship between the user’s emotional states and information processing strategies.
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3
3.1

Experiment Design and Analysis Plan
Experiment Design

Based on our research model, we will arrange for test subjects to perform a specified
cognitive task, during which their behavioral / psychophysiological signals will be
detected, recorded and analyzed to infer their emotional states (i.e., positive or negative), and their neural signals generated by their information processing mental activities will also be recorded and analyzed to infer their information processing strategy
(i.e., automatic processing or controlled processing). We will then analyze the behavioral / psychophysiological signals and corresponding neural signals to investigate the
potential relationships between users’ emotional states and their information processing strategies.
For the cognitive task the test subjects will perform, we plan to choose an openended mental task that requires the participants to understand a societal issue that is
well known, sophisticated, and not yet having a consensus of a solution, and to endeavor to come up with their own conclusions. The participants will be provided a
standard computer with internet connection during this mental task for them to utilize
for information search and decision support. One potential source for the societal
issues we plan to choose for this study could be the Global Issue repository from
United Nations [15]. The total time allocated to each participant for the mental task
would be 5 minutes.
To infer the user’s emotional states, we plan to observe and capture the user’s facial expressions, and through facial expression analysis, infer the current emotion the
subject is experiencing.
Using users’ facial expression to infer their emotional states is not exactly a new
idea (e.g. [9]).The recent advancement of technology has enabled effective and efficient facial recognition and emotion inference (e.g. [10]), making inferring user’s
emotional states by the user biometric signal practical and reliable.
The mechanism for using facial expression to infer emotions has been well studied
(e.g., [11, 12]), and technology for effective and efficient inference has also been well
established (e.g., [13]). In our study, we will utilize the standard system to capture and
analyze the user’s facial expressions and use them to infer user’s affective state.
Neuroscience literatures has long established that neural signals captured by brain
signal technology such as EEG can be used to infer the different brain regions that are
active (e.g., [14]). We plan to use standard EEG system to collect participants’ EEG
signal to infer their information processing strategy at the moment.
The collected behavioral / psychophysiological and neural signals will be processed to generate data for our analysis that would potentially establish relationships
between the two affective states and the two information processing strategies.
3.2

Experiment Plan

The traditional procedure for studying emotions in the laboratory setting is to conduct
a three-stage design (e.g., [17]): emotion induction, emotion elicitation, and task
completion. In most extant research, the emotion elicitation is usually done by self-
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reported surveys, primarily PANAS. There are two main problems with this elicitation approach: 1) the users’ self-report may not reflect their real emotions; 2) the
cognitive task of answering the survey could dilute the emotions induced in the first
stage, and interfere with the emotions during the task completion in the third stage.
Thus in our experiment, we plan to eliminate the self-report survey stage, and opt to
use facial expression recognition and analysis system to infer the users’ emotional
states in real time.
3.2.1

Emotion Induce Stage

The participants will be randomly assigned to one of two groups: positive and negative. For the participants assigned to the positive group, they will watch a video clip
that induces positive emotions; and for the participants assigned to the negative group,
they will watch a video clip that induces negative emotions.
3.2.2

Task Completion Stage

After stage 1, the participant will start performing their cognitive task of addressing
an assigned significant societal issue.
Emotion Elicitation: During the participant’s task performance, a facial expression
recognition and analysis system called AFFDEX ([18]) will be used to capture / recognize the participant’s facial expression and infer his / her emotions accordingly.
This system will be adapted and configured to capture slight changes in facial expressions to infer the current emotion the participant is experiencing. It is completely
noninvasive and operates through any standard webcam. It works through keeping a
huge database of faces associated with different positive and negative emotions. Once
the participant’s facial expression is recognized by the software, it automatically
compares it with this database to provide an accurate estimate of the participant’s
current emotional state. This technology operates at 30Hz, meaning that it generates
30 observations (or likelihood indexes) for each emotion per second.
Information Processing Strategy Elicitation: During the participant’s task performance, the participants will also be connected to an EEG system to collect their neural signals during the task.
3.2.3

Data Processing / Analysis Stage

The collected facial expression data and neural signals will be processed to generate
data about the participants’ emotional states and their respective information processing strategy in real time. We then conduct statistical analysis that would potentially establish relationships between the two emotional states and the two information
processing strategies.

4

Summary

While it has been recognized that users’ emotional states have significant correlations
with their information processing strategies during cognitive tasks, the details of such
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correlations remain an open research questions. More specifically, there is currently
no consensus regarding which emotional state (positive or negative) is correlated with
which information processing strategy (controlled process or automatic process). In
this work-in-progress report, we propose our innovative experiment design for investigating this significant open question. Compared to extant relevant literature in which
the users’ emotional states are usually inferred by self-report or mental cue induction,
and their information processing strategies are usually inferred by self-report or experiment task performance, our experiment design plans to utilize behavioral, neural
and psychophysiological signals from the users to infer their emotional states and
information processing strategies in real time. We aim to contribute additional empirical evidences that are objective and accurate to this open research question.
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Abstract. This research investigates the relationship between the relevance of website imagery with the given
text, emotions and cognition and in return how those constructs influence knowledge acquisition and
willingness of website revisits of online users. It particularly examines the moderating role of need-forcognition on the relationship between website stimuli, emotion and cognition. We conducted lab experiments
using electroencephalography (EEG) to investigate the phenomenon. The initial phase of data collection has
been completed. We hope to contribute to NeuroIS literature. Specifically, that examines the role of website
design for emotional and cognitive responses and their relationship with online users’ knowledge acquisition
and their willingness to revisit websites.
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Introduction

Online information dissemination using websites is becoming a primary vehicle for governments and
organisations for informing the public about specific topics. Although many strategies are being employed to
achieve this objective, such as presenting information in more readable and comprehensible ways [4] and also by
increasing the information’s quality [24], no prior research has investigated if knowledge acquisition from
informational websites can be improved through website design features in the context of online information
provisions [exceptions are 29, 30]. Further, notwithstanding a large percentage of people turns to informational
websites to acquire knowledge, personality attributes of people such as need-for-cognition (NFC) may affect how
much knowledge people can acquire and whether they would like to revisit those websites. For example, according
to a survey conducted by Pew [27], 25% of American online users can be considered as individuals with lowNFC because despite going online for information, they are not as engaged with information as the other 22%
who can be considered as individual with high-NFC. This finding suggests that information providers should be
aware of such differences in personality attributes and develop their informational websites accordingly.
Prior studies have investigated the influence of website design on knowledge acquisition (e.g., [29, 30]). However,
these studies did not explore the role of one crucial personality attribute – the need for cognition, that plays a vital
role in knowledge acquisition [11]. Moreover, even though prior research has pointed out the critical role that
working memory plays in information processing [23] and knowledge acquisition [11], research exploring the
influence of website design features on cognitive processes has mainly treated the role of working memory as a
black box. Therefore, this study investigates the following research question:
How does the need-for-cognition influence the relationship between the perceived relevance of website imagery
with the given text, online users’ emotions, and their knowledge acquisition and websites’ revisit?

2
2.1

Theoretical Background
Website Imagery: Visual Design Features

Website design features are generally divided into usability and visual features. Usability features help online
users to complete tasks (e.g., navigation aids) [12]. While visual features are not directly related to websites’
functionality, these are included in the websites for other reasons (e.g., website images to induce emotions in
online users) [14]. Prior studies have investigated website images of humans [8], products [19], and animals [29].
Mostly, these images were investigated to see if they induced emotions and, in turn, enhanced online users’ eloyalty [14], online trust [8] or information recall [29]. Other studies examined the role of website images (i.e.,
images of products) in increasing the number of complementary informational cues and, in turn, in enhancing
information recall [19] and the influence of website images that induce emotions and also provide complementary
informational cues on information recall [30]. However, there is little research that investigates the role of needfor-cognition for the relationship between website images, their relevance with the text, and emotional and
cognitive processes. This study fills this gap.

2.2

Neuro-IS

NeuroIS methods allow “researchers to ‘open up’ the black box of the brain to further understanding of human
cognition and emotional processing” [23, p. 55]. Prior studies encourage researchers to use EEG to measure
emotional [14] and cognitive responses [23] as evoked by stimuli.
EEG measures electrical postsynaptic potential from the scalp. These electrical potentials can be analysed from
two perspectives: (1) spectral analysis and, (2) event-related potential (ERP) [21]. Spectral analysis is the analysis
of brain activity by extracting brain waves from the raw EEG data [21]. These brain waves have two
characteristics; namely, power and frequency. Power is measured in decibels (db) and depends on neurons’
synchronous activity. The more synchronously the neurons work, the higher the power. Frequency is measured in
cycles per seconds (Hz). Brain waves are divided into five categories according to their frequency: delta (<4 Hz),
theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-20 Hz) and gamma (>20 Hz) [15]. ERP is “a depiction of the changes in
scalp-recorded voltage over time that reflects the sensory, cognitive-affective and motor processes elicited by a
stimulus” [21, p. 4]. We adopt the spectral analysis approach for in this study following [14] to measure emotional
responses and [23] to measure cognitive responses.

2.3

Emotional Responses

According to theories of emotion in Evolutionary Psychology [40,41], [44], humans developed emotions to
increase their survival chances. They developed positive emotions to help them approach fitness-maximising
events such as food sources or potential mates and developed negative emotions to help them avoid potential
danger [44]. Another important aspect of early humans’ emotional development was that emotions helped them
to remember both the fitness-maximising and fitness-impairing events and elements so that they could approach
or avoid them in the future [43]. Further, studies in the Neuroscience literature (e.g., [38]) suggest that, when
information is presented in the context of emotion-eliciting stimuli, the retention of that information on later stages
is enhanced because, at the encoding stage, an emotional tag is added to the information. Therefore, retention of
emotion-eliciting images is higher than with neutral images [39]. Even recall of words that were presented in the
context of emotion-eliciting sentences has been reported to be higher than recalls of words presented in the context
of neutral sentences [42]. Kock and Chetelain-Jardon [41] investigated the impact of negative emotions on the
recall of descriptive information. They found that participants who experienced negative emotions could retain
more information than those who did not experience them.
We aim to extend this line of work in several ways in this research. First, we investigate both positive and negative
emotions elicited by website imagery as well as their relevance with the given text on websites. Second, we
investigate neural correlates of emotional as well as cognitive processes and explore if they can be used as
predictors of online users’ knowledge acquisition and their willingness to revisit the websites. Lastly, we
investigate the moderating role of need for cognition for the relationship between website stimuli, emotional and

cognitive responses and neural correlates of emotional and cognitive responses. In the NeuroIS domain, other
studies have also theorised based on evolutionary psychology theory to study IS constructs (e.g., see [45, 46].

Prior research has shown hemispheric asymmetry in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) regions using EEG. PFC has been
argued to be central to emotion detection [10]. EEG has been argued to be sensitive to approach-avoidance states
[22]. According to the valence hypothesis, “the left prefrontal cortex is activated during positive emotions whereas
the right prefrontal cortex is activated during negative emotions” [17, p. 256]. The valence hypothesis was
originated from brain lesions studies (e.g., [25], [28]). According to brain lesions studies, people who have an
abnormality in the left hemisphere tend to experience negative emotions whereas people who have an abnormality
in the right hemisphere tend to experience positive emotions [33]. Many studies have supported the valence
hypothesis, see [26, 50, 51]. We adopted the perspective of the valence hypothesis to show brain activity related
to emotional responses. Following, [17], we measure the emotional response (i.e., valence) with the level of
activation in the PFC region (left and right).

2.4

Cognitive Responses

Prior research points out the role of Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPFC) in cognitive processing [49] and
suggests that working memory that is highly involved in cognitive processing is located in the DLPFC region of
the brain [31, 48]. It also suggests an inverse relationship between cognitive processing and alpha frequency
amplitude – in the event of high levels of cognitive processing, there will be low levels of alpha [23]. When an
individual comes across stimuli (e.g., text and image in this case), a high level of categorisation of the stimuli is
processed as such words and images are differentiated and are processed in language and image regions of the
brain accordingly [32]. After the high level of categorisation of the stimuli, a relevance check is performed on the
information [35].
Working memory plays a vital role in cognition and is pivotal for information processing [1]. It encodes
information coming in from the external environment or stimuli and retrieving relevant information from the longterm memory to make sense of the information being encoded [36]. Therefore, changes in the brain activation of
DLPFC have been argued to be representative of changes in the load of working memory [37]. Gevin et al., have
argued that an attenuated alpha rhythm over the DLPFC represent high levels of working memory load [13] and
increased activity in the DLPFC can be associated with the better cognitive processing [18]. Our objective is to
investigate how stimuli that consist of images relevant to the given text and images that are irrelevant to a given
text are processed and if this processing differs depending upon the personal attribute of need-for-cognition (e.g.,
low vs high).
Need-for-Cognition
Need-for-cognition (NFC) represents individuals’ motivation to enjoy cognitive activities [6]. Individuals with
high-NFC tend to engage in effortful processing [16] and enjoy effortful cognitive tasks [20]. Therefore,
individuals with high-NFC are likely to be more interested in performing the task required in this study that may
lead to high performance (i.e., high level of knowledge acquisition) [9]. On the contrary, individuals with lowNFC who are also considered as “cognitive misers” [7], may not be that interested in the task and tend to depend
on the facilitating attributes of the stimuli (complementary informational cues in this case) [2].
Therefore, we argue that individuals with low-NFC who tend to avoid effortful cognitive processing will find an
image-text relevant website more appealing because those websites provide complementary informational cues
and therefore will show more activation in the DLPFC as compared to their activation in the DLPFC for the
image-text irrelevant website. However, we argue that individuals with high-NFC will not show any significant
difference in their brain activation in the DLPFC region for the image-text relevant and irrelevant websites.
2.5 Hypotheses
We aim to test several hypotheses. Two of the hypothesis are given below:
Hypothesis1: Need-for-cognition will moderate the relationship between website stimuli and level of emotions
such that;

Hypothesis 1a: Individuals with low-NFC will show higher levels of positive emotions than individuals with highNFC for the image-text relevant websites
Hypothesis 1b: Individuals with low-NFC will show higher levels of negative emotions than individuals with
high-NFC for the image-text irrelevant websites
Hypothesis 2: Need-for-cognition will moderate the relationship between website stimuli and level of PFC
activation such that;
Hypothesis 1a: Individuals with low-NFC will show higher levels of activation in the left PFC (higher valence)
for emotionally positive image-text relevant websites as compared to the activation of individuals with high-NFC
Hypothesis 1b: Individuals with low-NFC will show higher levels of activation in the right PFC (lower valence)
for emotionally harmful image-text irrelevant websites as compared to the activation of individuals with highNFC

3.

Research Method

We conducted laboratory experiments to investigate the moderating role of need-for-cognition on the relationship
between the perceived relevance of website imagery with the given text, online users’ emotions, and their
knowledge acquisition and websites’ revisit. We used EEG to measure neural correlates of emotional and
cognitive responses.
Thirty right-handed participants took part in the study. All participants were healthy and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. We discarded the data from 3e participants because of excessive EEG artefacts. Demographic
information showed that all the participants were Internet users and went online daily to look for some
information.
Participants performed the experiment individually. When the participants arrived in the lab, they were greeted
and given a consent form. Next, they were provided with an instructions sheet that explained the experimental
scenario, task, and feedback mechanisms. Participants were told that there would be recall tests and examples of
the test questions were given in the instructions sheet. The experiment consisted of three sessions. Participants
took part in a practice session first. They performed all the tasks for the study phase, distraction phase and test
phase during the practice session so that they could familiarise themselves with the experimental procedures. After
the practice session, the EEG section of the experiment started. First, the participant’s vertex was measured to
place the Cz electrode of the EEG cap accurately. The EEG cap was fitted to participants’ heads while ensuring
that the Cz electrodes sat on the right place on the scalp. Participants were instructed not to move their heads or
other body parts unless required. The chair was fixed on the floor, and the distance from the chair and the 17”
monitor was three feet. Participants used their right hand to press keys from a special keypad (such keypads are
designed explicitly for EEG experiments: they have less number of keys). Once participants were comfortable,
the EEG recording began. Two minutes of EEG was recorded (i.e., one-minute eyes open and one-minute eyes
closed) at the start and two minutes at the end of the experiment as a baseline.
After the two minutes of EEG recording, participants entered their responses for “need for cognition” scale. Then
they performed five sets of study and test phases. At the end of each session, which included five blocks of study
and test phases, each participant rated their mood on a 1-7 scale at the end of each session. Also, after every
session, participants were given one minute break to move freely and stretch. At the end of the experiment,
participants answered post-experiment questions in a qualitative response booklet. The entire experiment took
less than 90 minutes, of which EEG recording occurred for about one hour. Each participant received a gift
voucher of $30 as a token of appreciation for taking part in the experiment.
We used BioSemi (16 electrodes) and positioned the electrodes according to the 10-20 international electrode
placement system. We used two electrooculograms (EOG) (one vertical and one horizontal) to record participants’
eye movements and blink artefacts so that they could be identified and eliminated. We filtered EEG signals with
a 40Hz high-pass and 0.01 low-pass and digitised them at 500Hz.

4.

Conclusion

We hope to contribute to NeuroIS literature. Specifically, that examines the role of website design for emotional
and cognitive responses and their relationship with online users’ knowledge acquisition and their willingness to
revisit websites.
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Abstract. Idea submissions in innovation contests contain a variety of information as e.g., the idea description, information on its contributor or feedback by
the crowd. Raters might perceive and attend to these sources of information differently, which potentially influencing the selection of the best ideas. Up to now,
however, we know little about the extent to which the visual attention to such
information changes during the idea selection process and what impact such
changes might have on the outcome of idea selection. The goal of our experiment
is to investigate the effect of two idea presentation modes on changes in visual
attention to idea attributes, measured with fixations using eye-tracking over time.
Preliminary results on a sample of 30 participants show that visual attention to
idea attributes decreases rapidly after participants saw the first 8 ideas.
Keywords: Attributes; Decision Making; Decision Quality; Eye-Tracking; Idea
Selection; Innovation Contest; Presentation Mode; Visual Attention
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Introduction

Ideas in open innovation contests can comprise a variety of information, such as content-, contributor- and crowd-based information [1]. The content category encompasses
textual descriptions of an idea by the contributor as well as pictures or media, but typically consists mainly of unstructured, written text [1]. The contributor category relates
to information on the person or group who developed the idea and presents for example
their success of submitted ideas in the past. A rich history of successful ideas can indicate idea quality as some people were found to generate better ideas than others [1, 2].
The crowd category, often labeled as the “wisdom of the crowd” [1, 3], expresses the
opinions of a community about the idea (i.e. likes).
The selection of the best ideas from open innovation contests is typically performed
by a jury of expert raters [4] or crowd raters [5, 6] who use information from these three
categories to base their selection decisions upon. Similar to the product characteristics
in consumer choices [7, 8], content-based, crowd-based or contributor-based information sources [1, 9, 10] can also be considered as attributes of an alternative.
Up to now, however, we have little understanding of how ideas with several idea
attributes should be presented to raters in order to support effective decision making.
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On the one side, presenting more ideas at a time could be beneficial to raters as it allows
them to compare more ideas at a time. On the other side, increasing the number of
alternatives by presenting many ideas at a time increases the complexity of the decision
task [11], which was found to reduce the amount of information that is searched [12–
15]. Moreover, evidence from multi-attribute choice experiments suggests that decision
makers sometimes skip or even systematically ignore attributes [16, 17]. When decision
makers do not attend to attributes this could imply three things: a decision maker could
(1) visually ignore attributes, (2) ignore the information of an attribute by not processing it or (3) ignore the attribute in determining a choice, i.e. the attribute’s information played no role when a decision was made [16]. Our study focuses on the visual
attention of attribute as this kind of attention is closely coupled to eye movements [18]
and can tell about a decision maker’s goal-driven attention. In decision making, goaldriven attention is paid to stimuli that are perceived as relevant for the task, while stimuli that appear less relevant to make a decision are ignored [19]. Hence, understanding
visual attention to idea attributes gives insights into which idea attributes decision makers find more or less relevant during idea selection. However, visual attention to idea
attributes is likely to change over time as raters become familiar with the task. According to the information-reduction hypothesis, people become better at distinguishing between task-relevant and task-redundant information and thus become more selective in
their visual attendance, indicated by a greater number of fixations on relevant information [20, 21]. Hence, over time raters will be able to encapsulate the information
they need and ignore other irrelevant attributes [22].
We have little knowledge to what extend raters pay attention to the presented idea
attributes over time given different idea presentation modes. Hence, the goal of this
study is to investigate the effects of two different modes of presentation that vary the
number of ideas presented at a time on the attendance to idea attributes over time. Consequently, this study addresses the research question: “How do variations of idea
presentation and the progress of idea selection over time change individuals’ attendance to idea attributes?” We designed a repeated-measures laboratory experiment using eye-tracking to capture the visual attendance of participants to idea attributes. Preliminary findings indicate support for both, a reduced visual attendance to idea attributes when presenting more ideas at a time and a decreasing visual attendance to idea
attributes as raters progress in the idea selection task.

2

Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development

Human decision makers often do not include all available information into their decisions [23]. A decisive factor in this context is the complexity of a task, which is determined by the number of available alternatives and the number of available attributes
[11]. Increasing the task complexity by presenting more alternatives and/or more attributes was found to reduce the amount of information that was searched [8, 11, 12, 14].
Accordingly, Svenson [24] inferred based on an analysis of previous studies that the
proportion of information that is searched by the decision maker could be understood
as a function of the number of attributes and the number of alternatives, where the
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amount of information searched decreases as one or both rise. Lohse and Johnson [13]
report of a similar effect using eye-tracking that both, more attributes and more alternatives induce participants to visually examine less presented information. The relationship between a higher task complexity in choice experiments and the amount of
information searched can be explained by the assumption of an adaptive decision maker
who constructs decision strategies, which are sensitive to the local problem structure
[25, 26]. A higher task complexity can be related to a higher cognitive effort for decision makers [17]. Some decision strategies require less effort under high task complexity by not considering all information, while still achieving a comparable decision accuracy [27]. Hence, an adaptive decision maker would change to a decision strategy
that is accompanied with a selective search for information. Similarly, we suggest in
the context of idea selection that presenting more ideas at a time creates more cognitive
effort and induces raters to adapt to the problem structure. As a result, we predict a
tendency to visually examine idea descriptions less profoundly and to attend to fewer
idea attributes, resulting in a lower attendance of both, idea descriptions and idea feedback.
H1: Participants presented with more ideas at a time have lower visual attendance
of (a) idea descriptions and (b) idea feedback than participants presented with fewer
ideas at a time.
In contrast to stimulus-driven attention, where participants increasingly attend to
stimuli that have a higher visual saliency, participants are more likely to attend to stimuli with higher task relevance in the case of goal-driven attention [19]. Therefore, a
choice can be affected by previous attributes or the perception of the quality of previous
choices, which has been referred to as precedent-dependent order effects [22]. Participants recall preceding tasks and incorporate their effects into their current choice, which
highlights this dependency. In addition, decision makers contrast a current decision
with a reference developed from the features of previous tasks or experiences [22]. Researchers showed that subjects formed a reference value from earlier decisions, considered as baseline for present decisions so that subjects make increasingly reliable decisions because they become increasingly familiar with the task [28–30].
Contrasting, researchers found growing fatigue to negatively affect respondents’
motivation due to high cognitive demands in the course of an exhausting task [22].
Subjects apply different strategies to cope with fatigue, such as greater randomness in
choices [31–33], basing decisions only on subsets of attributes [34] or choosing the
option with the lowest cost [35, 36].
We argue that familiarity and the identification of relevant information in the choice
task as well as fatigue explain why decision makers switch decision strategies and
hence adapt the amount of information they search over the progress of selection tasks,
represented by a change of attention. Decision makers should apply a decision strategy
in the beginning in which they attend to many idea attributes in order to get familiar
with the decision environment. Over the course of the idea selection process, decision
makers might be able to encapsulate attributes that are relevant for their choice by focusing on them and ignoring others, resulting in a decreasing attendance over time.
Moreover, they might get tired and hence switch to less effortful decision strategies that
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might reinforces the effect of diminishing attention on certain attributes. These less
effortful decision strategies should be characterized by attending to fewer idea attributes in the course of the selection task.
H2: Attendance of (a) idea descriptions and (b) idea feedback decreases with participants’ progress through the idea selection process.

3

Method

We tested our hypotheses with a between-subject repeated measures experimental design in a laboratory setting using eye-tracking. The task was that raters selected the best
ideas given a choice set of 32 ideas gathered from a real idea competition
(“OpenIDEO”) regarding gratitude at the workplace. The idea descriptions were
adapted to fit into 16 screens of two ideas each for the treatment group ‘2 ideas per
screen’ and eight screens of four ideas each for the treatment group ‘4 ideas per screen’.
Each idea had the following idea attributes for which we defined non-overlapping Areas of Interest (AOIs):“idea description” (incl. title of idea; AOI_descr), “contributor
feedback” (historical idea score AOI_his), “crowd feedback” (number of likes
AOI_like), as well as “content feedback” (creativity score [37] AOI_cs and tags
AOI_tag) as illustrated in Fig. 1. Data was collected using a Tobii Pro X3-120 eyetracker with a sample rate of 120 Hz.

Fig. 1. AOIs for attributes in the treatment condition of four ideas per screen
Students of an Information Systems Master program were invited to take part in the
experiment. Participation was voluntary and students received a class bonus for their
contribution. We randomly assigned participants to one of the two treatment groups
(two vs. four ideas per screen). After instructions on the general procedure, we asked
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participants to perform a regulatory focus priming according to Chernev [38] in order
to manipulate participant’s strategy in decision making. The priming was performed
with the two tasks (1) writing about hopes and aspirations (promotion) versus duties
and obligations as graduate students (prevention), similar to [39, 40] and (2) finding a
way through a paper maze with either promotion or prevention cues adapted from [41].
Subsequently, we calibrated the eye-tracker to the participant, showed the participant
an example idea to introduce the decision environment and tasked them to drastically
reduce the ideas by analyzing and comparing them to select the most promising ones.
The participants could not go back once they switched screens by clicking on “Next
Page”. Once the eye-tracking part was finished, participants filled out a survey for collecting data on controls, followed by a debriefing by the experimenter.
We operationalized processed idea description with the number of fixations on the
AOI_descr. We used a threshold of 251ms for fixations on idea descriptions since reading texts requires deep information processing compared to a glimpse on for example
the number of likes. Our threshold for reading is in line with prior research examining
eye movements during reading, which showed an average reading speed of 250 ms for
adults [42]. Attendance to idea feedback was measured as sum of the feedback attributes (AOI_cs, AOI_his, AOI_like, AOI_tag) fixated at least once divided by the total
number of feedback attributes. For example, a value of 0.6 implies that a participant
visual attended 60% of the idea feedback and ignored the remaining 40%. We used the
Tobii standard value of 60 ms as threshold for fixations which corresponds to Glöckner
[43] who associate a lower fixation threshold of less than 250ms with information scanning. We measured progress through the idea selection process for eight equal sections of ideas presented labelled as E1 to E8. Depending on the treatment condition a
progress section, En, included either one screen (treatment: 4 ideas per screen) or two
screens (treatment: 2 ideas per screen).
Concerning controls, we gathered information on gender, contest experience, English proficiency, perceived fatigue and the perceived learning in the course of the experiment. Additionally, we controlled for regulatory focus that could determines an eager or vigilant strategy (promotion focus, i.e. search for the best ideas in the set, or a
prevention focus, i.e. prevent bad ideas from being declared as good) used for the selection task [38, 44].
For data analysis, we intend to use a repeated measures MANCOVA to test our hypotheses. Presentation mode (two vs. four ideas per screen) will function as the between
subject variable and progress through the idea selection process as the within subject
variable. The two dependent variables will be processed idea description and attendance
to idea feedback (as aggregation of attendance to historical idea score, number of likes,
creativity score and tags).

4

Preliminary Results

We have already collected data on 30 out of 62 cases planned. A first descriptive inspection of the experiment data showed that visual attendance appears to be higher for
idea presentations with fewer ideas (see hypothesis 1). In both treatments, raters that
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were presented with four ideas per screen processed idea descriptions not as deep and
attended to fewer idea feedback attributes than when presented with 2 ideas per screen.
Moreover, this preliminary analysis shows that attendance decreased in the course of
the experiment (see hypothesis 2). We recognized that the attention for both, processed
description and idea feedback attributes decreased (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) in the progress of
the selection task, indicating an adjustment of the selection strategy. This could be justified by the adaptation of the decision strategy in dynamic tasks described by [38]. Fig.
2 and Fig. 3 show the attendance in the progress of the selection task for the treatment
presentation mode 2 ideas (16 cases) and 4 ideas (14 cases) per screen.
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8
2 Ideas per Screen

4 Ideas per Screen

Fig. 3. Mean attendance to idea
feedback attributes in percent

Conclusion

The first descriptive inspection showed that visual attention is higher when presenting
fewer ideas at a time and that visual attention to the description and the idea feedback
attributes decreases over the course of the selection task. The decrease of visual attention could be attributed to the increasing fatigue of participants that might have inhibited them from keeping up a cognitively effortful decision strategy. Another explanation could be that participants found it gradually easier to choose ideas, as they determined their current choice based on references to ideas seen before. As the selection
task progresses, participants might identify promising attributes as indicators of good
ideas, focusing their attention on these particular attributes and ignoring others (selective search). That behavior leads to a reduction of visual attention over time as shown
in Fig.1 as well as Fig.2, supporting our hypotheses. In other words, the more ideas
participants have already seen, the easier it will be for them to carry out idea selection
by building up a reference knowledge base.
Our future research will explore whether familiarization (reference effects) or fatigue explains the decrease in visual attention over time and to what extent the idea
presentation mode relates to accurate choices. Moreover, future research could also investigate cognitive load to deduce whether information was actually processed and not
only visually attended.
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Abstract. Multicriteria problems are present in several contexts and are often
complex. To support the decision maker, decision support systems (DSS) have
been developed. FITradeoff is a DSS focused on multicriteria additive problems
and has a flexible and interactive approach. This study aimed to investigate how
engagement and cognitive load is evoked during the use of DSS for different
types of problems. It is a work in progress that seeks to raise hypotheses to be
tested to promote changes in the DSS and generate recommendations for the
decision analyst to make the experience with DSS and the whole decisionmaking process more efficient and effective.
Keywords: Decision support system · FITradeoff · EEG · decision process.

1

Introduction

Decision problems are very common, being part of the everyday lives of all people.
These problems involve more than one alternative, often with multiple objectives to
be achieved that may be conflicting. They are called multicriteria decision problems,
as defined by De Almeida [6].
To support the decision-making process through a structured approach, several
methods have been developed. One method that is implemented in a decision support
system (DSS) is FITradeoff [5] that aims for the development of an interactive and
flexible process with the decision maker, reducing the elicitation time and the cognitive effort demanded. The consequence of this is the reduction of inconsistencies in
the results and an improved experience.
The present work in progress aims to identify behavioural aspects, such as engagement and cognitive load, that are present in the preference elicitation process
with the use of FITradeoff DSS in different multicriteria problems. With the identified
results, recommendations can be made to the decision analyst who is responsible for
assisting the decision maker during the decision-making process, and changes can be
made to the DSS itself to make it more effective. For this purpose, a pilot experiment
with 17 subjects was performed using an electroencephalography (EEG) and an eyetracker. During the experiment each subject applied a self-made decision problem in
the DSS. The frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA), the power of the theta band at the pari-

etal electrodes and alpha band at frontal electrodes and the pupil size were analysed.
An exploratory analysis was conducted to obtain insight for the development of future
research with FITradeoff DSS.

2

FITradeoff Decision Support System

During the construction of multicriteria decision models, especially additives, an
important step is the definition of the scale constants of the criteria of the problem.
Several methods have been proposed for eliciting preferences and defining these constants. However, the process of preference elicitation and the definition of constants is
generally complex and may require time and information that is not available to the
decision maker [2], [15]. A poor definition of the constants may result in inconsistency in the results, rendering the developed models unsuitable.
The identification of the aspects that influence the judgement of constants and the
generation of inconsistencies has been the focus of behavioural studies, as is the case
of the work by Weber and Borcherding [17]. Knowing the levels of cognitive effort
and stress becomes very useful in the evaluation of the methods of elicitation since
such factors can harm the obtained results, making them unreliable [17].
To make the elicitation process easier and more valid, FITradeoff uses an interactive approach, using partial information of the decision maker’s preference. It is based
on Tradeoff that has a strong axiomatic structure [5]. With FITradeoff, the decision
maker is not asked to answer several questions or provide information about points of
indifference for the definition of scale constants. In this sense, FITradeoff presents
advantages over other methods, making the experience with the decision maker successful and allowing the reduction of the inconsistency rate. The inconsistency is
associated with the complexity demanded by the decision maker in the process, reaching 67% in the Tradeoff according to a study by Weber and Borcherding [17].
The experience with FITradeoff begins with inserting the problem data into the
DSS, such as problem criteria, alternatives, and the performance of these alternatives
in the criteria, through a spreadsheet. Figure 1 shows the FITradeoff DSS elicitation
process that can be divided into four steps: inserting the problem data, ordering the
scale constants of the criteria, flexible elicitation, and evaluating the recommendation.
During the ordering of the scale constant, a hypothetical alternative is presented to the
decision maker. The performance of the alternative in the criteria established by the
decision maker is the lowest according to the set of original alternatives of the problem. Thus, the decision maker is asked which criterion should be raised to the maximum performance, according to the set of original alternatives. Thus, a new alternative is formed, with the maximum performance in the criterion chosen previously and
the minimum performance chosen for the other criteria. Again, it is asked which criterion should be improved within the remaining criteria. A new alternative with the
highest performance in the criteria chosen beforehand and the minimum performance
in the other criteria is formed. Thus, it continues until all criteria are chosen. The
selection sequence of the criteria defines the order of the scale constants of the criteria. Already in the step of flexible elicitation, the decision maker is presented with a

pair of hypothetical alternatives. Each one has minimal performance in all but one of
the criteria. The criterion with performance between the minimum and maximum is
different for each hypothetical alternative. The decision maker is asked about his or
her preference among the pair. Still, in this step, the decision maker can see the performance in graphs (bar, bubble, and radar) of the set of alternatives that are potential
solutions. In the last step, it is up to the decision maker to see the DSS recommendation that he or she can or cannot abide by.

Fig. 1. FITradeoff DSS elicitation process (Source: Authors)

3
3.1

Methodology and Preliminary Results
Experiment Design

The experiments were conducted in the NeuroScience for Information and Decision
(NSID) laboratory of the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (UFPE). The sample
of the experiment consisted of 17 PhD and master’s students in management engineering at the UFPE. In this study, only the data for 15 participants could be used:
five men and ten women with ages ranging between 23 and 35 years. All of them
signed a consent form approved by the UFPE Ethics Committee and were instructed
about the experiment before its beginning. The experiment was performed using
FITradeoff DSS in which the subjects inserted multicriteria decision problems developed by each of them. A worksheet with the data of the problem served as input to the
system, and then each subject navigated through the DSS until a satisfactory solution
was found.
Data collection on brain electrical activity occurred with the use of EMOTIV
EPOC +, a wireless high-resolution 14-channel EEG. The electrodes are located at
positions AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4 according to

the international system 10-20. There are still two electrodes located above the ears
(CMS and DRL) which are used as references for the EEG. The data is internally
sampled at a frequency of 2048Hz, but then down-sampled to 128Hz sampling frequency per channel and sent to a computer via Bluetooth using a proprietary USB.
The registration was done through the OpenVibe Writer software, while the preprocessing was performed in the EEGLAB, a MATLAB toolbox. In the EEGLAB,
artefacts from head movements, eye movements, blinks, and environmental interference were corrected through the following procedure: (1) re-referencing based on the
average activity calculated along the electrodes, (2) filtering the data (high pass:
40Hz, and lowpass: 0.1 Hz), (3) visual inspection and exclusion of bad portions of
data, and (4) correcting artefacts using the Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
method. After that, the data were exported to a spreadsheet and analysed using Microsoft Excel software.
Data related to pupil size, fixations, and saccades were also obtained through the
Tobii X120 eye-tracker. Pupil size data correction and analysis were performed in
Microsoft Excel software. The presentation of the experiment took place through an
LCD monitor 48 cm wide by 26.9 cm high with 1280x1024 pixel resolution connected to a 64-bit notebook running Windows 10 with 4 GB of RAM. The notebook was
also connected to the eye-tracker and USB of the EEG and had the software installed.
The synchronization between EEG and eye-tracker systems was possible through
the application of a trigger responsible for inserting markers related to the stages of
the DSS in the two datasets.
3.2

Analysis and Preliminary Results

For this study, only the steps of ordering the scale constants of the problem criteria,
flexible elicitation, and presentation and evaluation of the recommendation of the
DSS were considered. These steps were chosen because they are directly related to
the preference elicitation process. With the data captured by the EEG, the frequency
bands were analysed. Power spectral density values were obtained for each channel of
the EEG during the three main steps of the elicitation process. Those values were
averaged for the theta EEG frequency band (4–8 Hz) and alpha EEG frequency band
(8-13Hz) [13]. Eye-tracker data related to pupil size were also used and a baseline
defined at the start of the experiment was applied for analysis.
The decision problems were classified and separated according to the type of criteria: quantitative (7), qualitative (3), and combined (5). The questions asked during
flexible elicitation were also classified according to the pair of criteria highlighted:
quantitative vs quantitative (42), qualitative vs qualitative (16), and quantitative vs
qualitative (31). More details about the decision problems, as the number of questions
made in each step and the time in seconds the subjects spent are presented below in
Table 1.
Table 1. Number of questions and time in seconds of the decision problems steps for each
subject.

Subject 1
Step No.

Time

Subject 2
Step No.

Time

Subject 3
Step No.

Time

Subject 4
Step No.

Time

1

3

38.87

1

5

26.77

1

5

22.33

1

6

69.95

2

3

58.88

2

8

68.72

2

15

148.29

2

4

86.46

3

1

39.80

3

1

5.64

3

1

63.23

3

1

10.99

Subject 5
Step No.

Time

Subject 6
Step No.

Time

Subject 7
Step No.

Time

Subject 8
Step No.

Time

1

3

46.15

1

4

26.20

1

7

48.75

1

3

33.00

2

4

92.60

2

6

79.99

2

9

156.58

2

2

33.20

3

1

35.71

3

1

14.74

3

1

92.68

3

1

20.90

Subject 9
Step No.

Time

Subject 10
Step No.

Time

Subject 11
Step No.

Time

Subject 12
Step No.

Time

1

3

19.88

1

6

90.17

1

4

34.48

1

3

15.10

2

2

51.94

2

9

141.73

2

1

12.36

2

5

119.45

3

1

2.87

3

1

12.92

3

1

29.17

3

1

14.86

Subject 13
Step No.

Time

Subject 14
Step No.

Time

Subject 15
Step No.

Time

1

3

19.03

1

4

24.59

1

6

44.62

2

3

109.12

2

15

375.53

2

2

35.47

3

1

21.21

3

1

89.03

3

1

9.78

Regarding the questions asked during flexible elicitation, an analysis of the pupil
size was performed (see Fig. 2). The results indicate greater pupil size for questions in
which only quantitative criteria are compared, indicating greater cognitive effort [14].
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
Quantitative-Quantitative

Qualitative-Qualitative

Quantitative-Qualitative

Fig. 2. Mean pupil size and standard error for flexible elicitation questions (Source: Authors)

In turn, the results related to pupil size during the elicitation process indicate higher
values for problems classified as quantitative and smaller values for problems classi-

fied as qualitative (see Fig. 3). In addition, only for the problems classified as quantitative, there is a growth trend of pupil size through the steps.
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
Step 1

Step 2
Quantitative

Qualitative

Step 3
Combined

Fig. 3. Mean pupil size and standard error during the steps 1, 2 and 3 for different problems
(Source: Authors)

The power value of the theta band was also analysed along the three main steps at
the channel pairs P7 and P8 since there is evidence of a negative correlation between
the power of the band in these channels with the cognitive effort [3], [8], [10]. The
analysis of the theta band behaviour between the steps for each type of problem
showed an increase only in Step 2 in channel P7 for qualitative problems.
The alpha band is also negatively correlated with cognitive effort [11] and the
power of this band through the frontal channels was analysed because there is evidence that this region of the brain is related to decision-making process [18]. The
results showed an increase in power in Step 2 for qualitative problems in the channels
AF4 and F3, and an increase in Step 2 for problems classified as Combined only in
the channel FC6.
An analysis of the FAA was still performed for the different types of problems;
however, the results did not indicate any suggestive differences. This measure is related to engagement [1], [4], [9] and can be useful to evaluate different types of problems and the interaction of the decision maker with the DSS.

4

Discussion and Next Steps

The identified results are still preliminary but show promise. The pupil size analysis
indicates that the questions in which only quantitative criteria are compared during
flexible elicitation demand more from decision makers. The same is observed for
problems classified as quantitative. In turn, the theta and alpha band values of this
study suggest an increase during the flexible elicitation stage for qualitative problems,
indicating reduced cognitive effort. Thus, it is hypothesised that quantitative criteria
require more of the decision maker. Further experiments are intended to be performed
to obtain a larger sample that allows the application of statistical tests.
Investigations in this regard are important because they can generate insight for the
decision analyst and the DSS developer to make the decision making and use of DSS

more effective and efficient [7]. Identifying whether quantitative criteria actually
require more of the decision maker can lead to changes within the DSS in representing the criteria. On the other hand, the analysis of engagement may complement the
results because it is expected that there will be high engagement during the elicitation
process. Thus, with more data, it is possible to evaluate whether there are differences
in engagement for different types of problems and criteria that require changes in the
DSS. With the sample obtained here, however, no result can be identified that indicates greater or lesser engagement between stages for different types of problems.
Finally, future studies should analyse other measures, such as the power of beta
and gamma bands, which are related to more complex cognitive processes [11], on the
frontal brain areas [12], [16], [18] and can generate valuable insight. Data regarding
saccades, and fixations will also be analysed for patterns of information search.
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